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Gryphon Audio
The Ultimate Statement
(www.gryphon-audio.dk)
Gryphon Audio Designs is the brainchild of
Flemming E. Rasmussen and the fulfilment of a
lifelong dream to allow the purest essence of
the live music experience to be recreated in
the home environment.

Audio Salon: Gryphon Poseidon Suite

"the ultimate system
for the most sensitive
ears in the world"

audio salon
4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
t: 0141 333 9700

Gryphon Audio Designs was founded in 1985.
The Gryphon name and logo are inspired by
the fabulous creature of Greek mythology
with the head and wings of an eagle and the
body of alion.This perfect union of the power
of the lion with the grace of the Eagle is an
appropriate symbol of the forceful elegance we
strive to achieve in Gryphon audio equipment.
Gryphon has undertaken aquest for absolute
musical truth, remaining unconditionally
faithful to the musical source. One of the
most important lessons that Rasmussen
learned as apainter is that too much of human
perception is based on expectations, on what
we think we knpw about things and not on
what we actuallY see or hear. In order to
properly create the illusion of something real,
we must first perceive the reality accurately
and understand it in detail.This lesson is the
philosophical cornerstone of Gryphon Audio
Designs.
The Poseidon is Gryphon Audio's Ultimate
Statement and quite possibly the most
elaborate and uncompromising loudspeaker in
the history of home audio.
Poseidon suite including woofer towers.
room corrrection and amplification: £75,000
international price, UK VAT inclusive. Price
includes home installation including calibration.

e : info@audiosalon.co.uk

Call or E-mail the Audio Salon to arrange a

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

day's demonstration.
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are worthy recipients of the top award handed out by this
magazine and you'll find out exactly why by turning to the
superb test of the Krell Evolutions by Martin Colloms ( it
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Ferraris in motoring magazines.
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seems that DAB
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not be a ' crystal
clear' as it claims
if anew ruling
by the Advertising Standards

Year Award 2005 from HiFi News.

Authority is anything to go by [ see
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The culmination of 25 years of Krell

NEWS, page 10). It'll now be hugely
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News
KRELL'S EVOLUTIONS TAKE TOP AWARD
-11-Fil NEWS AWARDS
•••••••••=.1.1,1,1.1,'

high- end audio products since

The Krell Evolution Series

1980 and it's clear that the

of pre and power ampl:fiers

Evolutions are the result of

won the top award - New

that quarter of acentury of

Product of the Year 2005 - at

audio expertise'.

the recent Hi Fi News Awards
presentation held during the
& Home Entertainment
Show at Heathrow, London.

For afull test on the
Evolution amplifiers, by Martin
Colloms, go to page 34.
Krell ( via Absolute Sounds) •

The New Product of the

+4410120 8971 3909 •

Year trophy was picked up by

www.krellonline.com

Krell's CEO and Chief Designer
Dan DAgostino from Hi Fi
News Editor Steve Fairclough
and the magazine's Senior
Controuting Editor, Ken
Kessler [ the co- hosts of the
awards ceremony).
Steve Fairclough explained:
It was clear to us that the

With the dancing girls at the

Evolut:on series really was

culmination of the HiFi News

amasterwork of amplifier

Awards ceremony ( from left

technology and we decided

to right): Hi- Ft News Senior

to make this special award

Contributing Editor, Ken Kessler;

to Krell to mark what could

Krell's CEO and chief designer,

well go down in hi- f: history

Dan D'Agostino; and HiFi News

as one of the landmark

Editor, Steve Fairclough

amplifier systems of all time.
Krell has been manufacturing
The award- winning Krell Evolution One and Two amplifiers

AN IDEALE WORLD

BOLZANO VILLETRI
The Citta• Ideale [ 5000 series) range of
high- end Italian- made loudspeakers from
Bolzano Villetri made its deput at the recent
Hi -Fi & Home Entertainment Show.
The range includes the Laurana front
channel speakers, the Studiolo rear channel
speakers, the Veduta centre channel
speakers and the Gubbio subwoofer.
Also showcased at the recent show was
Bolzano Villetri's Campanile 3000 hi-fi series
that incorporates the Torre floorstanding
channel speaker, the Piazzetta floorstander,
the Cantoria centre channel speaker and the
Vecchio active subwoofer.
The Bolzano range atso includes the
Campo [ 1000 series) rack acoustic system.
The ' By' products are distributed in the UK,
France and Germany by Yorina Overseas Ltd.
Prices range from £ 1997.50 up to £ 25,000.
Yorina Overseas Ltd. • + 44 ( 0)20 7244 8240
•www.bolzanovilletri.com
LEFT: The Citta' Ideate range of products
from Bolzano Villetri
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B&W Bowers&Wilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology

ems
lei I
t
'7Z:k' d
at

The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 (0)1903 221 500

•

News
THE BEST CD PLAYER EVER?
NAIM CD555
Billed as ' the best CD player

and inside is aheavy
brass sub- chassis.

All components in

ever', the CD555 is Naim's new

the player's analogue

top- of- the- range CD player.

stages are discrete

A Naim spokesman

components, including

explained: The CD555 doesn't

the seven- pole output

try to play DVDs, DVD-As

filters. A post- digital

or SACDs. It doesn't have a

filter de-jitter circuit is

digital output. It doesn't have a

said to eliminate jitter.

variable output. The CD555 just
plays CDs and at that it excels'.
Like the earlier CDS 3
model its atwo- box affair

The matching 555PS power
supply transformer, backwards
compatible as an upgrade for
the CDS3 and CDX2 players,

with the main mechanics and

is 40% larger than that in the

electronics in one box, and the

XPS2, and features seven

555PS power supply providing

regulated power supplies, with

all power to the player.

separate analogue and digital

Its atop loader again, but
this time the door is motorised
and the disc bay is aheavy
machined tray with low-

outputs to minimise digital
noise in analogue sections.
The Nairn CD555 will be out
later this year ( probably during

reflective IR coating to reduce

December) at around £ 14,000.

interference. The mechanism

Naim Audio • 01722 332266 •

is adie-cast Philips Pro unit,

www.naim-audio.com

CASTLE'S
COLUMN
SPEAKER
INCHES IN

DENON GOES BACK
TO ITS ROOTS

CCC SPEAKER
Known by atriple- C moniker,
the Castle Compact Column
joins the Yorkshire company's
Compact speaker series, and is
said to offer more dynamics and
control than the smaller
stand- mounted boxes.
Priced at just £ 550 per pair

Denon is set to beef uo its

continuation of the rollout of

in achoice of eight real wood

two- channel hi-fi range with

new Denon hi-fi components

veneers, plus silver, the CCC

aproposed November 2005

at all price points'.

includes two 110mm bass/mid

UK launch for its PMA-2000AE

drivers and a20mm soft- dome

integrated amp and the DCD-

As if to hammer home that
'price point' message Denon

tweeter. Impedance is 6ohm

2000AE SACO/CO playerThe

has also taken the wraps off

and response is given as

amo will be priced at £ 1100

its 1500AE series that's made

50Hz-40kHz ( no limits

and the SACO piayer at £ 1200.

specified). The heavily damped

A Denon spokesperson

up of the £ 550 PMA-1500AE
stereo amplifier and the £ 450

and braced cabinet is reflex

told Hi Fi News: '
The release

DCD-1500AE stereo CD and

ported, and stands 875mm tall.

of the 2000AE series in the

SACO player.

Castle Acoustics • 01756

UK marks Denon's return

Denon UK • 01234 741200 •

795333 • wwww.castle.uk.com

to its hi-fi roots and is the

www.denon.co.uk

'11181111111111011111811111•11111111.1.118111101•11111111811111›
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A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than tne very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statemert about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

Ho!burn HiFi Ltd
+44 (0) 1224 585 713
note@holburnhifi.co.uk
HiFi Experience
+44 (0.) 20 7580 3535
saleseehifilondon.co.uk

Sound Academy
+44 (0)1922 493 499
sales@soundacademy.co.uk
Acoustica
+44 ( 0) 1244 344 227
geoff.colemaretacoustica.co.uk

Robert Taussig
+44 (0) 20 7487 3455
sales@roberttaussig.co.uk
Cloney Audio
+ 353 (0) 1288 9449
sales@cloneyaudio.com

CLASSE

News
CAUGHT DAB HANDED
DAB ADVERT ROW

or too low he/she might hear
a ' bubbly' noise'. This, decided

Both broadcasters and

the ASA, meant that claiming

manufacturers must re- think
their advertising for DAB

'distortion free' and crystal

digital radio after the Adver-

clear' was misleading.
Switchdigital said that

tising Standards Authority
(ASA) upheld two complaints

analogue stations
compressed their sound to

against adverts by commer-

make it ' richer' and beefier'.

cial multiplex Switchdigital
which promised crystal clear'

The ASA judged: ' The advert would be understood by
listeners to mean that DAB

and distortion-free sound
that takes the hiss out of the
way you listen to the radio',

digital radio is superior to
analogue... ( and) we received
no evidence to show that'.

reports Barry Fox.
The ASA called this

Nigel Sharman explained:

'misleading' in ajudgment

'I just think they are selling
DAB on the basis of claims

published on 5October, 2005.
Nigel Sharman, a PR Director for the classical music
industry and Royal Television
Society Council member,
complained to the ASA that
the adverts were misleading
because a gurgling noise' can
interfere with the sound; and

DAB radio is officially not as ' crystal clear' as advertised
The Radio Advertising
Clearance Centre argued that
'the signal was either on or
off, which avoided the fading
in and out and background

analogue radio audio quality

noise that analogue radio is
prone to'. Switchdigital said

is often better than DAB.

'distortion free' was used to

allegorise the technological
benefits of DAB over
analogue, like the benefits of
CDs over vinyl.
But Switch admitted there
might be digital ' artifacts' and
'if a listener was receiving a
signal that was either too high

FULL METAL JACKETS
B&W XT SERIES

the technology simply can't
support. The low-pitched
gurgling noise you often get is
far more annoying than abit
of hiss and interference'.
Switchdigital spokesman
Danny Rose told Hi Fi News:
'We do not wish to make any
further comment'.
www.asa.org.uk

SMALL BUT
POWERFUL
BLACK CUBE AMP

With an eye on the lifestyle market
inhabited by Bang & Olufsen and Bose,

German manufacturer
Lehmann Audio aims to prove
size doesn't matter with its

Bowers & Wilkins has created anew
range of metal- bodied loudspeakers
-the XT Series - and the models all

compact Black Cube Stamp
power amp ( 280x115x42mm)

use acurved aluminium extrusion for

that's said to deliver up to
20W per channel at 4Ohms.

the cabinet. The XT4 floorstander is a
slim column design with two 130mm
drivers for bass and mid and lin
aluminium dome tweeter, while the
XT2 is asmall 2- way designed for
shelf or stand mounting.
Centre channel fans should take
XTC, ahorizontal aspect speaker with
two 135mm Kevlar drivers. All XT
Series models use B&W's Flowport
reflex vents, and tapered tube
technology for the tweeter.
The XT4 is priced at £ 1699, the XT2
is £ 699, the XTC is £ 549, and B&W
recommends the PV1 subwoofer, at
£950, to complete a5.1 speaker

Lehmannaudio

e

system. XT stands for the XT2 are £ 200.
B&W Loudspeakers • 01903 221800 •
www.bwspeakers.com

Metal mayhem: the B&W XT range of speakers

BLACt,

Li(;
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WAFER THIN & MINT

CALLING DENON

PMC SPEAKERS

Following on from Denon telephone
numbers printed in last month's
HFi News we can confirm that the

The Professional Monitor
Company ( PMC) has seized

number you should contact Denon
on is 01234 741200. Apologies for

upon anew thin panel
speaker technology. Wafer

any confusion caused.

is the name of this system,

DANISH TASTY

using PMC's advanced
transmission line ( ATL)
system to aid bass response,

Danish loudspeaker manufacturer
Dali has revealed that it will launch

especially at low volume.

the entire IKON range of speakers

The Wafers can be

after apositive reaction to its IKON
6model. The IKON family includes

mounted on walls or in- wall,
with the Wafer 1using a5.5in

nine speakers, including two
dedicated centre channel speakers

driver and soft- dome tweeter

and an active 12in subwoofer.

in on- wall guise, and a6.5in
driver in the Wafer 2.

Prices for the in- wall options

Prices are El 100 for a
pair of Wafer 1speakers and
£1650 for apair of Wafer 2s.

are to be announced.
PMC • 0870 4441044 •
www.pmc-speakers.com

ABOVE: The Professional
Monitor Company's Wafer 1

The range starts off from £ 299
(excluding VAT1 - for more

thin panel speaker in situ on
wall - it can be in- walls too

information go to www.daliclk
RINGMAT'S IDEA
At the recent Hi Fi & Home

ANOTHER SPIN
FOR DEBUT

Entertainment Show in London
Ringmat Developments showcased
aprototype of its Vivacity AR
anti- resonance system that's set to
be launched 'early next year.
Not all the secrets of the
technologies involved have yet
been revealed but it's said to:
'effective eliminate distortion from

h

resonance by dissipating vibration
in supporting structures.
Go to www.ringmat.com

Lehmann says

CHORD POWER

that this makes the
power amp a perfect

The Chord Company has
launched its new Power
Chord shielded mains cable

partner' for speakers with an efficiency
recommends the Stamp be

that's said to have ashielding
system similar to that found on the

used with its existing Black

company's Signature loudspeaker

Cube Linear pre- amp.

cable. The Power Chord is already

of 87dB and above and

available at £ 130/1m; £ 140/1.5m

The Black Cube Stamp

and £ 150/2m. For more details

amp should be on sale by the
time you read this but no price
details were confirmed at the
time of going to press.
LEFT: Lehmann's
new ' mini' power
Stamp amp

opto electrical sensor, said to

contact Chord on 01908 625700 or
go to www.chord.co.uk

The perennial Pro-Ject Debut,

negate problems introduced
by mechanical systems that

the bestselling entry-level
turntable, has been revised

intrude on sound quality.
The Pro-Ject Debut

SPEAKER DUO

once more, in the guise of the

III E costs £ 210 and is

Audio Systems has announced the

Debut Ill E.
This time the Debut gains

supplied with an Ortofon OM

arrival of two new loudspeakers.
The first is the £3999 Halley
two-way active bookshelf design;

PRO-JECT DEBUT E

alevel, automation, with auto

Hertfordshire- based Digital

5E cartridge fitted. It comes
in achoice of silver or black.

the second is the £ 6500 two-way
active Halo floorstander. Both are

platter start and tonearm

Look out lor afull review of

lowering to start playing a
record. It will also lift the arm

this new turntable package in
Hi Fi News soon.

and stop the platter at the

Henley Designs •

good specialist hi-fi dealers'.

end of aside automatically
This is achieved by way of an

01235 511166 •
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

To find out more go to WWW.
wavelength-distribution.com

said to be available ' through alt
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ShowReport

IFA SHOW REPORT

The Best from Berlin
In an exclusive show report Alvin Gold casts his eyes over some
of the hi-fi highlights from the recent IFA event held in Berlin

S

pecialist hi-fi shows
in the UK play to afew

thousand people at a

time, and in the States, CES
has an audience of around
130,000. The IFA ( Internationale
Funkausstellung) which is held
biannually in Berlin, customarily
attracts almost 300,000. Size
isn't everything, but the IFA
convention centre is clean,
modern, well equipped, and
generally as attractive as any
installation this busy can be. So
it's win- win' all round.
The main exhibitors at IFA
are indigenous German brands
and major multinationals,
Loewe, LO, Sony, Panasonic,
Samsung, Harman and Philips
for example, but there was
arespectable smattering of
specialist hi-fi and home cinema
brands, including Marantz,
Denon, Onkyo, Jamo, Klipsch,
Meridian, Monster Cable, Chord

Clockwise [ from left]:

and TEAC. On the whole though

Jamo revealed its R909

the specialists tend to steer

speaker; the diminutive Audica

clear of IFA in favour of the

MSP1 speaker; the new Uni -0

annual High End Show, which

driver from KEF ( left) that
powers much of the i0 range

has gone from strength to
strength at its new Munich base.

'audiophile jewellery for the
IPOD EXTRAS

home', includirg the individually

Two product categories

hand- polished Mezzo 140

dominated at IFA 2006: HDTV

power amp ( 120W stereo/240W

and iPod. Not to put too

bridged), for which the word

finer point on it, iPods were

'exquisite' barely does it justice.

everywhere, both as the source

There was also the killer Media

components for innumerable
demonstrations ( by headphone

Engine, aDVD/CD processor,
small joystick, adisplay which

isn't new, this model, indeed

player and server with 2.4

manufacturers for example), or

mirrors the one on the iPod,

the whole of the Audica range

terabytes ( 2400GB) of on- board

as the inspiration for an endless

and the Brain, whose job is self

(which includes packages for

storage, previously seen only in

variety of accessories.

explanatory - think about it.

MP3 replay, home cinema

pre- production form.

Onkyo was there in force,
featuring its already highly

Among the smaller
manufacturers present at

and domestic stereo),

Slightly more mainstream,

addresses the challenges in

KEF had avariety of new
loudspeakers, speaker

successful DS- Al dock which

the Berlin show, Audica

aparticularly thorough way,

integrates iPods with Onkyo

was showing samples of the

with loudspeakers that are

packages and complete

components and systems.

diminutive MSP1 speakers

exquisitely turned out.

electronics/loudspeaker

The most striking iPod add-on

(E250 pair, complete with

however was the Harman-

amplifier, which provides

AUDIOPHILE JEWELLERY

highlight was the new 165mm

Kardon Drive+play package,

suitable equalisation for the

On amore ambitious level

Uni -Q driver which powers

which consists of aneat

speakers). While the idea of

Chord Electronics had some

much of the new iQ range,

controller that looks like a

small and well- styled speakers

new additions to its range of

the Q series replacement. CI
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systems on show, of which the

Letters

YOUR VIEWS

Does any aspect of hi-fi get you hot under the collar? If so just write to: Letters,
HiFi News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or you can e-mail your
thoughts to: hi-finewsrdipcmedia.com - please mark it ' Letters'

metess Design

Magic Meridian

SIIIM IF. MOM. leas been one et 01.1à,..L
madaconn Meeeeil•opee. • ecel.
Melee, e:r

bettered the 100

Ijust had to drop you atine re: Howard

series amplifiers.

Popeck's * Classic Kit feature ( see HEN
Sept 05) as there are afew things about

Ireally think

TM Hulatt me sta.k abd to, counenc
Musa H medals. They look as modem
today at IMO OW back In the me 1910s

these amazing Meridian amplifiers Ithink

these amps were

everyone should know. First point is the

ahead of their

105 versus the 103D; now the 103D is as

time; CO players

Howard states ' amazing', but the 105 mono

that didn't rip your

blocks are even better, in all regards! This

ears off were still

isn't apower thing - let's face it on paper

many years away

there's a3dB increase from the 45 Watt

when these amps

:1=z2r=efi

103D to the 100 Watts of the 105. The 105

were around, they
realty suit CD

is ' Simply Better' [ sorry Ivor) than the

-the bass definition

103D, and the Naim NAP250. Even today
enthusiasts are discovering the truth of
this - the 105 destroys the Naim NAP250.

is unequalled. By the way I've owned Krell,

Ihave owned Naim NAC52, Supercap,
NAP135s, and aMeridian 101/105

Audio Research, Mark Levinson, oh and an
Ongaku ( The Real Kondo built one). Right

In the early 1980s Paul Benson, then

combination made it sound so bad I

Editor of HiFi Answers, wrote awonderful

seriously thought the Naims weren't

now Iuse the Meridian 101/135 because

article about the NAP250 and the Meridian

working correctly. Of course they were

they get me closer to the music.
Iwas really happy to read Howard's

105. Guess what? He found that the 105

working up to spec. Ialso tried the

beat the NAP250 even in the area of PRAT

Meridian 605s after Martin Colloms'

article - it confirmed what I've known for

(Pace Rhythm And Timing(. Yes, the 105 is

fantastic review. Again Howard was right
-the 105 kills the 605! Meridian hasn't

quite some time now!

faster than aNAP250!

Irrelevant high- end
Martin Colloms review of the

lost all credibility in doing so.

Audio Note ( UK( Ongaku amp

Anyone with abudding interest

IHFN, August ' 05) demonstrates

in serious music reproduction,

why high- end audio is becoming

on reading this review, would be

irrelevant to most people. Can

entirely justified in abandoning

Mr Colloms really be serious

all hope and buying an all- in-

in discussing favourably a

one home theatre in abox for

'230,000 amp with audible hum

his entertainment.

and audio- band output from

Dr. Robert Guild, Manila

Bob Calvert, by e-mail

To AV or not to AV
•
•

•`7

AildlOVI.S1011

1

journals ping just because it
is specialist. Don't dilute your
excellent publication with abit
of tokenism stuck in the middle.

KEF GOES TO THE CINEMA

Things you are doing right...
•Ken Kessler - just brilliant.
•Retrospectives on ctassic
amps, turrtabtes and speakers.
•Reviews of high- end stuff
(even though Iwill never be able

atransformer, unacceptable

to afford this stuff, it gives me

levels of self- vibration,

Steve Fairclough replies: 'Martin

audible distortion, and looks

Colloms assures me that it is all

reminiscent of ateenager's first

about the subjective rather than

kitchen- table science project?

the objective and that the UK

as the article or bi-wiring in

Ongaku is one of the best valve

October 20051.

Frankly, Iam appalled that
you would even print such a

amps in the world. A careful

review, and will almost certainly

re- read of his original piece

never buy HFN again as you've

should confirm this fully'.

Lack of absence

aCAT AleNG THE MGEONS

something to aspire toi.
•Technical pieces ( such

Ilook forward to each issue,
keep ' ern coming!
Isee you have at least one letter

John R. Smith, Truro,

in November's issue questioning

Cornwall

the place of AV material in the
magazine. Can Ijust add my

Steve Fairclough replies:

The word ' lack is constantly

definition of the word is

support to this view? Plea3e

understand that AV is not

being incorrectly used in

shortage or absence of

stick to audio (and two-chanrel

everyone's cup of tea but

your magazine. For example:

something needed or wanted.

audio at that, for my taste'..

there are certainly crossover

'in the high frequencies

It has been driving me nuts

If Iwant to read about home

technologies present and from a

there was awelcome tack

for years now. Please use the

theatre stuff Iwill buy ahome

technological point of view they

of sibilance, grain and

word ' absence' instead.

theatre magazine.

are worth reporting. Fear not, we

harshness'. The dictionary

Duncan, by e-mail

For me, HiFi News is one
of the very best specialist

will also be delivering plenty of
what you love about HFN'.
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Letters
About stage
May Iexpress my

suffering from obvious tonal

instead

disappointment with

imbalance. To na.me but

of ARC's

Ken Kessler's review of

one, the much celebrated

strange

AudioValve% Su-1ilda?

Dvorak 9by the Czech

application.

This is the nth h.gh2erd

Philharmonic under Karel

Who, outside

phono stage featuring

Ancerl is so bass- shy as to

reviewers,

comprehensive facilities for

sound caricatural. We aa

needs it?

the cartridge reviewer.

know that this cheating with

Most

As for the music

the RIM curve was intended

modern

enthusiast, he is still waiting

to let the cheapest pick-ups

cartridges

for aworthwhile successor

track the record. The only

are far less load sensitive

will be far short of what is
needed in most cases.

correction

to LUX 1slineage of tube

solution is to intervere at

than their ancestors, and

pre- amps ( CL21/34...1
that proviaed for true tone

the pre- amp stage, as it is

that obtaining achange

Then there are the

just amatter of replacing a

of tonal balance through

frequencies tnat will be

compensation. Anyone with

few fixed- value components

juggling with loading

actually affected: you would

some interest in music

by adjustable ones. This

vatues is bound to degrade

have to be extremely lucky

will have come across

is where aremote ccntrot

damping, apart from the

to strike the relevant ones!

quite afew pressings

would be of great help,

fact that the amplitude of

Jefig Ropars, France

Lossless Leaders

Stick with LPs

eddfrapP

Keith Howard'sossless

response and distortion

,_eader' article t
HFN. May 05)

characteristics of an iPpu

was an eye opener on just

measured with the supplied

One more advantage the LP has over

how bad some of the losstess

headphones in place.

the CD [ apart from the obvious sonic

compression solutions are.

While the iPcd will delver

superiority' is that if its cover comes apart

apractically ruler- flat

you cart fix it with Pri't Stick.
Phil Rowland, by e- n- ail

The revealing piece
focused on the huge errors

frequency response down to

generated during conversion

20Hz, Isuspect its built-in

from one bit- rate [
sic] to

coupling capacitor severly

another. Howeve-, personal

rolls off bass delivered into

player users almost always

the iPod's own headphones [ 32

Iam beginning to hate the CO jewel case
atmost as much as KK ( if that's possible).

Erroneous critique

convert from amusic CD

ohm?). Only the iPod snuffle,

Iwas surprised to see no

by the ear of ana -row- band

as the source. It would be

which does not use acoupling

rebuttal of the totally erroneous

ccherent signal [ avoice) amid

informative to see how the

capacitor, is probabty immune

critique by Jim Carlyle in

ahigher level of general

:ossless players perform

to this bass roll off... at least

Letters P-IFN Oct ' 051. of Jim

backgrouna noise. There is no

when aCD is used as the

that's what my ears tell me.

Lesurt's excellent article on

'miracle' involved here, simply a

source. A compa -ison of MP3

Dinyar Contractor, India

LP/CD resolution. It 5not thie

neurophys'ological effect based

and its variants and different

case that the noise floor of CD

on the multiple narrow- band

sample rates would also be

Andrew Harrison replies:

is ' granite'. The - 93ciB noise

detectors in the cochlea. This

interesting. Finally, Iwould

'We studied popular audio

floor of aproperly dithered

effect applies as much to digital

like to see the frequency

compression in 2000, with

16- bit recording ( the either

recordings as analogue ones.

interesting findings on the

signal raises the noise floor

differences between, eg, MP3,

from the oft- quoted - 96dB) is

iPocl

It's also utterly untrue to
say that the noise floor of aCD

MPEG Layer Ii, Dolby Digital,

essentially similar to that of any

is correlated to the sampling

DTS and WMA. Reprints of

analogue equivalent ( although

frequency. The main purpose

WM"

these features in May, June

much quieter!), in that coherent

of dithering is precisely to

Swale Songs
Bridle

and Aug 2000 issues can be

signals well below the noise

ensure that the noise floor is

ordered through www.hifinews.

floor may be reproduced.

co.uk. Regarding iPod sound

It isn't ' recent' knowledge

decorrelated from the sampling
frequercy, and is in fact a

quality, this has dropped with

that coherent signals below

smooth signal with even fewe-

each version since the original

the wiaaband noise floor may

artifacts than will be found in

model, which we lab tested in

be recovered - this has been a

the roise floor of an analogue

May 2002, although 1suspect

feature of industrial measuring

30ips studio master tape.

there is more to blame than

equipment for many years.

Stewart Pinkerton,

the output cap on Wolfson's
headphone DAC chip'.

In audible terms, the well-

ex- Production Engineering

known ' cocktail party' effect

Research Association of

relies on similar discrimination

Great Britain

Fi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asted to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters 1
• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of Hiseeking advice will be answered, in print on our Ote pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
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The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

Objects of Desire

4

Must have hi-fi
Style, quality and that must- have' factor all shine through in
our latest round- up of the most desirable new pieces of hi-fi

EAR MASTER DISK
TURNTABLE • £ 7695.60

BOLZANO VILLETRI SPEAKERS
•FROM £ 1997.50

MARSHALL CHOONG TARREGA
SPEAKERS • FROM £6000

The stunning looks of EAR's first ever

The words ' style' and .!
taly .tend to go

turntable caught the eye at the recent Hi -Fi

hand- in- hand and so it is with this new

bow recently alongside Marshall Choong's

Shaw at Heathrow. Without getting into the

range of high- end speakers from Bolzano

Torroba dipoles and the 99dB Trueno

technical depths of it the key factor on this

Villetri of Milan. The flagship range of the

model is anew ' no contact' drive system.

subwoofer. Paired with stereo Truenos
or 99dB Truenos, the Tarragas are said

The Tarrega dipole speakers took their

Built with alovely aluminium chassis and

brand is ' Citta' Ideate' which is claimed to
be ' astunning masterpiece of loudspeaker

composite platter of resin and inorganic

engineering'. The design is eye-catching

amplification'. Lovely style too.

filler you can play at 33, 45 and 78 with a

and the models are said to feature afull

www.mcaudio.co.uk

fine adjustment to accommodate discs cut

range of new patented technology.
www.bolzanovilletri.com

at non-standard speedsl. A delight!
www.ear-yoshino.com
16 www.hifinews.co.uk • DECEMBER 2005

to be ' ideal for SE valve and pure Class A

BOWIE ' STAGE' DVD-A • £ 15
Bowie embarked on his biggest tour to
date in 1978 and shows in Boston and
Philadelphia were recorded live for Stage.
Producer Tony Visconti decided to record the

ZANDEN CD SYSTEM • £31,500
New to Europe Japan's Zanjen Audio
Systems has made astormicg debut with
this acclaimed CD transport arid D/A

material as if it were for astudio album and

processor. In fact the slick- looking Zanden
range extends to avariety of pre- amps and

now his decision to close- mike the band and

power amplifiers. Probably the best look'ng

use four mikes on the audience has helped
with this new 5.1 mix, and PCM original

CD system in the world.

stereo mix remastered with new sequence.
www.davidbowie.com
www.emicatalogue.com

www.audiofreaks.co.uk

CONRAD-JOHNSON CT5
PRE-AMP • £7000
Smart aE 3 button this new C- Jremote
corrsolled valve line pre- amp was premiered
at the recant Hi -Fi & Home Entertainment
Show at :-. eathrow. It slots in behind the
ACT2 flagship in the C- Jrange and its said
to offer anumber of innovative refinements
over previcus C- Jmodels. Look out for an
exclusive test of the CTS in

News in the

very near future!
www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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MOW

Karan Acoustics

conrad-johnson

11"

Esopower

Tri Planar

McCormack

Avalon Music Systems

finite elemente

Zanden Audio

Kuzma

Reimyo by Harmonix

Magnum Dynalab

Harmonix

Acustica Applicata ( DAA

Benz- Micro

Acustica Applicata (DAAD)
conrad-johnson

Avalon Acoustics

Esopower

Magnum Dynalab

Avalon Music Systems

finite elemente

McCormack

Harmonix

Reimyo by Harmonix

Benz- Micro

Karan Acoustics
Tri Planar

Cardas
Kuzma

Zanden Audio

Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Listentip

IN MY OPINION

Thrilled to the core
by cable guys
For aman who ' doesn't review cables' why is Ken Kessler
waxing lyrical about the purity of copper and connectors?

D

on't worry: Iwouldn't
dare renege on my
promise ' never to review

caates again: No inducement I

astory that makes J.K. Rowling
look like Gordon Brown.
It was made clear to me
that Acrolink is closely involved

cal name, short of amonth in

both with Mitsubishi Materials

Umbria with Nathalie Baye and

and Nikko Materials. These are

Julianne Moore, will make me

gigantic, and deadly serious

change my mird. But two words

companies. The sort who think

irspired me at :east to report

that ' audiophile' is the English

on some new wires. Which isn't

word for ' schmuck'. So Ifigured

the same as reviewing them, if I

that we are categorically not

want to be pedantic about it...

talking about cables made

Those two words are ' Be -

by ex- hippie Brits, pseudo-

and ' Yamamura', for it was

professorial Eurotrash nor

Be' who said, ' Kennino, you

whacked- out Californians, all

aosolutely must hear the

with the engineering muscle of

Acrolink cables'. ' Why'. I

your local acupuncturist.

responded. ' would you want me

Kanno Masatoshi, the

to do that even though you know

company's President, is a

that no review will emerge?'

major mover and shaker in the

Be'. who's been an

Japanese audio community.

Acrolink's 7N- A2500 interconnect

Most cable
companies use
a combination
of bullying
and spurious
psychoacoustic
explanations
to substantiate
their cables'
raison d'etre

high- end wire makers. When
Be' told me that the digital cable
is installed in fighter planes
for various digital connections
including engine management
and that Mitsubishi uses
them in their state-of-theart space telescope, Ifigured

inspiration to me for over 15

He's the one connected to

years, put it simply. ' The cables

Nikko Materials [ formerly the

are. so good that you ought

Nikko Mining Co.], and it's this

to know about them, even if

element that defines Acrolink

you stick to your edict about

in terms of its basic modus

reviewing'. This went on for

operandi. Most cable companies

months. Be' nagging about the

use acombination of bullying

wire. And just what straw broke

and spurious psychoacoustic

this camel's back? The cables

explanations to substantiate

materials are the inevitable

he was raving about aren't even

their cables' raison detre.

concerns for stranding layout,

job with the connectors. Iwas

hi 3 own designs. They existed

Beyond question, the very

wire gauge, dielectric material,

also shown arange of plugs and

before Be* joined Acrolink.

essence of Acrolink is genuine,

braiding, shielding, insulation

spades sold separately, as well

cutting- edge metallurgy.

and termination. And it's pretty

as IEC three- pin female mains

much on display as most of the

connectors, with gold/palladium

UNBELIEVABLE

While everyone blabs on and

it was serious enough. The
details included carbon- fibre
phono plugs, devoid of those
destructive screw- down locking
mechanisms - they don't need
them because the pressure fit is
so perfectly tight.
Oyaide has done an amazing

Iwas in Japan in July so Be'

on about the number of nines to

wires feature see- though outer

contacts. The stuff screamed

undertook to baby-sit me.

the right of the decimal point,

casings that let you gaze upon

'mechanical integrity'. But

Naturally, he squeezed in a

Nikko has developed true

the outermost shield. Isaw

it was plugging in the digital

visit to AcrolinK, anc to Oyaide,

'six- nines' purity copper, or 6N,

some unterminated pieces, too,

cable, of all things, that made

who make the unbelievable

and higher. They also do ' more

and it's clear that Acrolink has

me sit up and wish I'd never

connectors fitted to the Acrolink

Ns' up to 9N, but the range I

gone overboard on the internal

sworn off reviewing cables.

cables. Ilearned that Acrolink

looked at is primarily 6N and

structure. Oh, and they built

Think ' petard' and ' hoist'.

mustn't be grcuped with the

7N. Those of you who can make

their own amps for auditioning

sort of charlatans who caused

head or tail of metallurgical

and tuning the cables.

me to hate cables in the first

data, or who have agrasp

Iheard models from the

place, those ' badge engineers'

of chemistry and physics.

patented Mexcel range, whose

who find cables from some

should check out the reams of

cross sections are as complex

massive OEM catalogue, slap on

information at www.acrolink.jp.

as anything we've come to

Acrojapan Corporation

their own label. and then cook up

Adding to the finest raw

know from the current crop of

acroldabox22.so-net.ne.jp1:1

My lips are sealed. Just pray
some distributor disbelieves
my chant that ' the last thing we
need is another cable'.
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"No PC
MP3"
And no, we don't mean Politically Correct.
What we do mean is you can now record MP3
copies directly to your MP3 player or USB storage
device* without using your PC. Not only that, but
you can also record your CDs and DAB radio in
MP3 format. And playing back your music couldn't be
easier through the USB port or the AUX input on
the front panel which is suitable for iPod playback.
Our new Reference Series CRH255 CD Receiver
has total connectivity by way of USB front panel
connection.
All these new features coupled with the exceptional
build quality and component level of performance
that you have come to expect from TEAC.
I.
So now you can connect directly to your MP3 Player
without the need of acomputer.

The new Reference CRH255.
DAB radio + MP3 record and
playback via the USB port.
Now you can get connected at your nearest retailer.
Contact TEAC on 0845 I
30 25 IIor at info@teac.co.uk
'Please check with your retailer or TEAC for compatibility

emit 'tp

CD/Pauçe

22: 2R-

0
• IWO

o o O®

TEAC. CD ripping made easy

"Get
connected"

TEAC
MP3 player not included

www.teac.co.uk

HOPI

KEN KESSLER'S SHOW PICKS

Stars of the Show!
With the scent of new product in his nostrils Ken Kessler reveals his Top 10 hi-fi
picks from the recent Hi -Fi & Home Entertainment Show at Heathrow
d

H

tl.s„mr,t;i
..,_itiotv.0,

Hi Fi & Horne

I

-ffle
tnever fuis- the HI Ti
& Home Entertainment

1444e

Entertainment Show
23rd- 25th September 2005

reviewed last month, PMC's onwall transmission- line speakers

show at Heathrow always
attracts the sort of world

(seriously! - the wafers), and the

premieres that you just chon't

power amp from Ypsilon.

massive SET 100 single- ended

find at regional shows and

But that will have to wait,

glorified ' dealerfests'. Even

because I've been allocated only

though the scent of risotto

10 choices, and it's been tough.

alla Milanese still tickle° my

For those of you who missed

nostrils. Ifound scoops rot

one of the most enjoyable audio

present at the amazing TOP

events of the year, here's a

Audio Milan show the week

taster of the crème de la crème.

before ( full report next month).
And this is despite my limited
trawl through the goodies on
offer at the Renaissance and
Park Inn hotels, due to much
of my time be'ng occup.ed
with demonstrations and book
signings over he weekend.
While there were enough
multi- channel products on
show to reassure the cineastes,
including an especially cool and
affordable 51 package f
-om
Quad and an all- in- one solution'
from Naim, the emphasis was
of the two- channel persuasion.
Among the treasures were
the production version of the
EAR-Yoshino turntable, a host of
phono stages, loads of new valve
amps and anumber of nonuniversal ( I) CD players.
Odd things stuck oi..t, though,
like the delEcious solid- timber
furniture from Tabula Rasa

Our special guest from the USA, Stereophile's Michael Fremer ( left), in conversation with

[www.tabula-rasa-moebel.

Nigel Crump of Symmetry, while [ top] registration stand at entrance to Rennaisance Hotel

de), the Funk Vturntable we
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Ken Kessler holding court in the Concorde Suite at the Renaissance Hotel with an amused Michael Fremer
from Stereophile looking on. Ken was dissing U2 at the time, but escaped the crowd unscathed
,
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ICON AUDIO STEREO 60 AMP • £ 1299.95

LYNGDORF SDAI 2175 DIGITAL INTEGRATED AMP • £ 1095

Icon Audio's Stereo 60 integrated amp offers triode or

TacT arrived in its new guise as Lyngdorf, w th afull range

ultralinear operation at the flick of aswitch, and a mighty

including the SDAI 2175 digital integrated amplifier good for

65W/ch from four KT88s - for under £ 1300!

200W/ch, with six inputs and fully- programmable facilites.

www.iconaudio.co.uk

www.tactaudio.co.uk

BOLZANO VILLETRI SPEAKERS •
FROM £ 1997.50 to £ 25,000
One of the stars of the show, the
gorgeous and imposing - and
brand-new - Bolzano Villetri speakers
from Milano boast stunning looks and
finishes. The range consists of afull
complement of speakers, featuring the
company's unique ' counteraperture'
topology. Seen here is awonderful
listening room shot including the Torre
and Luarana front- channel speakers,
with the seriously cool Cantoria
centre- channel speaker.
vvww.bolzanovilletri.com
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KEN KESSLER'S SHOW PICKS

DarTZeeL NHB18NS PRE- AMP • £ tba
DarTZeel has been driving people nuts waiting for the pre- amp
to match its world- class stereo amp - we just didn't expect to
see it in London! The dual- mono NHB18NS pre- amp boasts
battery operation, any type of connection you care to specify
MARK LEVINSON No.51 MEDIA PLAYER • £ tba

and the kind of feel you only get from Swiss- made goodies.

A major world scoop, the Mark Levinson No. 51 Media Player,

www.absolutesounds.com

which has as its goal the best performance imaginable
from ' Red Book' CD and normal OVO video. Fit and finish
are impeccable, and the unit boasts no- compromise audio

LEBEN

and video processing. Other details include HDMI outputs,

INTEGRATED AMP

balanced multi- bit Delta- Sigma DACs and aspecial volume

•FROM £ 1800

control with 0.1dB resolution.

KK fell in love

www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

with the Leben
integrated amp he
saw at the Paris
show in March 2005.
This is the luscious

i
k

separate stereo
power- amp derived from it, priced at £ 1800-£1900
depending on the valves.

NBIEN 3E SPEAKER
• £ 10,000
TW-ACUSTIC

The massive 3E next to

TURNTABLES • FROM £ 4650

the small NX-6 stand-

RT Services showed this tempting

mounter from nbien

beauty from TW-Acustic, a handsome turntable

of Wales. The flagship

made to order - with prices ranging from

floorstander sports two

£4650-£5350 depending on specification required.

10in woofers, two 3in

www.rtsaudio.co.uk

mids and a3in ribbon
in amassive enclosure
weighing no less than
108kg per speaker.
www.nbien.com

NEW AUDIO
FRONTIERS LEGEND
INTEGRATED AMP
• £ tba
Also from Italy, our
old friends New
Audio Frontiers
came with anew
speaker and three or
four fresh pieces of
SHANLING CD- T300 OMEGA DRIVE • £ 3999

electronic kit. Seen

awe-

Shanling wants to corner the market on adorable CD players!

here is the wonderful

This is the CD- T300, with outboard power supply, Burr- Brown

dual- mono Legend integrated amp that produces 10W/ch

chips and aPhilips CD- 4mechanism. Love that meter!

from KT66s wired in single- ended triode mode.

www.realhi-fi.com

www.newaudiofrontiers.com
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYWUM EVOLUTION

there.

o
CP 8872 II
4-way system: 2x8' low- bass woofers, 7" woofer
2' soft come midrange and 1" Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 9C dB @ 1watt / 1m

With the music.

nominal: impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz

30 kHz

power handling. 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs (including base)

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

dimensions (w xd xh): 32 cm x96 cm x152 cm

o.

CP 8871 II
3-way system: 2x8' low- bass woofers
7' mid-low woofer, and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt/ 1m
nominal impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 28 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w xd xh): 32 cm x85 cm x137 cm

CP 8571 II
3-way system: 8' low- bass woofers
7' mid- low woofer, and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz - 30 kHz
power handbag: 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w n,d xh): 32 cm x60 cm x 112 cm

USHER
67 Kai Fo

UDIO TECHNOLOGY
g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinetnet

HIAudi
9 Soverei

n Gardens Mislun nr Pontvc'un CF72 8SZ

Only apair of Tannoy's huge Westminster Royals could
bring the ' wow factor' back to this reader's system, but
how do you achieve fine sound when your speakers eat
up your listening space? Read on to find out...

T

can sit back happily and

Iremember my first serious

managed to buy the last pair

enjoy virtually flawless

upgrade was to change tri a

of IMF Professional Monitor

presentation of their

Yamaha CA- 610 which was

speakers ever made. These

favourite music on a system

about 65 watts per channel,

were driven by aRatel pre- amp

results from the gigantic

worth well over £ 50,000. But

probably one of the better

and power amo, with aPioneer

Tannoy Westminster Royals

how did it all start?

Japanese amps'.

Legato Link CD player.

ake heart from
Howard B., if you
hanker after huge

speakers. He gets great
roe

,,,e

r an ordinary- sized living
f.

'Wnen Iwas at university,

Later, after hearing a

Moving into ahouse of

room, tharaks to his TacT

aroLnd 1975, Ihad avery

f-iend's Cambridge R50

his owr with agood-sized

room- correction pre- amp.

cneap Sony amptifier, Garrard

speakers, Howard wanted

loungeldining room, Howard

Ntow Howard and his wife

turntable and Shure cartridge.

transmission lines himself and

bought apair of 250W Denon ID

--- ----...._-----. -.-..------,
_.,<- ---r
- -----.- „„--7,
""re'lp

SWEETSPOIT

111
PUA 6600 monoblocks - ' the

Clockwise from above: Yamaha CT 700

most under- rated amplifiers

ttner;Tac7 RCS 2.2X pre- amp; TEAC P-70

I've ever come across - but

transport; Boolder 1060 power amp and

st It found the IMPs difficult

those huge Tannai, Westminster Royals;

to control. A dernonstraticn at

Howard B. works with -he software on

Acoustic Arts o' Watford led him

sc -een om his PC

to Magnepan M.01.5R speakers,
which sounded much better.

answer, especially after a

Bass was extended by aREL

London dealer's impressive

Stentor subwoafer and by now

demonstration of ATC 100s with

the source was an ° retie CD1OT

aMark Levinson CD player.

transport and Orelle DAC.
Howard flirted with surround

'When we moved into
this house, Icommissioned

sound, adding aYamaha Dolby

Wilmslew Audio to build me a

Pro- Logic processor and

pair of ATO 100s to their spec.

another good Denon amp, the

Ihad the midrange changed to

100W/ch POA-3000. ' Ihad a

the better- quality ATO dome

whole conglomerate of kit. It

ard the tweeters changed to

was very good for films, but the

ScanSpeak Revelators. And the

artificial sound you got wasn't

sound was gcocr

as good as unprocessed stereo'.
But the Magneplanar

TACT ENTERS

Feeling the Rotel-as-transport

neutral asound as oossib.e.

Hcward was now using aRotel

was the limiting factor, he

can-e -mind with the TacT 2.0

enough for rock, and it seemed

RCD-971 player, but soon

upgraoed to aTEAC: P:30. ATthis

acrive speakers might be the

and alaptop. We only really had

splasned out on aChord DAC.

point, TacT emers the story.

time to , ash it up, but Iwas very

panels didn't really go loud

'A friend visited, who works

Ihad a whole conglomerate of kit.
Very good for films, but the artificial
sound just wasn't as good as stereo
26 www.hifinews.co.uk • DECEMBER 2005

impressed that within an heur I

in the reco-ding industry. He

could actually change the sound

used ATO speaKers, but he was

of the room quite abt.

also one of the few people who

'After speaking to Pete -

had adopted the early TacT

Lyngdoi-'in Denma-k, Itook

room correction, to have as

delivery of an RCS2.2X, the later

READER SYSTEMS

Q&A
HOWARD B.
What was the first
piece of hi-fi that you,
ever bought?
'Garrard turntable
('better than SP25,
something with ' 70'
in the name') plus cheap bookshelf
speakers ( unknown make) and a
10W/ch Sony amplifier'.
first album bought?
'With the Beatles'. I
can't remember if
it was stereo or mono but I
got afortune
for it when I
sold the vinyl!'
What's your favourite piece of hi-fi
equipment?
'The Tact RCS2.2X, the bedrock of the
system. Boulder 1060 amp ('sublime
art coupled with the best engineering
possible') and Tannoy Westminster
Royal (' pure art') both very close'.
What would be your dream kit?
'The Boulder 2060 600W/ch power
amplifier (£30,000r.
The biggest change you can
make is changing the power
supply. Ichose the Signature
power supply from Aberdeen
Components in Las Vegas.
It drops into the TacT. You're
looking at about $ 600 ( about
£350 nowadays) but you're
probably doubling the worth of
the actual item'.
Howard also changed the
internal mains lead, added
ferrite filtering to the earth
leads, and added an Aberdeen
Components upgraded input
board, with superior pulse
transformers from Scientific
Conversions ( SC).
'Putting these in, Inoticed
the difference right away. I've
also upgraded the DAC. I've
actually aided Anthony in the
choice of operational amplifiers

We only really had time to lash up the TacT system,
but Iwas very impressed that within an hour Icould
actually change the sound of the room quite a bit

in the output, and in the end we
went for Burr Brown - and the
best Burr Brown part that exists
at the moment. Noise is lower
and the sound is far, far better'.

model, with an improved digital

an auditorium. You can even

with afar more accurate one

engine and better DACs; it could

have corrections for different

from EarthWorks. As an RF

also support subwoofers.
'The TacT can remove room
anomalies in the bass, and the

qualities of CDs - ones that
are too bright, ones that lack

electronics engineer, Howard
wasn't scared of delving inside

something. It gives you control
which, frankly, is not available

the TacT either, and has carried
out Quite afew modifications.
'The unit as it stands is

midrange for that matter, and
in the treble you can select your
own preference, so effectively

anywhere else'.
Howard also found it

you can be sitting wherever
you like in the audience of

worthwhile replacing the
microphone supplied by TacT

SPEAKER CHANGE
The arrival of the TacT was
soon followed by afinal change
of speakers. ' The TacT unit
supports four channels, two

not to be underestimated,

main channels and atwo
subwoofer channels; Tacrs

but it can be improved into a
completely different league.

corners of the room to take the

philosophy is to have subs in the

DECEMBER 2005 • www.hifinews.co.uk 27

SWEETSPOT

READER SYSTEMS

THE ROOM
Room dimershns 16 x13 feet
9x3 9m), ivi:h bay wi t
iclow at the trait
eni double glass doors to the dining
room at the back. Howard has replaced
tie originel ightweight entrance door to
tie left with agood- quality so.id wood
ame, wild-proved sonically beneficial.

than you'd deduce from the
Internal modifications to the TacT pie- amp included anew power supply, an upgraded input board and achange of internal mains lead

specifcatian alone'.
After auditioning aKrell
FPB-400cx and asimilariypriced Jeff Rowland model,
Howard went for the Krelt. But
there was adownside, mainly
down to the power demands of
the room correction system.
'I sometimes got noise from
the transformers, it got very
hot, and Ialso found that the
heatsinks made noises through
heating and cooling'.

The new Signatue pow2r supply with added ferrite in blue jacket; close-up of dadghter boards inside the modified TacT pre- amp
strain off the main speakers. I
tried the REL with this system,
but it needed to tap off from
the speaker terminals later
ones have aline input as well)
which with active speakers

A South Coast dealer suggested
that the best possible compromise
all-round might be the Tannoy
Westminster Royal loudspeakers

Howard traded in the Krell
ior anew Boulder 1060. ' In every
area the Boulder wins over the
Krell. Lower heat, no noise, and
superior sound. All the benefits
of valves, and all the benefits of
transistors in one bo:;'.

was adifficulty. So reluctantly I

something like the ATCs that

sold the REL. Ifound that there

al-eady go down to about 21-1z,

asystem using KLipsch La

was aRevel subwoofer with a 1

it's abit cf an overkill.

Scala speakers, with valve

out some internal mods to the

amplification. He told us: This

Tannoy speaKers, using higher
guatity resistors, Mundorf silver in- oil capacitors and finally

kilowatt amp and a 15 inch bass

But then Howard heard

'Around this time, severat

unit, that had got rave reviews. I

people listened to the system

had aLot of dynamics, alot of

purchased this and used it with
the ATCs, but matching it into a

and felt that aLthough it was very
neutral, and there seemed to be

'wow factor', acertain emotion
lacking in my system. But the

room like this was efficult. To

plenty of dynamics, for want of

cut along story short, Iwouldn't

treble was fatiguing'.

better word, it was on the boring
side. It lacked sornetftng•

really i
- . inmend dsino it with

3

A South Coast dealer
suggested moat the best possible

INTERNAL MODIFICATIONS
Recently, Howard has carried

Goe-tz flat wound inductors.
''ve found that the difference
is quite remarkable. The texture
of instruments — percdssion,

compromise ad- round might be

cymoals, horn nstruments

the Tannoy Westminster Royal,

—sounds stunningly real'.

•TEAC P-70 CD transport 1(4995)

•Yamaha CT- 7000 classic FM turter plus

•TacT RCS2 2X room correction

which had the high efficiency,

a- element yagi antenna

pre-amplifiet (£ 3195), heavily modified

but much lcwer cotoration

•Two separate 65A mains spurs

with Aberdeen Components S.gnature

—and Howard bought apair. To

Intelligent Chip. He bought

drive the Tannoys, Howard went

power supply, improved RAC, etc

•Nordost Valhalla talanced digital
ir terconnect

his first one after reading Ken

for valves with the BAT VK60

•Boulder 1060 power amp 1E16,5001

•flordost Valhalla power cables used

Kessler [ 1-1Fhli June ' 05].

•Tannoy Westminster Royal

(60W/ch), soon replaced with the

on all components

loudspeakers K16,000/pair) with

VK75 175W/ch), and then by : he

•Atlas Elektra interconnects

Tannoy ST100 supertweeters
(€1100/pair) • crossovers modified with

McIntosh anniversary model.

•Atlas Ichor speaker cables

'By the nature of the TacT

Mundorf silver/oil capacitors and other
components

•Audiophile BASE equipment supports

system, you need more power,
especially in the bass. And the

employed throughout
•Custom granite slabs under speakers

4
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Finally, asurprise. Howard is
adevotee o' ttie Golden Sound

'Friends have come round,
listened to the chip and literally
fallen on the floor. Today Igave
the demonstration to yod, and
Ithink you will concur!' But

Westminsters need more power

perhaps that's another story. D
•Interview by Steve Harris;

to keep them under control

photos by Roger Phillips.

trite

toev-giv, rt. et. 4-iew -

Performance is the result of a three-year research and development programme culminating in a number of major
technological advancements. Recreating each and every musical nuance with incredible emotion, Mordaunt-Short's
state-of-the-art loudspeaker range brings you as close as possiole to the wonder of the original performance.
This loudspeaker delivers alevel of detail and iransparency tat is virtually unprecedented in amoving coil design... surely a
classic in the making"

eeibein

HiFi Choice, March 2005
"
Truly redefines the standard at this class... Superb value for money; amodern classic"
HiFi World, April 2005

MORDAUNT-SHORT
www.morclaunt-short.com

audiolab
Have yo

en

missing something?

audiolab
8000 seties
The original 8000 series from Audiolab
started something of a revolution in value
and performance. When they disappeared
from the market, the hi-fi world lost a
well- loved and reliable friend.
Now, the new 8000 series marks astrong
return to the original brand values and
philosophy, These famous products have

The new 8000 series offers a
definitive and genuine hi-fidelity
performance from a no-nonsense
approach to engineering

been re-engineered to create a complete
two channel range, including the famous
8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
as well as an all new CD player.
7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have
been added to create a series of building
blocks capable of meeting your system
needs now and for the future.

Audition them now and find out
just what you've been missing.

Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE29 6XU
www.audiolab..co.tak
Tel: +44 (0)1480 447700
Fax: +44 (0)1480 431767

MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PRE- AMP PRIZE

III -FI NEWS COMPETITION

Win! The Music first Audio
Passive Magnetic pre-amp
It has just won ' best pre- amp' in the
Hi -Fi News Awards and is one the
best of its kind in the world. Here's
your chance to win awinner...
re- amps, eh? What's
the fuss all about? It's

P

work inside the

just abox with avolume

Music First Audio

knob and an input selector after

Passive Magnetic

all. Well, virtually every pre- amp

pre- amp, one of the

made in the last 50 years has
relied on active elecronics. And

best- sounding designs
money can buy. It costs

since this approach invites more

£1500 but trumps models

opportunity to add distortion and

three or four times the price.

transformers at

When
lab measured in
our Oct 2004 review, the Passive
Magnetic was found to have

through either

lose precious signal, to do the

Precision transformers

job right mandates scrupulous

from Stevens & Billington are

RCA or XLR sockets. Silver-

extremely low distortion ( THD),

electronic enginering... and

employed, to provide full-

contact switches with 24- steps

and by that we mean better than

big- ticket price tags.

balanced operation through

are by Elma and top-quality

-115dB for 2V output.

the units XLR connectors if

connectors are made by Neutrik

amethod recognised in

required. Two balanced and

and Deltron. Internal wiring

realism into your system with

professional audio for many

four unbalanced ( RCAI inputs

's 0.6mm solid copper, silver-

aPassive Magnetic pre- amp.

yea rs: transformers. And it's

are available, and oLtputs are

elated, with PTFE insulation.

Enter ou- competition now! 1:1

But there's another way,

Bring an unearthly sense of

MUSIC FIRST AUDIO COMPETITION - ENTRY FORM
IComplete this entry form ( please answer all the questionsl and then send it in to: Music First Audio pre- amp Competition, Hi -Fi News,
1 PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 2December, 2005!
I Please

answer the following three

uestions:

1. Who makes the precision transformers at the heart

3. Measurements aren't the whole stpry, but what THD

of the Music First Audio pre- amp?

figure did we measure for a 2V output?

Bowers & Wilkins

-96dB

Ul

Marks & Spencer

-100dB

01

Stevens & Billington

FD

Laurel & Hardy

01

-110dB
-115dB

2. How many inputs in total, balanced and unbalanced,

Name

does the Music First Audio pre- amp have?

Address
Postcode

Two
Four

L.;

Daytime Tel

Six

email

Eight

;Competition

rules

date foi enures .sI
riday. 2December 2223
tunr r7p111‘ rndP" ,
1
,

•ibc ero re court Ut ale uttOraIrve I
L'
Ilered While every effort is made to ensure

at inc irme uf pug tu pens. iP tdetla cartbbt
held responsible for any errors or discrepancies.
41 The winner wilt be selected shodly after the
closing date and will be contacted by post SI The
Editor's decision will be final and binding and no
correspondence roll be entered into the winner's

INews o, Ise wale, s• pule be piesared to cosberate with publicrty ansinc as aresult of winning
the one 71 Entry te this copetition implies
acceptance of the odes. All entry forms submitted
become the property of IPC Media.
HiFi News magazine. oublished by IPC Media.

entry Would you like to receive e-mails from Hi-f
i
News magazine and IPC containing mews, special
offers, and product and service information and take
part in our magazine research ea e-mail. If yes.
please tick here CI
Hi Fi News magazine and IPC would like to

et opinion on our magazines and se ,t •
hese f
you prefer not to hear from us _I
IPC may occastorkally oc'.•
easefully selected organ sal
you by telephone or posr. with .
ani researching their products and se

tO 7":71^ti,

I.
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Worth The Wait..
The long-awaited versatile CD- 1transport/player
is coming...
User- selectable upsampling ( 48khz, 96khz, 192khz - 24 bits).
Reclocking on output stage, minimizing jitter and improving
detail, timing, dynamics, imaging and soundstage.
Optimized musical Philips transport mechanism.
High quality DAC can be switched off to maximize
performance when used as dedicated transport.
Linear power supply - with low noise local regulators on critical
circuits and optimized regarding EMC/EMI performance.

This new CD player extends the Lyngdorf Audio range of
products that offer high pe formance, value and versatility.

The TDA 2200 True Digital Amplifier offers:
The functionality of a DAC, pre and power amplifier.
Simply connect a CD transport to obtain pure music.
Optional analogue inputs available.
Parametric and voicing equalizers, subwoofer DSP crossovers.
Ready to accept the new room correction module.
200W/8 ohms, 375W/4 ohms.

4
1
111111•1

The SDA 2175 Power Amplifier offers:
Balanced and single- ended analogue inputs.
Treble is sweet and accurate. Bass is tight and controlled.
Complete lack of noise. Advanced protection circuits.
200W/8 ohms, 375W/4 ohms. Vice- like control of speaker cones.

The SDAi 2175 Integrated Amplifier boasts the
same impressrve power engine and offers:
6 RCA inputs + 1XLR balanced input. Tape Out.
Pre- amp output balanced and single- ended.
Programmable attenuation, level and balance for each input.
IR remote control.

RS 232 connection for software upgrades.

Millennium True Digital Amplifier:
Our statement amplifier.
The world's first true digital amplifier, now in its 3rd generation.

"Supremely smooth and well balanced in every respect, this amplifier starkly shows wat other
solid-state does wrong. Brilliantly engineered, it's nothing less than an epoch-making product.

\G DORE
0870 9 100 100

VERDICT — Outstanding."

SDA review, Hi -Fi World, June 2005

www.tactaudio.co.uF
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

Hi-FiNews

THE BEST ,„
HI Fl TE
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iffloomm
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The technical tests in Hi Fi News are the most stringent conducted by any hi-fi
publication anywhere in the world. With an unbeatable team of subjective and
objective reviewers if you want the best verdicts on hi-fi look no further...
HiFi News has the most comprehensive

our AudioVision sec -ion), Hi Fi News

Whatever the product, we have the

tests of any hi-fi magazine in the world.

offers auniquely thorough, credible

technology to test that any claims made

Whether it's two- channel audio or AV

and independent range of lab tests to

about equ.pment are realistic. In fact one of

processors, receivers, and displays ( in

accompany its subjective product reviews.

our staff invented the test kit we use!

HOW OUR LAB TESTS WORK

OUR TEST EQUIPMENT

Our tab tests are illustrated using four key parameters that are

All Hi Fi Wevvs' lab tests are

compared with the manufacturers' specification on a

conducted using the 6- channel QC

product- by-product basis. For example, for aturntable we

Suite Functional Testing station.

measure key aspects such as ' rumble and ' wow and flutter*.

Hi Fi News' Technical Director,

The results are in the form of colour- coded graphs that show

Paul Miller, developed it in the

the claimed specification ion the left( against our lab results

Miller Audio Research labs over

(on the right). Lab results in green exceed the manufacturer's

aperiod o' 10 years. It gives us a

spec - those in red are worse than those claimed. Thus you can

powerful edge in its testing of all

immediately see if equipment is as good as it's claimed to be!

stereo and multichannel kit, and
were the only magazine to perform Dolby conformance testing

misugrour
,....»....ded.
\

\

eel« westIPOIN via.

on all AV processors and DVD payers. For more information on
memo ad MeWitY
POPUP---

1LAB REPORT

he QC Suite just go to www.milteraudioresearch.com.

,<•.1.r II+ *NU mews
ea rognedari. Ilunell..
elr IIIII•1177 am OM . 1.01
71179101. tab..* iM.
tolomse•low71119Nildule
oft el« poem
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DOWNLOAD EXTRA DATA FOR FREE!
3KEY TEST PARAMETERS
As well as the graphs and lab reports in

- • wed

4 LAB RESULTS

BOO ,pc,
bloom la
et Wire.
'We
Isewiebtednib. e.
ndraelleMOVW,

the print version of Hi Fi News, you can
get free downloads of all the raw data
behind the published bar graphs, and

tee.

— arm tonj
rm.....1

2TOTAL LAB SCORE (°/0)

bibt/medâ IN Mot,
beganegoree

tia

0.0os
too

What our
percentage
scores mean

other pararemeters tested, from www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. This gives
you online access to many hundreds of tests

0-10 0/0 = Disastrous

and more information for those of you who

11-20% = Unimpressive

want it No other magazine comes close.

21-30% = Barely adequate
31-40% = Below average
41-50% = Average
51-60% = Above average
1

Igoe.
if
e
.mama.denemeeme..,""

EXPERT REVIEWS

61-70% = Good

As well as our technical tests

71-80°/0 = Very good

each month, we publish avariety

81-90% = Excellent

of product reviews from our team

91-100% = State of the art

of expert audio reviewers - such
as Ken Kessler, Keith Howard,

However, these are just afew key parameters for the

Alvin Gold, Dave Berriman, Martin

equipment on our test bench. For each piece of equipment the

Colloms and many more. They

QC Suite tests many others. The results of all the technical

instantly can hear the subtle

&WI
1:11111111111111181111111.11111111
111111111111111111111111111111P"

measurements are combined to give our TOTAL LAB SCORE las

nuances of audio equipment and

apercentage - see ' What our percentage scores mean', above).

give their exclusive verdicts each month in Hi Fi News.
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KRELL EVOLUTION ONE & TWO AMPS • €48,000/€38,450

EXCLUSIVE
.
7
.1p e

Straight
to Krell
Has Krell built the best ever amp system
known to man with its Evolution Series?
In aHi Fi News EXCLUSIVE Martin Cottoms
tests out the Evolution One pre- amp and
Evolution Two power amplifiers

hese days, high- end
products not only have

T

aPorsche 911 Turbo, the exact

to sound good, they have

exchange rates - aretail price

to look the part as well. Plain

of $ 90,000 in the US for the

alloy boxes just aren't good

eight- box stereo system.

enough, now the equivalent of

•••••

...••••"'" •

cost depending on territory and

The fascias are fabricated

audio jewellery is required. In

in ' diamond cut silver' with a

appearance the new Evolution

mirror finish and with near-

Series is simply dazzling.

invisible labelling, presumably

It's hard to imagine amore

so as not to dilute the

eye-catching stack of audio

considerable visual impact.

components than this - and Ido

Blue LED back- lighting, flood

mean ' astack'.

lighting, interior lighting and
pin lighting form asomewhat

411.

EIGHT UNITS

blue theme. The power

Each channel of the power

amplifiers are also floodlit in

amp comes in two parts;

blue, distinguished by largely

the amplifier proper and the

decorative, illuminated ' power

matching power supply. The

meters'. When the complete

pre- amplifier is monaural, a

system is powered up the effect

single- channel build, and also

is quite special.

arrives in two sections, power
supply and actual pre- amp.
This means atotal of eight
units are required for astern(

---•••••kompoom•••••,-11011111
1
1111
11111.-

pre- power! The Evolution
One and Two boxes form a
complementary pair but they
can also be used independently.
For this review they were
evaluated in both situations.
Quoting the old line ' if you
need to ask the price, you

DETAILS
ri•\

Krell Evolution

e

i

One & Two amps
€48,000 ( pair) € 38,450 ( pair)
www.kretton line. corn
020 8971 3909
Sonic and Ming statement

can't afford it', the price of the
Evolution One and Evolution Two

High price, bright sound

is roughly equivalent to buying
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THE BIG TEST

TECHNOLOGY

)ETAILS - EVOLUTION ONE

EVOLUTION ONE

...iiimemefiNffia/11111.11111/M
This mono plateau bias Class Apower amplifier is two units. The amplifier mounts
directly onto the matching power supply, using locating spurs. Power connection
between the two is via aconcealed, heavy-duty multi-way gold plated connector
block. The back of the power unit is acircuit- breaker master switch, and if required,
there is asoft start power switch on the front underside of the power amp. Normally
this command is handled by the included system of 12V control cables which link
all the units and which manage start/standby control via one of the pre- amplifiers.
Krell has long backed gain topologies using current- mode amplifiers, with its
promise of respectably low distortion maintained over avery wide frequency range.
This feature is intended to guarantee near- perfect performance in the audible
range, especially by avoiding an in- band gain/frequency transition, which could add
coloration. The signal path is fully balanced and complementary, perfectly mirrored
from input to output, all stages operated in generous current level of Class Amode,
plus advanced plateau biasing at higher powers. Operating with zero global negative
feedback to secure astable inherent sound, only 8dB of local feedback is used
to secure the desired matching characteristic for the output stage. Akey aspect
inherited from the FPB series is the fully regulated power supply. The driver stages
are double regulated, while the mains input is pre- filtered and corrected for mains
distortion and for DC offset. This controls sound quality variation with different
mains sources, reduces power transformer vibration and distortion, and allows it
to meet the new regulations despite apowerful rating of 450W output into 8ohm,
and up to 1800W for 2ohm loads. There are two 2.1kVA toroidal transformers per
channel, 120,000pF of reservoir and 56 x20A connector contacts to transmit the
power through rails up to the power amp stacked above. Advanced microprocessors
monitor and arrange start up, pre- bias, third gen plateau bias, temperature,
over-current, as well as excess DC at the input or output. Loudspeaker connection
is via massive binding posts for spade termination, gold-plated or with awing- nut
option. Inputs are CAST (via LEMO connectors], balanced XLR, and SE ( through XLR
connectors), the latter via an appropriate cable termination or an adapter.
Krell introduced its first
distinctive Class A power
amplifier, the KSA-50, some 20

Evolutiom One power amplifier: old-school swing- arm power meters add to
that 'auciephile jewellery statement

The price of the Evolution One and
Two is roughly equivalent to buying
a Porsche 911 Turbo... if you need to
ask the price, you can't afford it
the plateau method, to mirimise
any residual audiblE artefacts.

and with remarkably little
change in sound quality. Fine

Other technical features

sound quality, comprehensive
fault protection, reliability and

included an essent ally openloop, zero- feedback output

impertu-bability are the key

amp technologies mature as

stage, and very wide band gain

features which describe this

this model has developed and
improved. Founded on afully

circuits founded on current

justly popular design, qualities
largely shared by the other FPB

amplification practice.

years ago and has continued

balanced des gn, which includes

to produce landmark products

the output stage, it makes use

since. The legendary KSA-200

of aproprietary plateau- bias

onwards, these reference
amplifiers were found to be

was followed by asteady stream
'of models - the FPB600, for
example, has evolved through

method to achieve quasi- stable
Class A operative during,
and somewhat after, musical

capable of almost 1000W
per channel, yet such power
was delivered from asingle

several stages to become

transients which require such a

the FPB700cx, remaining

level of linear output current.

-if weighty - stereo chassis.
Speaker loads down to a

impressive in its second decade.
We have seen Krell power

Further work has since been
done on refining the precision of
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From the model * 600

models it the series.
About mid-way through
the evowtion of this series
the CAST current loop signal
connection was irtroduced. This;
topology allows for the use of
interconnect cables of moderate
price to perform to ahigh

really demanding 2ohm were

standard, even with potentially

accepte° without complaint

prejud cial long lengths. CAST'

KRELL EVOLUTION ONE & TWO AMPS • €48,000/€38,450

TECHNOLOGY
EVOLUTION TWO

•

Massive heatsinking required for class

epower amp

Again, Krell's current design feature of wideband current mode bi-polar circuitry
is employed, in afully- balanced and complementary configuration. Many active
devices are used, in highly linear circuits, supported by very low noise supplies
using extensive double regulators. Like the matching power amp the mains input
section has circuitry that corrects for noise and DC offset, improving supply
transformer performance and reducing variations in sound quality with supply.
Operating on Class Athroughout ( constant full operating power for stable
performance and dynamic stability( it runs quite warm, apair of operating channels
consuming some 160W. Add in the 600W for the power amplifiers and you have
atotal of 760W. For summer use, quiet air conditioning might well be avalued
accessory for this system!
Power supply for Evolution One power amp

The high resolution 'electronic' volume control is founded on a16- bit ladder
using discrete resistors commuted by selected low resistance IC chip switches of
good dynamic range. Top quality gold-plated relays select the inputs and modes,
double- switched where required to maintain low cross- talk levels between sources.
The finish and construction quality are first rate though I
would like to see some
protective rubber feet for the weighty remote hand set, the latter milled from solid
metal with apleasing heft.
mildly hard, brittle or glaring,

WE LISTENED TO

or alternatively the sound may
be too rich and full. The Krell
Powei amp and PSU can only connect by stacking

combination was never

CDs

dull, but was correctly full

Tori Amos Little
Earthquakes

is indicated by the ' c' suffix.

serve the object. The Krell team,

in the bass, strong and well

Mindful of increasingly

guided by founder- designer Dan

proportioned in the lower mid

(WEA 7567-82358-7)

arduous EU regulations

D'Agostino, pooled its creative

and explicit and precise in

Jan Garbarek In Praise of

the upper mid and treble.

Dreams

regarding the quality of current

knowledge or yet another ' blue

drawn from the mans supply,

sky' project. And they are not

the new Evolution amplifiers

always immediately successful

produce adulled or darkened

Joni Mitchell Blue

aim to fill the 2005 reference

-.' ve been told the Evolutions

sound stage illusion - you

(Warner 7599-27199-2, non-

slot, and beyond, while meeting

were atong time in the making.

have to aurally ' peer into

HUD edition(

the new regulations.

The combinatior of extreme

Some amps can only

(ECM 1880)

the image' - but the Krell

Mahler Symphony No 2

delicacy and refinement with

soundstage appears brightly

Slatkin, St Louis Symphony

LISTENING SESSIONS

ar iron grip on dynarn cs and

illuminated, with full sunlight

Orchestra

Ine tif tmusical flete

musical pulse, is aseductive

brilliance and colour

(Telarc CD 80081)

combination. The design's

temperature. For example,

this was no mere exercise in

eye- popping transoarency is

the treble is extreme in

separating potentiat buyers

exemplified by aspecial level of

its micro resolution, its

Rickie Lee Jones,

from their money. The Evolution

clarity and resoluton.

explicit transient detail, the

Warner K56678

were

all that it took to realise that

One supplies high power, low

exposition of the nuances

Beethoven Triple Concerto:

noise, low distort on and awide

in sound quality compared with

of timbre, image specificity,

David Oistrakh, Mstislav

bandwidth - but that"; just he

some established reference

harmonic shading, and

Rostropovich, Sviatoslav

beginning. It has agreat spec

componerts, tha - Iam certain

transient definition.

-most Krells do - out this is an

my own system may not have

expression of anew approach

sbown the full measure of these

be amistake to combine

Philharmonic,

to design where sound quaity

Evolution components.

them with bright speakers,

ASO 258?

drives the game, and high
technology simply exists to

So great has been the leap

LPs

Some amplifiers sound
alittle cool and lean, others

Richter, Herbert von

So, be warned - it would

Karajan, The Berlin

bright cables and abright
room. In the past, such

ID
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HE BIG TEST

DETAILS - EVOLUTION TWO

Evolution Two pre- amp's power supply [ above], with asea
of heatsinked regulators

Above: Evolution Two inputs labelled
only as S1-1, 81-3 and C1-3 on the
panel ! single-ended/balanced/CAST),
but can be assigned pre-set names for
the fluorescent display like 8TRK, OCC,
GAME and HI- 8; [
left] unlike power
anp, power connection from PSU to
pre- amp is by czble

Evolution Two pre- amp: all inputs with JFET input buffer

SPECS 8z REFERENCES

The first musical notes were all it

EVOLUTION ONE

took to realise that this was no mere
exercise in separating potential
buyers from their money

Size: power supply plus amplifier

ohm, 1800W/2 ohm

[one channel] 400 x316 x547mm ( whd)

Output current: 57A peak

Weight: 150lbs

Input sensitiuity 1.5V SE, 3.•JV BAL

Idle powe. consumption:

Noise [ ref full. power]: - 119dBA

801W per channel

Frequency response: 0.611/ to 220kHz,

brilliance could have been heard

perfectly illuminated. No

Output power 450W/8 ohm, 900W/4

+0/-3dB.

as acoloration or distortion, but

overhang or false colour was

EVOLUTION TWO

in the case of the Evolutions it's

present in the bass which

expressed as ahyper- real level

showed an impressive

Line inputs: CAST, XLR-BAL, SE- RCA;

1SE, Auxiliary power: -± 2.0V fo'

of clarity. You simply hear more

stop- start delivery with

line outputs. XLR-BAL, SE- RCA

optional phonc preamp 12dB

through these Krells.

percussive material.

Number of inputs: 3CAST, 3Bal, 4SE,

Gain: 12dB

1Tape in/cut ( BAL & SE)

Frequency response: 0.2Hz to 13MHz,

Number ol outputs: 3CAST, 1Bal,

0, - 3dB Noise: 104cBA

REVIEW SYSTEM

The bass is equally

This amplifier combinaticn

extraordinary and deserves

allows alistener to weld an

particular mention. It has

aural scalpel and meticulously

a ' direct- coupled' quality.

dissect arecording. With

sounding clean edged, capable

all the speakers Itried, this

•Ampl•fication: Krell FPB 700cx, Conrac-Johnson Premier 350SA,

of conveying the ' slam' in full

power amplifier's output had

Conrad- Johnson ACT- 2, and XTC PRE- 2

measure, yet with anatural

areally tight grip on matters,

•Soeces: Maiantz CD- 7, Nairi CDS3, Linn LP12 Lingo/Aro/Koesu RS II,

dynamic impact.

and it appeared to reach right

Aestnetix Rhea phono equaliser

The musicians on acomplex

down the speaker cables and
taKe hold of the speakers.

•Cardas, Transparent cables

orchestral recording were

•Avalon Eidolon Diamond & Quad ESL- 63 loudspeakers

clearly laid out, each instrument

By comparison, it was as if

sharply differentiated, yet

other amplification has some CM
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SERIES

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always

arrays, with elliptical dome tweeters. Titamium

been different. As the name implies, it's about

dome Hypertweeters — .Ultra- low distortion

an absolute standard. Objectively verifiable

motor systems. Adjustable boundary

performance, not marketing hype.

control - the Reference Series bristles with high

The latest range raises the benchmark higher

totally accurate reproduction of the

end technologies to achieve one simple goal;
than ever. With aperformance envelope that

recorded signal. If this is what matters to you,

extends way beyond the limits of human hearing,

chose KEF Reference.

they're crammed with technologies found
nowhere else. Radical new Uni Q

point source

:00

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

KEF Audio ( UK), Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6QP U.K.

T: + 44 ( 0) 1622 672261.

F: + 44 ( 0) 1622 750653

www.kef.corr
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THE BIG TEST

as atmospherically spacious,

INS AND OUTS EXPLAINED

but conversely firmer, more
Back side of
Evolution One
power amp

• 0 00 •

dynamically confident.
A check with Cardas Golden
Reference showed this to be

includes XLR and

brighter than was sensible in

CAST input

this combination. Ihave said

[Below] Evolution

before in such connection mode

Two pre- amp

comparisons, the orchestra

includes RS- 232,

becomes more firmly placed

RJ-45 and 3.5mm

on the hall platform. There is

jacks, the latter for

agreater sense of foundation,

multiroom control

of solid focus, if presented on a
slightly smaller scale.
Balanced mode is also

eikaM11111111111111111111111111111111111116dA
o

slightly more upbeat,
rhythmically coherent, and
involves the listener alittle more
in the flow of the performance.
These positive aspects were
still more apparent when this
same cable type was fitted in

o

single- ended form, but with
appropriate XLR plug, and SE
o

o

wiring to the power amplifier.
While it appears to go against
logic, and the manufacturer's
favoured mode, for me the SE
connection gives still more of
those UK- favoured levels of
dynamics and involvement.
POWER ADVANTAGE
Separating the two audio
components leaves the
power amplifier with aslight
advantage. It edged atad closer
to perfection, with an impressive
neutrality of reproduced

IMIle •

timbre. The Evolution One
managed to make my valued
FPB 700cx workhorse sound
tired and withdrawn, which

Separating the two audio components leaves the power
amplifier with a slight advantage. The Evolution One
managed to make my valued FPB 700cx sound tired

it most certainly is not! This
seems acruet comparison,
but is one that shows how the
Evolution opens the window
to sharper focus, wider sound

measure of resilient decoupling

definition and detail were

But there are alternatives

stages, substantially greater

in the patn to the loudspeakers.

both first class. That uncanny

and so Imoved on to the XLR

transparency and extraordinary

feeling of ' plackness .behind the

balanced input connection.

gains in both clarity and

Krell pairng to alow for

soundstage was most evident

After some experiment with

definition over the entire

individual analysis, b,it not

for this corinection as was the

cables, the latest Transparent

frequency range.

before three interconnection

lowest perceived grain and

Reference XL was judged as

modes were assessed.

related distortion. Ilistened

the most capable, almost

Two was more difficult. In

Idecided to break up the

Benchmarking the Evolution

using relatively inexpensive

matching CAST for subtlety and

explicit exposition, breadth

special in terms of its

interconnect cable, six metres

fineness of grain, if not nuite

of soundstage, overall clarity

almost etnereal, Cuid three-

long and more - avalidation of

dimensional experience.

this current drive approach to

Musical textures were creamy,

addressing the interface issue.

There are now some other breathtakingly- costly amplifiers on the market, each

If there were no alternative,

of which offer particular combinations of features, power and performance, eg,

CAST proved tc be quite

yet superoly informative, and

ALSO CONSIDER

Boulder, Mark Levinson, Halcro, to name afew, and I
have heard most of them. To my

with the sense of form and

the Krell CAST solution would

structure_ well expressed.

be deemed wholly satisfactory in

knowledge none are capable of reproducing music in quite the holographic, almost

Performers almc4st floated

this product, and for some. Iam

edge of your seat form that the Krell Evolutions have now shown is possible.

in space in front of you, while

sure will be the optimum choice.
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KRELL EVOLUTION ONE & TWO AMPS • €48,000/€38,450

and crispness it matched
the power amp. Likewise in
bass attack and definition,
and overall micro- resolution

EVOLUTION ONE

it is aclear leader. What just

Rated at 450W 8ohm. 900W 4ohm, at 1800W 2ohm, here

(sweep tracking downwards in frequency) reaching 0.3% by

shades it from the standard of

the Krell assertion for its independence of load impedance

the power amplifier is ahint
of darkening of clarity in the

is boldly made. The One easily met its spec, approaching

20Hz. With a2Min load, ( now atrue 80W) the measured
distortion was naturally higher over the band but again showed

final decay of sounds, in the far

20kHz. It was happy to double up to 1064W into 4ohm and
almost double again for 2ohm, reaching 1800W short term,

5501N/ch for 8ohm over the full bandwidth tested, 20Hz to

stage reverberation where a
touch of dryness is detectable.

at 1kHz, midband. With apretty heroic 65A typical value
for peak output current, impedance dips to as low as 1ohm

This aspect appears to slightly
slow the sense of pace while

this jump, this time at below 80Hz. This phenomenon may
be related to the plateau- biasing regime, with afrequency
sensitive weighting function.
Inoted asmall change in frequency response with loading.

won't damage this amplifier. Conversely one can expect some

For easy loads the distortion was primarily third harmonic, as
expected for azero- feedback highly symmetric design, but

much of the noted full sunlight'
tonal balance was found to be

variation in measured distortion for substantial loading, and

with increasing load severity the harmonic spectrum becomes

potentially aloss in sound quality. Cruising- level distortion,

richer and more extended, spanning more than 20kHz and with

attributable to the pre- amplifier.

1W, 8ohm, was really low, 90dB down, at about 0.003%. At

even-order components now well in evidence. Potentially the

full power, 8ohm, it was better than 0.1%, - 60dB overall, and

sound could ' brighten' alittle for such higher output currents.
High-frequency intermodulation was very low at all powers ( a

ADMIRABLE SOUND
You may be surprised when I
say that this exceptional Krell
amplifier system won't please
everyone. Yes, the sound is
admirable, even extraordinary in
many ways, fresh and superbly

-76dB midband. At amid output level I
found an interesting
distortion behaviour. Ihad set alevel of 10W for 8ohm and

fine result), better than 0.001% at full power, and 0.0003%

when measured on no-load, I
got - 93dB of distortion. Then for

at acruising level of 1W. An input of 3.53V produced full

8ohm it read -88.2dB, for 4ohm, - 70.3dB; and for 2ohm ( a
true power of 40W) it was just -64dB. Thus the distortion is
roughly proportional to output current.

power via balanced while 148mV gave 1W. Signal/noise ratios
were excellent. Its commendably devoid of mains- related

Further at a20W level', while running distortion sweeps
with frequency, astandard result was obtained for 8ohm, but
for 4ohm there was astrange jump in distortion below 60Hz,

illuminated, but some may yet
prefer amore restful, legato
sound where the underlying
continuo line may seem better
balanced with the drama

components. The One has an easy to drive input impedance, a
low output impedance and minimal DC offset. It also enjoys an
amply wide frequency response together with comprehensive
electronic protection systems.

EVOLUTION TWO

engendered by asoloist.

This line pre- amp is distinguished by very quiet backgrounds
and essentially zero mains- related hum. Regarding distortion,

That uncanny sense of
a ' black velvet' silence first

for the purpose of driving the power amplifier, 2V is afair
output level and here the harmonics are odd order, but

encountered behind the sound
stage and audible after the
music 'stops' remains striking

e

monotonically decreasing and the largest, third harmonic, is
alow - 88dB for 1kHz, quite negligible. Reducing the output to

in its aural impact and is
particularly evident with fast

0.5V led to adistortion reduction to - 116dB, 0.00015%.
Distortion is typically 0.003 % over the whole frequency

percussion. There is some
mild loss of the final decay tail

range for aspectrum of levels. With the more searching
high-frequency intermodulation distortion tests, the results

and associated reverberant
expression, more down to the

were exceptionally good, at 0.5 Vin/out, reading - 106dB, the

pre than the power amp.
Rhythm is certainly good, if
considered slightly measured
and controlled, while the time

output impedance measured at about 130 ohm, and will drive
virtually anything.

metronomic. Reaching over all
of this, you have the

spectrum analyser indicated the -3dB or half power point at a
very high 1.5MHz.

amazing sense of grip and
control, the cut- glass precision

IHF input overload was measured at 24.5dB, or 9.5V
unbalanced, 19V balanced, ample for any source. The input

of note edges and harmonic

impedance is abit lower than average at 18.3k ohm, and

lines, and the extraordinary

may be less compatible with some sources possessing tubed
output stages of higher- than- usual impedance.
Maximum output level as 9.5V single ended, 19V balanced.

audiophile components work
very well together, and while
Idid try them as separates,

111" .

IHF signal/noise ratios were first rate, eg, 97.3dBA and
94.8dB unweighted. It remained quiet at the zero volume

precise to the point of seeming

These two genuine

-9

While the level was reduced slightly into ataxing 600 ohm
load, there was no significant change in the distortion. The

attempts to measure it with any real degree of accuracy, and
was at least 0.1Hz to 900kHz +0/-0.1dB. Acheck with my

resolution of detail.

t
a
-

instrument threshold, and - 112dB at 5V in/out, again the test
limit for this voltage.

setting. The frequency response is so wide that it defied my

signature of the reproduction is

Olfle e
4- -

Generators were not available to test the CAST interfaces
directly, but when used with the matching power amplifier
the figures checked out satisfactorily. Built as double mono,
channel separation is limited only by the sources used.
Channel balance was excellent, within 0.05dB throughout.
Fully microprocessor-controlled, input options and
sensitivities may be memorised and custom labelled to aid
easy, seamless operation. Multiple pre- amplifiers may be
stacked to proved any number of channels for surround
sound application, and master and slave hierarchies may be
established by the installer.

VERDICT

Ifound the power amplifiers
to have the outright edge in

This is astate-of-the-art amplifier

music. Skilled matching of the audio

systems. I
still cannot forget that first

system design and installation will

performance. Considering what

system without any shadow of a
doubt, but it does add some of its own

experience of those silent backgrounds
and the delight in the sheer clarity and

else is available Ijust cannot

measure of interpretation and mild

make the best of these amplifiers,
which will undoubtedly find their way

see any point in splitting them

emphasis to the replay of recorded

into some of the world's finest audio

resolution achieved over the entire
audible range.

up. These Evolutions simply
demand to be heard. I:1

••••
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1'4:1 SPEAKERS

£10,750

Vivid
Imagination
DETAILS
Vivid Audio

K1 speakers

£10,750

Remember the crazy B&W Nautilus?
Laurence Dickie, ex-B&W loudspeaker
engineer responsible for its blue-sky design,
has done it again. Andrew Harrison reports...

www.rowlesmusic.co.uk
01903 530005
Alooker and aperformer
Only the price really

T

though -

eqtrtty5s sci-fi

here's no denying the
arresting statement that

all its shapely curves, its never

speaker known as the BI was

going to be mistaken for any

first out the hangar, although

the Vivid Audio K:1 car

other loudspeae. This is not

to my eye the K1 is the more

make on first a.:quaintance.

the first desipn from the South

svelte, be:ter proportioned

After all, standing 1.3mi high in

African- based manufacturer,

design of the two.

)
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LISTENING TEST

VIV'D AUDIO K1 SPEAKERS • £10,750

Rear and side profile of Vivid Kl. The integral
stand support was the idea of Vivid's Deane
Gessner, after examining her tennis racket!

and heard the Kl. and Ihad to
find out if it was more than just
coincidence that two of the best
sounding demonstration rooms
at that show, namely Clearaudio
and Electrocompaniet, both
used the Vivid K1.
The speaker has an
interesting history, being the
collaboration of legendary
speaker designer Laurence
Dickie and the Vivid Audio team
in Kloof, near Durban, South
Africa. After leaving B&W in
the mid- 1990s, Dickie turned to
professional PA speaker design.
Three years ago, Dickie teamed
up with B&W's old distributor
in South Africa, with the plan
of using his newly- dreamt
state-of-the-art drive units in an
unusual cabinet profile inspired
by the South African team.
That cabinet, besides being
aserious departure from the
four-square box, has good
acoustic reasons for its shape.
Most obvious is the nearavoidance of parallel sides, to
reduce chances of standing
waves creating resonances
within. The placement of drivers
echoes that seen in Blueroom
and B&W designs, with minimal
cabinet real estate around the
radiating front of the driver; and
the splined curve shape of the
cabinet is intrinsicaly avery stiff
structure, well able to minimise

Seamless is a much-bandied term in describing
speaker sound, but the KI gave a definite reference
point for applying the description. What may be termed
the aspiration of this speaker was nigh- on perfect
room, around 12 x14ft, with
lower 7ft ceiling, the K1 seemed
alittle physically domineering,
and past experience had shown
me that even modest bookshelfstyle speakers in here could

frequency band. But this also
leads to perhaps my orly

conspicuous example, where
damping ( or lack thereof) is

uncertainty with what in every

usually obvious. And here, the

other respect would be the
pe-fect loudspeaker to settle

Vivid K1 had the most amazing

down with, to love, cherish

ability to play deep and low...
and then stop, with no overhang.
Quite remarkable. But this

the sort of low-level flexing that

potentially excite the room

and to play. At the edge of

can make cabinets unwittingly

-in all the wrong ways. But

perception, Iwas reminded of a

characteristic was evident up

contribute to the output from

that initial warm-up lasted for

through the midband too, this

the drivers.
As standard, the K1 is

several weeks, not because
of any particuarly protracted

metal edge to the sound, evident
with loud guitar music. Knowing
how well the B&W.800 Series

available in five metallic colours
-Oyster Grey, Graphite, Sahara

settling- in period; purely
because they worked so well in

Beige, Pearl White and Copper

this relatively modestly- sized

(seen here). But as it's acar

living space.

paint finish, the speaker can be

Seamless is amuch- bandied

has responded in tnis respect
since adiamond dame tweeter
replaced the aluminium, I
couldn't help wondering how the
K1 would respond with ametalfree HF unit in place!
But what may be termed

musically- satisfying damping,
making other well- regarded
speakers seem almost illbalanced between driver
passbands.

REFERENCE
KIT INCLUDED...

for asmall premium.

term in describing speaker
sound, but the K1 gave adefinite
reference point for applying the

the aspiration of this speaker

dCS Verdi/Purcell/Delius

SONIC PERFORMANCE

desc-iption. This homogeneity

was nigh- on perfect. It seemed

Meridian 808i

As already hinted, this

of sound may be as much due

to breathe so easily across

Music First Audio Passive pre- amp

speaker's real beauty, its sonic

to the consistency of driver

Chord SPM 1200C

performance, is more than skin

materials and construction.

the full range - no excessive
damping, nor bloom and

deep. It was initially ushered

With bass, mid and top all

ringing. Every sound seemed
to start and stop in every
octave with natural precision

TAG 100x5R 10
Nordost Valhalla cables

ordered in any colour you like

into my lounge, asmaller

takirg the same aluminium

AV room, useful as much for
running- in kit as for serious

dome/cone material, there are
fewer differing elements at

listening. In this slightly smaller

play across the whole audible
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and absence from traditional
cone colorations. Bass is the

Naim Audio AV2

Kimber 8TC and 4TC
B&W N802 and 8020

imacine inyitinc 3 oeautifully
connectec award- winners
into your home
The

HT- P1200

Home Theatre

System

delivers the

ultimate in home entertainment. That's why it's won a
coveted EISA award. Why? It delivers incrediole sound
and vision through the pure digital HDMi connection.
YFI-J70 portable media player
best product 2005-2006

Also, the unique USB host connectivity allows you to link
other digital devices, such as the EISA award- winning

LE40M61B LCD TV
best product 2005-2006

`s'H-J70

portable digita

media

player 'or stunning

playback of music, movies and pictures. Now that's
award- winning entertainment

www.samsung.com/uk

tiler

THE LISTENING TEST

VIVID AUDIO K1 SPEAKERS

)(ei

£10,750

$ï') KlIti`

The cabinet may turn heads, but the real magic comes from the assortment of
unique Vivid- made drivers. There's atotal of six drivers per cabinet, arranged
in what may be termed athree-and-a- half-way configuration. The lower of the
two forward-facing C125 bass drivers, plus both rear-firing drivers, are wired for
the lowest frquencies, up to around 100Hz, through asimple 1st- order filter. The
topmost forward-firing bass driver also covers the low range, but operates up to
about 880Hz, where it hands over to the 050 midrange 50mm dome. This unusual
unit alone covers the all-important midband, then hands over to the 026 tweeter at
3.5kHz, which is said to operate linearly up to its first resonance at ahigh 42kHz.
The forward bass drivers are mounted with connecting supports to their
counterparts drivers facing back, and wired in abi-pole manner ( both push
outward, then inward, in unison), so that the net effect of the drivers on the cabinet
is kept very, as explained by Newtonian mechanics. In fact, the bass drivers
interface with the cabinet's apertures at the basket circumference is slightly
compliant, to reduce driver frame vibration being passed into the main carcass.
Both mid and treble domes are of aparabolic profile, which helps, for instance
keep first resonances way out of the passband. The mid dome is said to have its
first break-up at 21kHz. In fact this is one of the tricks that Dickie has engendered:
every driver works ony within its passband, as linearly as its design will allow. This
means that every driver is only working pistonically — no flexing or serendipitous
break-ups to disturb each driver's precious linearity.
All Vivid drivers use aneodymium alloy (with iron and boron), but with the
magnets arranged in an unusual ' ring' comprising many segments, Terry's
Chocolate Orange-style. These radially- polarised pieces form aglue- less magnet
assembly that's also intrinsically 'shielded', as like atoroidal transformer, the
magnetic flux is kept within tight bounds. They provide an aperture for the rearward
radiation of any driver to move through, into the tapered tubes behind that will be
familiar to followers of B&W high-end speakers. ( Briefly, acarefully-engineered
tapered tube behind adriver allows the moving air from behind adiaphragm to be
'lost' quite elegantly, instead of reflecting back to the moving dome or cone, where
it will upset the driver's principal task of radiating forwards cleanly.)
All crossover filter slopes bar 1st-order seen on the the LF-only C125s are 4thContrary to expectation, this South African speaker was not inspired by Zulu shields...

order Linkwitz-Riley, minimising out-of- band signals hitting adriver. Capacitors are
metallised polypropylene Solen and inductors are large air-cored types, with the

Dickie's time in big-rig PA has paid
dividends in making a speaker that
seems to have the punch and power
capability of stadium speaker stack

crossover itself mounted in the bottom of the main cabinet box. Impedance is said
to be an honest 8ohm and overall sensitivity given as 89d13/W.

Designer Dickies time in
big- rig PA has paid diy•dends in
making aspeaker that seems
to have the punch and power
capability of stadium speaker
stack - without sacrificing any o'
the grace and resolving ablity ot
an audiophile's dream speaker.
Those new drivers seen to
have incredible power handling,

From lower- quality compressed
audio suc" ias DAB, Dolby Digital
and MP3, to full quality DTS, CD
and vinyl, nothing was rendered
unp,easant by its format.

so that even at high volume
there is precious little hint of
power compression or dynamic
limiting. This lends fornidable
scale to full-blown orchestral
pieces, and reproduces, for
example, the weight and impact
of close-miked drumkits like
few other speakers.
As asign of truly great hi-fi,

washed-out sound and swirly
artefacts, my attention was
drawn only to the musc, for
example, : 0the way McCartney
was messing with ybrato in his
bassline for-' Penny Lane'.
Despite its studio monitorlike incision into the bare bones
of arecording, th sloudspeaker

every type of music and audio
sounded ' right' through the Kl.

ATTENTION DRAWN
Browsing acollection of MP3
tiles played from aPowerBook,
instead of peing reminded of

truly allows you to enjoy the
music and forget about the
mechanics of reproduction.
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Clockwise from above: rear of 050 unit, showing eight-piece magnet assembly and rear
chamber; C125 bass unit with streamlined cast chassis; D26 tweeter with tapered tube

VERDICT
At this elevated price level, there are several loudspeakers of world-class
performance, and the Vivid K1 can sit easily alongside any of them — this speaker
truly sounds as good ( or better, especially if you don't rate the styling!) as it looks.
Music takes on an effortless quality, micro and macro dynamics preserved, all
underpinned by asublimely agile bass that doesn't suffer from room interaction as
much as most full-range designs. Very highly recommended. Amasterstroke.

Audio Consultants

ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
ATC
AVI
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium
Blue Note

Border Patrol
Custom Design
Croft
Eastern Electric °
GamuT
Goldring
Graaf
Hovland
Hyperion
Isol-8
IsoTek

JAS Audio
JungSon
Living Voice
Lumley
McIntosh
Micromega
Musical Fidelity
Musical First
Nordost
Opera
Origin Live

Ortofon
Pathos
Project
QED
Qinpu
Ref 3a
Resolution
Roksan
Shanling
Soundstyle
Stello

TacT Audio
Triangle
Trichord
Townshend Audio
Unison Research
Wadia
Whest
Wilson Benesch
Vertex AQ
and many more.

ART Loudspeakers
we're so emotional about these incredible new loudspeakers that we had to
be the first to publish pictures of them in this magazine!
The long-awaited new Loudspeakers from ART
Loudspeakers are finally here and it's all about
emotion. Designed by Derek / Ramsay Dunlop,
the Emotion loudspeaker is without doubt their
finest creation to date and they are rightly very
proud of this sFeaker - it took us at Shadow less
than 5minutes to see and hear why!
Many of you w:11 have noticed on all the popular
Hi-fi Forums, the number of people talking
about the Emotion loudspeakers and everybody
is saying the same thing. No matter what you
have to do, what you have to sell, you just
have to buy the Emotion loudspeaker because
nothing else comes even close! For those of you
not convinced by the hundreds of forum posts,

call us to arrange ademonstration and hear for
yourself what all the fuss is about....
We at Shadow think the sound is - staggering,
awesome, jaw-dropping aid its aspeaker that
no one can afford not to hear!
11E9,000 is more than your budget allows, all
is not lost for these clever people at ART have
designed three Emotion loudspeaker models:
Emotion ( E5,000, Emotion Signature if9,000)
and Emotion Silver Signature (ETBA). Even more
clever is the fact that the Emotion and Emotion
Signature can both at alater date be upgraded
to the next model(s) - truly ingenious!

Musical Fidelity kW Series

the kW 500 / kW SACO are limited production and may be getting low on stock.
Remember we giw you a3Ceday money back guarantee* on both the kW 500 / SACD!

S

e

LW 300 Integrated Amplifier - £3995

kW SACD Player - £3995

Ws redly simple the kW 500 is virtually indistinguishable
from tne monster-killer kW monoblocs. The kW 500 is
orle of the best five amplifiers in the world regardless of
price. It has super technical performance, loads of power
more than 500 wpc). The preamp stage is super quality
and can withstand comparison with the latl available.
All in all the kW 500 is just about as good as you can get
except it doesn't cost the earth. When you Nsten to the
kW 500 it's easy to understand what all the fuss is about.
Beautiful, neutral, limpid sound with no coloration
and virtually limitless power. In MF tests nobody could
reliably tell the difference between akW 500 and the
kW monsteramps. The kW 500 is alimited edition of
300 pieces.

The kW SACD has ameltingly beautiful sound. It
doesn't really sound like other disc players. Its sound
is most reminiscent of areally good analog system
but with no noise or dynamic range problems. Once
you've heard the kW SACD you just can't forget that
crystalline clarity coupled with adelicacy and softness
which give apalpable real feel to the sound You've got
to give this one alisten it's quite outstanding.
We have the full kW Range on Demonstration.

for the best free advice and 30-day money back guarantee* on IsoTek mains
conditioning products...
IsoTek Special Offers
On the following IsoTek mains filtration
systems:
NOVA (new)

f1495

Titan (new)

£1425

Glf Minisub

£495

GII Solus

£295

FREE delivery, FREE IsoTek mains cable
worth £49 and a30-day money back
guarantee*.

NEW IsoTek NOVA

fin«,
Gill Solus

(shown on the left)
Following the renowned Titan mains
conditioner, comes the new NOVA.
Titan

rie4,
Gill Minisub

NOVA

Similarly styled to the Titan, the NOVA is
intended primarily for lower power source
components. Like the Titan it has high current
capability (3860 watts). This makes it suitable
to run complete modestly sized systems.
Each of the six outlets has individual filtering.
Adaptive Gating senses components power
requirements and adjusts filtering and power
to suit.

SELECTED PRODUCTS COME WITH ANO RISK 30- DAY MONEY BACK OPTION*
Best Part- Exchange Prices
for full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive
used listing, links to reviews, technical information and much more, visit www.
shadowaudio.co.uk

MasterCard

Maestro

Shadow Audio Consultants, 21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710 Iinfo@shadowaudio.co.uk Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

Radialstrahler
The revolutionary construction of MBL speakers is capable of producing three-dimensional sound that reflects
the acoustic nature of real instruments. This concept is as
simple as it is brilliant.
Like musical instruments, the " Radialstrahler" radiates the
sound waves omnidirectional - not only in one direction
like conventional speakers.
Spacious and crystal clear sound - that's MBL
Our passion is two channel high-end stereo in combination with outstanding quality and vanguard design.
Hand manufactured in Germany since 25 years.

A class of its own
Just arrived:
Finally, the stunning MBL audio systems are
available in the UK. Unique radial emitting
"Radialstrahler" speakers, accompanied by extremely musical soundilg CD transports and
D/A converters, as well as powerful yet subtle
amplifiers are the results of our demand for
perfection in high-end.

Proudly distributed by

SOUND VENTURE
Audio Systems
MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: + 44- ( Op 932 - 86 45 48
www.sounciyenture.co.uk
email: salesgsoundventure.co.uk

LAB TEST

JADIS DA88S VALVE AMP £ 6999

for those
in the Glow
The hefty Jadis DA88S
valve amp has Steve Harris
enjoying all the atmosphere
that only tubes can offer. But
can it cut it across the board?

I

'd had the amplifier for afew
1Jays when Igot the inevitable

has offered aprofusion of models,

call from Ricardo Franassovici of

the same and some designs have

bit the essentials have remained

Absolute Sounds, the Jadis importer.

stayed in production for avery long

'Are you in the jacuzzi?', he asked. I

time. They are hand- built in small

had to admit that I'd barely got the

numbers and, most importantly

amp warmed up and Iwasn't really

perhaps, the company makes its

bathing in the Jadis sound yet, but I

own transformers.

Jadis DA88S amp
£6999
www.absolutesounds.com

knew what he meant.
In France in 1983 André
Calmettes turned aspare- time

SOURCED & BADGED

passion for building valve amplifiers

badged its own KT88 tubes, and

into afull-time business wnen

e,ght of these are used in the new

he founded Jadis Electronics

DA88 Signature integrated.

at Villedubert in the Languedoc
region. Since then, the company

020 8971 3909

Now Jadis has now sourced and

Supremely musical
Too coloured for some

My first experience of Jadis was
with the small Defy 30 integrated

MI

LAB TEST

ALSO CONSIDER

DETAILS

•Audio Research SP16 preNS110
power amp, £ 6500 - this pre-/ power
alternative gives higher power output
for the money, with arguably aless
euphonic sound
•Conrad Johnson PV- 17 LS pre-/
MV-60SE power amp, £ 7500 - ahighly
developed and sweet-sounding
pre-/ power combination rated at around
55W/channel.
•GRAAF GM50 integrated, £ 3950 - a
well established and fine- sounding
50W/channel integrated from Italy.
•Unison Research Performance

It's big and it's heavy, hi even with its protective guard in place the Jadis looks

integrated, £ 5500 - this stylish Italian

impressive rather than just bulky; one big toggle switch turns the mains on or off while

amp uses three KT88 output tubes per

another switches from standby to operational mode. In the middle are tie volume and

channel in single- ended mode

balance controls, and or the right asimilar knob provides five- way source selection

[Nov 91], but Ialso covered the
JPL pre- amp and DA7 power
amplifier [Aug 92], liking the
power amp alot but criticising
( •)

the pre. In the next Hi Fi
News review [ June 98] Ken

DAD TUNER TAPE

AUX

OUT

Kessler introduced the ' budget'
Orchestra system - CD player.
amp and speakers at £ 3300

4111111111111011111111

for the lot. Then KK reviewed
the JPS8/JA50 pre-/ power
combination [ July 20031. The

To the rear of the Jadis are pairs of phono sockets for al line- level inputs plus asixth pair

JPL, DA7, JPS8 and JA50 are

for the pre- amplifier output, which could be used as arecord- out connection There are

still in the current Absolute

also two sets of speaker outlets, but these appear to be duplicates cannezted in parallel,

Sounds list, as is the Orchestra

not alternative transformer taps for impedance match ng.

integrated amp [ now £ 1599).
So Icouldn't turn down
the chance to try out the

Once its bitting , nHint

On the front, one big chunky

to be duplicates connected

E6999 D885, even though I've

of you, glowing happily, the

toggle switch turns the mains

in parallel, not alternat ve

always been wary of big, heavy

DA88S looks impressive rather

on or off while another switches

transformer taps for impedance

stereo valve units. Monoblocks

just bulky. In some earlier

from standby to operational

matching. Aoart from auser-

might be more manageable,

integrateds, the transformers,

mode. In the middle are the

replaceable fuse and tne IEC

but if you want valves, you

capacitors and tubes resembled

volume and balance controls,

mains inlet, that's it.

want the benefits of massive

ill-assorted islands in asea

and on the right asimi . ar

Despite its relatively high
power, old-fashioned looks and

Working on my own Ifelt a sense of achievement in
getting the Jadis installed and a sense of relief that I
wasn't going to have to move it anywhere else

considerable room- heating
ability, the DA885 is net in any
way temperamental ir use.
You don't have to pluck up your
courage before switching it on.

transformers, and you want the

of stainless steel. Here, the

knob provides five- way source

convenience and tidiness of an

transformers, capacitors

selection, using arotary switch

and valves actually look as

that is rather positive, not to say

integrated, it's got to be heavy.

WF: LISTENED TO

if they belong together in a

heavy, in action. Sources are

CDs

sense of achievement in getting

purposeful way, with or without

labelled CD, DVD, Tuner, Tape

•Rickie Lee Jones, Rick eLee Jones

the Jadis installed, and asense

the removable valve cage or

and Aux.

[Warner 256 621

of relief that Iwasn't going to

cover. The chassis measures

have to move it anywhere else

500 x370mm, but the overall

phono sockets for all these line-

for awhile. Iwas just glad I

dimensions are given as 500

level nputs plus asixth pair for

assic Records RTHCD 50E,2)
•Mendelsohnn, violin concerto, Heifetz ,

didn't break anything in the

x220 x400mm (whdl, which I

the pe amplifier outpL.t, which

Boston SO/Munch

process. Of course, if you are

think slightly underestimates

could be used as arecord- out

buying the object, your dealer

the projection of the speaker

connection. There is nc

will do the moving for you - and

terminals at the back of the unit

tape monitor loop. There

dealer installation is specified

and those big gold- coloured

are two sets of speaker

by Jadis as acondition of sale.

knobs at the front.

outlets, but these appear

Working on my own, Ifelt a
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•Jennifer Warnes, Famous Blue Raincoat

At the back are Da rs of

UMCAR-00111]
RICKE LIMES Andre Previo trio. Dtd Friends
Telarc CD- 333091

JADIS DA88S VALVE AMP • £6999

alive sound quality. The same

got the feeling that while the

was true of some tracks on the

midrange showed pace and

recent Chesky CD Entre Amigos

lucidity, the bass end was

by Rosa Passos and Ron Carter

sluggish by comparison. On

(SACD2911 where the big space

that other ancient test piece,

around the small group was

Rickie Lee Jones' ' Easy Money'

effortlessly conveyed.

[from Warner 256 628], the

TORTURE TEST

the convincing and well-

However, the magic didn't

proportioned rendition of the

DA885 shone again, from

always work for me. On my

string bass intro to the texture

orchestral torture test CD, the

and realistic clarity of voice.
Much as Iliked this Jadis

JVC XRCD reissue of Heifetz
playing the Mendelsohnn violin

at times, I'm forced to the

concerto [ JVC JMCXR-0010]

conclusion that its magic really

Ifound that while the DA88S

is alittle too programme-

smoothed out the piercing violin

dependent. Sometimes it

tone in apleasing manner, it

seemed almost as if it were

didn't help much in trying to

giving you more atmosphere

make sense of huge, bottom-

at the expense of the music

heavy yet rather boxily-recorded

-the atmosphere or ambience

orchestral sound on this

was always apowerful element

disc. The orchestral sections

in the sound, while voices

congealed into one big mass,

or instruments themselves

and the weighty bottom end of

seemed sometimes less

the recording was atmospheric

substantial than they could
have been, within the

but indistinct.

soundstage. So this is definitely

On afamiliar rock disc,

an amplifier for those who

Jennifer Warnes' Famous
Blue Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD

really want to know that they

50521, the sound often became

are listening to valves. Be ready

rather thick and heavy Ieven

to bathe in the glow. El

THE REPOW
LAB REPORT
There's clearly plenty of iron in

Despite its bulk, the DA88S is no
As witn most valve amplifiers,

The DA88 Signature sports no fewer than

there was some hLm, bt

eight KT88 tubes, sourced by Jadis

this wasn't too obt-usive with
moderately effici?nr speakers.
When Idid settle down to
Listen, Ifound Iwas. on familiar
ground - or in afan-in:al- tub.

Jadis in the system, there was
usually asense of luxury, a
sense of extra texture to sound.
Given the right material,

The overall sound was big and

this could be entrancing. On a

rich, and in terms o: batance

recent live jazz piano lrio disc

it had afull but rot overblown

Old Friends by Andre Previn,

bass, this giving way to aclear

Mundell Lowe and Ray Brown

midrange with, Ifelt, aslightly

[Tearc CD- 83309], Brown's bass

dulled top end. But with the

solos came over beautifL4 and
the applause in the hall was
extremely natural and realistic.
Previously with this CD ,» c

LPs

found the piano decidecly odci

•Dvorak, cello concerto, Fournier, Berlin

.n character ( and unnaturall',

PO/Szell

wide), and although Lowe

[OGG 138755
•Rimsky-Korsakov, The Golden Cockerel,

nad got his guitar to sounds
wonderfully mellow, it was also

Philharmonia/Goossens

peculiarly muffled.

[EMI CEP 12;]
•Dizzy Gillespie, The Greatest

Now, Ifelt that asorr7ewhat
strange- sounding record.ng had

Trumpet Of Them All,

been smoothed and grossed into

[EMI CLP 13411

amore enjoyable whole. ' nthis
case the Jadis really did manage

powerhouse — expect acontinuous
output of some 40W into 4- Bohm
loads at up to Pk THD, increasing to
—50W under dynamic conditions into
2-4ohm loads. Nevertheless, Jadis
has engineered arelatively low output
impedance (for atransformer- coupled
valve amplifier) of some 0.35ohm from
20Hz-20kHz, only rising to 2.3ohm
at 100kHz as the reactance of the
transformer really kicks- in. As
aresult, its 8ohm response

these transformers too, so the midband
distortion figure of — 0.2% is maintained
right through the lowest bass. Higher
frequencies are another matter where
figures of over 3% THO were recorded
at just 5W/8ohm at 20kHz. The DA88S's
harmonic pattern is also highly
extended, so its subjective 'colour' and
programme dependence is likely to be
more pronounced than these figures
might suggest! There's less
excuse for the poor channel
imbalance of 1.2dB.
On our sample, the

rolls away gently to - 2.4dB
at 20kHz, hitting - 23dB
at 100kHz, but is less

sweetspot was just afew
degrees anticlockwise
of the balance control's
centre line.

influenced by cable and
speaker loading than
many other valve designs.

VERDICT

--mionntoP"'"

With Jadis we seem to see less of the ' plus ça change' and more of the 'toujours
la meme chose', although the products have evolved in detail design. Although
this new integrated amplifier still offers the traditional charms of the Jadis
valve (tube) philosophy, and saves the cost of aseparate pre-amp, it's still
rather expensive and it's possibly less successful overall than the big DA7 power
amplifier, still in production after nearly 15 years, or the JA50 monoblocks. But if
you want abig, warm valve package that's still built in Europe, Jadis can deliver.

to give you someth'ng nearer to
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COUSTICA
HO ME CI NEM A

-••••••«MI

Amphion Arcam ART Audiolab AVID Aye B&\\
Classé Foote( Lab Linn Products KJ Acoustics \Vonitor Audio
Nairn Audio Nautilus
Shahinian

Peare

Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel

Spendor Sugden Thiel \\ adia
Audiolab - Now Available

The full Audiolab range now available at all branches
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD Sil 7 4AH

01785 258216

CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRI CA IS HOME TO
A JHANEKOM - A MUSIC LOVER. RECORD
COLLECTOR AND MOVING COIL PHONO
CARTRIDGE MAKER IN RECENT YEARS.
Al's INSPIRATION COMES FROM HIS
BELOVED GARRARD 3015. LEAK TUBES
AND SUPEX MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES.
ABOUT 4YEARS AGO. A JHANEKOM
DECIDED TO MAKE HIS OWN MOVING
COIL CARTRI DGES AS HIS SPECIAL

0121 224 7300

www.acoustica.co.uk

THE

BELOW THE SUNNY AND SHADOWY
SLOPESOFTABLE MOUNTAIN AT THE
SOUTHERN TIP OF AFRICA IS ACITY
NAMED CAPE TOWN... A BEAUTIFUL PLACE
OF BREATHTAKING VIEWS, THE SEA AND
ACOSMOPOLITAN MIX OF PEOPLE AND
CULTURES.

Griffin Audio
3 Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA
www.griffinaudio.co.uk

MANTIS

HOMAGE TO ALL THE GREAT AND
FAMOUS RECORDING ENGINEERS AND
AUDIO TECHNOLOG ISTS WHO GAVE
US THE GIFT OF BEAUTIFUL ANALOGUE
SOUND ON VINYL RECORDS.
AND SO. AFTER YEARS OFSTUDY AND
HARD WORK. AJBRINGS YOU HI S
BLUE ANGEL MANTIS MC CARTRIDGE
-A SUPERIOR AND CLASSIC MIX
OF DIAMOND. AIRCRAFT GRADE
ALUMINIUM. FINE STEEL SOFT PURE
IRON. NEODYMIUM. POLYMER AND PURE
COPPER.
AlHANEKOM SET HIMSELF THE
TOUGH ESTOFSTANDARDS .... THE BLUE
ANGEL MANTIS MC TRANSDUCES ONLY
THEMUSIC RECORDED - NOTHING ELSE.

BLUE ANGEL MANTIS MC CARTRI DG ESPECS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

15 - 30000 Hz +- 2.5Ds

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

0.35mV

CHANNEL BALANCE

+-0,3D B

CHANNEL SEPARATI ON

25D B

TRACKING ANGLE

20 DEGREES

TRACKING FORCE

1.8 - 2.2G

STYLUSTYPE

DIAMOND GYGER FG II

CARTRIDGE WEIGHT

5.5G

UK RRP

£2.495

THE MANUFACTURER RE SERVESTHE RI GHT TO
CHANGEANY DESIGN DETAIL OR TECHNI CAL
SPE CIFI CATION WITHOUT PRI OR NOTI CE

Distributed exclusively in Europe by RPM-Audio Ltd • (tel) 07790 907 737 • mail@rpm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.co.uk
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LISTENING TEST

ERYK S CONCEPT NUVO • €3000

Polished
Performer
Reference- class drive units in aclassy cabinet:
stand- mounted speakers don't get much better!

Eryk SConcept Nuvo
€3000

Andrew Harrison tries this new Polish design...
www.eryksc.com

M

oving up Irom
the mini- monitor
category are what

a decently sized cabincl, but

+48 509 595 484

most of tnat volume cones
from a400mm deep box, with

Smooth, detailed, silky

one might call the maxi

amore familiar 370 x180mm

monitors — relatively compact

sized front face. And each

speakers in targer cabinets

front balite sports two very

with larger bass drivers, more

hign quality drivers: a.150-rtm .

Low sensitivity

closely apprmaching full- range

Seas Excel mid/bass driver and

reproduction_ The Nuvo is

Visator

different. It's all wrapped up in

ribbons are often prized for

ribbon

tweeter. While
CD
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their fine, spit- free treble, it's
not straightforward to integrate

ERYK S CONCEPT NUVO • €3000

INSIDE STORY

their ' fast' character to ' slower'

ar
Aihe
guor

cones. The task is helped here
by the lightsome main driver,

de
iiii
ur

small enough to operate well at
higher frequencies.
Designer Eryk Smólski has

77

taken two quite different highend drivers, matched them

Etched nameplate sits below single- wire

to ahigh- quality crossover in

connestion posts, suitable for 4mm plugs

aluxuriously- finished ported
cabinet, and the result is
arguably even better than the
sum of its parts.

1111

Tonal evenness is one of
:.

the most compelling features
here, as there is agood sense
of integration between drivers.

Inside, the Nuvo isanon- parallel- sided cabinet' le

Initially set up in amusic/AV

-two chambers are filled with micro- grained sand,

Extra mounting spikes can be used to

system, the Nuvo showed it

contributing to te speaker's hefty 17.5kg weight

decouple Nuvo from custom stand

—mid

could reproduce voice and
vocals cleanly and with little
coloration. Midband was very
even sounding, with perhaps
ahint of presence dip around

Nordost Pulsar Points proved to
be just the job.

amidband showing plenty of

showing the beautiful decay

good textural colour, the Nuvo

of overtones in contemplative

Bass lines were clean and

truly sang, even or complex

pieces like the Gymopedies.

3kHz; not unlike some BBC-

agile with no plum notes to

orchestral music like the

voiced speakers, making this a

disturb l
,
stening. Slam and bass

Stravinsky. Given the maelstrom

very ' easy listen' in contrast to

The Nuvo is arevealing
loudspeaker, able to show

Sited this way, spikes are used

The Nuvo is a revealing loudspeaker, able to show
details of the system's source, amp and cabling, as well
as the intricacies of the music being played

speakers with emphasis here.
In alarger room Itried the
Nuvo on its dedicated stand.
between speaker and stand.

weight were not cf the full-size

of ' Danse infernale...' the

details of the system's source,

These 750mm piano- lacquered

three-way variety. but that's not

NLvo gave back all the hectic

amp and cabling, as well as the

MDF designs were alittle too
high for my sitting position, but

the same as saying there was no

excitement it was fed, taking

intricacies of the music. It is

low bass. In fact tne range of the

in staccato brass, reverberant

not an endless powersink, but

Igot great results with the Nuvo

Nuvo is ore of its prime assets

drums and tymps, and buzzing

within its power band it gives

on concrete- filled Target R2

as it easily covers, for example,

and soaring stings.

an uncommonly open window

stands, 530mm high. For rigid

the span of abass guitar in

to the music. Well suited to

coupling under speakers, three

the bass ( around 40Hz), all the

Piano too was beautifully
rendered, giving awell-balanced

way to shimmering cymbal

weight to grand piano while

should please jazz lovers too.

Wk.; LISTENED TO

harmonics. On the Target stand
Iheard amore assured bass
and more open m'clband too.

Massive Attack
Blue Lines
1
Protection

Some bass- heavy material
really got the diminuitive

classical, it can also rock, and

TECHNOLOGY
In most commercial loudspeakers, drive units are one of the cheapest components
of the assembly. Iii the NJVO, though, the drivers are some of the finest, most
expensive items on the market. The mid/bass driver is an Excel unit from Seas

drivers working for their living:

in Norway, with inject on molded zinc basket, and magnesium cone. Cone- plus-

the bassline to ' Karmacoma'

surround is 110mm diameter, making it comparable with the humble KEF B110 driver

had the room quaking, as

seen in the LS3/5A. Meanwhile, the ribbon tweeter is from Visaton - although more

did tympani moments in The

accurately known as anagnetostat or isodynamic transducer. The diaphragm is a

Firebird — avery impressive

thin, highly temperature- resistant plastic film onto which wavy aluminium tracks

Pink Floyd

performance from adriver that's

Is There Anybody Out There?

smaller than some three- ways'

have been applied by netallisation. Strip magnets glued to apelorated pole plate
and arranged close to the diaphragm. These types of tweeters are famed for their

midrange driver!

'fast' sound and accuracy in reproducing transients.

A minor point was the bass
Stravinsky

damping; not the very tightest

L'Oiseau de feu
Boulez, Chicago

of LF responses, as discovered
with afew bass- timing torture

SO DG 101700

tracks, but nowhere near

The crossover employs air- cored inductors, metal resistors and metal- foil
capacitors, with point-to-point wiring, to create 4th- order filter on each leg,
crcsscver frequency circa 3kHz. Overall nominal impedance is Bohm, with maxima
and minima at 13 and 7ohm. Sensitivity is alow 87dB/W.

enough to, ahem, dampen

VERDICT

Satie

musical involvement - especially

An expensive compact speaker but reference- class drivers, used to good effect

Gymnopedies

on classical music, where the

de Leeuw, Philips

Nuvo really scored well. With

in asmart package, give impressive bass extension, smooth, even sound and a
relaxed, insightfi.ltreble. Recommended

the sweet extended treble and
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High End High Fidelity handcrafted in France since 1987 1 www.micromega.co.uk

IMIErErTIEGF1
affordable,

no- compromise,

" its musical building blocks
where you can add additional
components when required,
giving you total flexibility
-now and for the future. "

major award- winning products

award-winning, state-ofthe-art products with our
30- day no risk money back
guarantee* " *conditions apply
A Brief Introduction

high- end

Micromega 2005 Range

Minium A60 - £ 399
2x6OW Integrated Amplifier.
PHONO MM Input, 6 LINE inputs,
Tape monitor loop and AVP input.
Headphone jack. Micromega Dot
matrix display.

Minium CD - £ 399
High End CD player designed for
the best price to performance ratio.
24 bits AD 1852 D/A converter.
YAM 1202 Philips drive mechanism.
R- Core supply.

Minium A80 - £659
2x8OW Integrated Amplifier.
PHONO MM Input, 6 LINE inputs,
Tape monitor loop and AVP input.
Headphone jack. Micromega Dot
matrix display.

Minium CDSE - £ 599
High End CD player designed for
the best price to performance ratio.
24 bits AD 1852 D/A converter.
YAM 1202 Philips drive mechanism.
R- Core supply.

Minium A120 - £899
2x1 20W Integrated Amplifier.
PHONO MM Input, 6LINE inputs, I
Multichannel input,Tape Loop, AVP
input. Headphone jack . Micromega
Dot matrix display,Toroidal
transformer, Optional RC handset.

Minium CDI32 - £699
CD player designed for the best sonic
result. Burr Brown SRC4192 sample
rate converter,ADI853 24 bits DAC,
very low jitter master clock.

Minium Pre - £699
High- end Pre- amplifier. MM and
MC Phono stage. 6 LINE inputs, 1
multi- channel input. 6 LINE outputs
Headphone jack. Dot matrix display.

Minium AVP Processor - £899
Dolby Digital, ProLogic II and DTS
multi- channel processor. AVP
is fitted with 3x6OW of power
amplification for Centre and
Surround speakers.

Since 1987 Micromega have designed digital sources /
analogue components which represent the perfect balance
between advanced technology and sound reproduction.
Combining revolutionary
aesthetics and musical
quality at the highest
level, they have an ease
of use and areliability
other manufacturers can
only dream of. Micromega
products are the most
faithful spokesman of
musical reproduction. For
all those reasons, Micromega belongs to the creators who
knew how to change the world of high fidelity by decisive
innovations.
To find your nearest dealer please visit: www.micromega.co.uk.

products

111101111111ffl
Minium SI20 - £829
2x120VV Power Amplifier using
the same successful technology as
in A120. 600VA specific toroidal
transformer. Low heat dissipation.

Minium DVD Player - £699
High- end DVD player designed for
the best audio and video result.
Multi-channel audio outputs Dolby,
DTS. Progressive Video PAL - NTSC.

—

op

mama
WEI

Minium T120 - £899
3x120W Power Amplifier using
the same technology as A120.
This guarantees an excellent
homogeneity between the different
units of the system.

Minium DVDSE Player - £849
High-end multi-format player designed
for the best DVD. DVD-A, SACD and
CD results. Multi-channel audio outputs
Dol , DTS.ProgressiveVideo PAL
NTSC, HDMI — DVDI Video Output

Reference SACD - £2790
High- end SACD player for the best
result on all new formats. Dolby
Digital and DTS digital outputs,
SACD, DOLBY and DTS multichannel outputs. Low noise linear
power supply.

Minium FM - £349
FM Tuner with RDS function for
aclear indication of the stations
names.Two input sensitivities:
Cable/Antenna. 50 Presets.

IMO
!Distribution

Reference DVD - £2790
High- end DVD player, designed
to obtain the best audio and
video result. 7video outputs,
PAL and NTSC progressive
video, Perfectly fluid picture.
DIGITAL NATURAL MOTION.

01592 744 779

info@micromega.co.uk

Dealer Enquiries are very

www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

www.micromega.co.uk

welcome.

Walrus dtlh

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Have we got turntables? Do bears.., no, forget that. Of course we have!
We don't have aproblem with turntables at all (some shops seem to have - how
much choice do you see in your local hi-fi store, that is if they even sell proper
hi-fi any more). This venerable way to reproduce music in your home still
happens to offer the most realistic sound quality of anything available today.
You can spend afortune on the latest digital components to still only get a
fraction of what even arelatively modest cost vinyl front end has to offer. You
probably already have the " software" for it tucked away in acorner somewhere,
assuming you're not avinyl user already. And, the best thing is, it's not going to
become obsolete - you won't have to worry like the digital aficionados do about
the next miracle format and having to repurchase everything again! Provided
you look after them, those vinyl discs contain an almost unlimited amount of
information, and as you gradually upgrade your front end, you get to hear ever
more of it.
Our advice on turntable/arm/cartridge matching is second to none (provided,
obviously, you purchase from us!) and our subsequent building of your turntable
will ensure you get the full performance from it (we see quite afew turntables
purchased elsewhere or second-hand which aren't working properly). We also
don't forget about you after you walk out the door, it remains important to us to keep your deck working to your satisfaction over
the years. Just thought we'd remind you that vinyl playing is still our priority!

However...
Even we have to face the fact that more and more

example. Consonance also make some wonderful
products, and the Consonance Droplet 5.0 (pictured)

of you want decent digital disc spinners, and
ironically (to us) people tell us they visit us for
digital players specifically because of our enthusiasm
for analogue. Er, yes. So, we have to be very

is the latest wonder from this company. Not only
does it sound excellent, the styling is also acomplete
departure for this price range (the Droplet costs
£1995). You get a24 bit / 192k upsampling DAC
and avalve output stage, all in aunit which weighs
just under an astonishing 30 Kg.

careful what we choose. The Chinese have been
making some absolutely superb digital products
lately, you've all seen the success of Shanling, for

But it's not only the Chinese who're making digital waves, as it were. Our own home-grown favourite, Musical Fidelity, have
come out with an astonishing two box player, anew model in their acclaimed KW series, the DM 25 transport and DAC. The
digital and analogue sections are both effectively "dual mono", and although you can buy the units separately, there are very few
other makes you can use them with because they connect using the esoteric dual mono twin cable system, amethod only one or two
far more expensive units use. The outcome is sound quality well ahead of
what you might expect of the price tag - both units together cost £3995. And,
in case you were wondering, those things sticking out the top of the transport
are levelling adjusters for the unique isolating feet, nothing more sinister!
And, just alittle reminder about the superb Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a
loudspeakers. Now, we know these are about as unfashionable as it gets.
Modern speakers are supposed to be
big, bold, full of high-tech drivers, and
with amulti hundred watt power
handling tag. And indeed, most
modern designs are just fine for purely electronic music, where tonal accuracy, subtlety, and
even soundstaging take second place to sheer grunt. For acoustic music and spoken voice,
though, these BBC designed mini monitors are absolutely unparalleled. Even when you hear
them playing full orchestral music, or even rock, they are very special. Instruments sound as
they were meant to, voices are utterly natural. These are amust hear design if you are a
"serious" listener.
Finally, we now have the fantastic Hyperion HPS-938 loudspeakers on demo - sorry, no room for apiccie - book now for alisten.
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic black rhodium breuer dynamic
brinkmann cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final lab goldring graham
(tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart heed audio hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics klimo koetsu lavardin
lyra magneplanar mcintosh michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon pro-ject
rega (turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shanling shelter sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast
sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

email: contact@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

LISTDING TEST

EMM LABS CDSD, DAC6e, SWITCHMAN- 3 • £5500/£8000/£5500
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DETAILS
EMM labs CDSD, DAC6e,
Switchman- 3
£55011/0300W3500
www.emmtabE.com

0

31407 340168
Perception shattering

e

Neei apassive me-amp '

Silver Machines

They yank CD reproduction into the

2151

V

ery few audio products
make such an
impression that you

know you wilt never forget

Century while reJefining the

market when it comes to SACD. Keith Howard sounds out EMM Labs'
latest offerings and talks to company owner Ed Meitner, along the way

the experience of hearing
them. Even fewer offer such
transcendent performance
that they chew up your
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previous experiences of amusic
carrier's capabilities and spit
them back in your eye. But
that's exactly what the EMM
Labs CDSD transport and
DAC6e converter do for SACO.
EMM Labs' CDSD CD/SACD
transport ( it will also play MP3
files and stereo Dolby Digital
from DVD-V and DVD-A, but who
cares?) and six- channel DAC6e
D- to- A converter are marvels.
The Switchman- 3control
centre, which offers switching
between four six- channel
sources and electronic volume
control via awired remote, was
also supplied for review but
doesn't offer such exemplary
performance. In any case, as
Ed Meitner [ see panel, below
right], company owner and
digital guru, says, ' It's not really
aconsumer product.'
HEART OF GLASS
From the user's point of view,
the CDSD's most notable
feature is that it uses ST glass
optical interfaces for data and
clock signals, and provides
for external clocking from the
DAC6e. This is the preferred
mode of operation, for the usual
reason that keeping the master
clock as close as possible to the
DAC circuitry ensures the lowest
possible jitter:
Glass optical interconnection
was chosen, Meitner explains,
because of the isolation it
provides. ' The advantages of
optical are that you eliminate
ground loops and magnetically
induced problems from the
outside world. With coax, a

processing - Meitner decries
the use of 4- or 5- bit delta-

channels, and aRo:el RA- 1062
drying two Thiel PowerPoint

ED MEITNER

sigma architecture on the basis

1.2s ( review in preparation)

that ' anything more than 1- bit

at the rear. The use of an

is PCM and has the problems
of PCM' - and its discrete

integrated amplifier for the

probably because in

rear channels prcvides an easy
means fcr quickly adjusting

the 1990s he became
disillusioned with

component, voltage output CAC
stage. Although the DAC6e

the level of the rear channels,

Few products offer such transcendent performance
that they chew up your previous experiences of a music
carrier's capabilities and spit them back in your eye

!f you've never heard
of Ed Meitner it's

high-end domestic
audio and turned his attention to the
professional arena He established
EMM Labs in 1998 and in the interim his
DSO converters have become something
of an industry standard, used by Chesky

fridge switching on or off may

also offers PCM conversion

wh,ch is often necessary with

Records, DIP, Mobile Fidelity as well as

produce aproblem.'

up to 96kHz via AES/EBU on

sur round recordings because

Sony Music and Virgin Records.

Inside the box, the DAC6e

XLR connectors, this mode of

different recording engineers

converter accepts two types

operation was not assessed

of OSO data stream from

in this review. The CDSD and

have different notiors of what's
appropriate.

the CDSD: standard 64x

DAC6e were used exclusively as

(2.8224MHz) from SACD and
128x ( 5.6448MHz) from CD,

atwo- box CD/SACD player.

the PCM output of which
is converted to 1- bit using

LISTENING

mains leads, and these were

Iasses — Jthe CDSD, DAC6e
and Switchman- 3in asystem

used throughout. The Chord
Company kindly supplied six
lm and six 1.5 lengths of its

aproprietary EMM Labs'
algorithm. Key to the DAC6e's
performance are strict

comprising three Exposure XVIII

adherence to 1- bit signal

three B&W 805s for the front

Mono power amplifiers driving
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All three EMM Labs

DAC6e to the Switchman- 3
and the Svvitchrian-3 to the
amplifiers. Unbalanced

components were supplied with

phono to -phono cornections

Kiruber PowerKord Model 14

were used throughout the test.
As I've already gushed,

fine Chameleon Si,ver Plus
interconnects for linking the

listening to this equipment was
arevelation but extracting the
very best from it required two
changes. First, it's essential
to use the preferred clocking

EMM LABS CDSD, DAC6e, SWITCHMAN- 3• £5500/£8000/£5500

The second essential step
to extracting the best sound

DETAILS

was. I'm afraid, to take the
Switchman- 3out of circuit
and replace it with agood
passive pre- amp [ in my case
one Iconcocted years ago
from DNM conductive plastic
potentiometers). Although
Iwasn't able to do this with
multi- channel source material,
on two- channel programme it
was abundantly clear that the
Switchman- 3 - even though,
like the DAC6e, it measures
superlatively - lacks ultimate
Remote for the Switchman- 3control cent -e [ above] draws its power directly from the
main unit; large red digital read out and the fact that chunky cable is used to connect the
remote to the Switchman betrays the component's professiona roots. The Switchman can
be programmed to accept almost any multichannel configuration imaginable

transparency. It robs the sound
of presence and immediacy.
With the passive pre- amp
in place, the improvement
in crispness, fine detail and
dynamics came like a [welcome)
slap in the face.
HOLY SMOKE
So. no cigar for the Switchman

whereas the CDSD and DAC6e
win abox of the finest Havanas.
Comparing them to my then
still functional SACD-1000
would have been hilarious
were it not so tragic. Although
the Philips was lauded for
its sound quality at launch,
in comparison with the EMM
Labs products it was nowhere.
It contrived to sound harsher

Circular transport buttons [ above] lack the silky operational feel we are used to from
mass-produced products, but they do their job; CDSD transport [ below] boasts optical
The CDSD [above] uses aPhilips transport

output for six- channel DSD plus opticai and BNC inpout; DAC6E offers balanced analog

but is new from the ground up, using glass

Jutputs,

optical interfaces for data and clock signals
plus external clocking from the DAC6e

arrangerrert, with the CDSD
slaved frcm the DAC6e. I
inadvertently begin my listening
witn the CDSD clocking the
DAC6e, which sunquestionably
the inferior option. When

though unbalanced phono to phono connections were used for this test

but at the same time markedly
less detailed, and had none of
the weight and sheer bigness
of sound that are the Canadian
products' hallmark. Particularly
on classical recordings made
in anatural acoustic, the
SACD-1000's portrayal was
small, dynamically pinched
and altogether coarse by
comparison. As the CDSD/
DAC6e soared, it barely left the

Irealised the mistake and

ground.

switched to using the DAC6e
as clock source, Iwas taker

contest and settled down

aback at hew significant the
improvement was. Just as I
was starting to think that the
sound W3S perhaps too smooth
for its own good, this change
rendered the previous results
distinctly soft and blurred by
comparison. With the CDSD as
slave, all notions that the sound
lacked alittle edge and could
drag rhythms - not uncommon
criticisms of SACD - were
simply blown away.

Isoon tired of that unequal
instead to listen from one end
of my SACD collection to the
other, revelling in the sense
of hearing it properly for the
first time. In many cases the
experience was revelatory but,
to inject anote of caution, even
the Meitner magic can only do
so much to flatter recordings
like Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the
Moon or Mike Oldfield's Tubular
Bells. Which is not to say that
the CDSD/DAC6e are hard on

ID
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WE LISTENED TO
Inside the DAC6e

Mostly SACDs including:
Diana Krall, The bok of Love

and the master

[Verve 589 597-21
Clark Terry and Max Roach,

as close as
possible to the

clock is kept

Friendship

DAC circuitry to

[Eighty- Eights VRGL 8130,5À

ensure the lowest

Hardenberger/Preston,

possible jitter

Prières sans Paroles
IBIS SACO 11091
Chorzempa/SchrOder,
Handel Organ Concertos
[PentaTone Classics 5186 103]
Reiner/CSO, Russian
Showpieces
[RCA Living Stereo
82876 61394 21
Paray/DSO, Suppé Overlures
(Mercury Living oresence
470 638-2]
Mike Oldfield, Tubular Bells
(Virgin 50733 21
Pink Floyd, Dark Side of the
Moon [[ MI 582136 2]

older recordings, far from it. I
ach .
,eved some of the very best
results from RCA Living Stereo

which, I'm sorry, Ithink sink.

and •Mercury Living Presence
three- channel reissues, and

than I'd ever heard before, the
CDSD/DAC6e could do nothing
to remove the cloying, gooey

from PentaTone's reissued
Philips quad recordings, from
the 1970s. Some of the latter
are better than others, the best

Try as it might, and it did make
them sound much bigger- boned

sound of the solo instruments
in these recordings, vvfrch is
just the sort of fuzzy quality that

Of course, Ialso tried the CDSD/
DAC6e with favourite CDs and the
results were no less enthralling
Iown being the Chorzempa/

gives SACO abad name.

Sch-dder disc of Handel
organ concertos, which js as
persuasive an advocate of the

CDSD/DAC6e with favourite

Of course, Ialso trieo the

source awortny recording and it
repaid you with ascale, intimacy

ahandful of truly revelatory

and sheer naturalness of sound
that Ihaver't heard matched, let
alone bettered.
Idon't know what else to

CDSD/DAC6e has been the most
wo-ld-tiI.ting of all.

say. In getting on for 30 years
of audio writing

Have had only

›C•i: PLO PDIri

experiences, and listening to the

If you crave the best in sound
reproduction and don't count
the cost, make the appointment
to rear tt ,ere

a*,iàgtisms1111

TECH SPEC
CDSD
ST glass optical DSO output
(for SACS o
,upsampled CD)

Word clock inputs and outputs via
coax and optical

AES/EBU balanced PCM output
Optical an
and coaxial clock inputs for

Six nalanced/unbalanced analogue
outputs via XLRs/phonos

CDs and the results were ro
less enthralling, albeit astep

external clocking

down from those achievable

DAC6E
glass optical DSD input

recordings proved much better

with the best SACDs. Madeleine
Peyroux's Careless Love

Won CDSD(

than two modern DSD offerings

Four sets of six-channel inputs,
balanced and unbalanced
Two sets of six- channel outputs,

held me transfixed through

AESIEBU digital inputs

-the Miaori Mozart collection

balanced and unbalanced

numerous playings: kewise

Ion three XLR);)

[Sony Classical SS 89488]

Fully electronic volume control

old Sinatra, Beatles and Elvis

for 44.1 to 6kHz PCM

and Pieter Wispelwey's cello

Level trim am' mute on all channels

tracks from acaptivating Capitol

recital [ Channel Classics CCS

bootleg that has been doing the

VERDICT

SA 16501] - which colleagues
have recommended tn mr." hit

rounds. It was the same story as
with SACO: give the EMivt Labs

Although they'd win no beauty pageant, the CDSD transport and DAC6e deliver

benefits of multi- channel audio
as Ive yet heard.
In fact these older classical

SWFTCHMAN-3

state-of-the-art performance on CD and preconception- shattering results with
SACO. At acombined cost of £13,500 they commend themselves to the most
well-heeled or devoted audiophile only, but when you hear their superlative

EMM Labs obvious competitor in this rarefied sector of SACO replay is British
company dCS, whose top offering of Verdi La Scala transport K94991. Verona system
master clock ( E39991 and Elgar Plus converter (£ 94991 is even costlier. If you're in
the market for aCD/SACD source at this price level, you must hear both ranges of
products before making adecision.
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performance, particularly on SACO, you might well consider them abargain.
The only fly in the ointment is the Switchman-3, whose lack of transparency
prevents the CHO and DAC6e realising their full potential. Buy or build yourself a
good passive pre- amp instead, spend the money you save an SACDs, and revel in the
pinnacle of earty 21st Century sonic achievement.

ENQUIRIES:

T.

01562 731100

E 01562 730228
sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE,
BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

MIDLAND
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WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 7.1, AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE THREE VALVE PREAMPLIER,
/

THETA GENERATION VIII DIGITAL PROCESSOR, KRELL 750 MCX CLASS A MONO AMPLIFIERS.

"The story of the passive preamplifiier -tas just keen re-written"
"This box can stand ahead of active units three times the price"
"I feel : he Music First pre-amp has the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp I've heard date"
'For honest sound quality it wa.erarrs the best recommendation possible"
Andrew liar risc.n. Hi Fi Flews

ged hi-ii

t: 0870 909 6777
info erealhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com

"With its tremendously open yet finessed sound.
Ws a veritable high-end audio bargain"
"...the best Dreamplifier ever made'
-DavId Price. HI Fr World

"Sometimes a product arrives that re-writes the performance avail .able at a given price.
This is no ordinary passive pre-amp - it uses precision transformers for settinc level,
takes balanced and unbaanced connections arid is the
most transparent, musical pre-amp available
for under £5003. Stunning value. -

News Ncvernber 2005

• four umbaiancei inputs
•

two balanced

'
flouts

• badanced & unbaland outputs
•

10 2KHz bandvi.itIn

•

Custo-r options available

•

RRP £ 15.30

www.hifinews.co uk
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if you want the best
service, the best products,
anc iUSt OS importantly
the best sound then its
probably best if you
call or visit us first!

audio research -

martin logan

FstelplishQd in 1988. Today we are one of the
leading specialists in audio, home cinema,
audio-visual and multi-media installations.

dartZeel

You rnn he 100% sure of exceptional seo..ice, buckup,
long-term support and awide-selection of molly of the
worlds most famous and renowned hi-fi products.
From asingle componenl lo ucomplete symérn,
0AFOIiJ Audio ConsuIrcm have the onswers and
just as important, the solutions.
Brands:
Ai LoustiL
Aiii.flu Aiiriii
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Avid
8Ink
Re,4a

Jaw:,
béif
ti oelsu
Krell
Loewe
Lyra
Moronic

REL
Sennheiser
Sharp Aguas LCD
SME
Socas Faber
Speakerieraft
Spettiol rabies
,
V,erl ià.ell,
'
ltri
ne
Michell
StErwaii Sareets
Mission
T,..i. A
Musical Fidelity ' annoy
NAD
Tex
Naim
Theta
Nordost
Tivoli
Opera
Transparent cables
Opus
Unison Research
Parosound
Triangle
Pathos Acoustics
Vogel
Pioneer
Whest Audio
Prima L
IAM
Wilson Audio

Riirme‘ter
Canton
Capluiii..l
clorTZeel
Déhon
Dreamvision
Fujitsu
Anthony Gallo
Graaf
Harman bardan
Hitachi plasma
-scan
„tali IP

Proicki

Witeworld
Yamaha

Jadis

Pure
Quadrospire

tmrek

Ile

copland

sonus faber

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

p Fl

aluna

WE LOVE TO LISTE\
Tel 01865 790 879 (visit our web sit e f
or
Fax 01Ç65 791 665
the latest information on
e
infotoxfordaudio.co.uk
new/used equipment)
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

Camay House
Op4ning Hours
Park End Sireel
mon-fri: 10am - 6pm
Oxford ( closed thursday)
OX1 1JD
sat: 10am - 5pm

.
ffluor "grim
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THE CARTRIDGE MAN THE ISOLATOR • £85

LISTENING TEST

AShot In The Arm
It may cost £ 85, but this little tweak from The
Cartridge Man could revolutionise your vinyl listening.
Tony Bolton makes acase for splendid isolation where
once only maximum tightness ruled

O

ccasionally aproduct
is released that

that protrude through the top

asingle instrument or afull

was still present but drastically

plate, in the normal manner

orchestra. Tonal cotour had

reduced and appeared to occur

seems to contradict

-though this unit can only be

more depth and texture, with a

behind the music instead of in

the established way of doing

fitted to decks with the facility

lot more detail appearing during

front and around it, the usual

things. It is generally accepted

to raise or lower arm height at

the decay of notes. The micro-

problem Ifind when playing jazz

that apick-up cartridge should

the mounting pillar. This is to

detail of ambient noises in the

78s through ahi-fi system.

be firmly mounted on the arm

allow for the 5.4mm thickness

studio, or the body movements

headshell. The Isolator from

of the Isolator and maintain the

of an instrumentalist as they

singles, which usually sound

The Cartridge Man contradicts

correct stylus rake angle.

played were not pushed forward,

as if they've been brutalised

but were there to be noticed

by arampaging Dansette, now

this practice by providing a

Take care when pressing the

Even my collection of old 7in

compliant connection between

cartridge body into the glue.

instead of being lost in the

played in an acceptable, if not

the cartridge and arm.

Steady but gentle pressure is all

overall sweep of sound.

perfect, manner.

Fitting is simple: the

Ifind myself totally

that is required so that the foam

underside of The Isolator is

material is not compressed.

LESS NOISE

impressed by this product.

coated in glue to which the

Should you wish to remove the

The other effect of The Isolator

If your pick-up arm has

cartridge is attached. The

cartridge it can be detached

was to reduce the . nevitable

che necessary adjustment

assembly is then fixed to the

from the glue with afirm, steady

noise created by aneedle

facilities to fit The Cartridge

headshell, using the bolts

pull. Ifound the glue maintained

tracing agroove. Vinyl rumble

Man's The Isolator then I

its stickiness through half a

disappeared and arecord had to

would recommend trying it

DETAIL'
The Cartridge Man
The Isolator
f85
www.thecartridgeman.com
020 8688 6565
Big improvements, all round
Price demands leap of faith

be in abysmal condition before

immediately. For me, it ranks

the usual pops and crackles

as one of the best turntable

results. With cartridges ranging

became noticeable. Playing 78s

upgrades/tweaks that Ihave

from Ortofon's Kontrapunkt

was arevelation: surface noise

ever come across. CI

dozen swaps of cartridge.
Iwas astounded by the

and MC30 Supreme to aGrado
Reference Signature and Shure
M78 mounted on anumber of

VERDICT

popular arm/deck combinations

There seemed to be aconsistent perfarmance improvement in every system in

Ifound the soundstage opened

which I
tried The Cartridge Man Isolator, regardless of age or quality. I
also noted

up in dimension as well as in

the consistency in performance where the same cartridge was moved between

definition. Performer placement

decks, and came to the conclusion that I
was hearing the cartridge performance,

was more tangible, with a

rather than the combined effect of arm and bearings as well as cartridge. To say it

seemingly realistic portrayal

comes with an Jnequivocal recommandation is to state the obvious.

of scale whether listening to
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the

T 0118 981 9891

audio

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

www.audioconsultants.co.uk
FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

cGamut L5 loudspeakers.
Avery high quality loudspeaker from
this well known amplifier manufacturer.
Avery transparent sound stage with
precise imaging. The cabinet work and
build quality is of the highest order
and would enhance any domestic
environment. £5950.
dNottingham Analogue Space Deck.
With the new, thicker platter and
upgrade kit it produces an even
more neutral and stable image. £1417.

•
•
aAyre C-5xe Universal Stereo Disc player.
This player will pray any format in stereo
only. As there is no video circuitry included,
there is no downgrade of the audio signal.
The exceptional quality of sound on standard
CD replay alone justifies its price. It bas
the typical high performance that Ayre has
become known for; very smooth, correct
tonal balance, excellent transparency and
detail. It creates avery layered soundstage
with precise focus of imaging within that
stage Ei4e95•
bConrad-Johnson PV14L-2/MV6oSE.
rhis classic valve pre and power amplifier
combination has always produced an
excellent, natural sound and is one of
the best valve des:gns available today.
Currently there is an opportunity to
purchase this pair at acombined price
of Disco, asaving of f495. Individual
prices; PVu4L-2 ye-amplifier f2395 and
MV6oSE power amplifier (65wpc) £ 5oo.

eRogue Audio Metis/Atlas.
lhe latest products from this fine valve amplifier
manufacturer. A remarkably good sound at an affordable
price. Designed and built in the USA, aquality combination
that should be auditioned with only the best ancillary
components. Meus valve pre-arrplitler £995; Atlas valve
power ampiirer (sswpc) £ 1195.
fSystem Audio loudspeakers.
These very slim speakers produce an astonishingly good
sound for their price. Avery 3-dimensional soundstage
and afull sound for their size. Being very musical, they
deserve to be heard with well balanced cornponerts.
Models shown right SA 1530 £495; left SA1730 £ 695.

AMPHION • ART • AUDIO AERO

AUDIO ANALOGUE

AUDIO PHYSIC

AVALON

AYRE ACOUSTICS • BEL CAN (
0 • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS ` CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON

DALI • EAR/YOSHINO • ECLIPSE- TD • FINAL • GAMUT • GRAAF • GRAND PRIX AUDIO • LYRA
PATHOS

MCINTOSH

MONO PULSE

NORDOST '" NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE

QUADRASPIRE • ROGUE AUDIO • SME • SHUN MOOK • SYSTEM AUDIO • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION • VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either M4/Junction 12 or M3tlunction 6

7Comet House
Calleva Park

with free and easy parking outside
the building.

Aldermaston

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those

Reading

who might find this method more convenient.

Berkshire RG7 BJA

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays to:oo to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
AC/HFN/34

WiseWortl

IN MY OPINION

Keeping up with
the Latest scores
Fresh transcriptions of well-known classical works means
hearing them in atotally different way. John Crabbe catches
up with new recordings ranging from Bach to Prokofiev

N

ine months have
passed since my last

dependence on the anguished

survey of classical

struggles of lone fiddlers.

(if sometimes brilliant)

transcriptions, and with

Sonically, the recording offers

six more CDs now awaiting

amore rounded, full-bodied

attention it's t'rne for another.

balance than on Vol 1but, as

The recordings encompass 34

noted by CB in his June review,

pieces by eight composers,

upward dynamics are at times a

re- cast by various arrangers

trifle overbearing.

for forces extending from full
symphony

D7C

hestra to guitar

MU

\SA71"" .est.

ITCRA
PA
127

e

Mail.. . ..,. • ' eel.

,

Next we have Beethoven
Symphonies 1and 8coupled

clJo. Idon't claim to be totally

with the Pathetique Piano

enthralled by every single item,

Sonata, in early anonymous

but each disc houses some

arrangements for string

treasures. Ard where better to

quintet. The Locrian Ensemble

start than with J.S. Bach, whose

(2 vin, 2vla, cello( offer this

music has always attracted

intriguing fare on Guild GMCD

more arrangeme.rts than that of

7274, and while Symphony 1is

any other composer.

less convincingly transcribed

The recordings surveyed here
encompass 34 pieces by eight
composers, re- cast by various
arrangers for forces extending from
full orchestra to guitar duo

Murray Perahia conducts
ascaled- up Op.127;
Symphonic Bach [ right]

as if they were merged in space.

as when fingering apiano
keyboard, and anyone who's not

But if sampling is possible, try

into late Beethoven quartets yet

Vol.1 Trks 5/16 or Vol.2 Trks 8/9.

loves the piano Sonatas might
care to note that he provides a

MIGHTY ORGAN

fine ( untranscribedn Op.101 as a

Finally, Midnight at Notre-Dame,

than its partners, it's areal

'filler'. So why not be daring and

presenting the cathedral's

transcriber was Leopold

delight to hear such familiar

go for both?

famed organ on DG 474 8162 -

Stokowski, whose champion

works in totally different garb.

Matthias Bamert has

Instruments are usefully spaced

adaptation game is to meet

now followed up the BBC

on the soundstage, although at

well-known music in changed

2- channel stereo. There are

Philharmonic's 1993 Stokoyysids

times they exhibit aslightly gruff

clothing, but with some

four Bach items and one each

Symphonic Bach with Vot 2

quality. But don't be put off.

transcriptions it's unlikely that

of Mozart, Wagner, Berlioz,

Tne most famous 'JSB'

(CHAN 10282). This features
13 unpublisheo transcriptions,

Staying with Beethoven,
on Sony SK 93043 Murray

an SACD hybrid which I've heard

A prime aspect of the

only in reverberantly enhanced

many listeners would ever have

Rachmaninov and Prokofiev,

heard the originals. Such is the

and it has to be said that

starting with the Fantasia &

Perahia conducts the ASMF's

case with Francois de Fossa's

Olivier Latry or his arrangers

Fugue in G- minor, whereof

strings in ascaled- up Op.127

treatment of nine pre-Op.20

don't always rise convincingly

Mitropulos's version was

Quartet. This is the first such

Haydn string quartets, which he

to the challenge. In Berlioz's

mentioned here in March.

version to appear on CD, joining

arranged as ' Grand Duos' for

Hungarian March, for instance,

This and the mighty Chaconne

transcriptions of Opp.95/131/135

two guitars. With Jukka Savijoki

the articulation is absurd.

from Violin Partite 2are for

from others, and proving to

and Erik Stenstadvold playing

Yet this is adisc that must be

me the most valuable items,

be atriumph. Apart, that is,

period instruments on apair

heard, if only for demonstration

but there's much else worth

from asadly unreverberant

of Apex CDs ( 0927-49444/5-2),

purposes, and Ican firmly

sampling, while the Sarabande

space around the immaculately

the resulting 40- odd myts offer

recommend the Mozart Adagio

and PretLce from Partitas 1and

responsive Academy players.

much delightful listening - only

& Fugue, Prokofiev's Toccata,

3 Likewise confirm the aptness

Perahia's expressive sensitivity

slightly marred by presentation

and ( echoing Stokowski( the

of treeing such music from

is as much in evidence here

of the two instruments almost

Bach 0- minor Chaconne. CI
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Was the Apogee Scintilla the best loudspeaker ever made? Ken Kessler explains why a
20- year- old ribbon design that's room fussy, visually domineering and anightmare for
amplifiers to drive is still the speaker to beat when it comes sheer quality of sound

ike abrace of the
monoliths in tne film

L

made, nearly adecade after

audiophile and vinyl junkie,

tall, as impractical as it was

the company's dem:se. They

but his career prior to Apogee

wonderful. Yet it was certainly

2001, apair of Apogee

have aspecial place in my heart

was as adealer ir fine art. Leo

successful, with most high- end

Scintillas stands in my listening

because of the collective soul

Spiegel was an engineer retired

manufacturers, including the

room. They will never leave that

of the pe.cple who made them.

from Northrop, who spert his

then- equally- virginal Krell,

lie in the aerospace industry.

deeming it reference cal.bre.

room, unless Iwin the Lottery

The late :Jason Bloom and his

and find myself in possession

father-in-law, Leo Spiegel,

of the music chamber they

formed ateam like no other.

deserve. Somehow, confining

Their yin/yang relationship

intensity magnetic circuits.

shows. It was an alliance that

them into aspace measuring

resJlted in products I
hat

With afrierd, Gary Walker, who

was truly mutually beneficial

12x18ft is not unlike owning a

combined pure science with

parted from Apogee early on,

because of an Apogee quirk:

Ferrari in London: you're never

sheer audiophilic insanity.

they embarked on their audio

Apogees ran at obscenely low

adverture designing speakers It

impedances, and Krells tooked

NO EXPERIENCE

was Leo who suggested working

at such loads with disdain.

cherished components, and

Jason and Leo burst upen the

with true ribbons.

not just because Imaintain

hi-fi scene in 1982 with no

out of second gear.
They remain my most

What came in handy was
Lee's experience with high

Irdeed, Krell and Apogee would
use each other's waies at

It was the second Apogee

Their first design was

product, the Scintilta, that put

that the Apogee Scintilla is still

previous industry experience

called tne Full- Range, a

the brand on the map because it

the greatest loudspeaker ever

Jason was ahard-core

wall of aspeaker sorne 7ft._

was smaller and less- expensive

The Apogee operation filled amassive factory
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Scintillas awaiting the aesthetic finishing touches

Custom magnetisor to magnetise tweeter/midrange array

APOGEE SCINTILLA

as well as good mechanical

overlap ugion between the mid

properties, and it could move
up to tbrnm down to alimit of

sound is reinforced to the front

20Hz. According to Jason, each
Scintilla enjoyed aradiating
roughly surface equal to eight
12in woofers.
Above 500Hz came the true

in the Full Range to match the
0.1ohm midrange ribbon!. It was
also the speaker that marked
Apogee with the single- ohm

the top, the Scintilla sat on its,
own rectangular aluminium
base- plate measuring 15.5 x
19in. The base- plate also tilted
the speaker back by around 5°,
courtesy of two metal struts.

range.' Martin's observations
were part of something nearly
unique in the magazine's
history. In September 1985,

made up of five ribbons: four
0.5in wide and one 1.9in wide.

so excited were we about the
Scintilla that HFN/RR published

The latter, centrally- located

an epic review written by not

ribbon rolled off above 3.5kHz,

one but three of us: then-

while the 0.5in. ribbons, two at
the front and two at the back,

editor John Atkinson, Martin

here since the central mid

than the Full- Range. Crucially,
it bore no transformer fused

but decayed to the rear, forcing
acardioid-type response in this

ribbon mid/treble section,

covered the area above that.
Martin Colloms observed that,
An interesting twist occurs

The late Jason Bloom [ left) and his father in law Leo Spiegel: aesthete meets scientist

and upper treble ribbons, the

element naturally operates as a
dipole, with in theory the rear

and myself. As JA stated in his
introduction, upon first hearing
the Scintilla, . 1vowed then that,
when the Scintilla reached the
UK, it would get the full review
treatment, afforded in the past
to ahandful of products...that coi

radiation out of
phase with the
front. However,
while the front
flanking treble
ribbons are run
in- phase with the

So excited were we about the Scintilla's arrival
that Hi Fi News published an epic review
written by not one but three of us
curse - anear- impossible
performance parameter that
amplifier manufacturers are still
tying to achieve today.
Selling for aheady E4950

An open- backed b:polar

main ribbon, as
one might expect,
the rear- facing

bass radiator, the woofer
consisted of asingle sheet of
aluminium foil 12pm thick,
hand- slit, that occupied the

wired in reverse.

treble ribbons are

in the UK 20 years ago, Ihe

outer section, while frie narrow

In effect, the HF

Scintilla used asmaller version

inner aperture contained the five

range is unipolar,

cif the Full- Range's woofer and a
five- ribbon array for frequencies

vertical ribbons. Slightly pleated

representing a

horizontally, the slots provided

pulsating cylinder

above 5430Hz, in apanel 3.5in
thick top- to- bottom. Four feet

the conductor pattern. The rear

mounted in

of the diaphragm over the Slots

the 2.25in wide

10in tall by 2ft 9in wide at the

was sealed with Kapton tape

vertical slot in

bottom, tapering to 2ft Sin at

of high temperature stability

the baffle. In the

Scintilla's mid and treble ribbons

The bass panel, fabricated from aluminium foil, has its 83 slits cut by hand

The foil, 12p thick, for all drivers
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ClassicKit
TONY SHUMAN
REMEMBERS THE SCINTILLA
Tony Shuman

concept that would increase

[left] worked

the resistance.' Ifelt that it

for Apogee

should solve the problem but

throughout

could not back it with facts.

its history,

Leo looked at my chicken

and became,

scratches and could not say

in away,
the keeper of the flame.

that it would not work. At
the time, there was another

He generously offered to

partner Ian MIT graduate)

contribute to this article:

who Iknew would laugh at it,

'I do not know the exact

so Iquietly went ahead and

total number of Scintillas

built aspeaker and let the

sold. It went through four

results speak for themselves.

iterations in all. The first

'It certainly was aheady

40 pairs were made with 4

time for all those involved. I

ohm transformers. It was a
disaster and we took back all

suppose have always hoped
that someone with more

of them. At the time, we were

money and ego than brains

using aformed plastic cover

would pick up the fallen

which we glued on and had no

sword and bring Apogee

idea how to remove it. It was

Loudspeakers back to life.

certainot afun time.
Ibelieve that the next 300

However, over the years I
have come to believe that this

pairs were strictly 1ohm. At

is merely wishful thinking and

that point we changed to the

that the brand is meant to be

Iohm/4 ohm combination,

arelic of the past'.

which remained until the end.
Ibelieve that we produced
somewhere between 1500
and 2000 pairs in total.
The 4ohm change came
from the Duetta design. Iwill

oscillates, moving the air and

never forget calling Leo one

The 1985 HEN/PR review

night with my strange design

[left] for which Ken Kessler,

producing sound.'
Of course, there was a

Martin Colloms and John

downside in going beyond

Atkinson all pulled up their

the ribbon- as- tweeter. Such

Listening seats; Tony Shuman

ambition • r
iyi,ted greater size,

with Lec Spiegel [above]

the need tor more powerful

ribbons, Star. ley Kelly

case - aic;ous impedance

having produced a

accompanied by ahunger for

magnets, and - in Apogee's

still- loved riboon

power. But JA also pointed

tweeter for Decca. But

out that afull- range ribbon,

here was aspeaker

....offers advantages in having

that went beyond the

inherently low levels of resonant

ribbon- as- tweeter. JA

coloration and, with attention

admired the purity:

paid to the magnetic circuitry,

'It is nothinci more

low distortion'

For me the Scintillas became the reference Ihave never
heard bettered; the only reason Idon't use them for
have blazed new trails. Among

reviewing is because they're out of production

thcse John cited were the

regarding its sound. To put

than apractical realisation

Quad ELS, Decca and Koetsu

it mildly, Ihad never heard

of Fleming's Left mand Rule:

Everything about the Apogee,
with the exception of the

cartridges, Spendor Bd, Linn

such abreathtakingly natural

aconductor loosely hangs

Monster- supplied term•nals and

Sondek, Quad ESL- 66 and the

reproduction of orchestral

between the poles of amagnet.

internal wiring, and components

Krell KSA-50.

sound and image in the adverse

When aDC voltage passes down

in the crossover, was made in-

circumstances of an hotel room

the conductor it moves one

house. Apogee filled amassive

in my life.'

way; when the current passes

factory with their own unique

up, it moves the olher. Apply

tools, jigs, and such items as

an AC voltage and the ribbon

precision foil corrugators and

John set the tone: ' Iknew
that not only was this speaker
unconventional in concept, it
was also out of the ordinary

Of course, British audiophiles
were not unfamiliar with
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APOGEE SCINTILLA

with aspecial

because it's out of production,

pair of mono

the Scintilla is irrelevant.

P100s good for

Actually, there's another reason:

200W and able

even 20 years later, there are

to drive 1ohm,

still precious few amplifiers that

while Martin

can drive the Scintillas properly.

reckoned the
Krell KSA-100

LEGAL MATTERS

was the minimum

Apogee's fortunes suffered
because of legal matters,

safe bet.'
we all got them

certain elements of the US
press inaugurated apsychotic

singing. JA was

vendetta, and - Isuspect

Somehow,

Jason Bloom and [any

driven to write, *It is the finest

-Jason lost interest. But for

Shulman [ above]; back of the

speaker Ihave ever heard to

Apogee Scintilla showing

-eproduce

those of us who heard the
Scintillas, used them, lived with

rear- mounted ribbons [ left]

voice just soars over its whole

them, well, no other speaker

range of pitch and dynamics.

even comes close. CI

human voice....the

ahalf- million

Piano, too, has an effortless

ampere- turn

quality to reproduction, and...

Visit www.apogeespeakers.com
for more information.

magnetiser for

the speaker allowed me to

fashioning the

become an aficionado of

screamingly

recorded drum sound'.

complex magnet
structures.
But the results
staggered al three
of us. Bill Beard provided me

For me, they became the
reference that Ihave never
heard bettered, and the only
reason Idon't use them
constantly for reviewing is this:

Apogee Scintilla
Today's price
C400-0,000

SECONDHAND

A gift to music.
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of
choosing asophisticated sound for your home Our service is
bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our reputation peerless.
The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality that
will expand your musical horizons We use ajudicious
selection of the world's most artful and ingenious creations,
including the beautiful, beguiling Living Voice loudspeakers
from England and Kondo KSL electronics from Japan.
Complete systems from £5,000 to £300,000

definitive audio
t: +44 ( 0) 115 973 3222
e: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

KSL-GAKUOH

22 WATT MONO VALVE AMPLIFIERS £48,000 PER PAIR

Konoo
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TalkingTechnical

eFirst Watt...
In atypical living room at comfortable
volumes, an amp driving modern speakers is
likely to be pumping out no more than asingle watt.
Does the way your amp perform at this level determine
its sound? Keith Howard has the answers...

B

ecause its arelatively
young technology, high

apparent if you consider the

will deliver anything up to 88dB

sensitve to non-linearThsortion

typical sensitivity of modern

SPL from one watt input per

at moderate sound pressur›.--

fidelity hasn't acquired

laudspeakers on one hand, and

channel. That's fairly loud, and

levels'. In the case of second-

many of the sort of adages that

typical domest clistening levels

we haven't included room gain

order ion- linearity - which

encourage afaux West Country

on the other.

here. So at the replay levels

gives r;se to second harmonic

accert and astraw in the

most of us use - and assuming

distortion and first- order sum

mouth. The only one Ican think

Most modern speakers have
asensitivity of within afew

programme material to which

cf is -a good big ur always

(f 1+f
2)
and difference ( f, - f
1)

decibels either side of 90dB SPL

the term dynamic range can

intermodulatior products on

beats agood little un, which

at 1metre for 2.83 volts rms

complex signals - the maximum

was probably applied to pugilists

inout. The apparently odd input

reasonably be applied - for
much of the time the amplifier

High quality audio does have a few widely held
maxims, one of which is that the first watt of an
amplifier's output is the most important

sensitvity occurs around 60dB
SPL, which for our average
speaker corresponds to an
amplifier input power of more
like amilliwatt ( 0.001 watt). So
perhaps the first milliwatt or 10

long before someone thought to

vcltage is chosen because it

will be cruising at 1watt output

are even more important than

adopt it for loudspeakers.

corresponds to apower of 1watt

or even less.

the firs: watt.

But high quality audio does

in:o an 8ohm resistive load,

Small wonder, then, that this

have afew widely held maxims,

and most loudspeakers are

initial wat: should be considered

cne of which is that the first

nominally of 8ohms impedance.

particularly significant. But

Emphasising the importance

watt cf an amplirier's output

Now, 90dB at 1m corresponds

that isn't the only reason.

of the first watt implies, of

SCREW UP

is the most important. In fact

to 82dB at atypical 2.5m

Psychoacoustic modelling

course, that some amplifiers

you could call it atruism, for

listening distance, so apair of

studies by Meridian's Bob Stuart

screw up here while others

reasons that quickly become

average sensitivity loudspeakers

suggest that the ear is most

perform mare cleanly. Obvious
candidates ' or the first category
are class B amplifiers because
of their propensity to generate

Figure 1. Test setup

<

ut

level
adjust

am plrfie r
under test
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out

4ohm
dummy
load

crossover distortion ( see ' Class

used for the ' first

Distinctions' box overleaf).

watt amplifier

Crossover distortion was

measurements. When

blamed for the harsh transistor

testing an integrated

sound' of early solid-state

amplifier the level

power amps and is still widely

adjust potentiometer is

regarded as one of the main

unnecessary

reasons why class A amplifiers,

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

20

lO

25

trequenc IkH1115

Figure 2. Loop- through futt-scate distortion performance ot the Lynx
L22 sound card (- 10dI3V output and input settings, urbalanced)
designer Douglas Self

which don't suffer triiu. form
-20

-40

of distortion, are often judged

has cha

subjectively superior. Crossover

but it still holds sa

distortion is characterised

-60

by the generation of audibly

deS
-80

contenti•on 2,

Although some equipment
reviewers do measure ampl fier

objectionable high- order

performance at or around the 1

non-linearities, and according

watt level, Ican't recall seeing

to conventional audio wisdom

anyone delve deeper into that

it increases in relative level

first watt to check out the 1

as signal level decreases

milliwatt performance which,

-just what you don't want

as explained, may matter even

Figure 3. Arepeat of Fig 2but using apre-distorted test fib to suppress

for ablameless first watt.

more. fcrossover distortion

alt the harmonics with amplitudes above • 120dBFS

Controve-sial, anti- subjectivist

does become prominent at

-100

-120
h

J1

.1

10

m

— I

15

25

ik
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CM

ialkintfechnical
a

sound card replays the test
-re

Wave files, the input voltage to

-21

the amplifier is adjusted with

-co

apotentiometer to achieve the
required power output level,

-a

and the amplifier's output is

1121
-11

-11

-111

recorded via the sound card for
later analysis.

- 111

The distortion generated by
the sound card itself is included
-141
rni
5
10
imizi1 5
21
ftiiwc,

c

- 141
11 frame»15

25

21

25
»

Performing aloop- through

d
-20

measurement of the L22 on a

-21

-41

full-scale lkHz test tone ( using

48

-de

an unbalanced connection)

-11

dB»

in the measurement so it is vital
that this be as low as possible.

gives the result shown in Figure

OFS

2. Harmonics of up to the 21st
order are visible above the noise

-80

-100

- 101

120

- 120

harmonic) at an amplitude of

- 140
15
20
2

about - 98dBFS. While this is a
good performance, we would

-140

10

floor, with the worst ( the 5th

11

frequency flffill

15
ffelillinCy

20

(
kHz)

Figure 4. First watt measurements on aRatel RA- 1062 integrated amplifier, showing the output
spectra at la) 1W, ( b) 100mW, lc( 10mW and ( d) 1mW into the 4ohm test load

like better. Fortunately this can
be achieved quite easily with the
L22 because most of the loopthrough distortion is generated

these levels, perhaps here is at
least one reason for amplifier
sound and mary audiophiles'
preference for class A and
single- ended triode designs.
To see if there is something

in its D- to- A ( output) stage.

Emphasising the importance of
the first watt implies that some
amplifiers screw up here while
others perform more cleanly

in this. ImeasLred the distortion

The performance of the A- to- D
(input) stage is much superior.
Because most of the L22's
distortion is generated in
its output stage, we can use
the loop- through result to
generated apre- distorted

performance of amodern,

for the testing, since lower

inexpensive, well- regarded

test file containing anti- phase

load impedances are known to

voltage used by many computer
sound cards, including the

class B amplifier at output

exacerbate crossover effects.

Lynx Studio Technology L22

powers of 1W, 100mW, 10mW

generated by the card. With a

One watt continuous average
power into 4ohms cor responds

that Iuse when switched to
its - 10dBV inpui sensitivity). So

little trial and error Iachieved
the result shown in Figure 3, in

and ImW. This may sound

harmonics that cancel those

challanging but actually it is

to an output of 2volts rms,

the measurement is easy to

very simple. Let's first decide

which all the card's harmonic

and this just happens to be

perform using thie equipment

on using a4ohm dummy load

the standard full-scale signal

setup shown in Figure 1. The

products are suppressed to
below - 120dBFS. With more

CLASS DISTINCTIONS
Non- switching high quality audio
power amps are grouped as class A,

two dovetail perfectly to produce the

over from one half of the output stage

class Bor class AB according to how

desired output waveform.

to the other can never be achieved

signal current is divided up between

half. In this idealised picture, the

The benefit of class Boperation is

transistors is conducting. The hand

with perfect linearity but the crossover

the output devices. The adjacent figure

that it is significantly more efficient

distortion that results can be reduced

shows adiagrammatic representation

to avery low level if the bias voltage is

of acomplementary symmetry, class

than class A, so it generates alot
less waste heat. This means the

Bpush-pull output stage, where the

amp's heatsinks - which are acostly

to account for changes in the

waveforms show idealised signal

component - can be smaller and

temperature of the output devices.

currents in each output transistor and

cheaper. The downside is the difficulty

Class AB amplifiers use ahigher

the load for asinusoidal input.

of knitting together the two halves of

bias voltage, but no as high as class

If this were aclass Astage then

the waveform so the seam is inaudible.

A. so that the amp operates in class A

all three current waveforms would be

To achieve this, aclass Boutput

correctly maintained, with adjustments

at low output levels. Although class

sinusoidal but in the class Bcase the

stage must have asmall DC bias

AB is commonly held to be superior to

workload is divided between each half

voltage applied across its input

class B, actually the switch between

of the waveform, the top output device

electrodes, without which adead area

one and two transistors conducting

conducting for only the positive half

would occur around the zero crossing

results in higher distortion than with

and the bottom device for the negative

point where neither of the output

correctly realised class B.

aaulagalipagumillealailal»»11111e,„
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AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

work all the visible harmonics

While the temperature at the

co .
.ild be suppressed to lower

transistor junctions reflects

Figure 5. Repeat

levels still, but this performance

the amplifier's instantaneous

of the first watt

is already good enough for

power output, that of their cases

measurements of

our purpose because it puts

is subject to thermal inertia

Figure 4but this

the L22's inherent distortion

and lags behind. As the output

time after pre-

below the noise floor in the

transistors' bias voltage has

conditioning the

measurements that follow.

to track junction temperature

RA- 1062 at 50W

to keep distortion under tight
ROTEL INTEGRATED

rein, but the sensing of junction

The amplifier Ichose to

temperature is physically

measure is Rotel's well reviewed

removed from the junction itself,

RA- 1062 integrated. Ialready

there is every chance that under

knew it to exhibit low distortion

the varying signal conditions

at higher power levels, and to

that characterise music

have very low levels of mains

reproduction an amplifier's

spuriae within its output. Using

first watt performance will be

the pre- distorted test signal

significantly worse than steady-

and the setup of Figure 1, the

state measurements like those

performance of the Rotel was

of Figure 4indicate. To test for

measured through its CD input,

this with the Rotel, Irepeated

frequestilldId

If crossover distortion becomes
prominent at these levels, then
perhaps here is at least one reason
for 'amplifier sound' and many
audiophiles' preference for class A
and single- ended triode designs
using its own volume control

the measurements but this time

for level adjustment, at power

after the amp had run at 50W

outputs of 1W, 100mW, 10mW

power output for aperiod long

and 1mW, with the results

enough to raise the temperature

shown in Figure 4. The only

of the output devices and their

harmonics clearly visible in the

heatsinks significantly.

1W spectrum are the second,

This was the procedure: run

third and fourth, and these
decrease in amplitude as power

the amp for 20 minutes at 50W;

is reduced, becoming buried in

return the amp to 50W for 10

the noise floor by 10mW.
As all the harmonics visible

measure the 1W distortion;
minutes; measure the 100mW
distortion; and so on. Each

in Figure 4a ( 1W output) are

distortion measurement was

below the threshold of hearing,

conducted under conditions of

and decrease in amplitude as

large temperature differences

the output level is reduced,

within the output stage. The

there is every reason to rate

results are shown in Figure 5

the RA- 1062's first watt

and should be compared with

performance as exemplary. But

their equivalents in Figure 4.

is there ameans to persuade it

I
requency IkHi

As Figure 5a clearly shows,

at low level, with odd orders

even relatively inexpensive

predominating. This is just

ones, can achieve fine first watt

we have indeed succeeded in

the pattern we would expect

performance, even under an

provoking worse performance

cf crossover distortion but,

amount of thermal provocation

from the RA- 1062 using this
elaborated test procedure. At

even with it now evident, the

they are unlikely to encourter

from aclass B design is to

harmonics are still all below the

in normal use This doesn't

create alarge temperature

1W output harmonics up to

thresnold of hearing. At powers

mean that established firm

differential between the output

the 21st are now visible above

below 1W they sink into the

watt concerns are amyth, just

transistors' junctions and cases.

the noise floor, albeit still

noise floor and by lmW have

that you have to be wary of

disappeared.

generalisations to the effect that

to perform less graciously?
The obvious way to try to
provoke poorer performance

Of course, not all class B
1) J.R. Stuart, Implementation and Measurement with Respect to Human Auditory
Capabilities', AES UK DSP Conference, August 1992 ( available from www.aes.org)
21 D. Self, Audio Power Amplifier Design Handbook, Newnes

class B amps are universally

amplifiers perform as well as

poor in this regard. Trie fact is:

'
he RA- 1062. In fact some are

they aren't. As asimple means

very much worse. But the Rotel

of sorting [he wheat from the

demonstrates that competently

chaff, the test method adopted

designed class B amplifiers,

here looks to be auseful one. D
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If you've got ahi-fi problem our expert panel is here to solve it!
Read on for the answers to all your queries...
.NEL...
KEN KESSLER
US- born Ken

it

Kessler is

Pink Triangle returns
Q I
read

somewhere that there was

an article in Hi Fi News concerning the

'the Hunter

reforming of Pink Triangle. Do you have

S. Thompson
of

any more information on this and/or

and writes

Ian Carr, by e-mail

,
t fr
4IFF"

contact details?

exclusively
for Hi- Ft News as our

A

Senior Contributing Editor.

although in aslightly roundabout way Arthur

Watch out for answers with

Khoubessarian (the brains behind Pink

attitude!

Steve Harris replies: Yes, you're right

Triangle) has come back to the hi-fi fold with
his new The Funk Firm which, as well as

STEVE HARRIS

r
a.

bringing out anumber of new- technology

Steve Harris is

Funk turntables, is looking at offering parts

the Consultant
Editor of Ht Fi

and service for existing Pink Triangle owners.
Exactly what will be available we're not sure

News and

as yet, but if you have any queries you can

edited the title

send an email to: service_pinktiBmac.com'.

between 1986
and mid- 2005.

He has probably forgotten

more about hi-fi than most
.of us can remember..
PAUL MILLER

Room discovery
QI
have

asystem with Wilson Benesch

A

Andrew Harrison replies: '1reviewed the

Wilson Benesch Discovery four years ago (see

Paul Miller is

Discovery speakers. These are located in a

the inventor of

Hi Fi News August 2001), and found it quite
sensitive to room positioning, which may be

Hi Fi News lab

room measuring 4.2m wide x5m long with no
windows. Irealise that Ishould use trial and

test equipment

error ( and earsi to position the speakers but

-the DC

drivers found in this loudspeaker With two

could you please provide me with astarting

separate down- firing bass cones, isobarically-

related to the unusual configuration of bass

Suite - and

point in terms of distance to the back and side

was recently

loaded, and two long organ pipe- like reflex ports

walls of the room?

used for tuning the bass and mid/bass internal

appointed Technical Director.
!of the magazine. Paul is also'

M. Woolfson, Leeds

chambers, the overall bass response could be

Es000 Noidosit Veleta tnterco„ects
. ..

?en the atnaen

awhizz at all aspects of AV
technology.

over the issue of whether its uneven lowfrequency response was intrinsic to the design

,
I

ANDREW HARRISON
Andrew
Harrison joined
Ht- Ft News
as Technical
Editor seve
years ago
and has been
Deputy Editor for four
years. He's agoldmine of
information about music.
hi-fi and all things audio.

or just aresult of finding certain listening room

f

resonances more profoundly than usual.

, 0 ' ''
U e'

tu

lbe Stet,
T
gscov!
7

Either way, Iseem to remember that the
Discovery sounded its best when placed some
distance into the room - around 1m from the
back wall is agood starting point - and well

lacttc

.0 estYte

e'l eiba."7

oigitat amplifies

esetl
e
—
st,ecodi «M.

elie

>us. .... . ,...
1 .......:..„•1«..
A
- • '.‘i..
.'
.,
••'`'et. ,1'•°::".
....?. ,%,e"'
i
ested ‘n
., -7% •
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alittle lumpy, with aquestion mark hanging

C:1

away from the room corners too of course. If
you haven't already tried, I'd suggest using the
longest wall of 5m as the back wall, initially with
speakers around 25m apart.
You don't mention which amplifier you use,
ut this really ought to be something having
excellent bass control, to help keep those
drivers playing in tune'.

READER QUERIES

What phono stage?
Q I
have

enjoyed reading Ken Kessler's column for some

years and it is fair to say that he has influenced some of
my purchases. My current system comprises SME 30 with
SME Vand Koetsu Urushi. The amplifiers are currently NAC
282 and NAP 250, which drive B&W 802 speakers. My plan
is to upgrade the amplifiers to either the next step up in the
Naim world or to look at something more interesting such as
Conrad- Johnson. The ' key' missing item is aphono stage that
can do justice to the front end. Do you have any suggestions?
Bob Bose, by e-mail

A Ken

Kessler replies: With the calibre of system that you have. I'd

take agood look at the Audio Research PH5, the Audio Valve Sunilda or
the EAR-Yoshino 324.

Classique Sounds
Large or small?

Q Do you

Q When

player) on my Arcam FMJ DV29, there is a15dB drop in subwoofer

Kessler, years ago, in an article about restoring old tube
amplifiers. Ican't remember the HFN issue! Anyway, this

output. Arcam claims this is due to aDolby Labs limitation to

should be asmall ( one-man) shop, dedicated to secondhand

prevent LEE signal from clipping. However, wouldn't adrop of

eauipment. Do you know if it has awebsite?

3dB for all L/C/R/SL/SR when speaker are set to small, do the

K. Bakker, by e-mail

know if the classic hi-fi dealer called Classique

Sounds still exists? Iremember it being mentioned by Ken

speakers are set to small ( analogue output from DVD

same trick without causing so much harm? The result would be
no clipping and asmall loss of signal distributed on all channels

A Ken

rather than this ' monster' sub drop.

Drive, Aylestone, Leicester LE2 80E. You can contact Paul

Kessler replies: Try this: Classique Sounds, 61 Aylestone

Tor Jaran Apold, by e-mail

Greenfield on 0116 283 5821 or email: classique_sounds(ayahoo.

A Paul Miller Replies:

rebuilding ESL- 57 loudspeakers and other high quality pre- owned

co.uk. Classique Sounds is aspecialist in refurbishing and

'
Bass from the main channels is progressively

mixed into the sub output (along with any LFE content) as each of

Clued and Leak equipment - it also offers guarantees'.

the main channels is reduced from *Large' to 'Small'. There is not a
15dB drop in sub output and you'll get abetter sound if you leave all
speakers set to 'Large', regardless of their stature'.

Get your test LP
Q Ihave

been told you have arecord I

can use to set up my turntable. Ido not
have the best turntable in the world but
am still interested in getting the most
out of it. Is it possible to get this record?
Jonathan Walker, by e-mail

A Andrew Harrison replies:

'
The 'Hi Fi News

Analogue Test LP', as it's now known, was re- issued in 2002 as ' The
Producer's Cut' on 180g virgin vinyl, complete with alignment protractor
and extra notes on the practice of turntable set-up. It costs (25 from
the Hi Fi News Accessories Club. See p121 for contact details.

GOT A QUESTION?

If you have any hi-fi or AV query you can email your question marked '0844' to hi-finewstilipcmedia.com. Alternatively you can ' snail
mail' us at: Hi- Ft News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. If yot_ want aparticular expert to answer it please
make this clear and well get it sent straight to them for an answer. We regret that due tp time pressures we can't answer any
technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
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NEW Maths !!!
£650 + £650 = £ 1000
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Tech

IN MY OPINION

Protecting Blu-ray
against the pirates
Blu-Ray's new anti- piracy system could result in your player
being unable to play the discs. Barry Fox has the lowdown

B

oth the new blue
laser high- resolution
disc systems will use

player: stand alone boxes like
today's CD and DVD players,
and PC software players like

completely new kinds of ' content

Windows Media Player Both

protection" to fight piracy. It's

types of player hold only partial

very likely they will also interfere

encryption key codes which

with innocent Jse.
The technology has been
hidden behind afog of words.
The excuse that this is. to avoid

mate with partial key codes on
the movie discs.
software players mate keys

'helping the pirates' is absurd.

is very different. Every copy of

Hackers do not need asimple

the same version of PC player

description of an encryption

software has the same key.

system to defeat it.

Although the keys are disguised,

Hollywood and the music

rtafflumumum

The way hardware and

Players like this Sony from Japan will carry encryption keys

the movie and music companies

industry see blue laser as

know that anyone who extracts

non-volatile memory. Even two

where ahacker compromises a

away to recover from the

akey from asoftware player will

apparently identical disc players

whole range of hardware players

embarrassment of DVD's broken

then be able to write DeACCS

will have different keys. It will

by sucking out their keys. AACS

Content Scrambling System.

software. So every six months

be hard to get the key out of the

revocation cannot then keep

A Norwegian IT student used

or so there will be ' proactive

player, but not impossible, eg by

up. Revoking all the keys, to be

his father's office computes

renewal* of software player keys.

using an electron microscope.

safe, would stop whole rafts of

over aweekend to fins aCSS

Users will be told to download

So the hardware keys have been

players from working, and

encryption key by trial and error.

anew version of their PC player

designed not '. owork within a

anger their owners.

He then wrote asimple

software from the Internet.

software player

DVD-copying program call2c1

Then, after around three

This is why Cryptography
Research in San Francisco

If adodgy manufacturer

DeCSS and posted it an the

months, the old keys will be

uses ahacked hardware key

developed Self- Protecting

Internet for a-iyone to use with

routinely revoked. People who

to build hack hardware, every

Digital Content. SPDC puts

Hollywood and the music industry
see blue laser as a way to recover
from the embarrassment of DVD's
broken Content Scrambling System

hardware unit is effectively a

'Virtual Machine' software

clone of the one hacked player.

on the movie disc to ' sniff*

So revoking the one hacked

the player for hack risks, and

key will effectively disable

display an on- screen message

the original player and all the

telling the owner how to get

cloned hardware. A clever trick

online or phone help and

is needed to revoke or ' turn off*

updates. The DVD Forum said

aPC. If Hollywood had then

have not updated their PC

keys inside ahardware player,

no to SPDC. Blu-ray uses its

cnanged the system all ex sting

player software will be unable to

without making people connect

guts under the name BD+.

DVD players would have stoppea

play new discs.

to aphone line.

playing all new discs.

The risk for the music and
movie industries is that these

If asoftware key is actually
hacked, and crops up in DeAAU

HIDDEN PROGRAM

systems will be too complicated

Association and the CVD Forum,

disc- copying software, that

All new movie and music discs

for their own good. Even if

which backs HD-DVD, have now

key will be urgently revoked by

will contain ahidden program

hackers cannot defeat them,

formally adopted the Advanced

quickly issuing anew version of

that updates non-volatile

they may find amalicious way

Access Content System. AACS

the PC player software.

memory inside the player to

to fool the system into thinking

Both the Btu- ray Disc

was developed by Intel, IBM,

Users will be told to

revoke hacked keys. While

that keys have been hacked

Panasonic, Microsoft, Sory,

download the new version or

you watch amovie or listen to

when in fact they have not. AACS

Toshiba, Disney and Warner

their PC player software will

entertainment the program is

will then be turning off keys,

AACS is ' renewable' if hacked.

stop playing new discs.

modifying your player

disabling players and creating

Regardless of format there
will be two types of bue laser

Each hardware player has
aunique key code stored in

The worst case scenario for
Hollywood is aClass Attack

havoc - much as computer
viruses stop PCs working. 1;11
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CEDIA

3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom
Installation"

Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

www.musical-images.co.uk
London's premier centre
for the world's leading
hi-fi and AV brands:

Arcam
Art Acoustics
B&W
Bose
Chord Electronics
Crestron
Denon
KEF Reference
Linn

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
of high-end excellence

We look forward to welcoming

Meridian
Musical Fidelity
Pioneer

Musical Images' award winning
Covent Garden store is now
celebrating ten years as London
and the South East's premier centre
for high- end AV and hi-fi.
With five luxurious demonstration
suites, a choice of top brands, plus
product and installation expertise
that's second to none, if you're
looking for the best, look no further
than Musical Images.

Living Control

4

•%tag

•,

Z

you as we celebrate ten years
at the top!

ProAc
and many more

Covent Garden branch, in the
heart of London's West End,
is just 5mins walk from
Covent Garden or
Leicester Square tube stations
Branches around the M25:
173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 71X
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB Tel: 020 7497 1346

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1E6
Tel: 020 8663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd tía Musical images. Please call for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
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WHERE THE WORLDS OF AUDIO AND VISION MERGE

IN MY
VIEW

Paul Miller
Editor, AudioVision

!Thanks amillion to the many
hundreds of enthusiasts who
joined us in the Ultimate Home
Cinema at this year's Hi Fi Show. This
was our opportunity to share aflavour

AudioVision's David Perry reports exclusively

4.
rei.
;Ireelell- vi
i'ES sle
Z
4
. lartnee
.
..=s,4>

on ' he kit that starred this September at the big
'Euro -tech bash' that was IFA 2005 ( Internationale
Furkausstelluig) in Berlin...

'FA

of High Definition [ HI home cinema

INTERNATIONALE
FUNK AUSSTELLUNG

with diehard square- eyes and curious
visitors. Judging by your response,

WORLD OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

it seems that HD broadcasting
cannot come quickly enough in the
UK, allowing us all to realise the
true potential of our new HD- Ready
plasmas and projectors. And when
it does happen, I
can guarantee that
AudioVision will be in the vanguard.
Visitors will also remember the
astonishing Ratel RMB-1077 power
amplifier used to drive the seven B&W
Diamond- series loudspeakers in our
huge venue. Astonishing because,
despite raising the roof all day long,
this slimline multichannel amplifier
was barely warm. You can read our
exclusive review on page 83. Equally
new, Denon's latest universal DVD
player, the DVD-1970, is aimed at
Pioneer's baby DV- 585A but with the
added bonus of an HDMI output to
support those latest displays. Is it
worth the small premium? Read on...
THIS MONTH

79 News - IFA show
David Perry with the
latest gear from the
IFA show in Berl.n

83 Rotel
Paul Miller gets to
grips with the RMB1077 power amp

87 Jon Thompson
Reports from the IBA
show in Holland

88 Pioneer vDenon
A budget universal
OVO player shoot n'

PLASMA GETS STRONGER
PLASMA SCREENS
Many new advancements
in plasma techno.ogy were

e'DOinTV. However,
-he

accolade for

he smallest,

demonstrated at . FA from all

commercially

the main players, including

available 1080p

Samsung. Pioneer, [ GE and

plasma TV goes

Panasonic. The cmgoing POP

to Panasonic

challenge is to make panels

with its £ 9500,

of alower size but with higher

TH-65PX500 65in

pixel counts. The recent record

model [ right) due in

for the ' smallest' full HD 1080p

early 2006. Before

plasma was from LO with its

that Panasonic will

71in model.

bunch its WXGA

At IFA, LO beat this
with aprototype HD 1080p

65in POP ITH65PV500) at £ 6500.
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AudioVision
WASHABLE
PHOTONS

THE LATEST IN DLP

PHILIPS TEXTILES

DLP TECHNC LOGY

TIS latest, super fast CMD
driver ch p. This is the Texas

DLP RPTV else got alook- in

:here were some that stunned

with svelte and stylish models

Instruments DDP3020 which

us with their performance.

from Thomson tc>Sarnsung's
giant 71in 1080p model.

Mitsubishi's HC3000 £ 2000

is also used for full 10bit video
processing including de-

DLP projector gave one of

interlacing and pixel scaling.

Dubbed the SP71L8HX and

the most richly coloured and

This new processor also gives

pitched at some £ 4000 this TV

dynamic mages we have seen

the HC3000 the ability to

utilises TVs Smoott7Picture

prom aDJ' projector at this

render a 10- bit greyscale as

DMD and claims atut. 10000:1

once level or, indeed, any level

opposed to the 7bit and 8bits

contrast ratio.
Mitsubishi previewed its
Philips demonstrated some new

slim 62m Table-top 1080p

ard fanciful concepts, some

Smooth Picture model that

looking for areason to be and

integra:es Silicor Opt.x's

otners destined for products

HCIV processor and was

in 2006. •Phetonic Textiles', a

demonstrated to ig -eat effect

very ' Star Trekkie' name for its

with various HO sources

colourful LED backlit materials,

mixed bag at IFA. some were
quite dreadfLI in fact, but

Projectors wee abit of a

nthe single chip market. The
Mitsubishi uses anew colour
wheel desigr and
ri

-eerne5r"NbN..

were seen producing animated
text and graphics beneath the

The new single- chip DLP

surface of cushions, children's
toys and backpacks.

projector from Mitsubishi

/001
/goo
/ low
e
—.00
0..00
dipp_—,10111

flexible, washable and can be
interactive. Programmable via
Bluetooth with any pattern or
text you desire, this could be the
next big thing in home- cinema

01111 MOM 111111M»
11111.• MINIM
WI IMO MI»
VIMM

\

The material is completely
made both teuch-sensitive and

normally achieved with single
chip DLP systems.

..100

BECOMING UNRAVELLED
WIRELESS 7ECH NOLOGY

eamlessly with an existing
wireless home network - either

Cleverly choreographed live
presentations extolled the

decor! To see apromo video of

Unravelling our world of wired

tnis go to Philips' website www.

802.11b/g WiFi or wired

connections is the ' next big

virtues of Philips' WiFi vision

Ethernet. MediaBridge performs

with products such as the

philips.co.uk.

WOODWORM
IN YOUR
TELLY?
WOODEN TVs

thing' and there was plenty of

all the intensive processing,

SLA5520 wireless music

wireless techno:ogy at IFA, from

so your PC can be used for

media distribution systems,

adapter, SLM5500 wireless

other functions while content is

media centre PCs and wireless

multimedia adapter, WAC5

being accessed on aTV. It also

and WACS700 wireless music

surround speakers.
The latter were

supports awide range of audio

centers. The two adapters allow

and video formats including

users te link aPC to their hi-fi

demonstrated by many major

MP3, WMA, MC and WAV, as

system Por streaming music

brands, including LS Electronics

well as MPEG 2, MPEG 4, WMV9

ISLA55201 and any multimedia

witii its LH-W751TA system, and
'f you've apenchant for a

and DivX It should be available

all utilised Bluetooth technology

content ISLM55001.

by early 2006.

more natural look to your TV

to broadcast surreurid channel

'Streamium' and ' Connected

The music centres are
storage aevices with built in

perhaps alook at Swedx's

signals to arear receiver/

Home' are trademarks and

offerings might be in order.

HDDs ( LOGS WACS700, 80GB

amplifie - box. Not quite the

concepts Philips likes to make

The company produces solid

complete, wire- free 5.1 system

WAC5)which can wirelessly

wood- encased flat panel

abig noise abou .
,, so it was no

stream up to four different

many were expecting but astep
along the way.

surprse to find almost athird of

music tracks from CDs, interral

TVs and monitors using Ash,
Beech or Sapele. Personally
I'm waiting for granite versions

high- definition capable ' Digital

for my Flintstones-themed

MediaBridge' is anew home

living room_

'Thomson's wireless,

the company's 8000sq/m stand

HOD, flash card or radio to

devoted to wireless technology.

additional receiver ' stations'.

networking receiver that
distributes music, movies

Wood you believe it? - the

and photos from aPC to aTV

Swedx wooden flat panel TV

via either wireless cr wired
connections. It , scapable of
full 1080i HDTV resolution
for wireless viewing of digital
photographs ard 720p
resolution for video display.
The MediaBridge works
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Philips' wireless music
centre with 40GB HDD

•

IFA SHOW SPECIAL

BEIGE BOX: RIP
MEDIA PCs

11111WIP=111111111

Media Centre, in addition

Media Center PC sales have

to Microsoft's forthcoming

been steadily gaining ground

Windows Vista operating

Philips' MCP9350i PC- based

since Microsoft's 2005 software

system.

Media Centre

release, but they are hardly a

Intel used IFA to announce

mass- market phenomenon at

several partnerships with

250GB PVR capability and all

the moment. However, some

various software, component

the connectivity you'd expect

industry pundits believe Media

and service providing companies

including flash memory cards,

Centre- based products are

who will help deliver its

WiFi, USB2, Firewire, HD digital

set for amarket growth surge

'digital living room' concept.

interfaces and legacy analogue

very soon, particularly since

Philips is one such partner

Microsoft relaxed its tight

and has released its first PC in

formats for around £ 900.
By far the most powerful

control over the sale of Media

conjunction with Intel.

Media Centre PC we have seen

The ultra high spec mCubed

Center software.
InteUs launch of its

was from acompany called

HFX media PC

Centre MCP9350i is based on

mCubed which demonstated

brand in early 2006 will be used

Intel's latest microprocessors,

a £ 3000 product based on its

to promote high performance

chipsets, communications

HFX, passively- cooled silent PC

processor, massive HDD and a

home PCs based on Intel's dual-

silicon and software

chassis. It was as high spec'd

dual nVidia 7800 model graphics

core processors and Microsoft's

technologies. It features a

as you could imagine for the

system. In award - awesome.

The Philips Showline Media

GOLDENEYES

price with acual core AMO X2

COUCH
POTATOES ON
THE MOVE

LG GOLD PLASMA
In our April 2005 edition we
published areport on this year's

MEDIA ON THE MOVE

CES in Las Vegas and we light-

Enhancing the convenience

heartedly awarded LO with the
accolade for having the largest

of digital terrestrial TVs was

display with its mighty 12mega-

anotable theme at IFA. Many

pixel 500ft LED behemoth.

portable DVB-T devices were
on show, including aprototype

This issue we would like to
give recognition for LG's success

mobile phone by Samsung that

in producing the most vulgar

also featured every type of radio

display at IFA with its 24-K gold

For the enthusiast with money - LG's gold-plated home cinema

recept'on you could want.
Thcmson was proud to unveil

SPOT THE BALL
FOOTBALL TRACKER
-The

Amazing Football

to review.

THE UNEVEN
STRUGGLE

its mobile set- top box the
DTI0601 at around £ 200) with
aunique antenna design that
allows tto lock on to aDVB-T
signal even when travelling at

BLU-RAY RECORDERS

up to 160mph. It sports a 16:9,

In this example, the

4.3in LCD and rechargeable Li-

intricate attack and defence

As the ' next- generation DVD

motion processing expertise

patterns of the game play

war' heats up, the Blu-ray camp

Ion battery. A PVR version is on

to highlight the trajectory

were revealed, giving viewers

was running far more flags up

the cards for next year.

of afootball during amatch

real-time insights into the

its mast than those allied to HO -

and stitch together multiple

action. Should be very useful

OVO. Working examples of Blu-

Thomson's USE dongle-type

frames, creating afull-

for small displays such as

ray disc players and recorders

DVB-T receiver/decoder. A

motion panoramic view of

mobile phones and PDAs

were on display from the likes

black compact device, powered

any action the viewer desires

where the ball would be

of Pioneer, Philips, Sony,

by the USB connection, just

Samsung, Sharp, Panasonic and

acouple of inches long and

even Daewoo.

featuring asmall fold out

Tracker - uses Philips'

antenna, it performed superbly

Samsung's £ 2000 BD-

when attached ,c) alaptop PC. It

HP1000 F31u-ray recorder

L
A must for the gadget- savvy football fan

Also worthy of note was

should cost around £ 60.
rg

mums
—

Samsung's heavyweight
Btu- Ray recorder
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DETAILS
Rotel RMB-1077
£600
www.rotel.co.uk
01903 221500

Pocket- sized powerhouse
Lacks some musica(ity?

A

long with SIM2's
cracking C3X projector,
one of the stars of

topology that offers high

cooling. Entiusiasts with one

efficiency lin excess of 90%

eye on their home cinema

at high power outputs) but

and another on maintaming

our home cinema feature at

with lower distortion, less

some semblance of domestic

this year's Hi -Fi Show was

interference and better control

harmony might also have a

Rotel's diminutive 7- channel

chance of getting such an

*digital power amplifier - the

over its frequency response
than we've seen from earlier

RMB-1077. How could this

Class D designs. kid at 7x100W

slimline unit, just 2.5in high,

for just £ 1600 you're certainly

monster, 7- channel power

possibly drive six B&W 803D

not paying apremium for early

amplifiers from Arcam, Roksan

amplifier through the front door.
Aquick comparison with

Custom install professionals are crying out for amps
like this.., there is simply no other multichannel power
amplifier available that's this compact, elegant in
appearance and cool-headed in operation
loudspeakers and acentre

adoption. The rationale for such

channel to such acrescendo,

an amplifier is obvious. Custom

or Parasound demonstrate in

and with barely awhiff of heat?

install professionals are crying

an instant just how effective

The answer lies in B&O's

and even the likes of B-yston

out for high- power amplifiers

Rotel's strategy has been. In

ICEpower solution, ahighly

that'll squeeze into atight

short, there is simply no other

evolved Class D amplifier

space but don't require external

multichannel power amplifier
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ROTEL RMB-1077 • £1600

TECHNOLOGY
So is the RMB-1077 really adigital'
Class 0amplifier? No, but like
true digital amplifiers it represents
the audio signal by astream of
variable-width pulses. This is called
PWM or Pulse Width Modulation.
The wider the collective width of the
pulses in agiven period, the higher
the amplitude of the audio signal
which, in turn, is recovered using an
analogue filter at the output.
In adigital PWM amplifier, there
are afixed number of these pulses
available ( usually 256 from an 8-bit
code), derived from the 16-24bit
digital output of aCD or OVO player.
An analogue PWM amplifier like
the RMB-1077 has the benefit of
continuously-variable width pulses
and abandwidth that's not tied
down to the sample rate of the
incoming data. Of course, by keeping
everything out of the analogue
domain, adigital PWM amplifier
has the potential of lower noise and
the prospect of signal correction, in
advance, using DSP.
Controlled Oscillation Modulation
(COM1 allows Rotel to use arelatively
standard switchmode PSU to feed all
seven ICEpower modules. Meanwhile,
Multivariable Enhanced Cascade

The Rotel RMB-1077 power amplifier delivers
seven channels of 100W amplification from a
light, slimline, eye-catching chassis.
Paul Miller exposes Rotel's ICE- cool secret...

Control IMECCI controls nonUnearities in the PWM process and
allows the amp to behave more like a
conventional Class A/8 amplifier but
with Class Defficiency.

availab:e that's this compact,
elegant in appearance and

nes;•• ; Anne from time

DETAILS

to time,

as its revolutionary RSP-1098
AV processor demonstrated
just two years ago. Only one

cool-headed in operation.

question remains — is the Rti4B-

CORE TECHNOLOGY
Of course, there's really no

1077 an experiment too far?

reason why previous Class D
LIGHTS OUT

amplifier technologies couldn't

Slim it might be, but the

have been expanded into a

There's no room for balanced XLR's on this slim case, so all 7line- level inputs

multichannel chassis. Perhaps

here are serviced by RCA phonos instead. Each amplifier has its own pair of 4mm

RMB-1077 is never caught

the lingering doubts over

stacking. Whether it's grappling

their technical and subjective

speaker terminals, but both ' red' and black are floating so you should never
connect them to agrounded loudspeaker. The 12V trigger sockets are avital

performance have stalled any

component for custom installers if the RMB-1077 is to be adopted as part of a

in Predator or slicing its way

such projects in the past. This
is one of the first audiophile'

furly-automated heme cinema solution.

through the classic freeway

with the rebel camp firelight

executions of B&O's ICEpower

engineers worked closely

motif of the amplifier as a

chase from The Matrix Reloaded,
this amplifier delivers a

amplifie- rodules, although

with B&O's ICE team to refine

whole. After all, it would be to

thunderous sound with no hint

this same core technology

the software for these 100W

was used inside the B&W PV1

modules over aperiod of some

miss the point entirely if these
compact ICEpower modules

of hardness, stress or strain.
Quite the reverse, for when

18 months. Much the same

were driven from aconventional

the amplifier has its eyeballs

is true for the switch- mode

and typically rather bulky linear

shelf parts shoe- horned into

power supply that maintains

power supply. Then again,

out on stalks then the top- end
—the extreme treble — tends

afamiliar Rotel box, for its

the lightweight/high-efficiency

Rotel is never afraid to try out

to soften slightly rather than

subwocfer launched last year.
Nether are these off- the-
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Leema Acoustics...

"Xen is the most impressive micro monitor Ihave ever heard."
Hugh Robjohns - Sound On Sound

Hear it Feel it Live it

"Sonically the Xen is a joy... it must surely be recognised as one of the finest mini monitors around."
Paul Messenger - Hi -Fi Choice
"Under in room conditions, the averaged response trace held within quite remarkable +/- 2dB limits from 200Hz to 7Khz, tighter limits
than any other example I've encountered in fifteen years of regular speaker reviewing. The crossover point is so seamless, it's entirely
invisible on the overall trace."
Paul Messenger - Hi -Fi Plus
"Like Ockham's razor, the Xen seems to cut away dressing, getting at the principle melodies of the music."
Andrew Harrison
Hi -Fi News
"Superb build and attention to detail are blended with eminently natural voicing that is true to the studio monitor roots of Leema Acoustics.
Such is the level of transparency here, that the move from a domestic vinyl release to a 200gm Quiex pressing demanded an adjustment of VTA."
David Allcock - Hi -Fi News
"I was utterly slapped in the face at just how awesome these s
compromise speakers really were.
This set of smallies is actually suitable for home cinema hooligans as well as audiophiles."
Adam Rayner - Home Cinema Choice

Proudly Hand- Crafted in Wales, United Kingdom
ema Electro Acoustics L

phone: + 44 ( 0)1650 521882 email: info@leema-acoustics.com web: leema-acoustics.com

INTRODUCING

Sic-reeri

Lbs

The

Stunning

New Range of Projections

Screens Exclusively from the

Jcreen

Experts

'-,—.'"......11.1111111111. 11111111w

(]) 01252 510 363
AVM Over twenty five years projection screen experience
Iel

84

01252 510 363 / Fax. 01252 519 874 / wwvv avelltd co.uk/saleseavmltd.co.uk
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SCREENS
are 'our' business
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Audidision

ROTEL RMB-1077 • £1600

DETAILS
LAB REPORT
The maximum power output of a

impedance and susceptibility to

Class Oamplifier is governed by

different speaker loads.

its largest ( or widest) PWM value,

PWM amplifiers are usually

whether the signal is continuous

engineered to yield their flattest

or momentary. Hence, while

response into 4ohm loads, and

the RMB-1077 can deliver afull

the RMB-1077 is no different in

7x125W/Bohm continuously, it also

this respect, even if its useable

delivers the same 7x125W/8ohm

extension out to 70kHz is both

under dynamic conditions.

highly unusual and deeply

Distortion is typically - 0.01%

impressive. You can see how the

through the midrange ( falling as

RMB-1077 fares into different loads

low as 0.007%) but increases

by downloading the OC Suite report

at HF to - 0.16%/20kHz thanks

from www.milleraudioresearch.

to non-linearities in the output

com/avtech.

filter network. This very network,
however, is at the tail end of
B&O's proprietary Multivariable
Like an electronic *jigsaw everything inside the RMB-1077's chassis slots neatly

Enhanced Cascade Control IMECCI,

into place, inducing the switch- mode power supply at the front and modular PWM

an inclusive compensation scheme

amplifiers located in separate compartments. One of the ICEpower modules - the

that not only pushes distortion

real heart of the amptifier - is lifted dear for clarity. At the back you can see the

lower than expected but also helps

inductors Icoils) that form part of tie final analogue filter network.

reduce the amplifier's output

become edgy or aggressive. As

in the narrative of the 2005

1
Aw
—

we demonstrated at the Hi- F.

SACD multichannel remix of

120w

Show, the RMB-1077 has no

War of the Worlds or chilled by

problem driving the likes of

the soundtrack as well as eerie

seven big B&W lcruaspeakers_

silences that purctuate Bruce

So this is one Class D amplifier

Willis's haunting movie The

that's not phased by potentially

Sixth Sense.

tough speaker loads and long
runs of cable.

90w

0.05%
Rote RMB-1077
Power Output into Bohm

0.04%

Ratel RMB-1077
Output Impedance

0.03 0,.

Rated spec
10(1w

60w

0.02%

30w

0.01%

RPM spec
0.03%
Rated spec:
0.03%

The latter is pertinent
because it demonstrates the

You can hear more

subtlety of the RMB-1077, for

than asuggestion of the

this is not an AV amplifier that

characteristically rich,

-elishes 5.1 channel fireworks

While there is some sweetening of
attack in the mid and treble, the
Ratel is especially capable of
sustaining a marvellous sense of
atmosphere and anticipation

115

0.05 ,/o
004%

Rotel RMB-1077

Rot& R9.10-1077
DIstorton. IkHz/lOW

110

A-wtd Signal- to- Noise loe. 100W/Bohml

105

003%

002%

1

Rated spec .
00.03%

001%

100

Rated spec:
105db
11 ci,

HIN spec

95

0.007

100db

warm and beguiling sound

simply to cover its tracks. The

experienced with Rotel's

ability to develop and maintain

conventional amplifiers and

apalpable sense of tension is a

multichannel AV receivers, but

fundamental role of any sound

one or two of our panel were

system that supports asimilarly

VERDICT

not convinced that this RMB-

high quality picture.

The efficiency of Class Dor PWM

sound quality demanded by

amplification lends itself perfectly

committed home cinema enthusiasts.

really scores and pays huge

to multichannel applications where

Until now, and the sensitive

dividends with movies such as

compact enclosures and cool running

implementation of B&O's ICEpower

suggestion, but while there is

The Ring and Donnie Darko that

are otherwise difficult to achieve.

technology by Rotel's 'golden eared .

some sweetening of attack in

pivot on their spine- tingling

Just look at land feel, for that matter)

engineers. The RMB-1077 is not

the mid and treble, the

ambience. Of course, the

the size of an Arcam P1000 for

only along-awaited milestone in the

RMB-1077 is especially capable

RMB-1077 also has more than

example, which is more efficient than

evolution of Class Damplifiers, but

of sustaining amarvellous

enough grunt to underpin the

most competing multichannel power

it's also apocket- sized power station

sense of atmosphere and

most spectacular of effects. So

amps. But PWM amplifiers have

for the grandest of home theatres.

anticipation. This proved true

don't be shy when it comes to

rarely, if ever, achieved the audiophile

Buy with confidence.

whether we were wrapped- up

that volume control! 1:1

1077 was quite as ' musical with
DVD-A and SACD software.
Idon't want to overplay this

It's here that the RMB-1077
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The colouration's in the finish

Not in the music
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Distributed by: Henley Designs
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Audidision

INSIDE VIEW

Know your IBC
While IFA was on in Berlin Jon Thompson went Dutch' to
the International Broadcast Convention in Amsterdam

E

_

eworldof

ement•deliv

very September, what
seems like the entire
AV world finds itself

descending on Amsterdam for

-

•

ler
X

.*»

the International Broadcast
Convention ( or IBC for short)
While mooile interactive
entertainment was amajor
focus of this year's convention,
anotheF interesting seminar
concentrated on the demise cf
high- quality CRT displays ana
their replacement with LCD and
plasma technology, neither of
which can produce images with

demonstration, Rob Hummel, a

Digital cinema and

the same dynamic range and

Senior Vice President of Warner

alternatives to CRT

noise- free pictures.

Bros, discussed the restoration

displays were u ider

of The Wizard of Oz. This classic

the spotlight at this

announced the discontinuation

film should be available on DVD

year's IBC, held at

of its reference CRT display,

by the time you read this, with a

Amsterdam's RAI

many postproduction facilities

never- before- seen clarity. Rob

Exhibition Centre

bought as many as they

and his team have re- scanned

could, knowing there would

the original Technicolor three-

be an absence of high quality

strip elements, individual pieces

picture has been so soft it was

nigh- definition TV about to be

alternatives for two years.

of film that contain all the red,

not possible to see them. Rob

launched in the UK, the word
at IBC was that every major

Last year, when Sony

At the IEC, the CRT

blue and green information,

made an interesting comment,

discussicn focused on what

respectively. These were

that at this point the level of

broadcaster was gearing up

the alternative technologies

scanned at 4k - over four times

image quality would be the

to provide new content. The

could offer. High resolution

the information used for Star

worst an audience would see,

BBC is still insisting that 720p

DLP projection was considered

Wars Episode III. Using in-house

as projection technologies

is the way forward, but Ithink

viable, but LCD desktop displays

software the records were

will cont;nue to increase in

it's more likely that everything

were discounted as lacking the

re- registered to aprecision

resolution in both the home

will graduate to 1080p before it

same fidelity as CRT monitors.

never previously achieved.

and the cinema. Eventually,
Warner Bros could release the

becomes an issue.
providers would adopt 24p for

Meanwhile, home cinema

Rob showed astill frame

projection took aleap forward

from the best ' chemical

4k version for screening at its

with the announcement of

version' of The Wizard of Oz,

native resolution.

Ti's true HD 1080p system,

and aframe from the new

Now, if only the content
the home cinema market, then
we could all watch films at

along with Norway's innovative

digitally restored version. The

HIGH DEFINITION

Projectiondesign company,

difference was stunning, to a

MULTIMEDIA INTERFACE

putting home cinema in

Unfortunately, many of the

point that the wires that hold

On amore immediate and

studios and manufacturers are

their native frame rate at home.

ablurred space between

up the fly'ng monkeys are now

practical note, Geffen was

still sticking to 50i ( interlaced)

consumer and professional.

visible. Warner Bros had an

showing awhole range of

in Europe. With CRTs really

internal, philosophical debate

converter plugs and sockets

no longer apriority, as I've

cn whether the wires should

to accommodate both HDMI

already mentioned, there's no

RE- PAINTING THE
YELLOW BRICK ROAD

be removed. Ultimately, it was

and DVI connections. Iam

Another major focus at IBC was

reason why progressive formats

decided to leave them in, as

impressed to see many new AV

digital cinema, home cinema's

tney had always been there,

receivers are now incorporating

cannot be adopted universally
in the home as they are in the

'big brother'. In afascinating

although in other versions the

HDMI and DV switching. With

professional field. 13
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I

ust how low can you
go? This is the question

is giving away ifs DV- 585A

technologies suggests the day

So the extra cash really does

for just £ 120-E130, the £ 250

is not far off. Frankly, if the

represent aboost to the player's

posed by both Denon and

Denon DVD-1920 exacts a

DV- 585A were any lighter it

overall engineering.

premium for the full- spec HDMr

would blow away.

ioneer with the launch of their

By contrast, Denon's player

INSTALLATION AND SETUP

new, budget universal DVD

interface aimed squarely at the

players. These players offer

new generation of plasmas,

is not only alittle chunkier,

Both players are equipped

aserious performance but at

projectors and AV amplifiers.

but benefits from separate

with tried- and- tested menus,
although Pioneer's Home Menu

aprice, in Pioneer's case at

Denon's first digital video

daughterooards to service the

least, that pitches it close to

baby, the DVD-1910 ( see AVTech

video and multichannel audio

the supermarket specials'.

Feb • 05), was equipped with

outputs. These boards house

Both Pioneer's DV- 585A and

aDVE-D output only, while

aPanasonic microprocessor

of aChinese- sourced package

Denon's DVD-1920 offer full

Pioneer's DV- 585 takes its cues

(for Dolby and DTS decoding)

with Quick' and ' Custom areas

Both players are equipped with tried-and-tested menus,
although Pioneer's comprehensive Home Menu GUI
looks more sophisticated as it's shared by costlier

looks mare sophisticated.
Denon's menu comes as part

similar to those seen in the
DVD-1910. Both players offer
comprehensive speaker size,
delay ( distance) and channel
level options and the Pioneer

compatibility with CD, SACO,

from last season's Media

and acombination of a

even includes aJPEG browser

DVD-A, DVD ( R/RW) and MP3,

Tek -based DV- 575 solution.

Genesis ( Faroudja) FLI2301

for photo CDs.

WMA and DiVX-encoded media

The DV- 585A is not quite a

de-interlacer and scaler with

with multichannel decoding

'universal player on achip'

aSilicon Image SiI9030 chip

separates Denon's DVD-1920

of both DTS and Dolby Digital

but the distillation of all these

providing the encrypted video

from Pioneer's analogue-

movie DVDs. But while Pioneer

DVD-A, SACO and DVD video

and audio for its HDMI output.

only DV- 585A and much of its
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HDM; is the key feature that

PIONEER DV- 585A & DENON DVD-1920 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS • £125/£250
0,
0

p.

C/D

1

T

Universal
Showdown

r3

4b

çil

qi

ea

4a

Slim, tow cost and universal, but is Denon's HDMI
output worth the premium? Paul Miller tests it
against a budget Pioneer in a DVD player shootout

e

Pin leer DV-585A/Denon OVO 1920

£125/£250

o

www.pioneer.co.uk/www.denon.co.uk
01753 789789/01753 88E447

functionality, including RGB/

the Custom menu. Enabling

YCbCr and normal/enhanced

and defining the scaling of the

picture modes and HDMI audio

HDMI output is achieved from

modes, are accessible from

afront panel control, however,

DETAILS

Both players superb value for money
Pioneer not so hot on audio

with achoice of 480p, 720p and

close to embarrassing itself,

1080i outputs. Otherwise, both

which is more than can be said

units offer acho ce of interlaced

of many bargain- basement

and progressive ( 576o) video

players sold next to the

outputs from their component

cabbages. Both players ushered

terminals with brightness,

the AIX DVD-A of Beethoven's

colour, contrast and gamma

Pastorale Symphony into

adjustments available on- the-

the room with adiscernable

fly va the Mode button on the

Woomph'. Nevertheless,

Both players here offer the same combination of outputs with separate stereo

Denon Pioneer also provides

however purposeful the march

feeds delivering adownmix for plain vanilla TVs anc 5.1 channel connections for

additional hue, chroma level

of the orchestra, Pioneer's

multichannel ( OVO Aand SACO) music systems. Anyone using an AV receiver is

and noise reduction options

bass was described variously

more likely to avail themselves of the optical or coaxial digital outputs for DTS or

from its Video Adjust' menu

as ' woolly, ill-defined and

Dolby- encoded movie soundtracks.
Meanwhile, SCART, S-video, composite and component video outputs are

detached' by our assembled
LIGHTS OUT

listeners. This was apity

used across both players, but only Senn offers an HDMI connection to deliver

Placed at the head of our

bearing in mind the relative

encrypted digital video and two or multichannel digital audio.

admittedly high- end" home

clarity and openness of the

cinema, neither player came

midrange which revealea the
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AudioVisioll
spirit of strings and lighter
woodwind to good effect.

lit)LeJ;IU•JoL•II-VO

;OPM

With smaller main speakers,
of course, Pioneer's blowsy
bottom end is less obvious.

cle

NM/.
tilt

However, and in afortuitous
parallel with the player's picture
performance, the multichannel

T
I:MAW
0'73
MP.>

T
1,100

1
,101.1.1
•
LETTER rU
DITSTRIUM111
WT. fn..,
.C1,41

seer

cj

or-

I WIER
J11 WrIlf..0,1,
tylqii0UNIGML/Ft

sound of Denon's DVD-1920 is
both better defined and more
robust, especially through the

ieeeotiw

bass. Movie soundtracks have
agreater impact, depth and
solidity with the DVD-1920 at

C

the helm, although the DV- 585A

•

is still more than capable of

(CC
DCO ,

e.arn. ¡Pet

C:121 •

creating avery atmospheric
soundfield when the occasion

Denon's DVD-1920 offers ' Quick' and ' Custom' menus - part of aChinese- sourced package

demands. Either way, an ironfisted bass is something of a
hallmark for the DVD-1920.
Fortunately, the budget
DV- 585A lit up the room with
asurprisingly impressive
(progressive) component video
quality, delivering the sort of
deep, clear and noise- free
pictures that are the boast of
far costlier players. Aliasing
well managed, just as subtle

er)wellommul

detailing in colourful scenes
keeps alevel of excitement and
energy in glowing animations
like The Incredibles.
The DV- 585A begins to show

Pioneer DV- 585A boasts more sophisticated menu package, dubbed ' Home Menu GUI'

WHAT IS HDMI?
Often referred to as the 'digital

Hollywood to protect its intellectual

another, confirming the validity of the

some weakness in darker
scenes, including the funeral

SCART' the High Definition Multimedia

property. After all, once you've got the

Interface ( HIMI) has been conceived

contents off aOVO in digital form, it's

data and also requesting the colour
parameters and preferred video scaling

possible to make identical copies.

for an attached display, for example.

chapter from The Sixth Sense

for the secure delivery of digital video

where the contrasts, folds and

and multichannel audio between, for

subtle textures in the dark

example, OVO players and displays. The

to prevent the digital video and

compressed multichannel digital audio,

jackets are arguably less well

reason we've had to wait so long for

multichannel audio from being

including Dolby and DIS bitstreams,

resolved than they might be.

this interface all boils down to

intercepted mid- stream but it also

plus 8channels of 24bit/192kHz linear

The image is not noisy, or at

copy- protection and the desire of

allows components to talk to each

PCM - more than sufficient for DVD-A.

HDMI uses HDCP-encryption

The HDMI v1.1 standard supports

least no more noisy than the
film grain permits, but there's
Not so, however, via Denon's

still some slight softening of

edges of the helicopters,

has gamma, contrast and

this mid to dark- grey detail.

Hummers and other armament

brightness adjustments, and

HDMI connection which brings

painted in etched relief by

these viewing comments refer

amarked improvement to the

COMPONENT OUTPUT

the Denon. If only to reinforce

to the player's default settings.

DVD-1920's performance. It

Via its component output, the

the difference in perspective

Denon DVD-1920 delivers

between the two, the superior

careful tweaking, the basic

amarkedly more dynamic

low- bass grip of the Denon

'character' of these two players

moaels like Denon's own DVD-

and punchy- looking image

also underpins its contrasty

remains embedded into their

A1XV, but there's no ' analogue

with perceptibly deeper but

image with adeal more grunt

respective designs.

video' at this price to beat it.

somewhat harder blacks than

to the explosions and driving

the Pioneer. The SuperBit

soundtrack.

Nevertheless, despite some

might lack the depth of colour
and transparency of top- end

p>5;i1OC•iiiaL
The Pioneer offers easy- on- the- eye

player, Denon's new baby only really

release of Black Hawk Down

often presented something of

pictures and obviously represents

comes into its own if you've an HDMI or

perfectly illustrates this

astark choice for our panel

'Hobson's Choice' as the universal OVO

DVI-equipped plasma or projector. In this

difference in presentation

-the Pioneer could look too

player for the enthusiast on avery tight

guise it won our picture performance

between the two players. While

comfortaple, although it was

budget. It's alitle bargain. As an audio

shutout before the Pioneer even had its

both depict the green/grey

typically our preferred choice,

player, the costlier OVO 1920 really

gun out of the holster. If you can bridge

cast of ' Mog' clearly enough,

while the Denon brought us just

hits the sweetspot with its powerful

the difference and you've an HD- Ready'

the Pioneer brings asofter

alittle too close to the action.

but tautly defined sound. But as aOVO

display just out of the box, then buy it.

perspective to the hard, dark

Naturally, each of these players

lanamorphic widescreeni

Comparing the two players
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www.acousticarts.co.uk visit our web site for second hand listing
Acoustic Arts are moving over

a

the Christmas break.

le.scoustic

It will still be business as usuall, but you
will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

pn na luna prologue 3 & 5
Demonsatration require advanced booking
audio reseach
grado

audioquest

aloia

harman kardon

quadraspire.

roksan

1J
_

resolution audio opus 21

rotel

AUDIO T & AUDIO EXCELLENCE are
two of the UK's leading retailers of
hi-fi ard home cinema equipment and
specialists in the design and installation
of complete home entertainment
systems. Whether you need atwo
channel stereo system or aten rocm
distributed audio and video system,
we have the expertise to do the job.

tuesday-saturday 10 .00 AM to 5-30 PM
b&w. beyer

hutter

kef

sonneteer

blueroom

koetsu

krell

sonus faber

boston
theta

:3
CO

martin logan summit

t01923 245 250 f01923230798 mail@acousticarts.co uk

clearaudio

martin logan

Cub

michell

copland

densen

ortofon. pnmare

transparent audio

ver.ex aq

focal jm-labs
project

grado

qed

vibe . wilson audio

Experie

We have over 63 years experience,
fully trained staff and are members
of the British Audio-Visual Dealers
Association w-ich means we are able
to specify the best sounding products.
We will even come round to your
house and install the system for you
to make sure its working at its best.
For more infoemation please visit our
websites.

audio '
I'
www.audio-t.co.uk
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The 2005 edition of " Mi.JSI
and Moves at Home - The
Ultimate Guide" is waiting in
store for you now.
To get ya,ff FREE copy
cal; in at your local store or
freephone 0500 101501
(quote HFNO5j)
www.music-at-home.co.uk
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REVIEWS • CLASSICAL

Franz Liszt performed by Yoram Ishai ri midi, recorded with cables from SI LTECH

Musielleviews
PAUL LEWIS •

GIDON KREMER

BEETHOVEN

•

OSCAR PETERSON

•

NEIL YOUNG • THE CORRS

drama or abigger scale - and

Piano Sonatas Op.31

not without some extravagance

Pau. Lewis

and occasional touches of near

Harmonia Mundi HMC 901902

sentimentality. Iguess these could

73m 55s CEE

be justified as i
-isight'ul of the kind

Paul Lewis starts his new Beethoven

of gestures V,ennese audiences would

cycle not at the beginning, as András

certainly have wanted from recitalists.

Schiff does for ECM ( the other
promising, modern instrument

As readers oi Sound Bites (
see p12'.I
may have calculated, this issue marks

cycle just started) but with the

40 years of my reviews for Hi Fi News;

explorative Op.31 set, centred around

that equates ta alot of listening to

the Tempest'. His Steinway grand

Beethoven. But Paul Lewis's makes

is recorded with almost tangible

me do so with renewed absorption;

presence - and then some! He's abig

already he can be ranked, in these

player, like Gilets; he brings much

particular sonatas, with such major

more warmth to

interpreters as Kempff, Serkin or

Beethoven than

Arrau. His ' Tempest' might be too rich

Brendel ( their

in persona: gestures for all tastes:

master- pupil

then try Richter or Gulda. The only

relationship

thing id like curbed in future releases

has received

is all that sing,ng! CB

much coverage),

Recordings

presents the

Performances

t/él .gb
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JS BACH
The Well Tempued Klavier
-Book 2
Daniel Barenboim
167m 15s three discs Especial
A follow-up to Book 1, these
Teldec Studio recordings

live up to expectations. The
textures ( aversion Imuch like is

music simply needs orchestral

BERNSTEIN

mir

Warner 2564 61942-2

BARTOK
Sonata for two pianos and
percussion

Daniel
Barerboi-n
,,, ,,A, , •THE
WELL TEMPEFiD CLAVIER

Book II

were made at the very end of

Ozawa's on DG).

West Side Story
(Symphonic Dances)

The most satisfying section
of this programme is the

GERSHWIN

arrangement for two pianos of

Three Preludes

Gershvvin's ' conglomeration...

Güher and Süher Pekinet, Peter Sadto and

alittle bit of ragtime and alittle

December 2004 ( four days when

Stefan Gagetmann

blues..

we Brits were slumped over

Warner 2564 62118-2

the key to these Preludes and

the telly/cold turkey). There

primness of Angela Hewitt, his

52m Ois £

are sets of the Well- Tempered

readings, as we know from his

This disc completes the

to suit alt tastes: from serious

musical philosophy ( discussed

'Apex' transfers of the earlier

young pianists like Till Feltner to

at length with Edward Said,

recordings by the Pekinel

the maturity of Edwin Fischer,

for example), stem f
orn a

sisters. The 1998 recordings

recorded pre-war; historically

belief that you don't play Bach

were by JurgJecklin

aware harpsichord versions to

without some cansc.oJsness

-remember his electrostatic

the Technicolor of the Yamaha

of contemporary music - and

headset? As in last month's

concert grand - lvo Janssens's

vice-versa.

reissues, there is fairly wide

has become an audio reference.

These are magniCcent

but Iwouldn't recommend it.

Steinway recordings where

Ican just imagine Stokowski

Barenboim pits his intellect

As he said, rhythm is

Ratings Performance/Recording

separation between the two
pianos, each close-miked.
Bernstein had supervised

smiling down from heaven

against Bach's inge -wity and

at the way Daniel Barenboim

strategies. In short: a

stage work; percussion parts

'orchestrates' Book 2, bringing

life- enhancing set. CB

were added by Peter Sadlo.

every pianistic resource to bear

Recordings 000110

It's not through want oz colour

or the music. A far cry from the

Performances • • •• •

-far from it - that this doesn't

the transcription from his

Outstanding
Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor

Reviewers
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS, BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK

AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Prices
price CC mid price
£budget price
Especial special price set or disc
CC( full
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The wag top

Grass
Dance

Where music

AUDICY

will move you

Model 10

/
f 7/4

I 4) 1
/i

_1111111
, 111 1

Model 20/2

On regular
demonstration;
Avalon Acoustics
Karan Acoustics
conrad johnson
Model 30/2

Reimyo by Harmonix
Cardas

products all of which are cap2
of delivering musical truth an(
pleasure.
We are delighted to have beei

Magnum Dynalab

appointed

finite elemente

Scotland's exclusive decal

Andrew Lee design

for; Rogue Audio pre and

Shun Mook

power amps Lavardin pre

Accoustic Arts

and power amps & Amphion

Zanden Audio Systems
Series P.112

We offer agroup of synergist

speakers

Selected second
hand pieces;
Conrad Johnson
Premier 8mono blocks
ex condition £7,000
Conrad Johnson
Premier 16 LSI I
Line stage

Series 300

mint condition £3,950
dcs Elgar plus DAC
Latest spec
mint condition £4,750

Zanden Audio Systems 2000 PCD Transpor

dcs Purcele upsampler,
Latest spec

Series IV

Our customers tell us that

mint condition £2,000

create the most beautiful s

Goldmund cd 39++

they have heard.

integrated cd player
ma -, tcon,11Pry ,£4,000
also

Call us to arrange a

Cardas power cords

demonstration.

interconnects and
speaker cables

Series V

Ask for details of this superb rang

SME LTD • STEYNING • '. USSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 • fax: + 44 ( 011903 814269
s:lesesme.ltd.co.uk
or visd cur ebsite www.sme.ltd.uk

www.grasAanceaudio.
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Four Winds by Dick de Grad, recorded with cables from SI LTECH

the Pekinels are brilliant at
that. Their Bartók, however, is

BEETHOVEN

insufficiently hard/angular in
this instance. CB

String Quartets in Eflat, Op.127
Aminor, Op.132

Recordings `, • • •

Hagen Quartet

Performances • •••

00 477 5705

BEETHOVEN
The Creatures of Prometheus

75m 07s af
Ihave long admired the
Smetana's 1963 Supraphcn

Scottish CO/Sir Charles Mackerras

recording of Op.127 ( at the

Hyperion CDH 55916

time the LP cost all of

62m 42s CC

17s 6d) but alunchtime

Beethoven's allegorical

Wigmore Hall concert

Prometheus ballet was

performance by the Hagens,

premiered in 1801. The

afew years ago, provided my

programme details have not

most vivid experience of it.

survived, although we know

Their recording cannot

alengthy section was written

quite match the imrned'acy of

for the choreographer/dancer

hearing the quartet live' but

Vigano. Sixteen numbers

Idon't know another modern

follow the familiar overture

account so comprehensive and

with its linked Introduction

absorbing. One can understand

'La Tempesta'. Although the
music is variable in quality it

why they play the opening

has some interesting features:

level, srce the Maestoso is

chords at amodest dynamic
-never before has the long

•
of Op.127, for instance, with

the scoring includes both harp

heard again with even richer

'Thanksgiving* Adagio seemed

its astonishing modulations

and basset horn ( unusual in

scoring; my only reseniation

so readily understandable,

from that most remote of

Beethoven); the finale quotes

is that in the finale there is a

passed so fluidly, nor the

pianissimo beginnings, there's

two Contretânze (
Wo0.14:7 and

brusqueness to one brief ff

change of manner for the

adance section which clearly

finale sounded so fitting.

influenced Shostakovich's

11, which has the Eroica'

passage that seems slightly

theme used in the Symphony

out of context ( more akin to

The Hagens have the

and piano Variations). The

Bartók). But this might well

measure of contemporary

'Storm' clearly anticipates that

be an artefact of the sound

writing for the medium too,

in the Pastoral Symphony.

engineering.

As suggested in my original
review, Sir Charles Mackerras

The A minor is, if anything,
giver with even sharper focus

ironic writing.
Let's hope that the late
B flat and Grosse fuge are

so their Beethoven never

planned! CB

appears stuck in atime-

Recordings 110111•111

slot. In the slow moverrent

Performances 4 • 1111111

can use amodern instrument
orchestra and still convey period
manners; here the excellent
Scottish CO ( recorded in City
Hall Glasgow with clear, natural

Four Last Songs. Elder brings

ELGAR

DVORAK
STRING SEXTET ...IA. Op. 48

refinement to the perçormance
when we hear Nimrod'

with asharp, dry timpani sound

The Music Makers • Dream
Children • Overture Froissart
Bach Fantasia and Fugue

and prominent woodwind

Jane Irwin, Hallé Orchestra and Choir/

Sir Andrew Davis's Warner

detail. A pleasing reissue

Mark Elder

recording with Janet Rigby,

although superseding neither

Halle CD Eta 7509

and amore focused choir ( BBC
Symphony Chorus).

STRING QUINTE' In G. Op. 71

balances) offer spruce allegros,

but - except in the passage
-Iwas less involved than with

the Brüggen nor Harnoncourt

68m 24s CC

versions. CB

There's athesis waiting to be

Recordings ••••

written about the links, actual

Children is apt out Froissart is

and aesthetic, betweer Edward

less extrovert tnan with, say,

Performances ••••

DVORAK
String Sextet Op.48 • String
Quintet Op.77

The intimacy of Dream

strings, taking it out of the

Elgar and Richard Strauss.

Barbirolli or Built. CB

former context of the Quin:et.

Elgar failed to persuade Strauss

Recordings 00110

Composed three years ! ater

to orchestrate the Bach Fugue

Performances

(18781 the Sextet fully embraces

BVVV537 so did so himself, ir
addition to its Fantasia These

Nash Ensemble

Czech nationalism. These works

ASV GLD 4011

are full of those endearing

make ariotously colourful

71m 34s Eff

tra.ts - the repetition of simple,

conclusion to Mark Elder's

It would be easy to overlook

sugar- sweet ideas, the sudden

latest Elgar disc, subtited

this simply packaged chamber

accelerations of pace - that

Self- Portrait ( don't ask').

music CD whilst browsing

we find endearing in Dvorak.

The Music- Makers contains

-in fact, it was broadcaster

The Nash Ensemble sound as

allusions to other Elgar works,

Rob Cowan who said Ishould

attuned as any Czech group

most overtly the Enigma

hear it. The last track is an

might be. CB

Variations, but their meaning

Intermezzo with mutes which

Recordings • •

is more puzzling than : hose in

Dvorak expanded for orchestral

Performances

40 0

•••

Strauss's Fin Heldenleben or
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The DCM5 is the latest anc grerest evolution of Audiostatic technology - aloudspeaker
so transparent and fast the only sound it rnaes is that of the source and amplification
driving it.
With the addition cf the patented Mirror Drive transformer, making .tarelatively benign
load to drive, the DCM5 is adream — afull range electrostatic with asmall footprint and
aunique visual appeal. It has sufficient bass output to negate the need for asub-woofer,
and delivers dynamics, speed and transparency across the frequency range. And, when
well set-up, the imaging borders cn the holographic. All this from atransducer that's
equally at home on the end of either solid-state or tube amplifie sof 100w or more.

Musicology is the UK distributor for Audiostatic,Atma-sphere OTL amplifiers, Symposium
equipment supports, Coincident high efficiency dynamic loudspeakers, and the Rives PARC.

Contact us on 01273 700759 or email: sales@musicology.co.uk

Musicology

www.musicology.co.uk

David W. Speirs

P ractical .1-11 -F
•

Practical Hi Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St. Warrington Cheshire

Hi Fi furniture is something we at the shop seldom get excited about! Generally speaking. (and Ido mean generally) an equipment rack, is an equipment rack, is an equipment rack! Perhaps this is because most racks are made by companies who do not
manufacture audic electronics or loudspeakers. turntables etc?
We are however extremely excited about the new
Townshend Audio Versatile Seismic Sinc Stand. This is
the one that has been designed to actually make your
electronics (pre- power amplifiers. CD players etc) produce a better sound. Using glass and stainless steel
throughout its construction. the VSS-S also incorporates
an elastomer suspension system, thus allowing each
component to be free from floor and air borne vibration.
Each shelve is adjustaole for height making this the one
true choice for those of us who take the equipment
housing as seriously as the equipment itself. Please
ring for prices to suit your system and requirements.
Max Townshend is also famous for his supertweeters
and cryogenic range of speaker cables and interconnects. Indeed Max generally comes up with whacky
ideas that actually work, usually making amucn bigger
difference to the sysem than the financial outlay would
often suggest. If you have not heard the effects of the
Townshend supertweeters in your system, you owe it to
yourself to try them Indeed we offer a 10 day home tnal of these, and can report that so
far, no-one has returned them witrout placing an order! Truly amazing, and no. they will not
make your system sound bright., but rather - just " right
During the Summer months, we fell nlove with the range of speakers from ART and JM Lab.
Although very different in " nature - to each other, we feel that these individual ranges of
speakers pretty much have all the angles covered. You wi'l find something from these manufacturers to suit your taste. budet and system! Please book ademonstration to hear the
JM Diva Utopia against the ART Emotion. These are currently the finest sub £ 10 grand
speakers we have ever heard. And yes, they are very different to each other, but dependng
on your type of amplifier and size of room, one of these two. may just be what you're looking
(listening out) for! We predict big things for both these companies in the future anc we are
very proud and privileged to offer oath. Book adem to hear your next speaker..

01925 632179

Unison Research consistently delivers great sounding valve equipment that has bulk in re ,iability and bags of style. The S6 is afavourite, at well under £2grand it sounds better and
better every time we demonstrate it. It is unusual in that it uses acompliment of 3EL34 tubes
in aparallel- single-ended array per channel. thus giving around 30 watts output, real world
audiophile domestic power with air and grace. Tonality and drive make this something of an
audio bargain. If you are interested in hearing what ava ve amplifier can do in your system.
this is agreat place to start. Please call to arrange youi aemonstration! Oops! Almost forgot
to mention, that the S6 will soon be joined by the S8, abigger triode coupled ampl'fier using
845 tubes, less power bit sounds like more, alot more! Conveniently these amplifiers come
with remote control too. .. Must be perfect (almost)
Regular readers of my ramblings over the years will of course know that Ihave someth ng an
obsession for well made valve amp.ifiers and class A transistor amplifiers, believing mostly
that music is an analogue thing. and digital stuff should have been kept for the space programme and Bill Gates. However. even Ihave to admit that the Bel Canto Evo 2i digital integrated amplifier is something very unusual, and special. . Never have Ibeen fooled by any
ampffier. but this product sounds lise it is not atransistor or ava've amplifier. It just sounds
very musical And powerful... Perhaps the experience gained by Bel Canto during their early
years. as aspecialist valve amplifier maker. helped them to tune this amplifier, but it

SOUlliS

organic, natural, and easy. Easy to Isten to, easy to enjoy, and very easy to forget that it is
converting any signals at all. A joy to live with and maries up to most loudspeakers to gi!re
an exciting and involving performance. Heck it even arms cool, and is kind to the electricity
bill! Ishould not like this amplifier for those two reasons alone. bat.... Please, book adenio
and discover for yourself just how good this digital thing can be!
If you are considering archiving your music files to ahard drive (pc. mac, etc) but wish :oget
the sound out of your hi-fi loudspeakers, then look no fu -tiler than the Sonneteer Bard system. Just plug the USB transmitter into the computer, and its receiver into an auxiliary input
on your amplifier, and enjoy fantastic uncompressed sound through your audio system!
Convenience and great sound at last. Yes it works. Much Defter than you would imagine too!
Ihave afeeling that this technology will catch on, and l
am very pleased that aspecialist audio
mandacturer is developing it. (and not just leaving it to the computer boys!)
Till the next one...
Mearwhile, enjoy the music. .
David W.Speirs, Practical HI ri P-US, 88. Bridge St, Warington. Cheshire, WA1 2RF
01925 632179
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Arias sung by Leontyne Price, remastered with cabtes from si LT
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C

MOZART

seem in the first few minutes

the old Supraphon analogue

Symphony 35 ' Haffner'

of listening. What we do learn

recordings consistently

Symphony 36 ' Linz'

is that modern techniques can

oisplayed. CB

Prague Philharmonia/Jiri Belohlavek

overcome the blowsy effect of

Recordings

Harmonia Mood; /NC 901891

working in the Rudolfinum that

Performances .,••

63m 34$ Efi
Spick and span Mozart, with
much attention to inner
detail. But in observing so
many repeats Belohlavek

SAINT-SAENS

compounds the impression
that, fundamentally, he
hasn't alot to say about
these symphonies.
Out cf curiosity Iturned

Carnival of the Animals

MOZART • SYMPHONIF: N°35 ftii 36

POULENC

HAFFNER • LINZ

'fin, PR tia E OULHAIONI` I\

liii

il

Concerto for two pianos

1IIF,

Two-

piano works by Infante and Ravel
Güher and Süher Pekinel, Radio Fralce

for comparisons to the 1977
Karajan/DG set - rather

Orchestra/Marek Janowski

maligned at the time - ano

Warner 7564 62125-2

found my attention more

78m 105

strongly held. Jeffrey Tate's

Of the versions of Carnival of the

ECO versions stand up wed,

Animals with orchestra this is

too. Those who know the

as fine as any we have had. The

'Haffner and Linz' inside

two p;anos are widely spaced Ni

out won't find these new,

this 1990 Radio France studio

aptly- scaled versions as

production, which runs on no
Poulenc's double concerto

enlightening as they might

-' Prokofiev- lite', nearly. At
Teldec studios the previous year,

MAHLER
Symphony 5

exceptional refinement in the

although the bookEet does have

the Pekinels recorded three

string portamenti shadings in

three pages telling us about

Andalusian Dances, Rapsodie

CBSO/Sakari Oramo

the Adagietto, for instance; the

the virtues of Yakult, whose

espagnole and La Valse (
it would

manufacturers sponsored this

be nice to know which sister /s

68m 10s £££

horn soloist, Etspeth Dutch,
I
deserves her booklet credit;

multi- channel production. CB

on the right, with her exuberant

French National Orchestra/

iand everything sounds falls very

Recordings

glissandi here). An enjoyable

Wailer 2564 62055-2

*

Performances

reissue. CB

Bernard Haitink

naturally into place in this well

Naive V5026

conceived reading. CB

78m 12s fa

Recording

MOZART

Two live performances. from

Performance

Piano Quartet 1(478

October and July 2004: our first

Recording

Trio K502 * Works by Berg and

TCHAIKOVSKY

experience of Oramo in Mahler;

Performance

Schoenberg

Symphony 6 Pathétique'

and - look at that timing

Recordings ••••
Performances SOO
Piano

Lars Vogt/various

SCHOENBERG

EMI 476902-2

Verklârte Nacht

difference! - athird recording

MOZART

with Haitink, who neck and neck

Violin Concertos K216 and K218

79m 21s CU

Bavarian RSO/MarissJansons

with Bernstein made the first

Adagio K261

Live recordings from the Lars

Sony SK 93537

Rondo K269

complete LP cycle of Mahler

Julia Fischer, Netherlands CO/

Vogt's 2003/04 Heimbach

75m 26s (special

symphonies ( neither of them

Yakov Kreizberg

Chamber Music Festivals; and

Jansons's reading is quite hard

quite trusting Deryck Cooke's

Pentatone Classics PIC 5186 064

Daniel Harding conducting

driven yet retaining the elegance

performing version of 101. He

60m 45s SACO hybrid Cif

Schoenberg's First Chamber

of Tchaikovsky's writing. There's

conducts the French Orchestra

The German violinist Julia

Symphony. letzlaff leads in a

something slightly distanced

with integrity and they give of

Fischer is still only in her

2002 string sextet arrangement

about his interpretation and

their best for him; but it's an

early 20s. She plays with

of Berg's Piano Sonata: an

the real reason for having this

uphill struggle and the phrasing

fine intonation, has an acute

interesting CD premiere. The

version is in savouring the

never sounds really idiomatic.

sense of timing and her own

Mozart is particularly stylish

urique orchestral timbres of the

Nor does the theatre acoustic

cadenzas are mostly in good

-again ccrnfirrnrig the oreadth

Munich orchestra. The sound

help with texture.

style, but her Mozart is too

of Vogt's musical authority

may seem very slightly veiled

Orarnos is rather special

bland for arecommendation.

The perfo-mances. given in

or compressed but it opens out

-perhaps not adispracement

The recoroings were made in

an Art Nouveau- style former

with alift in listening level.

of Abbado's, either with his

aresonant Amsterdam chu -ch

hydroelectric power station,

The Schoenberg, however,

Berlin or IDVD only) Lucerne

which Isuspect makes the

are well prepared and fresh,

really does show Jansons can

orchestras, but aworthy

orchestra sound larger than it

although some obvious changes

be as good as his more fervent

complement. The CBSO now

actually is - for accompanying

in balance suggest patching. CB

aornirers are always telling us

sounds much finer in Mahier

artists' details Pentatone merely

Recordings

-Verklárte Nacht seems to fly by

than under Rattle - there's

refers purchasers to its website,

Performar ces

Well, almost: it is ridiculously
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PINEWOOD MVSIC
qintouciîabfe

excellence

We believe that 20-40%
of musical information is
damaged or destroyed by
mechanical vibration.

KRELL EVOLUTION"'
FOR THOSE WHO DESIRE THE FINEST

bcA-ct

vLbrc‘Li.on5

Transformers and motors VIBRATE,
capacitors "crack" as they recharge
and even cable conductors move
with the changing signal. All this
movement generates DAMAGING

ELECTRICAL NOISE.

Then components are linked with
metal wire, an excellent conductor
of mechanical noise (thousands of
times more efficient than air) and
on the end the BIGGEST VIBRATOR
of them all — the loudspeaker!

THE DAMAGE IS HUGE.
Krell Evolution One monaural amplifier

Please contact Brian Rivas or Alison
Holmes at Pinewood Music to learn
about these aspirational creations.

I

JADIS DA88S

Legendary, cultist, call Jadis what you wish, but in
the world of valves there is but one that rules

supreme. Whether you paid three, four or fivefigure sums for your speakers, you can make them
sing with a vitality and presence by driving them
with the beautiful Jadis DA88S integrated amplifier.

1

MARTIN LOGAN SUMMI

Martin Logan have created some great electrostatics
over the years, but the Summit outstrips all that has
gone before in an elegant design that does not require
monster amps. Simply the finest panel by far.

Agencies Krell. Audio Research, Sonus faber, Wilson Audio,
Jadis, Unison Research, Pathos, Lyra, Koetsu, Copland,
Martin Logan, Dreamvision.
Synergistic Research,
Transparent. Chord Company, Prima Luna, BCD Engineering,
Futureglass. finite-elemente

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Somerset: 01460 54322
Hampshire : 01962 776808
Mobile: 07860 351113
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We use
cables, filters and supports from
VERTEX AQ to trap and subdue
this vibration. Music is liberated and
dubious customers are astounded.
These Vertex components change
the performance of the equipment —
they CHANGE THE PERFORMANCE.
They are not tweaks for when you
have bought everything else -THEY
DWARF THE DIFFERENCES between
similar CD players or amplifiers.
YOU will change YOUR opinion
when choosing main components.
Remove the supports and swap the
cables, even for good alternatives,
and the system sounds ragged, hard,
slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.

The
Right
Note

Dubious? There's too much hype in
hi-fi but we back our belief with this
TRY-FREE OFFER: test amains cable
for the CD player or the links for a
bi-wireable speaker. The only calls
Music in the hurne
we receive are, "
AMAZING. W HAT

SHOULD IBUY NEXT?"

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you
know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

13 A

-I-

H

01225 874728
or lo- cost

0845 230 7570

CD: ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (P8I, ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,
VERDI, VERONA), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DyNALAa. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL
CANTO, CAT,DNM ,DK DESIGN, GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER.

LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,TOTEM.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.
MAINS: Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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The Boston Symphony Orchestra. remastered with cabies from so uo-E c e-o

long!), with string playing that
suggests the piece is second
nature to the Bavarian RSO. CB

SCHUBERT

Recordings

String Quartet D887

Ole

Performances

••

VICTORIA
Missa Pro Defunctis
Defunctorum

Officium

Marian Antiphons

Obviously, this brings to
mind Mahler's Death and

(arr. Kissine)

the Maiden transcription,

Kremerata Baltica/Gidon Kremer

which enjoyed aspate of

ECM 476 1939

recordings some years ago.

55m 02s fff

The Bohemian composer did

Gidon Kremer has not entirely

not subscribe to the ' less

with three motets

deserted the standard

is more principle, yet his

The Sixteen/Harry Ghristophers

repertoire. Indeed, he has just

arrangement seems somehow

Coro CORSACD 16033

re-recorded the Bach Partitas

simpler. Or is it that Kremer's

72m 58s SACO hybrid ( f£

and Sonatas for ECM, and

analytical manner dredges

As regular readers will know,

here he directs astring

deeper into the G major?

certain boxes are rarely ticked

orchestration of Schubert's

Certainly the string playing

by me: early ) pre- 18th century)

G major Quartet, by St

reflects his own style to an

music; unaccompanied vocal

Petersburg- born composer

extraordinary degree. Possibly

music; music inspired by the

Victor Kissine - the scorina

such transcriptions expand

Christian religion; anything

refined as the music was

our understanding of apiece of

Spanish. All four apply to Tomas

prepared by Kremer's

music; even if this one didn't,

Luis de Victoria's 1605 Mass,

26 young musicians for

the quality of performance

discreetly accompanied in this

performance and recording

more than justifies this

wonderful new recording by

12003) at Lockenhaus. There's

transparently balanced

organ and bajon an early form

plenty to be learned from their

recording. CB

of bassoon), and engineered

correspondence quoted in the

Recordings

by Mike Hatch at St Silas the

accompanying booklet.

Performances

GIDON KREMER

Martyr, London, in April 2005.
Its apity the analytical notes
could not have been more

Paul Hindemith; Ienjoyed far

accessible to the non- specialist:

more the six- movement suite

they are very demanding indeed.

from Weill's 1940 collaboration

Symphonies Nos. Iand 2
lad) in Iba Dark - Symphonic Neclurne
linurrninitinh S,iniphoni

hTtiedni • Mann

WORLD ORCHESTRA
FOR PEACE
Music by Bartók, Beethoven,
Debussy, Mendelssohn, Rossini

But the dedication of Harry

with Ira Gershwin and Moss

Christophers's singers deserves

Hart, Lady in the Dark, where

and Stravinsky

awide audience. Iam glad Iput

Robert Russell Bennett has,

World Orchestra for Peace/Valery Gergiey,

presumably, simply merged

Sir Georg Solti

iices on hold. CB
Recordings

9000

Performances *••••

the vocal lines instrumentally

Philips 475 6937

Completely ignorant of this

63m 57s + bonus DVD

Broadway score, maybe Iam

The idea ofi making asetting

like those who favour Wagner

some kind of example in relation
to world peace prompted Sir

without the singers!
off by the violinist as by past

Georg Sold to form an orchestra

Clements. There are only a

composers) to create what

drawing on players from

couple of tracks of note or the

annotator Tully Potter describeE

every continent. His Geneva

79m sampler bonus CD, which

as a ' greatest hits' compilaticn

Hall concert from July 1965

suggests that 20th century

Caprice Viennois and Tambourin

-William Tell overture; Concerto

Chinois were his final 119361

for Orchestra; Act 2of Fidelio

Berlin studio 78s; the rest was

-comes on the bonus DVD.

Excellent engineering by Mike

nt Naxos's forté. CB
Recordings

•••

Performances

••••

KREISLER PLAYS
KREISLER

WEILL

all done for HMV during two

Valery Gergiev is Solti's
successor. The Mendelssohn

days at Abbey Road.
Perhaps with the more

is something of afish out cf

popular pieces here there's

water and the ptaying rather

Fritz Kreisler/Franz Rupp

ahint of Kreisler, then in his

too frawed to prompt more than

Dark - Symphonic Nocturne

Naxos 8.110992

60s, finding some of them a

orle hearing. La Mer rises to a

Bournemouth SO/Marin Alsop

67m 08s historical

little passé; even so, he was an

peak towards the middle of WI

Naxos 8.557199

The art of transferring from

inimitable stylist and to hear

but there's astartling cough

74m 02s + bonus CD

historic 78rpm sets has

the likes of Liebesleid, Schhn

(that could well have been

It would be hard to imagine

advanced considerably since

Rosmarin, or the Bach Gavotte

edited out; just before bid and

better advocacy of Weill's two

EMI's sporadic dips into its

from the Third Partita, is like

then an unfortunate lapse in

symphonies - the emptiness

archives, when the LP era was

tuning in to the past.

of the ' resolving' finale of

drawing to aclose. Working

Symphonies 1and 2

Lady in the

lxass intonation at Om 58s. The

The transcribed Rondo from

Petrouchka cuts in too abruotly

No.2 nonetheless cannot

largely from pre-war American

the Haffner Serenade makes you

from silence, but this is an

easily be concealed. These

pressings, Mark Obert-Thorn

wish he'd recorded the Mozart

angry(?) pieces from 1921/34

has collected 19 of Kreisler's

urgently paced account and one
fIinf
CB

to my ears resemble across

transcriptions and own

Recordings 't •••

Recordings

between César Franck and

compositions ( formerly passed

Performances ••••

Performances •••

ncertos. CB

ie•
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GOLDEN
DleGON

4tet

The
no‘\
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Gregory -

megazine
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Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

Put on apair of Ultrasone PROline 750
or PROline 2500 headphones with patented
3- Logic IM technology and you'll be immersed
in an amazing 3D environment.
A world where decentralised speakers allow
you to hear sounds coming at you from
all directions, perceive distance, pick up
every chord, every note, every living breath.
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REVIEWS • JAZZ

Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Sandrine Cantoreggi, recorded with cables from SILTECI-1

SHUFFLE DEMONS
Greatest Hits
STUBBY SRCD 5377

THREE PIANISTS
ON TELARC

79m 4s

AHMAD JAMAL

In the late ' 80s and early ' 90s,

Chicago Revisited

Stanley
'
Clarke

Toronto's Shuffle Demons

Jelarc CD- 83327

were great favourites among

59m 47s £

international jazz audiences.

Performance à

Wearing charity- shop suits with

Recording lb •••

Haringesque zigzag designs, it

Tret

Fester

00

was as if they'd burst out of an

OSCAR PETERSON

underground cartoon in order

Oscar's Ballads

1992. Don't expect surprises,

to astonish audiences with their

Telarc CD- 83504

but there's plenty to enjoy in

jump blues, jamjar funk and

69m 09s £

boho bop. ' Cheese on Bread',

Performance

their provocative statement

Recording fifill•

Blackstone Hotel, Ch.cago.

admirably encapsulates their

MCCOY TYNER

twists to the piano trio format

lasting appeal; while their triple
saxophone front line has more

McCoy Tyner with Stanley
Clarke and Al Foster

Stanley Clarke switching to

edge, attack and creative ideas

Telarc CD- 83468

electric bass to propel ' IWant

than most 'serious' ensembles

65m 35s C

To Tell You ' Bout That' with

of the era. BW

Performance

ariff rather thar changes.

Recordings

Recording

The other nine tines are an

Roy Hargrove and the second

appealing mix, still forceful but

piano of Peterson's protege

of musical fundamentalism,

Performances l
'*

lk

awell- recorded, almost cosy
•

tie

Lye club recording from the
McCoy Tyner added some
in his April 1999 sessions,

numbers feature trumpeter

Three great pianists have all

often prettier and with anicer

Benny Green. There are times

RAY NANCE & BEN
WEBSTER

just cropped uo : nTelarc's

recorded e-ourti than some

when the music seems just

low-pr.ce ' Discover Jazz'

other Tyner albums.

too lightweight considerirg

The Complete 1940-1949
Non- Ducal Violin Recordings

series_ In the mid- 1950s Miles
Davis harrowed tunes from

samples seven Tela i
calbums,

talent. But the 10m 58s

AB FABLE ABCD-04

Ahmad James repertoire

with Peterson's own tunes.

closing number, asteadily-

79m Ils

and even told his own pianist

'Harcourt Nignts', witn

building, epic blues ( from the

In 1941, afriend of Ben Webster

Red Garland to play iike him

Michel Legrancfs strings

1990 reunion with 1950s trio

made some home recordings of

-but by contrast with the

added to atrio augmented

guitarist Herb Ellis) makes

the great tenor saxophonist with

chameleon changes of Davis'

by Ulf Wakenius might just

some amends. This is ' Peace

Ray Nance on violin. Uniquely,

amazing career, Jamal just

make you want to hear

In South Africa', and you don't

Webster played some clarinet.

carried on in his own sweet

more of Peterson's Trail of

have to be aPeterson jurkie to

AB Fable has obtained the seven

way, as heard in this set from

Dreams suite, while other

say amen to that. SH

the immensity of Peterson's

Finally, Oscar's Ballads

78rpm lacquers of this session.
As you might expect with a
rhythm section of Ellingtonians

and baLads. Sound is thin, but

percussion; play atype cf music

VINNY GOLIA

(Fred Guy on guitar, Jimmy

undistorted and listerable. The

first unveiled on the Obscure

Blanton on bass and Sonny

rest of the CO ; spacked with

series curated by Brian Eno for

Music for Like Instruments;
The Flutes

Greer on drums), the music

rarities. Especially winning is

Island Records. instrumental

Nine Winds NWCD0269

was top-notch mid- tempo

'That's the Gal or Me from an

rock- based music which tints

67m 35s

swirn

R&B session with singer Ivory

the atmosphere rather than

A quartet of flautists - the

numbers

Joe Hunter in 1949.

saturating it, the basic pulse so

composer plus Ellen Burr,

Eltingtoniens playing

slow the music suggests sleep.

Jennifer Roth and Fawntice

Country & Western?

Bell's flute and harmonica

McCain - play Vinny Gotia's

But of course! BW

are cinematic effects rather

compositions in aLos Angeles

Performances

than properly musical, white

studio. The suite works like

Ross's earnest beats provide a

acompendium of new music

Recordings

CLIVE BELL &
DAVID ROSS

spritzer familiar frocs his work

practices, with reminders

with Kerny Process Team. Bell

the neon- lit clarity of works

and Ross's, open-enaed, wispy

by Schoenberg, Varese, Zappa

soundtrack Which exploits

and Braxton. Yet there's a

digital fidelity to the max)

distinct lack of substantial

Mystery Lights/
Nightflower

doesn't sound hard to putt off,

musical ideas here: aroccoco

but there's acalm at its

light-headedness finally levels

METIER JAll MJI34C2

heart - and aprickly attention

everything into amournful

59m 55s

to micro-timb-es - which is

sameness, like staring at

Cl;ye Bell ( Japanese

actually hard won. BW

dancing lights too long. BW

flute) and David

Recordings ell • •

Recordings • • • •

ROSS (
guitar,

Performances • • •

Performances •• •
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When detail matters

The new MR5 equipment support from
Henley Designs, serious about sound!

H

Henley Designs 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

e de Red

a sound connection!

SOURCE

i

VIDEO

Distributed in the UK by:
Henley Designs, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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REVIEWS • ROCK

Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Sandrine Cantoreggi, recorded with cables from SILTECH

if you like one track, you'll

SHERYL CROW

fall for the whole thing. JB

Wildflower

Recordings • •• •

A&M 9884801

Performances • • • •

(54m 25s)
Her first album of all new material

MIKE OLDFIELD

in three years and it's acorker.

Light + Shade

She's still mining the same kind

Mercury 9873642

of thoughtful adult contemporary

(41m 25$ + 40m 31s1

singer- songwriter territory that has

What Ilove about Mike Oldfield

made her rich, but she's definitely

is that he pays little attention to

not rocking out as she once did,

current vogues. The last major

preferring mid- tempo balladry

musical movement that caught

with lushly swirling orchestrations.

his attention was evidently

The mellow ' Chances Are' floats

ambient- dance and there's a

from my speakers on afaintly

couple of cracking explorations

Indian percussion track, and even

of that genre on this double CD

when atrack like ' Lifetimes' starts

set that would sound fantastic in

out with asolidly rattling drum,

the dance tent at Glasto at about

Crow's luscious harmonies quickly

3am. Through it all, Oldfield's

transform the mood to the kind

axe- wizardry is awesome,

of gently pulsing languid intimacy

making me wonder how aguitar

that Radio Two seems to find

duets album with David Gilmour

irresistable. It's tempting to box her

would work out. JB

round the ears for going all soft-

Recordings ••••

centred, but when the songs are

Performances •••

this good it would be churlish. JB
Recordings ••••

THE CORRS
Home

Performances ••••

Atlantic 5051011 0293 25

NEIL YOUNG

must be aless clichéd line than

they're just as exciting as ever,

(45m 45s)

Prairie Wind

'just close your eyes and I'll be

exploring an extraordinary range

Why are The Corrs retreating to

Reprise 9362-49593-2

there' to explain how close he

of musics to find inspiration.

the safety of acovers album?

(52m 10s1

feels to his daughter Amber.

Based round the brothers Serge

The official line is that they did

Fans of Neil's sensit.ve, folksy,

On the plus side, it's an album

and Dave Bielanko, they sound

it because they wanted to and

acoustic side will find afew

which, enhanced by lots of

to me like the band Big Star

they don't much care if it gives

outstanding tracks here but, on

flowing steel guitar from Ben

might have become if Chris

them any hit singles. That's

the whole, this an album of toe-

Keith, is very easy on the ear if

Bell had lived. When they rock

good, because it probably won't,

curling sentimentality. Young,

you don't listen too closely. JB

out, Dave sounds like Graham

but it should at least silence

of course, suffered apotentially

Recordings • • •

Parker at his peak, and when

fatal brain aneurysm last March

Performances

they chill out with an acoustic

and he completed this album

SO

slowie you'd be advised to dig

MARAH

out your scarf and gloves. JB
Recordings •••

forgiving if he's abit emotionally

If You Didn't Laugh...
You'd Cry

overwrought but, for aman of

Phidelity Records MRCD 267

very rapidly after his recovery,
so we should perhaps be

Performances ••••

his towering genius, there has

(41m 32s)

CASS

to be abetter way to express

This Philadelphia- based rock

Come Here

his love for his family than a

quintet blew me away with

Universal/Island 0108160

mawkish song about sitting on

their debut album, way back in

148m 58s)

his daddy's knee. Surely there

1998. Five crazed albums later

Cassandra Fox was last heard
of as the voice fronting, and

those critics who see them as

co- writer of, Rui Da Silva's

crossover Celtic rockers of the

No. 1smash Touch Me back

worst sort. While the band bring

in 2001. She's since parted

contemporary flavours into their

company with Rui, hooked up

interpretations of standards

with Rollo, justly famed for his

Like ' My Lagan Love', they seem

work with Faithless and Dido,

most comfortable with new

and has delivered adebut solo

songs written in the old style,

album that should put her in

such as Anna McGarrigle's

the forefront of sophisticated

gorgeous ' Heart Like AWheel'

modern pop chanteuses. There

and Richard Thompson's tender

are too many potential singles

'Dimming Of The Day'. JB

here to list them all but this

Recordings 9000

is definitely an album where,

Performances • • •
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The Chopin Ballades 8. Scherzos by Rubenstein. reinastered vath

REVIEWS • AUDIOPHILE

from SILTECI-I

regular members ( abrace of

BABATUNDE
OLATUNJI

Joe Ely et all are John Hiatt,

Circle of Drums

Raul Malo, Lyle Lovett, Delbert

Chesky SACD295 ( 63m 07s1

McLinton and no less than the

SACO multi- channel

legendary Clarence ' Gatemouth'

One of the highlights of the

Brown. Each is showcased with

only Newport Jazz Festival

his own number, the highlights

Iever attended, back in the

being Rodney Crowell with

Los Lobos, Freddy Fender,

1960s, was an outrageous

Buddy Holly's ' Learning the

percussionist called simply

Game' and Ruben Ramos with

Olatunp. The impression he

the title track. Post- modernist,

made was to stick in my mind,

swampy Tex-Mex of Ry Cooder

and this surround- sound set of

calibre. KK

anever- released 1990s album

Performance • ••••

explains why: it's inescapably

Recording ••••

hypnotic. Olatunp wove his

MOTHERS OF
INVENTION

magic with rhythms, purely and
simply. It won't quite make you

We're Only In It For The Money

feel like Kathleen Turner in The
Jewel Of The Nile, but you will be

Mobile Fidelity UDCD764

transported. KK

39m 19s

Performance •• • ••

Gold CD
No two Zappa-philes will ever

Recording • •• • •

agree as to what was the best
solo LP. so let's just classify

LARRY CORYELL/
BADI ASSAD/JOHN
ABERCROMBIE

want to roll up tne sleeves of

magic, which means gutsy,

this masterpiece from 1968

your Armani jacket and cultivate

incendiary blues_ As for the

as one of the Top 5. Although

some designer stubble. KK

surround element? Gets you

inescapably of its era, WOIIFTM

3Guitars

Performance • 000

cfoser to his soul. KK

is ascarily prescient, barbed

Chesky SACD289

Recording

Performance •• • 00

attack on its contemporary

Recording • •

culture, from the Beatles to

57m 37s

•

SACD multi- channel

EARTH, WIND & FIRE

This is amelange of Latin-

That's the Way of the World

LOS SUPER 7

American acoustic guitar and

Mobile Fidelity UDSACD20M

Heard It On The X

gentle jazz, more European in

50m 31s

Telaic CD- 3.1623

intellectual rock criticism of the

flavour than you might expect.

SACO, 2ch

37m 25s

day. Add sophisticated musical

None of the three showboats

The ultimate in 1970s funk from

The Grammy- winning Latino

arrangements and you have a

the others, the disc's real estate

blues/r-nck/R&B supergroup,

magnum opus. KK

is evenly aivided, and the net

one of the genre's greatest
acts, in what is probably their

plus famous buddies to make

Performance •••••

result is agorgeous set for

finest moment. Dating from

it asupersesson. Joining the

Recording 01116

those who find Forcione too

1975, it features hi singles,

e.nergetic. KK

sweaty dance floor epics,

Performance • • ••

sweet balladry and dynamite

Recording • •• ••

psychedelia, but with wit and
intelligence to lift its way above
the sophomoric, pseudo-

ChIGINAL MRSTER RECORtlING

production. The SACO brings
all of this out, and the result is

THE DOOBIE
BROTHERS

ademo- quality disc. Fans take

Minute by Minute

tracks from the 1999 reissue.

Audioridelity AFZ025

'Shining Star .indeed. KK

37m lOs

Performance • • 00 •

Gold CD, HDCD-encoded

Recording ••••

This 1978 release, while possibly
not as musically satisfying to
hardcore fans as The Captain
and Me or Takin .It To the Streets,

note: this includes the bonus

RORY GALLAGHER
Big Guns - The Best of
Rory Gallagher

certainly marks ahigh point in

BMG/Capo 0705

the band's career. It marks the

56m 32s155m 22s

group - originally aboogie act! -

2SACDs, 5.1 surround

completing its segue into aband

Unusual choice tor SACD, let

that could hold its own with any

alone multi- channel, as Rory's

of the smoother soul- influenced

releases were never about

acts of the era, from Steely Dan
to Boz Scaggs. Hit- laden and

sound Quality .aird solely about

downright sexy, this makes you

contains 25 examples of his

the performance. This double

AMOTHERS' MASTERPIECE
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Hi-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 - Hi Fi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest- cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/year)
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana CD player

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it
08/03
AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi- format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam CD33

£1300

Arcam Diva CD73

£395

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£2513

09/04
AH

£1560

07/02
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH conclucec,

Creek CD 50

£700

07/03
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

12/99
AH

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,

12/04

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-pcint thanks to thrilling vocals and a

Chord DAC 64

Inca Tech Katana
SE
Musical Fidelity
308CR
Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£995

03/04

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

DA

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in

small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.

£20E0

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' ana ' unforced'.

£899

08/04
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

Naim CDS3

£7053

10/03
MC

-according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Naim CD51

£825

2004
Avw

listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

$1100/
$800

11/01
DA

musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.

Perpetual P- 1A/
P- 3A
Rotel RCD-02
Unison Research
Unico

£380
£1100

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used axa digital transport.
Top-of the- range two- box CD replay from Nairn. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player - high- resolution format or otherwise

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real

2002

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

07/03
0/0

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK ncted, that comes ' scarily close to
resembling adecent moving- coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

IA

DVD—VIDEO, DVD—AUDIO ficSACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

02/03
AG

dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam DV29

£1600

03/05
PM

clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

i,200

10/03
PM

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon DVD-2900

£850

)9/03
PM

Smooth and natural- sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV- Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

Marantz SA- 11S1

£2000

H5/05
KO

Abenchmark with SACO replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid band. With

Pioneer DV868AVI

£1000

02/04
PM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

05/04
.1A

Sony's current flagship for the SACO format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A9. It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's

CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sound ing artifica I
by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Michell Orbe NC £ 2413 ( 1-IFN Jan ' 05)
unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained

than ever. The long- running and much- loved Michell Orbe

by the DC unit which preceded the Controller NC. And if

turntabie has received an effective revamp courtesy of a

you already have an Orbe with VC power supply, it can

new Controller NC ( Never Connected') OC power supply.

be upgraded to the new spec: the cost is £235 (for decks

Careful comparisons showed that the new version offers
the best of both worlds — it brings you the pace and

which already have aDC motor) or £835 (where an AC
synchronous motor has to be replaced). A benchmark

toe-tapping timing of the company's original AC- powered

product just got even better.

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Price

Tested
0410

How we rate it
Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

0.X10
AH

translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/97

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; buta fine rhythmic groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and

inprovement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

£2413

01/05
AH

Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of the
rnm pa ny's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

£120

04/00
TE

Simple but effective: price includes tonea rm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

Prolect RPM 9X

£1000

09/J4
TE

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition
beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

C7/114
Dr

thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£3580

12/99
Kit

for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

2004

Roskan Radius 5

£850

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply
Pro-Ject Debut
Mk II

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek T43

£400

Magnum Dynalab
MD106
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

II 03

sa

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).

Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. ' Sc eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
?rice quoted includes the Nima tonea rm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
:ontrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tested How we rate it
OP02
AH

With better controls than previousmcdels, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

0931

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

displayed. lb found it had ' afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'

£3750

2404
Amos

Old-fashioned analogue tuner ratner than adigital syrithesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for

£600

09/01
IH

Three wavebands and RDS; for Ili the sound was ' detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.

07/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a

£330

sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
It lacks independent remote control but ' sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMPS
Naim NAC 202/NAP 200
£1400/£1385 ( HFN Dec 'OM
If you've only ever dreamed of owning aNaim pre-/power amplifier, take a
look at this under-£3000 pairing. Awell- executed design boasting excellent
musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor
more than compensates, ensuring that music is both involving and hugely
enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.
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Michell Engineering's top deck is now sounding better

hue
goo,
dr

Johann Se6astían wouíd-have

been very yroucf.

The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon. Named as a sign of respect for possibly the
greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus.
From around £ l-00 and available from most quality Hi Fi stores.

Distributed by Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk

To hear the fine
detail you some
times need alittle

muscle
AU DIA

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of

£1100

03/02
AG

£700

05/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSF EL). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

£4000

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.

£10.000

03/00
MC

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-the-art

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/01
MC

controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

07/00
AG

finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B- SST

£1725

10/03
DA

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see

£4040

01/99
AH

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply,yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£5000

07/04
MC

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive pnce. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

09/04
MC

midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best sc'id-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

Ceoft Vitale

£350

02/00
KK

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

EAR 864

£1500

01/00
Kit

GRAAF GM5OB

£3950

09/04
1IN

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

02/04
TB

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclamed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter- sounding triode mode. TB liked

Krell KAV-30011_

£3900

10/01
Kit

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound lhave ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300i Lover any sold-state amplcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

Krell KAV 400xi

£2698

06/04
DB

This 'entry-level' 200W model dpesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

10/04
AH

from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

Musical Fidelity
A32

£1000

05/03
DA

speaker. Concluded DA, 'At thi., price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

10/04
DB

loss of musicality. It's powerful.yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

Nagra VPA

£9350

Arcam FMJA32
Arcam A85

Audio Research
Ref Two

Chord CPA 3200/
SPN11200C

Microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facilty ( to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to light-

Fut remote control pre-amp and 69W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the

if he rated 150W/ch (
8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competiftve price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, trueto the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professiocals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership wth aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-C4000 market thanks
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its abIlity to produce natural sounding music.

and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic
Musical Fidelity does it again w,th aneutral-soundIng high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
Compact at 218 x98 x377mrr (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in rn-m phono input of very adequate quality too.

04/99
Kit

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
KK praised its commanding arid authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1385

ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- prom build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of tnat unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' ( AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

06/03
1G

other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music scund ' comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02/01
AH

that didn't fatigue after contir iued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AG

warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos Tf RR

£3250

08/99
88

about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this ' one of the fines!: amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Primare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

Prima re's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amitiion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100 step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel baance throughout its range.

Quad QC 24/
II- forty

£4000

11/00

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp

Rotel RA- 01/
RA- 02

£250/

TacTAuclio RCS
2.2X

£3195

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any

Rated at only 30W (we measkired 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below

lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision
04/03
TB

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch ( Bohm) output, six line inputs,
and asound that TB called ' smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

08/04

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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Audio Research
VS110

speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

VISION

With over 30 years experience, SEVENOAKS
SOUND & VISION is one of the largest and most
respected AudioNisual retailers in the country.

Specialist hi-fi &
home cinema

Each Severoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a
wide rance of quality products, covering all
categories of specialist '1Orne entertainment,
from Hi- Ft separates and systems to lDVD
recorders, widescreen plasma televisions and
projection systems.

in
sound reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to,
Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that will bring
your music collection to life and complement your home. We're
enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.
Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards

Our fully trained installation experts can neatly
and seamlessly integrate ahome cinema or hi-fi
system into your home. All electrorics can be
hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either n
the well or ce l'ing and the complete system
operated via remote control.

has led to ahuge rise in demand
for home cinema equipment - DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens but, with so many options, it's
not easy to know which ones will suit your needs. Indeed, in
the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing array of
products, we aim to assist you in assembling ahome cinema
system to be proud of — one that achieves outstanding picture
and sound quality.

The recent growth of DVD

Whatever your requirements, Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision has adiverse range cd products ard the.
expertise to advise, demonstrate and' guide you
through toe home entertainment jungie.

Aucholab

NEWS

MAIDS 20«

NEW STORES

Rotel

YEOVIL
We ere peased to announce that the new
Yeovi store is now open.
YEOVIL

NEW 8000 Series

Audiolab's new 8000 series offers adefinitive and genuine
hi-fidelity performance from a no-nonsense approach to

The 02 Series :sRotel's entryleve. range. The RCD-02 CD
playex comb.ned with either an RA31, RA02 or RA-03
integrated amplifier represents true audiophile
per fosmarxe at an affordable price. For increased higth-end
performance, the RC-O3/R8-3 pre/power amplifiers are

engineering. These famous products have all been reengineered to create acomplete two channel range,
including the 80005, 80000, 8000M and 8000P models
plus aall new CD player. A 7.1 channel pre and power
amplifier completes the range.

availaole. The RI 02 tuner completes the range.

14 SILVER STREET • 01935 700078
lb

/

Project

Project is currently one of the world's leading suppliers of
..,of
..1
turntables, with arange of models designed to satisfy all levels

.,

expectation and budget. The range is simple to use, maintenance

OPENING SOON*

7-9 COLE:MUGS HILL

free and will function for a lifetime.

Roksan

020 8532 0770

•SUBJECT 10 LEGAL CeMPIETION

Roksan desgns and manufactures some of the most
acclaimed hi-fi equipment currently available. All Roksan
products are carefully evaluated by experienced engineers
at every stage of the design process with the emphasis on
performance and build quality.

B&W

The focus of 3owers and Wilkins Loudspeakers has always been to offer
tine best possible musical experience. With acombination of the latest R&D
techniques and a passion for music, B&W produces adiverse range of
products befitting the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

B&W MINI THEATRE MT-30
"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the
MT-30 (and PV1 especially) could well be heading for
conk status."

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before,
try listening to it through aCyrus system.
With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. Invest in aCyrus system and
you'll be rewarded with awealth of sound
you wouldn't have thought possible.

www.ssav.com

Terie;Fiz neeur enntle

;
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Monitor Audio

ete.M:frf

o
o

Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing
and perfecting the implementation of metal
drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary
speaker cabinet construction and finish to
further the ideal of achieving sound which is to
the origina! " as close as it gets". The range
includes - GOLD, SILVER RS, BRONZE and

Silver RS6 AV Package

11121. 1
.
4
.
11?
AWARDS 1005

o

RADIUS speakers, plus the exciting new i.Dedc
docking stat;on, an excellent any- room
rompamiorn for your iPod.

Digital Radio

Quad

Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one

With Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB)
capability, these high-quality tuners
deliver more stations and offers pure,
distcrtion-free, CD- 114e sound, while
providing useful radio and data services.

of audio excellence. Today's range
includes both electronics and speaker
systems.

Pure DRX702ES & NEW Denon TU-1800DF,B

KEF

Wharfedale
Diamond 9.1
"Wharfedale has
been updating and
tweaking its
Diamonds for 20
years - and rough

»NI

gieà

they're not! Tight

bass, clear
midband, and
sparkling treble for
not alot of cash."

C=

Other KEF ranges include XQ, KHT and the Award-winning
KIT100 Home cinema system.

SW150
"Considering the
price, the detail and
definition to the
bass are controlled
and cohesive equally adept with
movies and music."

k
****

KEE KITIO0 " Creating avirtuat surround so »Id experiEnce
has never been simpler or more effective, thanks to this two
speakers plus subwoofer concoction from KEF."

WHAT
0ben• dikatitirleo••
/MAW 2003

Acoustic Energy

Diamond

ARUM» 2003

KEF iQ5
'The iQ5s are
one of the
best KEF,,
we've heard
in years - we
can't is ait to
hear the rest
cf Me range."

Replacing the highly successful Q Series, KEF's New iQ line-upcomprises eight models from
the entry-level iQ1 bookshelf Sc the rmpressive iQ9 floorstander. All models incorporate
KEF's Uni Q driver technology and are available in avariety
UM= of finishes.

KEF KHT1005
'Superb value
for money at its
new price.'

Established in 1987. Acoustic Energy sone of Britain's premier
loudspeaker manufacturers offering one cf the most targeted
range of hi-fi and hcme cinema loudspeaker systems or the
market today.
'The legendary AE1 ! ives on in th:s groundbreaking new version...
It sets anew stsrmard for small speakers."

Arcam
NEVV : o the DiVA series
is trie AVP700 processor
and the P1000 sevenchannel pcwer amplifier.

d

Arcam has spent more than a
generation building some of the
finest high-fidelity products the
world has ever seen. Whether you're
interested ir two-channel or a
complete multi-channel AV system,
the Arcarn DiVA series offers tire
music and movie lover the most
complete range of hioh-pe-formance
home entertainment solutions from
any specialist manufacturer.

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES
The right accessories
can make or break your system.
Our carefully sele.:ted range,

11111MT!

WHATere

MIR» 2003

AWARDS 1003

including QED, 50UNDSTVIE and
GRADO, will ensure you get the very
best performante from your system.

Arcam Solo IVIus;c System
-Excellent all-round sound
combined with the convenience of
aone-bcx product. '
Ye
i nntittr
AWARDS 2003
«gaggle.,

Marantz
Marantz is introducing a host of new
products ranging from high-end hi-fi to HDready DVD players and AV receivers. The two
main products groups are the ' premium' and
'range' series.
The SR9600THX Ultra2 AV receiver offers
seven channels, each 140w, and features
HDMI inputs. The groundbreaking DV9600 is
one of the first DVD players capable of
upscaling images to 1080p and is fully
prepared for the high-definition future.

Musical
Fidelity
Best Buy
NEW IVIARANTZ 5R9600 AV RECEIVER *. .....

A3.5 SERIES

Musical Fidelity's A3.5 Series
amplifier, using circuitry ciosely
related to A5's, and upsarmpfing
CD player combine high end
performance, visuals and finish
at acompetitive price.

PLEASE NOTE Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
*Added Value Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer. ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 17111/2005, E&OE.

2

SEVEN0a<S

Denon

en4Antitn?
AWARDS 2005

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established
an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Is stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which
all other are judged.

,,

Yamaha

wqter.!,1 1!?

/WARDS 2003

Yamaha is recognised as aworld leader in the fields of
musical instruments and audio equipment, and in more
recent years, home cinema. New models for 2005 include
upgraded AN receivers, amplifers, and DVD players plus
the innovative Y5P-1 virtual surround speaker.

AWARDS 2003

I

,

II

DVD-AlXV " The most obvious winner of any category this year has to be
Denon's evolutionary step in DVD deck design, the landmark DVD-Al XV...
An astonishing piece of kit that has no equals."
AVC-AlXV " It's not often we can't finé fault with a product, but as we said in

111

'V
eviaL
4
4
1

1

,NINCILDS 3005

oi..r review, " It not only expanos the home cinema envelope, it shreds it and
then nukes it for good measure." HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

P

loneer Pioneer has introduced three- new DVD players. The super-slim (49.5mnn high) CV-2850, 0V-380 and
DV 585A. All models are DivX compatible anc deliver exceptionally high-quality pictures using a 108 M1-1z112 bit Video D/A
Conveler. The DV-58SA (
Belovv) is a universal player, compatible with both DVD-Audio and SACO music discs.

opoworteme

11;
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l

MOM

1

MP'

and

deep subwoofer."

Enjoy cinema as the director intended with a
speaker system that is genuinehi designed
for surround sound. Every Miller & Kreisel
surround sound system is designed around
the highest quality centre speaker available,

•

as this critical speaker will reproduce
more than 70% of afilm soundtrack.
Partnered witn two
identical main speakers,
this produces seamless
panning across the front
soundstage, Eombined
with the remarkable
clari4 and effortless
dynamics that has made M&K the
first choice in recording studios evorldwide.

REL
In a market packed with subwooters claiming
to deliver the ultimate bass emaerence, only
one band of sub-bass system an prove its
supremacy. With a record of re-slew sucess
stretching back over adecade,. REL is
acknowledged as the leacEng provider of
deep, clean bass frequencies.

H

arman

M&K

Malt KS " Wonoerful surrounc sound

performance, agile

IMMEI

Kardon Ha-man's 7.1-channel DPR 2005 and DPR

YAMAHA'S DVD-52500, DSP-AX757SE & RX-V4600

Onkyo

"A Dinky design that offers avigorous
listen, plus reassuringly solid build...
Onkyo's CR-505DAB is afab buy."
MUM
....111111 20011
Onkyo 05- Al iPod
Connector Dock

yetfrmle

AWARDS 2003

WHAL:tfr
AWARDS 2003

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

1005 digital path receivers -.
ake rlarman's grouinc1b:eaking digital path receiver platform tc
new levelsof performance and functionality utilisii.g afully digital signal path f•om input
to output, along with advancec feattres and technologies.

weentlf!!

AWARDS 2005
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etentger

AWARDS ;005
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The right accessories
can make or break your
system. Our carefully
selected • -arge., including,
QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, wi'l ensure you get
the very best performance
from you- system.

DVD Recorders

f PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't new, the choice,

1,ou can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring il to our store ma lagers' attention.

versatility and quality of recorders keep getting better. Our product selection
includes DVD only, hybrid DVD/hard-disk and multi-format models.

epet.ir«r

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*
*C.06.3a

I

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance options'are available on

-

the majority of product
- :MUIR

we stock.

•Written details on request Lkensed credit brokers.

Minimum Lsianee L4OC. butitect Sc status.

PLEASE NOTE

Some prodticts/brands are not available at all stores.

Please call to coninn cie visit our website before travelling.
'Added Value Offers From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
AUER! VAJD

www.ssay.coM
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Specialist
home
cinema

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

8.

VISION

home
cinema is its screen: Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision can put you in
the picture with aselection of
flat- panel displays and
projection systems. LCD and
plasma screens are just afew
centimetres thick and come in
sizes from a13inch portable to
over 60inches.
At the heart of any

plus dual HDM' inputs.

PLASMA TV

Only Sharp Aquos LCD TV
offers so muci perfection.
With supreme styling, the
appeal of the Aquos range
is obvious. The Titanium
Series combines Sharp's
sixth-generation LCD panel
with stunning, angularstyling, titanium colourfinish and superb build
quality to produce a
premium class of LCD idTVs
TITANIUM SERIES LC-45GD1E LCD TV with integrated FREEVIEW
"Sharp's mammoth 45in LCD TV is atestament to the growing viability and performance
of large-scale LCD. Its 1,920 x1,080 resolution panel allows high-definition pictures to be
viewed without compromise and when exploited to its full potential, the results could
see this screen hung in agallery. Images are so crisp and sharp, it almost makes reality
CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS

has unveiled its sixth
generation of plasma Ns.
The 43" PDP-436XDE and
50" PDP-506XDE models
include built-in digital tuners

PDP-436XDE

Sharp
Aquos

look dull.We think it's inspirational Go pay homage. " HOME

Pioneer
Following its highly
successful ' 5' series, Pione€

2005

FREEVIEVV channel and service subject to coverage. Aerial upgrade may be required.

Loewe

"Pioneer's latest is also
its greatest: this is a
truly wonderful
HD- Ready TV.'

Meat
fe
ir
AMMO 2005

i=11

*

Panasonic
Viera
There seems littla doubt that
the future of talevision is
flat, and the future of flat is
the award-winning VIERA
range from the world
leaders ir screen technology,
Panasonic. The VIERA -ange
consist cf both LCD and
Plasma televis+ons. New
additions to the range
include 37, 42 8 50in PV510
models with support for
both. high-definition and
MPEG-4 record lng.

elitni
ern
AWARDS . 05

!Went
»es
5WOtO

"AH told, Panasonic's rew TH42PV500 is a
stunning set that's clearly tie new class leader."

«MIMI 1.11111»1011

Concept L32 32" LCD TV

TH42PV500 PLASMA TV

With its minimalist, functional
design, slim profile and ease of
operation, the Concept L32 exudes
all of the classic Loewe virtues.

Toshiba Stasia

"This HD Ready set boasts

37VVL56 37" LCD TV

1366x768 resolution and plenty of
inputs, including HDMI, component

Boasting HOMI
connectivity, 'this new
model also- features
Toshiba's impressive
Active Vision LCD
picture processing
technology, whereoy
detail is improved by
increasing the pixel

video and two Scarts. It also packs
an integrated digital TV tuner, and
-as ever with Loewe sets - its
speaker set-up is acut above most
rivals... The Concept L32 is
immensely attractive: it deserves to
sell very well indeed."

F=Mil3

****

count of the screen by
three times that of a
conventional
LCD TV.
"Fine picture with both OVO and High-Def imagery; good with off-air
TV, too... A very solid LCD buy - and fine value."

Hitachi
PLATARA 42PD7200 42" PLASMA TV
"Alright, we admit it, we rather like this screen. In fact, it's very difficult to find a reason why anyone hanker.ng for a42mn
plasma shouldn't go out and buy one. Five stars for Hitachi and a new standard fo - affordable excellence for eve -one
else."

WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 294

t Illiiiiiii
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Projection

Product Selection
Listed below is a small selection of our extensive product range. Please note:
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or

see

the brand locator at vvvenr.ssay.com before travelling.

If you'd prefer to
measure your screen-size
in feet, how about one of
the new generation of
projectors? The latest
designs are delivering
superb results at
increasingly affordable
prices - and they're more
home friendly than
previous projectors,

too.

Ette.M.EIT

ScreenPlay

AWARDS 2005

TURNTABLES
Goldring GR2
Linn RANGE
Michell RAUGE
Project RANGE
Roksan Radius 5

fCALL
£ CALL
.fCALL
fCALL
£ CALL

TUNERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus FM X
Denon TU260L
Harman Kardon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Maranta ST4000
Pure DRX-70E5 DAB
Pure DRX-702E5 DAB/FM
Rotel RANGE

CD PLAYERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE

From the worldwide leader in digital
projection technoga% and smutions,
InFocus" ScreenPlay'' DLPTM projectors are
changing the face of home cinema offering
market-beating performance, Ipecification
and value at every price point.

SP7210
"The new projector's picture is just
phenomenal... Looks like ScreenPlay's
success story is set to continue."

SP4805
"Another stunning success from
Screenplay - there's never been abetter
time to take the big-screen plunge."

fCALL
£ CAU.
£99.95
.fCALL
fCALL
£99.95
£179.95
£229.95
fCALL

£ CALL
.£ CALL

Cyrus RANGE
.£ CALL
Denon DCD485
.
019.95
Linn RANGE
£ CALL
Maranta CD5400
£119.95
Meridian RANGE
1 CALL
Musical Fidelity RANGE
£ CALL
NAD RANGE
1 CALL
Quad RANGE
1 CALL
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

CALL
£ CALL

CD RECORDERS
Yamaha CDR-HD1500

£469.95

AMPLIFIERS

S

IIT) 2
Sim? hitiltimedia is aworldleading manufacturerat the
forefront of home cinema
technology and a narre
synonymous with high-end
home cinema projection.
117300E "
Spectacular, in a
word... Another terrific
papiector from Italy's. finest."
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

Themescene

Since its launch, the multi-award winning
ThemeScene'm brand has rapidly
established afive-star reputation for
uncompromised image quality.
H30A "
There are so many good points it's
hard to know where to start._ lust how
much better can budget DIP projectors get?!"
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon PMA355
Ll1111 RANGE
Maranta PM4400
Maranta PM7200
Meridian RANGE
M Jsical Fidelity RANGE
HAD RANGE
Quad RANGE .
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

CALL
CALL
.£ CALL
£159.95
£ CALL
£139.95
£239.95
CALL
.£ CALL
£ CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

Yamaha AX396

£169.95

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
you can find the same pRoducts and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' r.-tention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*
Spread the cost of

buying.

the majority of produc:t we sto.:k.

Flexitle finance optionçare available on
*Written details on request. Limited 0,•dit brokers.

Minimum balance 1400. Sub}eitt to status.

I CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
CALL

HI-FI SYSTEMS
Arcam Solo Ex Speakers
Denon RANGE
Linn Classik Music Ex Spks
Monitor Auifto i
Deck
Orkyo CR505DAB Ex Spks
Teac RANGE
Yamaha CRX-M170 Ex Spks

£ CALL
CALL
fCALL
£249.95
fCALL
fCALL
£ CALL

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon RANGE
KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers
Teac RANGE

CALL
ECALL
fCALL

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO
Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

fCALL
fCALL
fCALL

DVD PLAYERS
PLEASE NOTE

Some voducisibrands are not available at all stores.

Please call to confirm or visit ou - website before travelling.
'Added Value Offers - From range availablett-store Not M conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAF 19,11i2005, edi0E.

www. ssay. corn

MAKE 6 MODEL

£ CALL £ CALL
fCALL
fCALL
CALL
fCALL
fCALL
fCALL
£129.95 £ 129.95
f79.95 £89.95
fCALL
fCALL

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE E. MODEL

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE

fCALL

fCALL

£ CALL

fCALL

NV AMPLIFIERS & RECEIVERS
Arcam RANGE
fCALL
Audiolab RANGE
fCALL
Cyrus RANGE
fCALL
Denon AVC-A1XV AN Amplifier
£ CALL
Denon RANGE
fCALL
Harman Kardon RANGE
fCALL
Lexicon RANGE
£ CALL
Maranta RANGE
£ CALL
Onkyo RANGE
£ CALL
Pioneer VSX-1014s NV Receiver
f399.95
Pioneer VSX-2014i NV Receiver .... £499.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai AN Receiver ... 1749.95
Pioneer VSA-AX 10Ai NV Amplifier £1799.95
Pioneer NEW RANGE
Rotel RANGE

/ CALL
fCALL

Yamaha DSP-AX757SE NV Amplifier 099.95
Yamaha RX-V357 NV Receiver
£149.95
Yamaha RX-V557 NV Receiver
f299.95

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Evo 38
Artcoustic RANGE

f679.95
£ CALL

Audica RANGE
B&W RANGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

KEF KHT1005
£299.95
KEF KHT2005.2
f599.95
KEF Q7 AV
£ CALL
M&K RANGE
.£ CALL
Mission M Cube
£ CALL
Mission Elegante RANGE
£ CALL
Monitor Audio RANGE
fCALL
Mordaunt Short Genie
1649.95
Quad LSeries
£ CALL
Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP
Yamaha YSP RANGE

£ CALL
£ CALL

SUB WOOFERS

HI-FI SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
£ 19.95
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three . £
229.95
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE
CALL
Acoustic Energy AEI MKIII
1 CALL
AVI Neutron IV
£ CALL
B&W RANGE
1 CALL
KEF RANGE
1 CALL
Lmn RANGE
£ CALL
Meridian RANGE
.£ CALL
Mission RANGE
.£ CALL
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad RANGE
Ruark RANGE
Wharfedale RANGE

The iScaOr. VP30 Oahigh definition video processor and AN hub that converts
standard or high definition from your DVD player, VCR, PVR, HD set top box,
game console, or PC to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p, including
popular HDTV resolutions such as 720p and 10801.

Maranta RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE
Samsung DVD-HD945
Toshiba SD350
Yamaha RANGE

REGION 2

mum

REGION

Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE

£ CALL
£ CALI.

ECALL
CALL

Denon RANGE
Denon DVD-41XV
Harman Kardon RANGE

1 CAU.
CALL
_ECM

CALL
CALL
ECALL

B&W RANGE
.£ CALL
M&K RANGE
.£ CALL
Ml Acoustics RANGE
1 CALL
Monitor Audio RANGE
£ CALL
Quad LSeries
£ CALL
REL RANGE
I CALL
Wharfedale Diamond SVV150
.£ CALL

PLASMA
Fujitsu RANGE
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE

1 CALL
fCALL
fCALL
fCALL
Panasonic RANGE
£ CALL
Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"f Ex Display1. f1999.95
Pioneer PDP505XDE 501 Last Few .1 £2999.95
Pioneer PDP436XDE 43"
fCALL
Pioneer PDP506XDE 50"
fCALL
Samsung RANGE
£ CALL

LCD TV
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Philips RANGE
Samsung RANGE
Sharp Aquos RANGE
Toshiba RANGE

£ CALL
£ CALL
.£ CALL
CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
1 CALL
1 CALL

PROJECTORS
Optoma RANGE

fCALL
ECALL
ScreenPlay SP5700 inFUROMEA toisrffln £1499.95
Sharp RANGE
1CALL
Sim 2RANGE
1CALL
Sim 2C3X
fCALL
ThemeScene RANGE
1CALL
Screenplay RANGE

ACCESSORIES
We have awide range of Accessories from
QED, Soundstyle, Grado, Goldring and more

Who are Sevenoaks?

SEVEN0a<S

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the
leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a
reputation for outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting
our commitment to the emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name
was changed to Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land
stocking abroad range of exceptional equipment and accessories.

How to shop at Sevenoaks
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for
actually road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing
the products in action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to
help you choose. To get the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience,
simply follow this checklist:
• ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve
sound or picture quality, or are you looking for a more fundamental ad

SOUND

at

VISION

NATIONWIDE STORE GUIDE
ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET OPEN SUNDAY

• 69 HIGH ST, CITY CENERE

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

• 29 31 Si PETERS STREET

fa 9VEVVGATE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

• 29-294 ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121,

• 92B WHITELADIES ROAD CEIFTON

comprehensive upgrade?
• BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most ftorn
the music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very
same discs or records, that way you can readily compare levels of performance
However, if you prefer, we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream
entertainment that serves to highlight the capabilities of the equipment

• 597 599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

BROMLEY 020 3290 1988

OXFORD 01865 241773

• 39A EAST STREET

• 41 ST ELEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770
•17 BURLEIGH STREET

PETERBOROUGH 01733.897697
• i6-38 PARK ROAD OPEN Stall9Y

CARDIFF 029 2047 2K,9
• JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or techroIogies
available, or would like more information about installation options, simply let us
know and our staff will be happy to help you out.

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

• 104 106 ALBANY ROAD

• 107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9456
• 403 KINGS ROAD

• lAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so
please take as much time as you need to determine which products are right or yet_

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171
• 14 PITTVILLE STREET

READING 0113 959 7768

• 32 THE BOULEVAFD

entertainment choices become as convenient as they are clever We
can help transform every room and every home, whatever your
requirements and budget.
Our installation experts are trained to the highest standards in all
areas and provide a prompt, reliable and totally professional service.
Rest assured also that our commitment to service doesn't end once
your equipment is in place. Sevenoaks staff will continue to support
you and your kit long after your initial visit to one of our stores.

PRESTON 01772 825777
• 40 41 LUNE STREET (
YEN SUNDAY

CRAWLEY 01293 510777
WITH OUR CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTALLATIONS, your home

POOLE 01202 671677
-• LATIMER HOUSE. 44-45 HIGH STREIT

• 3-4 KINGS WALK SHCIPPNG CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555
•139-113 LONDON ROAD

• 369-373 LONDON ROAD

EALING 020 8579 8777
• 24 THE GREEN OPEN SUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN!IMO

• 5THE GRASSMARKET

SOLIHULL 0121 733 372'7

EPSOM 01372 720723

• 149-151 STRATFORDIROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET rev,
'wow

SOUTHAMPTON 023 :3033 7770

EXETER 01392 218895

• i3 LONDON ROAD oPEA,savoAr

• 28 CO WICK STREET

SOUTHGATE 320 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

• '7CHASE SIDE

• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD OPEN &MAY

STAINES 01784 460772
St THAMES STREET or swim

GUILDFORD 01483 536666
• 738 NORTH STREET

SWINDON 01793 610992

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

• 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

• 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPIEN.SUNDAY
KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777
• 21 NORTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY RD OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
• 28 30 ST JOHNS ROAD

• 43 FIFE ROAD oPfro sumo,

WATFORD 01923 213533

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

Custom
Installation

• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD

• 62 NORTH STREET OPEIV SUNDAY

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSERS LANE

• 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

LINCOLN 01522 527397
• 20-22 CORPORATION STREET (
OFF Mehl STREET)

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1
THE GROVE CEN -RE

Sevenoaks Website

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770

• 7-9 GOLDINGS HILL • SUBJECT TO LEGAL CCMPLETION

e 29-30 CLEVELAN)SEREET

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In
addition, there are hundreds of SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items
available from our stores nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%.
To view our regularly updated product lists, visit www.ssay.com and click on

• 96 WEEK STREET

`OPENING SOON

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 31222B

• 14 SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WERSITE
EMAIL:

special offers

[
Insert store location]@ssav corn

Hi Fi & Home Cinema Guide
2005 EDITION
Pick-up acopy of our 72 Page Guide at your nearest
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store or order acopy via
our Website. The brochure will be posted to you (UK
mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

6
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6 Grosvenor gardens, St neots, Cambs PE191 DL.

HI FIDELITY AUDIO
Specialising in Custom Home Audio
Paul Letteri - Propreitor

Tel: 0148 021 6039
www.Hifidelityaudio.co.uk

Cuffing Edge Technology is what we do best!

ZU-Cross-Over-less - Loudspeakers and serious
ceramic audio cables
Zu Definition, flagship model,
Excepfiond Druid, no acesover
— seamless musicality, with
good articulation even at
low volumes, and thunderous
sound when called upon.
101dB sensitivity, ideal for
anything from single-ended
valves to solid-state, 2W to
300W. Frequency response
35Hz-23kHz.
Please visit us to see the fabulous awards, and compare these
loudspeakers to the competition. Need more bass? The matching
Zu subwoofer is the answer.
Serious groundbreaking technologies. No more metal- based sonic
signatures, no oxidation, EMI, RFI,or skin effects.
Ceramic audio cables, providing dead quiet soric backgrounds
and layers of natural sounding detail.

tel/fax 01777 708673
\ E-mail: petehneuk@aol.com

Please see the fabulous awards on these
amazing cables. This is equivalent to a
major component upgrade!

www.hne.co.uk

AUDIO ANALOGUE
sctundpleasure

The
not-so-puzzling
solution for
music lovers

«MI

411

en9nbct
Audio Analogue has
brought over ten years
expertise in the audio
electronics separates market to
the design of the new Enigma.
The perfect one-box solution
for today's space and style
conscious customers, it boasts
ahigh quality 50 watt integrated
amplifier, CD player and an AM/
FM tuner in asingle, compact
and elegant package.

The Bolzano Villetri's loudspeakers are based
on the new RodridStream' technology,
symbolizing professional inspiration for
acoustic excellence, exquisite sound quality
with an elegant form and sophisticated style.

Add to this its use of valve
technology for improved sound

Without adoubt — this is the latestconcept in
top-level loudspeaker systems.
Distributed in the UK by:
Tonne Oversees Ltd., Telephone: +44(0) 20 7244 11240,
Fax +44 (0) 20 7370 4WD. E-melk bellyorbm.com

120

DECEMBER 2005

www.bolzanovilletricom
E- mall: Info•boltanovIlletrixorn

quality and aprice tag of £850
and you have the perfect recipe
for asuccessful product.The
Enigma is incredibly versatile,
making it ideal for amain
system, second system, the
lounge, bedroom or even
office.
Advanced in design but easy to
use, the only thing mysterious
about this Enigma is how Audio
Analogue has managed to
produce such aquality item at
such alow price!

UKD Ltd Tel : 01753 652 669
email : info@ukd.co.uk web : www.ukd.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

Hi-FiNews

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Sound Bites

_e-

i-fi fans and music
lovers have waited

H

audio industry has boomed,
retrenched, boomed,

both amatchless

long enough: at

retrenched and boomed

work of reference

last, the history of one of

again. All along, it's been

and ariveting read.

the most important forms

packed with larger- than-

Penned by awriting

of home entertainment of

life characters, people of

team ' made in hi-fi

the last half- century has

enormous talent,

heaven' - Hi Fi News

been written by the men

technical expertise,

Consultant Editor

and women who made it

bad haircuts, business

Steve Harris and

happen. They tell the tale

acumen, warped humour

Senior Contributing

from the first vinyl record
to the iPod, from pre- World

and Rabelaisian appetites.

Editor, Ken Kessler - it

And some less desirable

is essential reading for

War Two beginnings to the

qualities, too.

anyone whose interest

This book is their story,

era of the download.
Because the saga of

Sound Bites is

in recorded music

in their own words, with

goes beyond simply
flicking aswitch.

hi-fi runs concurrently with

contributions from the

the span of HiFi News,

editors, top contributors

the UK's oldest and most

and aparade of characters
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:Accessories Club order form
f14.99M

SOUNDBITES

r.

IM •

HANDBOOK OF ACOUSTICS: Everest

£40

BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS:Jones

£20

RADIOTRON DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK: FLangford Smith ( CDonlyi

£30

LOUDSPEAKER RECIPES: Dickason

(It

QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH:Kessler

C45

RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS:Verhagen

£17

MILLERS COL LEC rING VINYL:Stanley

(10

SOUND DESIGN:Atwood

(IN

ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING:Olsen

£55 .

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS: Duncan

Post Code

GEC AMPLIFIER DESIGN:GEC UK
ELECTROSTATICUS DESIGN& CONSTRUCTION:Wagner
LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK: Dickason
COMPLETE GUIDE TO HIGH END AUDIO: Harley, 3rd Edn
COMPLETE GUIDE TO HIGHER() AU010: 2nd Edn

t

HOME THEATER FOR EVERYONE Harley

Telephone

AUDIO ANTHOLOGY VOIS 1- 6leach)
AUDIO GLOSSARY: Holt

(ISO
£351—
f.35:
£12
(15E
(1211
t11

VALVE AMPLIFIERS:Jones
POWER AMPLIFIER PROJECTS:Audio Amateur
BEGINNERS GUIDE TUBE AUDIO DESIGN: Rosenblit

gCheque/postal order enclosed for

DIE
(211:1

AUDIO POWER AMP DESIGN HANDBOOK Self

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

NULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS: Heard UK

USE
(17E

Card Number

ELECTROSTATIC LIS DESIGN COOKBOOK: Saunders
LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTS:AudioAmateur

EI8'

I_Jr1 I
IExpires

LIDEJOU1111 ID
II

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES:Reich

II

AUDIO& HIFI HANDBOOK: Sinclair
ELECTRONIC CLASSICS, COLLECTING& REPAIR: Emmerson

[30

1:10DERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES: Huber&Runstein

£25

STUDIO MONITORING DESIGN: Newell

Signature

(
date)

inn

THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER:WilliamsoniCD only'

(21

£55L1
LISE

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

Club prices include postage and packing for

VAT ( Sates Taxi, but will be subject to additional

aphotocopy) to:

OR email: salesfahifiaccessoriesclub.com

all items, whatever their size, anywhere in the

shipping at cost. Please contact us for quotation.

HFN Accessories Club 8, CD Service

OR Visit the secure order facility at

United Kingdom.

Delivery subject to availability. ENE.

PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1VH, UK

bvww.hiliaccessoriesclecom

EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very

OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories

welcome. Where applicable they will be free of

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - email orders welcome
M.
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In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoushc Arts, VVattord, Tel. 0192
5250 - Adorns Jcireit, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 4371 6L, Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 32470
Hl-FI Studios.
Doncaster, Tel, 01302 725550 - Holbun HI-R. Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 7311 ' n Mike Mannhe
Taunton, Te. 01823 326688 - Mice Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Fronllers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Ph or towraphy, Ringwood,
le . 01425 461230, Procne:II HI-R, Lancaster, Tel 01524 39657 - Modica' 144,1, Manchester, Tel. 01618 398869, Practical 11-R, Warm Igtc ,r1 lei. 01925 632179,
FLJ.F, Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VIdeoTech, Huddersfield, Tel. 01484 516670

Densen

B-150

The new reference integrated amplifier from Densen is perhaps the most advanced integrated amp on the market. It is filled with advanced solutions, which all share the goal of giving
you even more musicality and flexibility. The B-150 is a downscaled version of the reference B250 pre amp and B-350 mono amps.
The B-150 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the
reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a definitive sign that
Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies,
which substantially downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not
compromise!
The power amp stage has a tremendous grip on even the most difficult loads which it handles
with an ease and musicality that beguiles even the most discerning listener. Lifetime warranty.

Upgradeable with external power supply
Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
Ready for remote control and phonos stages
Ready for multiroom systems
Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 surround board that only requires
an universal player or a DVD player with a built-in decoder.
B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4ohms - GPB 3000
Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

The sexy Gizmo system remote

Features:

(01563) 574185
W www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
E info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists

k

n
r.
gall trffl y

EV

•

audio reseasch // avi // copland // dartzeell // krell // koetsu // lemma acoustics
lyra // MartinLogan // mimitism // naim audio // neat acoustics // sme
sonneteer // sonus faber // spendor // surniko // the funk firm // wadia // wegg3
Check our website for Naim Audio UPGRADE & SAVE Promotion valid until 30 November 2005

3vealions:
emotion

emotion signature
on silver signature

emotions revealed
art] oudspeakers
Ailleilli

( 0)1292 319126

www.hifinews.co.uk

I contoct@loudspeaker-art.com

I www.loudspeaker-art.com
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Ataca

Award Winning Retailers...

Audio
Audio!
Audio .c

Íickers

Ca
KE
Marantz:

f a
i

lageFi
n

The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Meridian' .
Michell
MJ Aco et:cs

RQuality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ I0,000

Monitor

RWidest choice in the area

Monno •

RIndependent advice

Morduar. Sho t
.

RConsumers Choice Gold Award Winners

NAD

eOver 35yrs experience. R. Qualified staff

Nordos

RComfortable dem rooms

Opera

Superb showrooms

Origin L

RMain road location

Orlofon

RInsurance estimates

Pathos

RUp to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

Pickenn_

Major car parks nearby
eService Dept.
only 20% deposit

RCarriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status

Pnmare
Pro-Ac

RDelivery & installation

Project

ROpen 10:30am - 5:30pm

QUAD

eVisa. Access, Switch etc.

Roksan

IR Part Exchange
6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Shanling
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

Sugden
Tannoy

01904-629659

TEAC

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Tnchord
Unison R s,a,a
Van Den
Wharfed
Yamaha

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

ici's

IMAZLEMERE AUDIO
SPECIALIST HI-FI DEALER SINCE I989 - NOW IN 01 R 16TH YEAR
Accuphate
A.R.T
AVID
Avre Acoustics
Clearlight
dcs
DNM
Fanfare
Harmonic Tech
Isotek
Lamm
LITRA
Metronome
Nagra
Oracle
Orpheus

Ortofon
Peak Consult
Penaudio
" •
Quadraspire
REF 3A
Renaissance
Resolution Audio
Siltech
SME
Spectral
Stax
Thiel
van den Hul
Verity Audio
Vertex AQ

RANDS

Rased in High 'tlf.rcombe
Expert, friendly & unbiased advice
Dem. mstrations by appointment only
Evening demunstrations upon :equest
Comfortkdile listening rooms
Home consuhaticat available

Buyfi

Open: nun- sat ç>am-6pm
infofehazlernereaudio.comk
v.lyve.1mzlemereatidio.co.uk

Benefit from independence

01494 865 829

MERVICES

Beauliorn, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,
EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, Final,
LED Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio,

gin a

Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustics,
Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun
Monk, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.

Accuph
DP-57 GD Player

Avre
Aji-le Integrated Amp

Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
Accuphase
E213 Integrated Amp

Stiletto 6

Avre
C'N.-7e CD Player

[
MEW & CURRENT PRODUCTS

AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk
Brornpton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset
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hlisound

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts

30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 TEE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: newsehifisound.co.uk

a fantastic product range and part exchange upgrades a speciality
-try us, you might be surprised'
Aoust&" EnelGyA

olio Atacama, Audio Analogue, Creaktiv, Chord Cable, Custom Design, Grado, Isotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Standesign, Teac, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hul and more!
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tel 0845 6019390 lo call, or email news@andhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash...-.

Call us before you trade in ..... Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO 5-15H

turntableworld!
Our Dern facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including

Clearaudlo, Dynavector, Tom Evans. Goldring, Grado. Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin
Live. Ortofon, Project, Graham Slee, SME. Surniko, Transfiguration. Trichord, VVhest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworki!
www.hifinews.co.uk

Is at 30b Larchflekl St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email news@turntableworIcl.co.uk
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01376 521132
07709 260221

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
VGator, loddspeaker kits sic professorially
designed and fully tested m Germany, incorporating highly specified drive units which
complement each other to achieve maximum.
performance. All ;, its are supplied with fully
assembled crosf.overs using top quality
components. Eveything is included to build
asuperb pair of loudspeakers and Impact
Audio also supply finished cabinets for all
designs in arang, of real wood veneers.

ANIA 2

1111

So

E-MAIL:
soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
Chelmsford, Essex

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

State
the art
drive units
Huge ref
eange
of accessories
MHT 12 Ribbon tweeter
Vie 130
Transmission line kits

High End Kits
Home Cinema and

Visaton make so
best drive units in the world,
and are used in some of the
best systems around. They
also offer great value for'
money and total reliability.

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £1295
BOSE 901 SERIES VI WITH ACTIVE EQUALISER
£595
CASTLE HARLECH FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK OR CHERRY £399
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTEDSUPERB MACHINE £495
EPOS ES14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE
£329
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN SARA 9 BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
LINN SONDEK LP12 VALHALLA BASIK K9 AFRO BOXED VGC
£499
LOEWE ACONDA 32" WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
£895
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONOBLOCS BLACK PAIR
£795
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
MICROMEGA TRIO 3 BOX CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED SUPERB
£1695
MISSION 753 BLACK ASH FLOORSTANDERS
£449
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAIT 5i MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£595
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPV 175 3 CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED
£1495
NAIM INTRO 2 BEECH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED AND MINT CONDITION
£649
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£1495
QUAD FM4 TUNER DIN BOXED AND LOVELY CONDITION
£249
REGA PLANAR 3/RB300/ROKSAN CORUS BLACK MM FIXED POSITION MOTOR
£249
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
RUARK TALISMAN MK2 ROSEWOOD VGC
£349
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD ..£ 1195
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE -

Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactauelio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

VISAT

www.sound-stage.co.uk

definitive audio

audio

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience
that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.
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A New Dawn for Naim and Torn Torn Audio...
...the only deal
purely in the
Extensive s

in the world specialising
world class products

tion of current Nairn Audio product range

New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex dom Items

Sale

Kuzma XL turntable - 12 months old - as new

£7500

Kuzma Airline tonearm - with compressor
Kondo KSL 10-J - 12 months sporadic, light use
Kondo KSL M7 Phono stage

£4700
£10000

ClearAudio Insider Wood Reference cartridge

£4000

bon and the largest stock of pre- loved

DCS ElgarNerdi/PurcellNerona CD system - current spec - as new - light use £ 12000
Border Patrol Control Unit - line pre- amp
£ 1000

Nairn Au

quipment on the planet

Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new
Naim CDS - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Naim NAC 112 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed

• Part e

anges very welcome

• Friendl

elp and advice

• Open 7days till late

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista - fully serviced by Musical Fidelity
Audio Note Japan M7 pre-amp - line only
Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated - very nice
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type
Krell KAV-300iL
Linn LP12 - Lingo - Eikos

• Compare current with previous Naim ranges

Melos amplifier - monster valve device - needs service
Helios Model 1CD player

• Comfortable demonstration facilities

Benz Micro LP phono cartridge - 5 minutes use - perfect
AVI S.2000 M1 integrated amp
Border Patrol P21 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD transport
Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated - great sound for low dough
Canary 303 [ 110v) - new - fillet mignon

See the new website at www.tomtomauclio.com
Telephone • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington
Canary 801 [ 110v) line pre- amp - lemon torte
Cyrus CD8 CD Player - 2years old
Aloia pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK
Thomas Sheu turntables ( 80mm platter with 12" arm)
(50mm platter with
Vltavox RH330 Mid range horn - pair
Revolver 45 loudspeaker - grey • maple

Tel: 0115 973 3222
intemet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk
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9- arm)

£10000

£ 3250
£6000
£8500

on demon

Naim NAP 150 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed

New

£12700
£7500

£26000
£1700
£2500 £3300
£795
£395
£445
£2000 £4000
£3000
£250 £500
£3000 £4000
£1900 £3000
£1100
£1000
lots
£700 £ 1300
£1400 £ 1900
£400 £ 1000
£3800 £4800
£1200 £2500
£1900 £3000
£3800 £7200
£4800 £ 10000
£2500 £4500
£600 £ 1000
£900 £2800
ring for details
£400
£400 £900

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

buy your hi-fi

30 High Street Rochester Kent ME 1 ILD
01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

the

sell your K fi
trade-in hi-fi
we collect your hi-fi

hi-fi

uk next-day delivery
all major credit cards
no grey imports

shop

no phantom products
all equipment tested by our engineer
six month warranty on all used hi-fi

OFFERS TO GOOD TO MISS!
Please kisit www.hi-fishop.com for acomplete Lp-to-date list as the list
changes daily.

Special Offers ( - reduced price)

MRP

REP

Amplifier's
Audio Note (Kondo) KEGON"C"Power Amp

s/h

Audio ResearchNn 200 II Power Amp

s/h

AV) Phomo Stage S2000pp / S2COOmp pre-amp

s/h

Cary SLP-50, Pre-amp, silver

s/h

Conrad Johnson PVIOA Pm-amp

s/h

£1.400

EAR V20 Integrated Amp, silver/goki

sin

£3,480 £ 1,395

Mark Levinson 32 Reference Pre 8, Phono

s/h

£17,995 £ 995

Mark Levinson 332.5 (pair of) power amps +

s/h

CI 5,800 £4.750

Parasound JC I(pair) Monoblecks

exd

£,200 £ 395

Ay), BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, DALI, GAMUT, GOLDRING,

Pass Ateph 3PowerAmp

s/h

£.250

E. 1
,.150

GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, JMLAB, LOEWE,

Pass Albph Lpre Pre-amp

s/h

£2,600

LUSO

MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM,

BUY BOTH ALEPH L & 3for

PARTINGTON, PURE, TRANSFIGURATION, TIVOLI, QUADRASPIRE,

PassLabs- X-600 rnonoblocks

s/h

£15,000 £7.995

Quad 11 refurbished monoblocks

s/h

Énla

VAC Renaissance.Signature II two box pre-amp

exd

£13,995 £8,500

Audio Analogue MAESTRO CD 24/96 CD Pis

s/h

£I,695 £675

Audio NOteAN-S2H MC transbrmer

s/h

£449 £245

BowVVizard 24/192 CD Plaer

s/h

£4,500 £ 1,995

EAR MC] MCTransformer

ski

£825 £475

Expost_re CD Player

s/h

C1,050 £ 95

Linn Ikermi CD Player

sfti

£2,100 £995

Shanling CDT-30C UK CD Playe-

x-dem

£,995 £3,395

Shanling CDT- 10C Gold CD Player

x-dem

£1,650 £ 1,750

Tom EvamsThe Groove Phono Stage

s/h

C1,800

FinkTrirgle Cardinal Da Capo& DC

s/h

£4,500 £ 1,195

s/h

£7,490 £2,495

ART Loudspeakers Home Cinema System

exd

0.20C £2,000

ATC SCM-50ASLYew

s/h

£7,60C £4,495

Audio PhysicVirgo 2, black/mahogany

s/h

£2,995

Audio Plysic AValli, cherry

s/h

£7,500

CB4.000
£

£ 14.995

11,980 £5,750
£1.200 £ 395
I,995 £ 1,000
L750

the £70C bridging kit
ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE

STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

É1,990
£795

with MOMM

Source Components

C795

(CD/CAC & DC PSU)
Proceed DR PMDT-PVPTransport

Speakers

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Tef: 01423 500442 Fa,r 01423 705200

www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel282 Sktpton Road
5-farrogate,

N Yorks

Hgl 3HE

Crea

Dynaudio Audiente 10, black
ProAc 3100, yew

exd

Quad ESL63. black

LI, 95
0,500
£1150

£15,995

ÉPOA

Cri/a

Éll, SO

Revel F31, cherry

exd

£3,200

C.1,995

Revel M22, maple

exd

£1,795

695

Zingali Overture Four (latest) - maiming

exd

£5,600 £3,750

Zingali HM I12 Mk II - stunning

exd

£9,700 £5,750

s/h

£329
£

Other
BOW Wand Remote Control (ser)

Dynavector Super Stereo ADP2 Sound Processor s/h

£ 149

L,295 £495

JPS-Iabs 502 ( 15 feet) Speaker Cable

s/h

£2.495 £ 1.195

JPS-labs GPA 2Power Cord (2m)

new

£139

I

Pr&
.

Mager Cate

0 3
/0

Call 0141 333 9700 today or visit www.hi-shcp.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

the Hi-fi Shop Ltd is the Mail Order Division of
The.Audio Salon Ltd. 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G36AX.
Reg office and showroom.
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional (70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by
Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

lhe Cinderella of - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4tirnes_as mutt or

your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

WHAT
NUR?
SOU/11.1•010

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000

*****

Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop

If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured
by Regal £ 124

Universal turntable motor kit

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit -£199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor -f129 with kit

www.originlive.com

YOUR

SEAR(

II

IIAS

ENDED

"it bests the LS 3/5a quite nearly across the board"

THE CROFT ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAM
RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS ARI
THE PERFECT EXTENSION OF OUR
TRUE FIDELITY PHILOSOPHY - To

ACOUSTIC

GET YOU STRAIGHT THROUGH To

iC;, LOGRAM

THE MUSIC. AND, LIKE CROF I
AMPLIFIERS, THEY DELIVER HIGH
END MUSICALITY AT LOW END
PRICES. FROM THE DIMINUTIVI
AH1 STUDIO MINI MONITOR TO
THE COMPACT BUT MIGHTY A114
FLOORSTANDER,

THE

FINES I

MATERIALS AND COMPONENT ,.
ARE

AH1
).WAY MINI MONITOR I44114-101,H4 / 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER INFINITE BAFFLE / 131-VVIRE TERMINALS
CARBON FIBRE MID/ISASS FERROFLUID TWEETER
BIRCH PC( OR BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS imen). 140W • 10311 x IBM

£700,,p

COMBINED

TO

CREME

REMARKABLE INSTRUMENTS THAI
OFFER POINT- SOURCE ACCURAC),
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING

V\ D

INCREDIBLE DYNAMICS

AI-13
1-WAY FLOORSTANDER / ) 91,20104: I1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER UNIQUE TRANSMISSION LINE
BI- WIRE TERMINALS ICARBON FIBRE MICKBASS
FERROELUID TWEETER BIRCH PLY OR BLACK
MEDITE
DIMENSIONS I
own): 140W, 14014
ISID

£1500,,
AH4
3-WAY FLOORSTANDER I30111-20411e
ST ORDER CROSSOVER ISPECIAL
DUAL TRANSMISSION LINE IBI-WIRE
TERMINALS ICARBON FIBRE MID/BASS
FERROFLUID TWEETER 1BIRCH PLY OH
BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS

£2500,,,

(•••• 11.ew •

,
In. • 1470

EMIN3NT

audio

www.eminentaudio.co.uk
Eminent Audio Limited - Trinity Cottage, Worfield. Bridgnorth, WY15 501.
Tel. + 44 ( Oil 146 716881 / 07791 420266 Email audsognosisiteminentaudio co uk
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Small is Best
Ireferred last month to the unusual items we stock.
in particular the new Nola Viper range of speakers from
America. details of which can be found on their web- site

Aiio Consultants

(www nolaspeakers com

Call

We are one of aselected few who stock these, and can be
heard here driven by the superb AVI Laboratory Integrated Amp
which with 200 watts/ch of power drives this and most other
speakers we have tried better than many a pre/power combo
The Viper range consists of 3models, with more drivers
using Alnico magnets. as you go up the range. with prices
from £ 3000 to £ 8000. with asuperb Mini at £ 600 providing
superb sound for astand speaker. Anyone wishing to see a

;03

1:1

reprint of the Hi -Fi + excellent review of the Viper 1 & 2
please ring or e-mail

icvhifeyahoo co uk 1

£349
£625
£P0A
£185
£2195
£2995
£995
£2995
£1695
£3495
£6895
£990
£695
£995
£450

Rctel PreMono Combination RCO3 pre with(2x RB05 Mono blocks,
BOXED NEW (Sealed box) Marantz PMI1S1 int amp (12495)
Sugden Masterclass power amplifier (£31501
McIntosh MC501 MCf101kcIG (
pair), boxed as new, exdom MOO)
Rotel 1062 Amplifier, boxed as new
tvldigniti MI-02008x140walts,homecinemaheawnex-dan (165031
Mclntosit MA2275 valve integrated (£5773)1bcoced as new, ex-dem
Jeff Rowland Concentra mkt, boxed (£ 10000)
Conrad Johnson PV141 pre, 2yrs old (12300)
Unison Research SR- 1integrated (£1325)
EiATVK 250 BAT PAK power amplifier (£49951
BAT VK-200 power amplifier
Boulder 1012 DAC pre (£12950)
Pathos Classic One m1(11(114001
Classe CP 47.5 reference pro amp
ES Lab DXS4 digital amplifier
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pre (£3000)
ART Conductor Pre-amp
Conrad Johnson 1615 pre-amp (£8000)
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta (£950)
Sugden Masterclass Mono blocks (16600)
Graaf GM50, award winning KT88 valveamplifier (£4000)
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3 (£799)
Hovland HP100 pre+built in plissage (£5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (179951
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (173251
Audio Analogue New Maestro (£ 1750)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Roksan Randy MKIII (silver or black)

£495
£1995
£1895
&OA
£375
EPOA
EPOA
£3695
£1250
f699
£2495
£995
£6595
£950
£1295
£1295
£1795
£895
£3450
£795
£3895
£2995
£650
£3595
£4995
£4995
£1255
£325
£450

ATC Sf_tv120 SL, non active, finished in yew
Klipsch Klipschoms. Original boxes (packing, mini walnut (18(D))
ART Audio Skibo Loudspeakers with matching ART stands (£ 1100)
Wilson Benesch Curve speakers (£5000)
Triangle Titus ES stand mount (1370)
Thiel CS6 boxed in superb condition, Morado mahogany (18700)
Dali lielicon 400 (£33001
Audio Mote AN-ED speakers
Mission 780 SE, boxed
Living Voice Avatar II, finished in cherry (£27130)
Nola (Alon) Elite Signature speakers (£8000)
Living Voice Auditorium mkt speakers (£1900)
Diapason Karis Ill speakers + matching stands
Ref 3a Dacapo i, maple (127(X))
JM Lab Cobalt 816s (19991
Triangle Heliade, Champagne finish (£595)
ATC K.M-50ASL, Yew (179471
Wilson Benesch ARC'S with stands (£2501»
Triangle Australe in cherry (£3300)
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Discovery (£5700)
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Spa/1(3, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cheny or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo3i SE, Cherry/light maple
Audio Physic Virgo III, Cherry

£1295
£2495
£595
£3495
£269
£3995
£1995
£695
£185
£1595
£3595
£795
£995
£1650
£595
£395
£4995
£1699
£1995
f2895
£3895
£3600
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
£2895

The Nola Thunderbolt sub- woofer at £ 1600 is one the the really
great musical units, and a must for keen A/V enthusiast's

specialize in Projector/screen systems. if you want the best
value for money. and the truth!..'

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

amplifiers

Driven by CD or the AVID Volvere/ SME IV and various cartidges.

different, do give us aring Don't forget as well that we also

NEW

"We defy anyone not to
notice the improvement
in performance when you
switch... to aPowerKord."

mains leads

•exclusiv

Hi -Fi equipment

•exclusiv

speaker cable

•exclusiv

CD accessories

WHAT
••.NUR?

•exclusiv ,

supports

AWARDS 2004

What

1, May 200,
4
101•101111

OW to... te•ID
1,00
••••• ••••• w•
••••••It •••1

loudspeakers

catalogue out now
r)acked with award winning products
•exclusiv

40.11.• . Mge «mom • «Rumen

fli)

itjt .

Better than ewe
q111111111e•9*

order online at

Russ Andrews
Classic Powerlforif.
from £ 55

www.russandrews.com

•
5
00

O
01
C

(O

or ca ll MILLocal Rate 0845 3451552miv
xtlusIve UK Retailer tor
tte

E

KIM3ER KABLE

Russ Andrews Ac(essones Ud,
26 Moreland Court
Westmorland Business Park,
Shap Road, Kendal, LAB ANS, UK.
+4410)1539 797300
Fan: .441011539 797325

www.hifinews.co.uk

for the best part-ex prices!

Cyrus Discmaster CD Transport Black, PSX-R available, see misc
Naim CD5i, boxed as new
Bd Canto PL-1Unkersal CDADVD-ASACD boxed as new 04901
Theta Cobalt 307 DAC, boxed in black asnew
Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete in Black (£4000)
Accuphare DP67 CD player (£45001
FAD L
ISP 9000 Pro S3 DAC pre
Wadia 302 CD player (£4000)
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD Player
DCS Verdi latest spec
DC_S Verdi La Scala Transport (£9499)
Shanling CDT- 100 (3D accoustics UK model) - £1600
Audio Analogue Paganini (1950)
Musical Fidelity A308CD player
Roksan Kandy MKIII silver/lack exdom

(Note that when reviewed, they were called Lotus Elite)

this combo sounds superb. so if you want something alittle bit

01592 744 779

List changes daily so visit wwwshadowaudio.co.uk regularly!

Project Classic in Cherry and 510 cartridge (11500)
Linn Unto MC Phono Stage, boxed, imacculate. (18501
Ortofon MC25 Cartridge, wry low hours (1250)
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage, boxed unused, (11295)
011ufois Jubilee, wry low hours, boxed as new, he quick!
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (£2800)
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage MWMC
SME 20/2a + SME Vtonearm (£5695)
Wilson Benesch Full Circle+Ply Cart (£21001
Musical Fidelity M1 turntable, boxed as new
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
SME 10A boxed
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
Trichord Dino - silver front

£249
£495
£125
£695
£595
£1895
£795
£3695
£1495
£1990
£1595
£2495
£695
£199

CW1BPSX-R in black, one rawer.
PSAucioP300poinerplantwidi multimve + Cardze £400mains lead
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains lead, one owner as new (£450)
PS Audi. P600 power plant (12895)
Townshend Super Tweeters in Titanium matt

£259
£895
£249
£1495
£650

21-22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
Solutions for better music & movies

tel: 01592 744 779, fax: 01592 744 710
infoeshadowaudio.co.uk, www.shadowaudio.co.uk
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Bosendorfer

In the expert opinion of leading acousticians,
the critical parameters for authentic sound
reproduction include extremely low levels of
modulation distortion in frequency, amplitude,
pulse, time- base, phase and inter- modulationloudspeakers that function three-dimensionally, as only Bosendorfer's do, satisfy these
requirements. These parameters are especially
important for reproduction of tones such as
vibratos, violin tones or the human voice, which
are themselves a kind of frequency modulation.
Additional modulation caused by electronic
intervention or use of filters only leads to a dis-

Renowned for the skill and craftsmanship in building
the finest traditional concert grand pianos, Bosendorfer
has now created a line of loudspeakers using a new
design radically different from those of the past. Going
against the usual conventions of loudspeaker construction, Bosendorfer's cabinet design is a living, resonating body not an inert dead' shell. This creates a
sound stage which comes significantly closer to the
live experience than is achievable by conventional
loudspeaker systems.
Musical sounds are formed by a complex blending of
the fundamental tone, formants and overtones. The

tortion and misrepresentation of the original
sound.

formants are primarily responsible for voice recognition
because they determine the timbre: their frequencies
remaining constant even when the overall tone
changes. This basic musical principle, along with the

Since Bosendorfer loudspeakers were
designed without losing sight of this law of
tonality', they are capable of producing live
music of every genre with incredible accuracy.
In this way, sound quality, recording quality and
musical expression can all be heard to their full
advantage.

consideration of high pulse dynamics, makes music
come to life.

See it, hear it, experience it, at
KJ West One

also at the Design Centre,
Chelsea Harbour, Chelsea, London

26 New Cavendish Street
London VV1 Tel: 0207 486 8262/3

LAT

INTERNATIONAL

-USA

Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital,

AUDUSA EUPEN

The world's only true Ferri:e technology

Video interconnects and single and
biwire speaker cable.

cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded over the conductor strands.

Silverfused wire technology.

Power Cords - GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From £48 for a
1m power cord terminated with an IEC and MK tough plug. Also available are the CMS Analog, Digital and Video Interconnects with RCA,

IC 300 Analog and

XLR or BNC connectors.

Interconnects, AC- 2 MKII Power

A must for all digital products - COP, DAC/Transports, DVD,
Sat/Cable receivers, Digital power and pre amp etc. Equally effective on TV's CRT/Plasma/TFT

NEW FOR 2005
DI- 30 Digital

cord, SS800 and SS1000

MKII

Speaker cables.

e

Í
; / 1111

1,0
AUDUSA 00M

Is

products include ceramic speaker cable isolators from

the USA. MK Tough plugs, IEC's, Wattgate 320L IEC and USA Plugs with silver plated contacts. Locking banana and RCA connectors with silver plated
pins. New in stock are 13 amp fuses with silver plated end caps.

gip ci6

c113

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
•Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
•Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
•Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
•LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
•Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
•Musical Fidelity • NAD • Nairn • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
•Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
•Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands 692 8JL
01121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 I
AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldrnere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
01121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 LI> bridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TJES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
_ATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6 30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

MUSIC
MATTERS

Writtel details on -equest • Licensed credit broker

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

SPECIALISTS

dei O'Brien Hi-Fi del
Est 1966

•ARC • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVM • BEYER • CABL FIALA • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DI SIGN • TENON • DENSER • DIAPASON • DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRAIN,
•GRAAF • COLORING • F9TWTRE CABLES • JADIS • JECAL IN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • /MAUD • HAD • GAM • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • 0E0
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dio Destinatior
> devons audio specialists
Sto-::kisrs of: Audia, Audio
Physic, Audion, Avid, Ayre, Bel
Carlo, Chapter Audio, Cairn,
Chord, Dali, Grand Prix Audo,
Inca Deeign, Isol 8, Lexicon,
McIntosh, Micromega, Monitor
Audio, Moon, Musical Fidelity,
Parasound, Primare, Project,
Rel. Roksan, Ruark, Stax,
Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Tam Acoustics and many
more.
o. Free Advice in arelaxed

and friendly atmosphere
>lOT0 Finance Available
Mike&Carollne > 2Demonstration Rooms
oChild!, Play Area
oOut eHours Appointments
oHome Demonstrations
oOpen mon - sat: 9am - 5pm

'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANYCIZ Cones
Hotline at

Instant Finance Available
11'inten detailt on request

HIGH END SALE
KRELL SACO Standard
KRELL KAV-250a

3100
1400

PATHOS LOGOS
MARANTZ SA- 12

1950
1500

(unused

KRELL KPS-25sc ( latest)
POA
A-A MAESTRO 192/24 CD 1300
TRANSPARENT CABLE

Call

WWW.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
Call I
.
or appointment to visit us at RuisGp on

e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +M(8) 20 8864 30M

Mobile: 07860 351113

mail: saks@lockwoodaudio.co.ult

Call 01884 243 584
McIntosh

Mike & Caroline look forward
to seeing you soon!

32B Barnpton Street, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 6AH
website: www.auchociestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestinabon.co.uk

Shunyata

lià

Research

The Old School

k,School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

<(úr
e;71 cinergy
.
.........e.

spectehsts qr homer enter,tonrn•nt

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Maranta, Mordaunt Short:
NAD, Prciect, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

www.hifinews.co. uk

01922 457926

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat. PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Deno', Epos, U.K.O., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac. and others
ww.basicallysound.com

THE

PROFESSIONAt.'S REFERENCE

AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
Eel 01785 7I12 32
www.audioatmosphere.com

HI-FINews
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HICAM
WAS

PATHOS ( OSOS NIERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 CD PLAYER MINT
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MM/
TAC REMOTE
ACOUSTICSARTS POWER 1INIERGRATE AMP 130WPC
HORRID ASP(CO PLAYER 24/96
GAMUT COI MK22496 CD PLAYER MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKSMINT
ACOUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOT
ECONTROL
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
AMP
AUDIO VALVE FKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
AUDIO VALVE ASSIGNEE 205 INTERGRATED AMP
AUDIO VALVE BALDAR 70.
70WPC
AUDIO VALVE AVALAN MONO POWER AMPS
CLEAR AU DIO SYMPHONO PHONOSTAGE WC
ACOUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32/3641017 EVA CON
RHINOS SI POWER AMP 200WPCRCA/
SLR
ACOUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 12496
NI LAB SERIES NEW P
OWER AMP » WOO
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLESFULL RANGE
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/
DAC
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB
KIMBERKABLE HERO IMIR INTERCONNECT
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC
ACCOUSTIC SOLID ROUND TURNTABLE
BLUENOTE BORRONES TONE ARM
THRESHOLD 0300 POWER AMP
WHARFENDALE AIREDALE SPEAKE ,
BOSENOOFER ACT LOUDSPE
AKERS
BOSENDOFER OCT LOUDSPEAKERS
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR
ACOUSTI
CSOL E
)ONE TURNTABLE

•L • .. •
5OITSAVS fl N A
,,
'
,
ROFT SCI NTERGRATED AMP 40WE ••
NEW BLACK RHODIUM OCT HORMIS • '.
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTAR :
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CON •
FEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNIAF
.
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL WITH REF
J
_
EARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STA ,Li MM L
I
G
FAR 321 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
J
AISON RESEARCH URIC°DUAL MONO POWER AM P
EAR 834 INT AMP 80XED NE
W .
TRESHOLD STASIS R3PRE AMP ..
FAR 831 PMM/
MC PHONOSTAGE NEW .
FAR 890 POWER AMP 70 wn CLASS A
FAR 899 INTFPRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
FAR 8L
6INTRERGRATEDINFIUMAIN AMP NEW
LAH Hp
ADPHONF AMP HP / NEW

900
1195

110,V
2750
395
9%
30

BOB
895
2950
11%

3200
595
2500
495

2300
2100

I

70
90

nnt

6100

4250

1,

te, nnd hand ,aN man

accuphase
arcam
cyrus
dynaudio
focal im lab
linn
nagra
naim audio
peak consult
proac
siltech
spectral
spendor

230
2400
1395

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU1 2 8JH
tel

01482 891375

yvyinty.theaudioroom.co.uk
open monsat 903.m.-6p.m.

SPEAKER

HIGHEST QUALITY

seas
Q

rr:711-3 -7111

s.

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

IDIEFELM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morer

/svP3/‘
:z

fetrless
C

NeiRDOST

LPG

HON
scan-EpeaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P0 BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 US A
TEL 6e-831.3433 FAX 608-831-3771
Email info@madmound corn
Web Page Alto / www madlsound corn

595

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:

www.servicesound.com
TOO

or phone Geoff on:

'655

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

165

71.
349
995
589
65
239
239
69
'65
.59

90

15

For further details

Tel/Fax .
01604 842379
Mobile: ..
07973 233380
Email:.. . PATRICKeHICAM.CO.UK
Website .
HICAM.CO.UK

Hi-FiNews

1501- 8
Qube- Substation - MiniSub - Cleanline - Mainline

Ortofon - Sumiko - Lyra - van den Hul
Moving Coil Cartridges

695
1145
1219
495
315
3500
1128
2413
695
655
TOO
•

PROVIDES

THE

Black Rhodium
DC7 Polar cables

Sias earspeakers
Omega - 2020 - 3030 - 4040 systems

1700

WITH

PARTS AND ADVICE.

Nordost UK
From Flatline to Valhalla

IsoTek
Titan - Nova - Gil MiniSub & Solos - Mull- ways

Open Mon- Son 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes off 9508

DECEMBER 2005

BUILDERS
Stereovos
HDXV - HDX2 - LSP-600e - HDLS
SEI-60011 - SEI-600s - BAL-600 - HOSE

van den Hul
Full range

AG ENTS FOR EAR TRI CHORD AUDIONOTE MI CHELL MI STU LAT ELAC RUARK SME
PLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM LORO SUMIKO OED GAMUT ORIGIN LIVE ORELLE WIRE WORLD TRANSFI GURATION BURMA CANTU SACOUSTICS ARTS HAL CRO
STELLO OLEARAUDI OAUDIO SHUN HOOK CROFT AUDIOVALVE VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
THRESHOLD ACOUSTIC SOLID BOSENDORFER LG TVS PH ONE FORBEST PRICES
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Chord Company
Full range from Calypso Bo Signature

1500
1775

.

Ell Lai

UK Wide

Acoustic Zen
Full range

2000

..wuT
,
AMUT M200 MONOB L
KIPS » VPC
YUDO RS •HEAD PHONES NEW
,
'
RA TIAN MC CARTEDGE
,MBERKABLF SE ,
ICE IMER INTERCONNECT
,
i
ALCRO MCA 70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
'
RA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
J
RA PEI.KON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
•
NA HE ,NON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
RA DOH AN MC GARTH OSE NEW
CHELL HR POU DC MOTOR NEW
• MUS DP . DAG IRE 24 192 BALANCED CLASSA
CHU.GYRO SE .
RB300 ARM
CHELL ORBI SME BOARD NEW
EARAUDIO El UEMOT 1
ON TURNTABLE 3
YEARS WARRANTY
FARAUDO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
CHE F', TECNODFC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
.3 FOR NO GI
N TURNTABLE CW ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
i
N,
SH NEW .
AEASSE NANOSA SNEAKERS CHERRY E
NANSF ,
GuRAT ON ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MV
•
-NANSEGURAT ON TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
OSASSE x05 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
•. TFLLO P260 PRE AMP RCA.
B.
A
i
ANCED
STILLS 41320 I
NTERGRATFD Amy
TALLO DP 200 SAG PRE AMP RCABALANCED
'ELA S2OD 071010 POWER AMP 200WIN
CEX DEM .
,
RAAE GM 50 REF RGRATED AMP 50wp0
.Tr
UA ,D4NAMCS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
•• ESA RI 600 TONE ARM BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION
.. JD 0ANA OG uEARIA WAX PFIONOSTAGE .......
L
'/ RA CALL AS SPEAKERS
AS ,
SOVAT I
ON T
uRNTAEN E
AEHOS CLASS I
CONF INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC ..
,
'i• RESHOL DSTAS I
S7POWER AMP
• •• RESHO .DS7000( MONOLOCKS 600WEI
C
000 UNTIR TONE ARM NEW
NGI
N.
E
/
FI
NGM L
e „ uSTR DOS TONE ARM NEW
▪
,NE RES°. LION TU 9N4AR fNEW
F4SON RESEARCH SALAR '(
4•. •
-. INIUS Po POWER AMP 29 -.'.
,LINIUSIAPPRE AMP INC NI .
:
SD ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBA
'
(TAROS UNIOUE AV 1SPEA AL •
TMBERKABLE MONOCLE Y.
=UARK PROLOGUE 11 LOLL:
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS •.. SHE MODEL 10 TURNTABLE Al
SATE SERIES IN ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MI
NT
SHE 20,20 TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
KIBER KABLE THE REFFERENCEWATTGATE 350 power pee
WIR E
WORL DE
CLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMIR NEW
WIREWORLD ALANTI S5I
MIR INTERCONNECT (
SOUND ORGANISATIONFULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EOUINOX 5FOR NAM OWNERS :
AUX SR 007(5%1007 EMSPEAKERS NEW
STAR SRS 2020141(1 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAB SRS1010 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC C
ARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKOBLUE P
OINT SPECIAL MCNEW
T(
A24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo 111 MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMIR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
KIMBERKABLE THE REFERENCE IMIR INTERCONNECT
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 512 METRE INTERCONNECT
TRICHORD DENS PSU NEW ..
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP MARC INLINE PSU
ASABOVE MTH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
CIED SI DISCSAVERCONVERTSLINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
SWORE FULL RANGE
BLACKRHODIUM S
UPE RWONS13125 MIRS NEW .
MISSI
ON RANGEOFS
PEAKERS AVAILABLE
WIREWORLD SOL
STICE 5SPIT CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD E
OU1
NOX 5INTERCONNECT 1HER PR
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT

High End Cable
call Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

01424 216245
Specialists in Valve
and reel to reel
tape recorders

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
PT
UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free conseation
(215) 862-4870 • fox ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
ittpWwww.fetwyre.cow
fetwyre@fetwyre.com

THE

comanv
cCAIRE

125 Union Square New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
•Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt,
Vita, Scanspeak, Peerless and Morel, for use in AR,
Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers Fostex
TDL plu many others.
•Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
•UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
POSTED Dnve Undo
OUA evadable. Including
The FE lull range series
yoUl calunet plans
evadable on request.

Phone today tc, y5,,, FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
DE check out our websde

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LEO 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

I

Stockists of: ARC iNI • DENSEN • EPOS • LIN \ • I01 \\ I
•MICROMEGA • \ \ I
MAUDIO • NEAT • REA • ROT II

WOrellections Limited
R EA L
SY ST EMS

•R(5YD • SHAUN \\ • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y

For fnendly advice orlo arrange your demonstration of
some of the World's finest audio equipment contact
JOHN BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (
0113)204 9458
(evening calls welcome). Generous part exchange
allowance always available. Agencies include: ATC •
AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Nordosl • Prirnare •
REL • Wilson Benesch - the
Monder Co • Wacha and many rra.ire

http://www.fakon-ucootics.co.ith

indecently good hi-fi

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
)RIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: Active & Passive, Components, Accessories,
New IS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.AJProfessional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

lligh
terl. Ilampton Mick. Kingston upon Thaturs.
Sort, K 1I41)0 Itt: 1120 8941 15311

Open Tues - Sat 1011,0

°sties

Falcon

fipm

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,9

Vçaèia

COMPONENTS

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth.
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAIL AM 1'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service

wmv.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgeman@btinternet.com

Web Site:

020 8688 6565
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SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
NEW Values:- 3.0mFd 400v 5% & 9.1mFd 250v 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to lOmFd
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polar);
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire;
IRON DUST. 1mm wire
t•\PPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in I
mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.1mH steps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio,
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 to 2004 year sets on CD-Rsob

ate
calctaresesek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
m+k
michel I
naim audio
neat acoushcs
nottingham

Focal Unit Range
A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

Tb find
GAM.

out nuosr quickly
avihifi.. can

TEL:01453

752656

LEEDS (011 31 204 9458
LEEDS ( 0113) 253 3098
info@audioreflections.co.uk
www.audioreflections.co.uk

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Price List 8c Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in .pdf format

AVI'S NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE " EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
titiat Kin 5 star and best by

• CHOR I ) •

111
1-

Arange of Falcon Designed and Manufactured
Units coming later this year.
8inch - 15 inch12 inch and 15 inch on Die-cast Magnesium Chassis.

signals

°mare
ame
spendor
trichord hi-fi `Gr grown

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL32: Just send alarge SAE.
(47p stamp) or USS3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2or 3
International Reply Coupons (IRC) to:- (Dept HEN) Falcon Components
Ltd Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE,
Norwich, Norfolk. NRI3 3D1 Tel (0)1493 751100 Fax (0)1493 751155

I
pswic

(
01473 )O55171

fax ( 01473)
W

W

W

MAIL ORDER-WORLDWIDE
90% of " Imonth home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £ 650 or £ 1,400 " Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £ 200,000
amplifiers (integrated,pre,power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
1 Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable'2 budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end 2 valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger.
2 You do not have to muck about with a separate power supply,

Unbelievably

i

'huge
i
transformers

Prf_
r

if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a "typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit. VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End'
and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave a rave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine
described it as " slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monoblock against our £650 " Triode Connection"

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

because of rent, rates, wages

Even our " standar•"
transformers
are

Bag

powerful
EL34
valves

Buy direct 8z save £££

mer can
5670
valves

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £1,150

Triode
Cormection
£1,250 £ 1.400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
b•b than
" 6550
valves

Larger
transformer

huge
transformer

American

•

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
capacitors
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a 5" or 6" drive unit ?
Shop prices are expensive

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 655C
valves

HUGE eirpensive "High
"potted" transformers
End"

5670 valves'

Ultra Linear
£650 £750

Larger
transformer
'huge
transformer

Triode
Connection
£1.000

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves

Free UK delivery
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2 years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps
www.hifinews.co.uk

b.

• *
40 watts
+ 40 watts

£500

American

eig 5670 valves

Upgradeable
to £ 1.000 doli
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600
DECEMBER 2005
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Chantry Audio

AUDIO EQUIPMENT

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

FOR SALE

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

07973 436135

Krell , Martin Logan, Sonus Faber, Copland, Avid , Prima Luna, Theta, Audio
Research, Wilson Audio, SME, Michell, Crimson, Monitor Audio, Rond, B&W,
IOTA, Koetsu, and much more.
CNANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Monitor Audio GRFX speakers in Nat oak, boxed, (ex den) £900
Ruark Talisman II speakers in walnut, boxed,
Is hand) £700
Audio Research 1/1200 MK!, valve amp,
Is hand) £9,998
Transparent ultra bi-wire, 15h, boxes,
leo den) £3,822
Rond 1066 proonscr/pre-anp, bIodcUker, bond, (ex den) £995
DNM Start pre, pony, poner supply, dales, boxed, leo dens) £3,650
Crimson 610c 620dpn3/poner amp, boxed, Idack, leu dem) £ 1,000
Exposure21518 pre/power amp, boxed
Is hand) £2,600
Please contact us for ofull list of ex-dem equipment.
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chantryaudio.corn

Now
£675
£275
£2,800
£1,995
£695
£2,595
£595
£1,200

Nely

Sale

Audiomeca Mephisto II CD transport

£2750

£I195

Audio Note AN/J spks & stands

£1099

£399

Charco Academy 3. 5ft. solid Italian walnut spks.

£8000

£2995

Chario Academy Millennium 1 & stands

£1650

£750

Conrad Johnson DVIOAL pre

£995

£500

Crimson CS610 pre/C5630 monoblocks

£1250

£525

EAR 859 pwr amp

£1800

£599

Jadis JPL pre

£4300

£1295

Jamo Concert 8piano black L/E

£1800

£750

Linn Kolektor pre, ric

£495

£I50

NB. All Ex Dern items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon Ilse product.

McIntosh MC7010 CD player

£3500

£I199

Meridian 0600 Active spks

£2500

£995

Musical Fidelity A370 Mk II pwr amp

£2500

£695

************** Mail Order Available t,k*********,-

Pink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip

£1550

£495

Rogue Audio M120 valve monoblocks

£3000

£1600

Sonic Frontiers power 2valve amp 110 watts

£5000

£I995

rit, bal & s/e

£5000

£I995

Talon Raven 2002 spks

£7500

£3500

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OD'
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile (017771 870437

Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Box - Rare

Loud

Too Loud

0

above equipment

All

Everything must

Way too Loud

fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the

-

Stock Is conetantly changing plow Nett SELECTIFI.CO.UK .
for the most up to Pete Soling.,

in good working

www.selecthiti.co uk
info@selecthifi cook
07795 173 094

order.

considered.

The only multi-channel for music lovers and audiophiles.

Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

"Superb" Hi -Fi World
"Produces astonishing results" Hi -Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi -Fi Choice
"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan

benefits, even with the most expenstve equipment.
or

HALCRO DM- 38 power amp
£7850
PASS LABS X800 monoblock power amps
£ 6995
MARK LEVINSON 332.5 power amp
£2650
PASS LABS X350 power amp
£ 3350
HALCRO DM- 10 pre/phono
£6550
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM200 monoblock power amps_ £7750
PASS LABS X2.5 pm
£2250
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO pm
£4250
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 3 pre
£6850
ESOTERIC DV-50S CD/SACD/DVD player
£ 3200
WILSON AUDIO WATT/PUPPY 7 speakers
£ 12500
WILSON AUDIO SOPHIA speakers
£6850
VERITY AUDIO PARSIFAL ENCORE speakers
£8450
DCS ELGARrIVERDWURCELL/VERONA CO system _£ 14500

Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.
Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi -Fi News

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic

Rothwelh 01204 366133

.

Dynavector's SuperStereo

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and

The cost is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

£495

go, all reasonable offers

'Putting the high-end welt, reach

Select
offer only the finest, tried and trusted
high-end audio at sensible prices. We specialise
in selected hi-fl we know and love, but can source
virtually anything. so if we don't have it in stock...let
us know. Part exchange welcomed.

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE

Sonic Frontiers Line 3,2 box valve pre-amp,

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0

Ç
,
C/Ct

0
c
D-Hi Fi

020 8255 0572

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.

E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

Web: http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector

See the excellent reviews in
Choice, Hi -Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

STOWSOUNDS
Creek Epos Exposure Frozen Solid Audio Living Voice klyryad QED
Resolution Audio Soundstyle Stands Unique

ell«. it
Goldring GR I
Linn Classic K
Creek CD53
Exposure 2010
Linn Classic Movie

M111111•111111r—

Creek A50i
Exposure 2010 integrated
Myryad Z140
YBA 33 Pre and Power
Exposure 2010 power

New
Silver ex dem
Ex dem
Silver ex dem
New

120
750
850
375
1400

New
Ex dem
New
Ex dem
Ex dem

495
375
445
1500

Ex dem
Cherry ex dem
New
Light ash ex dem
Ex dem

985
215
240
265
1850

350

'81
111111If

t
igamitiarr
Linn 5.1 Surround package
Epos M8 Centre
Epos ELS 3
Linn Kan 4
Living Voice Avatar

1111.111111MIIIIIMMe
Something Solid Rack
4 shelf gunmetal/light wood
Soundstyle XS105
5 shelf Silver/blue
Arca
Light wood cabinet/castors
Stands Unique
AN rack cherry/glass
Atacama BDS 25
Black stands

200
250
375
305
20

11111111.1111.1111111r
Soundstyle Midi rack
Target
Acoustic Energy Aesprit 300
DPA Enlightenment Pre
Magnat Vector 55

50
25
150
295
100

Blue
AN rack small
Used light wood
Used
Decent floorstanders black

111.111.11kedct
Upgrade your cable with our leading treatment by Frozen Solid Audio
Silver OCT interconnects, speaker cable and power chords

Call or visit

poa
poa

audio systems
Tel: 020 8480 3333
Mob: 07918 022870
w3: formulaoneaudio.com
e: info eformulaoneaudio.com

www.frozensollidaudio.com

For further details of listed products and other equipment call us on

01449 675060
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INSIDE YOUR ROOM!
www.hifinews.co.u,,

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT, SOLD.

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGED
Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland

bri ght01111
rior4r_ exchange

•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

we are the south
coasts leading
stockists at quality
new, Lsed and ex-dem
Hi -Fi equipment.

•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RAP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
3999.. 2795
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2895.. 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH D70
3500.. 1195
AUDIO RESEARCH V70
4000.. 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
2000... 595
ARCAM DV29 DVD
1600... 995
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 BLACK BIWIRE STANDS
N/A... 495
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000.. 1995
ATC C2 SUB
1600... 895
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
1395... 395
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
7950.. 4495
BAT VK51SE 6 MONTHS OLD
7950.. 3995
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
12950.. 7995
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
9500.. 6495
BOULDER 1060
16500.. 9995
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
1800... 895
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000.. 1595
CHORD SIGNATURE SPKR CABLE 8MTR PAIR
1850... 995
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 + UNIFY ARM
2700.. 1395
COPLAND CD288 HDCD BLACK
2000... 795
COPULARE AMP STAND 19X19 INCH
950... 295
DENNON DVD1600
400... 150
DENNON AVC-AISR BLACK
3000... 995
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK11 CHERRY
1800... 795
HITACHI 55PMA550 55 INCH PLASMA 3 MTHS OLD
5500 .. 3495
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO EX DEM
7325.. 4995
KRELL KPS2OIL
12000.. 2795
KRELL PAM 5 PRE
N/A... 395
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I3 MONTHS OLD
4333.. 2995
MARANTZ CD7
3500.. 2495
MARANTZ SC71 PRE MA9S1 MONO'S
17000 .. 8995
MARANTZ PM7200 INTEGRATED AMP
350... 195
MERIDIAN 588 CD
2200.. 1195
MERIDIAN DSP 6000 24/96
11500 .. 5495
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD MK1
4500.. 1995
MERIDIAN M60C BLACK
1000... 495
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA INTEGRATED AMP
4000.. 2495
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-80 INTEGRATED AMP
600... 295
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD
999... 550
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 TUNER
699... 395
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
999... 550
NAIM 500 s/n 179450/177734
12350 .. 6995
NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946
7500 .. 3495
NAIM 252 s/n193419
4265.. 2995
NAIM 82 s/n 102930
2600... 995
NAIM CDS s/n 165689
1200... 695
NAIM HICAP s/n 153734
750.
450
NAIM HICAP s/n 85743 olive
750... 395
NAIM 102 s/n 141683
1300... 495
NAIM 180 s/n 160653
1300... 495
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
829... 350
PATHOS LOGOS 3 MTHS OLD
2700.. 1795
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1595
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
4000.. 1795
PIONEER 757AI MULTI REGION CD/DVD/SACD EX DEM ... 750... 295
QUAD 22/L BIRDSEYE MAPLE LAQUER
899... 495
RED ROSE PASSION INTEGRATED
2400... 995
REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD
550... 395
REGA MAIA 3
5
5
REGA EXON 3
1195... 795
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION
1900... 895
SONY DVP-NS999ES CD/SACD/CD
999... 395
TEAC VRDS 9 CD
700... 295
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
4000.. 1995
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
2300... 395
T AND A TALLIS 5.1
NEW UNUSED
2200... 995
WILSON VVITT MK1
9000.. 2495
VVADIA 61
N/A... 995
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2
2500.. 1395
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews co.uk

we will travel
anywhere in the
country to pick
up or eliver your ,
equipment. website
updated daily!
•
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Just In
£1,900
£900
£6,500
£1,500
£1,100
£550
£1,200
£995
£2,200

AUDIO RESEARCH SP 10
AUDIO RESEARCH LS I6
CONRAD JOHNSON ART 2PREAMP
EAR 324 PHONOSTAGE
GRAHAM 2ARM[BOXED]
ORACLEALEXANDRIA+ARM
PSAUDIO 600 POWERPLANT
ROKSAN XERXE I
OTURNTABLE + 1.5 PSU[AS NEW]
SME IONARM FITTED[4 MONTHS OLD]
TOM EVANS GROOVEPHONOSTAGE

£1,000

Current
ACCUPHASE C20C0FREAMPILATEST]
ACCUPHASE DP-67[LATEST]
ACCUPHASE PS500 POWER CONDITIONER
AIRTIGHT ATM-2 [SUPERB AMPUFIER]
AUDIO ARTISTRY DVORAK SPEAKERS
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SP [EBONY FINNISH]
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 PHONOAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 POWERAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VTI50 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6mk.2
AUDIO STATIC Ss [new]
AUDIO STATIC 4s ELECTROSTATICS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 MONOBLOCKS
B&W NAUTILUS 801s
BASIS DEBUTE GOLD STANDARD/SMEV
BOULDER 2010 FREAMFUFIER
BOULDER PHONO STAGE
CADENCE ANINA SPEAKERS[NEW]
CANARY AUDIO CA303 MONOBLOCKS
CARY CAD300 SIGNITURE SE AMPS
CASTLE HOWARD S2 SPEAKERS[OAK]
CELEST1ON 7003 SPEAKERS
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTER TQ IARM
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 2PREAMP
COPULARE 4TIER STAND
CYRUS PRE X[SILVER]
GAMMA 211 MONOBLOCKS
GAMUT CD2
HALCRO DM38
INNERSOUND M303 POWERAMP
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
JM LAB MINI UTOPIA
KONCO[AUDIO NOTE JAPAN] KAS.SAI SILVER[POWERAMP]
UNNSONDFKLF'12/B<OSILING02/ARKN/CRCUS/TRAMPOUN
LINN SONDEK LPI2JAKITO/CIRCUSTTRAMPOLIN/K9
LINN SONDEK LP12/BASIK PLUS
LINN PEKIN FM/AM
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ CD23[VERY RARE]
MARANTZ CD12
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MCINTOSH MA 6850 INTEGRATED
MERIDIAN 500TRANSPORT
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[with active cards]
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAIM 101 /SNAPS PSU
NAIM OITUNER[2 BOX]
PASS LABS X150 POWERAMP
PASS LABS X350
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS[YEW]
PLINIUS 250 POWERAMPURER
PLINIUS CD LAD MK2 PREAMP
PSAUDIO 600 MAINS CONDITIONER
ROWLAND CONCENTRA 2
SME 20/SMEV
SNELLTYPE A/ TYPE2 SPEAKERS
SOUNDLAS Al SPEAKERS[VERY LATEST]
TALON KHORUS X MK11 SPEAKERS
TANNOY CANTERBURY'S
TOWNSHEND SEISMIC SINC 471ER STAND
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
WADIA 270/27IX DAC TRANSPORT[LATTEST MODEL]
WEISS MEDIA DAC
VV1LSON BENESCHACTOR
WILSON SYSTEM 7VVATT/PUPPY[LATEST]
VOYD REFERENCFJCYLENE/AUDIO NOTE 10 LTD[KONDO]

7917,

£2,500
£2,400
£1,900
£3,250
£2,995
£1,400
£800
£1,250
£2,400
£2,995
£7,000
£1,500
£3,250
£1,500
£1,100
£2,400
£3,750
£3,500
£I2,000
£2,500
£1,900
£2,950
£1,900
£500
£650
£5,500
£7,995
£500
£995
£750
£1,200
£1,500
£7,500
£1,500
£350
£2.995
£2,500
f12,000
£1,700
£550
£450
£400
£650
£1.500
£1,200
£1,700
£1,500
£450
£900
450
£295
£495
£995
£1,400
£3,750
£1,100
£1,200
£2,500
£995
£1,400
£3,500
£2,500
£1,500
£5,995
£9,000
£4500
£500
£1,000
£7,995
£4,500
£1,800
£I2,995
£5,500

EN/A
L3,500
£18.000
£2.400
£2.200
EN/A
£2.900
£2,000

£
4.500
£2,000

£4,800
£4,500
£4,000
£8,000
£6,500
£.800
£2,800
£4.000
£8.000
£14,000
£8.000
£3,750
L5.550
£4.000
£3,000
£3,100
£8,500
£11,000
£30,000
£7,000
£4,500
£E1,000
£5,500
LN/A
£2.500
£14.000
L16.000
EN/A
£2.700
£1.000
£6.000
£3.000
£13.550
£3.500
£700
£7,500
£7,500
£30,000
[LOADS
EN/A
EN/A
£650
£2,450

es,coo

CIN/A
£4,500
£3,500
£900
£3.500
£I,500
£
1
, 200
EN/A
EN/A
£3,750
£7.500
£2.000
£2,100
£5.750
£2,500
£2.900
£7,500
£6.000
£4,500
£18,000
£18,000
£9500
£1.100
£3,200
£18,000
£9.000
£4000

Acoustic Sigrate IAcoustic Zen Airtight ! Audience IAudioVave I Basis lBAT
Border Patrol IBoulder I Cabbase lCAT I CEC lClear Audio lGamut lGraham l
Halcro I Hovland lHyperion I Lavare lOracle lPass Labs lFlinius lPS Audio l
Reference 3A lRogue Audio lS.PJ Reco ,c1 Players lTransfiguraton lVincent
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ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332

bsolute

na ogue®

..Artist
turntable
„.>

IAN

Nordic/Concept
witr
‹
air-bearink
toneartn

SlyeL
MICHELL ORBE
POA
MICHELL ORBE SE
POA
MICHELL GYRODEC
POA
MICHELL GYRO SE
POA
TECNO ARM "A
£340
DENON 01304
£175
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£1900
KOETSU BLACK
£ 800
KOETSU RED T
£ 1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £ 1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION £ 700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
£ P0A
RESON LEXE
£ 1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£ 475

Plinius
CD101

,

•

m

AurunsContus
Leisuee 3SE

...but it helps.

Get it right!

cl

PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY

IE
TRICHORD DING
£ 250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+ £ 425
WHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
POA
POA
VAN DEN HUL
GRADO RSI
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
EPOA'
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
EPOA'
SUMIKO PEAR WOOD SIGNATURE EPOA*
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU 1HE SiGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 84 AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 1. BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES-GEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113

oc\‘

HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

4

It is not necessary to have great
equipment in outer to listen to music...

liefrrence3ADulcet

01273 325901

Distributors Of Quality HiTFi

Absolute_Analogueetemail.msn.com
www.absoluteanalogue.co.ak

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:

01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 WEB: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
E-MAIL: HeathcoteAudio@aol.co
COMPACT DISC

SONY XA9000ES SACD/CD/DVD
6WEEKS OLD
£1295
ESOTERIC P-70 TRANSPORT (£5500) .
MINT
£3450
AUDION DAC VALVE CD PLAYER (VERY RARE)
MINT
£2250
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
MINT/BOXED
£1250
RING
SONY SCD-1/TAE-1/TAN-1
MINT/BOXED
WADIA-8 TRANSPORT
EXCLT
£1495
MOON AUDIO ECLIPSE 2BOX Cl) (£5000-)
AS NEW
£2795
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MOOS)
REDUCED
£850
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO (NEW MECH)
VGC/BOXED
. £895
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£ 1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED
. £595
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
&FDRSETTI DAC/REMOTE VOL.
MINT/BOXED
£1795
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC
REDUCED
£1595
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £1695
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAN2HDCD/BALJETC
MINT/BOXED £1195
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT £575
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kliZ 3DACS (£6800)
MINT/BOXED £2850
PERRTECH PA- 1DSP
BRAND NEW £895
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SG-2PA-3
BRAND NEW £795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2PSU
BRAND NEW £495
MONRIO 1813 DA/PSU
EXCLT £375
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED £375
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450)
MINT/BOXED £495
TE/IC P-500 TRANSPORT
MINT . £375

SOLID STATE
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE AMP
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCD-1
'THE ALCHEMIST' PRE AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS (4)
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
ELECROCOMPANIET ASW 220 POWER ..
MUSICAL FIDEUTY A-300
MUSICAL FID. A3cr PRE/ A3crP9WER
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-370 MK2
MUSICAL FIDELITY MX 2BOX PRE AMP
THORENS 2000 PRE PHONO/POWER AMPS
WA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER ANIP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL- 5E
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
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EXCLT £ 1150
MINT/BOXED
RING
EXCLT £3750
EXCLT £2750
EXCLT
RING
MINT/BOXED £5995
MINT £2895
MINT £1695
NEW/BOXED £1095
NEW/BOXED £1095
MINT/BOXED £895
MINT £1195
MINT £ 1250
EXCLT £395
MINT £695
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
MINT £2795
EXCLT £2795
MINT/BOXED . £6495
MINT/BOXED .. £1795

VINYL
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO S1AGE MM/MC (£800) ... EX.DEM ... £395
NOTTS ANA.S.DECK/GRAPHITE. PLAT
MINT/BOXED ... £950
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LIV. l& UNIFY ARM(20 HRS/BOXEDIREDUCED .. 21585
ROKSAN/REGA COGNOCENTI/PSU
MINT/BOXED ... £795
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE ,E (£650)
BRAND NEW ... £450
Mé:CORMACK MICRODRIVE PHONO STAGE
NEW/BOXED ... £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IF. THE BOX
EXCLT £150
SYRYNX PU 2TONE ARM
BOXED ... £225
ADC ALT- 1TONEAREA
£150
2SYSTEMDECKS
RING CHEAP!!

VALVE AMPS
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM INTEGRATED (£2800)
LUMLEY M-120 MONOBLOCS (CHROME)
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONO'S
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
MICHAELSON CHRONOS 4BOX
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-130SE MONO'S
UNISON RESEARCH C-5 REMOTE PRE/MM,MC
TAPE/TUNERS
SONY 777ES DAB/FM/AN
SONY 700ES 3HEAD
LYNX THETA TUNER

EX.DEM
MINT/BOXED .
MINT/BOXED .
MINT/BOXED .
EXCLT .
EXCLT
MINT .
EXCLT .
EXCLT

£1895
£1695
£1595
£850
£2995
£2995
£3995
£4750
. £595

AS NEW/BOXED. £395
MINT ... £299
VGC. £225

LOUDSPEAKERS
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8000 RETAL)
BRAND NEW . £5750
SODEIDLAB MILLENIUM 3 (£9500)
EX.DEM . £5750
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS (VERY RARE)
B/EYE MAPLE. £3750
ALR JORDAN NOT-5BDBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM. £1250
TANNOY BERKLEY REFURBISHED
EXCLT. £995
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
MINT/BOXED. £3250
LINN SARA'S.
MINT/BOXED. . £495
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED. £1595
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT. . £750
TRIANGLE TITUS
BOXED . . £275
PROAC RESPONSE-3
BOXED . £1595
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW)
REDUCED. . £895
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £1195
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED ... £895
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED ... £750
MIRAGE M1si
TBA
MIRAGE BPS-20 SUB
TBA
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT . £1250
AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOOD
GC . f795

CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD
REL STORM
A.ENERGY.ASW FB110 SUB
CELESTION A-6 SUB
CELESTION DITTON 25

EXCLT . £375
EXCLT £650
EXCLT ... £495
GC . £395
NEW/BOXED ... £350
NEW/BOXED ... £295
LOVELY PAIR ... £175

INTERCONNECTS
RENAISANCE 2METRE XLR
TBA
RENAISANCE 2METRE RCA
TBA
RENAISANCE 1METRE SIGNATURE RCA
TBA
HOVLAND 1M XLR
£275
MISSING LINK CRY° 0.5 METRE
£125
JPS LABS SUPER CONDUCTOR IMETRE WBTS
£125
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE MR REDUCED £1195
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE RCA REDUCED £595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF.1 METRE RCA REDUCED
£450
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLII (£1200)
£495
XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
FURAKAWA 3METRE XLR REDUCED
£195
RENAISANCE 4METRE PAIR
TBA
DIAMOND - HI 2X3METRE PAIRS (NEW) .
EACH £750
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI-WIRE (21100)
AS NEW .. £575
HOVLAND 3METRE PAIR
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG
BOXED AS NEW .. £795
PS AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED
BOXED AS NEW .. £450
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR SILVER SPADES NEW
£225
CHORD CO.RUMOUR 24 METRE EX.DIS
£80

STANDS
SONUS ELITE 4SHELF 2OFF REDUCED
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105
SOUNDSTYLE XS-250 CD
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS-100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST-100
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)

EACH £275
EX OEM.
2149
EX.DEM .. £149
NEW .. £195
NEW £195
NEW £275
NEW £250
REDUCED .. £195
REDUCED .. 2195
SR VER £149
MINT/BLACK £195

www.hifinews.co.uk
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KRYSTAL
KABLES
P UREST SOUND . . .

New Models!
,Stei-ec. GO
KT88 integrated 2)( 60w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver
Stage. Triode mode 2ft 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape ioop.
Huge transformers ( 33kgl

JUPITER solid silver
high power cord
1m from £ 385.00

From £1,299 inc valves
1Upgrades2vallablel

,Stel-ec) 300

44

3008 Integrated amplifier
Full 2)( 30w rms
UK Designed
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop
Huge transformers ( 35kg1

STRATOS solid silver
power cord 1m £ 145.00

TITAN high power
entry level cord.
1 metre - £ 72.00

From £ 1,599 Inc valves
(Upgrades available!

144 X....ill-2C pre-amp
Full no quibble money back guarantee
POWER CORDS • MAINS BLOCKS • INTERCONNECTS
SPEAKER CABLES • MAINS FILTERS S ACCESSORIES
Hi Fi World & Hi -Fi Choice reviewed power cords

WWW.KRYSTAL-KABLES.COM
Tel: 01579 362189

Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
DC heaters
High and low level output
Stunning looks
£649.95 complete

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
;net
solution to mains
e noise and
interference

,,

1=1.S I Plimio St.agre
High output with level control
Will drive most power amps!
All valve, all triode, no feedback
Passive RIAA. Custom moving
coil TM ° Min. Choke regulated
smoothing. Separate power
supply. 9kg
From only £ 399.95 complete
Stereo IL

i C/a

ic

Upgraded design
Choke regulated power supply
3inputs, plus tape loop

I.
Fit a Trichord
Clock 4 and
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

Ne
Never- Connected

Contact us now to see how v
can help you to reduce the
noise in your'.system .

Triode switching [ 20 walls]
45rms watts x2 [ I(T88 version]
All Mullard NOS driver option
•
•

Desigaed in Leicester UK

•

Wide choice of valves. inc. Mullard, II, EH, Syetlana. Sovtek

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

All supplied with beautiful valve covers

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control. Gold
plated terminals Audiophile components by Solen. Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel& alloy plate
esemet .-, JP
C;e^S'r, manual Inc DIY valvP - e-.

Buy with confidence. Well established. Proven reliability. Unbeatable advice
back uo service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*

For more into visit our website at www.lconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.

TRichoRd REsEARch

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

Fax. + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

salesetrichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

Ill _ £
8,
:;
(
EL34 model)
Other models available, see our webslte or ask for aleaflet

Stereo 40i Classic

Phore 07787 158791 Email salesiconaudio.co.uk
•
*Conditions apply

il

I

S

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted
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CE marked

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

r

W

inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award

‘c.A new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
CC

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sers anew reference."
STEREOTIMES

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £ 1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
01.1 from - L;124

Demonstrably better

Full information on web site

lyra
ortofon

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS

sumiko

SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML
Electra
1006
1012 GX
1022 OX
1042
Eroica LX/H
Elite
Blue Point Special
Blackbird

Sumiko

£28
£330
£33
£76
£95
£124
£143
£133
£232
£235
£585

GRADO HEADPHONE

Reference

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225
SR- 3251
RS- 1
RS- 2

EXCHANGE

STYLUS

N/A
£295
£28
£62
£76
£100
£114
£109
£190
£200
£500

£17
N/A
£24
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
FULL RANGE OF QED

SWITCH BOXES,
CABLES & INTERCONNECTS
AVAILABLE
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

Devon

£13
£24

akg
beyer
grado
Sid X

>hardware
atc
audio pro
cabasse

harmanikardon
lexicon
michell

£38
£l5

m+k

STYLUS

naim audio

DL 103
DL 110

£ 105
£79
£95
£210
Black £40

£ 95
N/A
DL 160
N/A
DL 304
N/A
Grado
Prestige
£ 27
Prestige Gold £ 110
£73
Shure
M97 XE
£98 £ 58
V 15 VxMR
N/A £ 213
V15V MR
N/A £ 158
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

epos
harbeth

£16

=

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

DECEMBER 2005

nordost

>headphones

creek

Ex - Exchange price for MC from above companies

-? 8

chord company

£60

GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type

VISA

>cables

HIFI ACCESSORIES
£75 Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier
£90 Goldring Super Exstatic Brush
£140 Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge
£175 Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill
£265 Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun
£635 Bib Universal Standard Headshell
£450 CARTRIDGES

www.originiive.com

--cartridges

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

Audio
Technica
Goldring

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoemiginlive.com

I

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

CARTRIDGES

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

neat acoustics
nottingham
parasound
primare
sme
something solid
spendor

ti for grown-ups

trichord

ipswich ( 01473)
fax ( 0 .14
signals

w

w

73)

6 5 5 172

65

e mail.eny@signals‘.

ipswichw-erffolk
gnats
uk

bucklesham

w.%1

www. hif

intc)..oDY
,
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www.AudioAuctionHouse.co.uk
"Serving the U.K and European community" Buy & Sell Your
Hifi Where it will be Noticed!
Excellent rates, Convenience, and Security
You decide what Ads will work best for you !

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

"Dedicated to the Audiophile Community"
All Hi Resolution Picture quality!

Simplicity is avirtue as well as awinning formula.
The Acoustic Signature Mambo turntable embodies meticulous German
engineering, superb materials and massive construction to offer world doss
performance with style and, in today's terms, outstanding value.
The heart (and soul) of our current vinyl reference system.

Your items will get sold or We will relist it Free!
A Quality Site for dealers and consumers.
Special incentives for Dealers and
Multiple listings

HORNING
Even with its twin, tear mounted twelve inch Beymer bass drivers,
a :owther midrange unit and Horning tweeter, the mighty
Horning Agathon is designed for corner or near wall placement,
delivering an effortlessly natural sound performance which demonstrates
that real music reproduction transcends mere hi-fi.

Please send Inquiries to

admin@AudioAuctionHouse.co.uk

KR AUDIO KRONZILLA
Avalve specifically designed for high-end audio has 'raised the bar'
for lovers of 300B, 211 and 845's. KR Audio's gracefully powerful 1610 output
volve (larger than awine bottle!) is the driving force of our new single ended
reference amplifiers, the truly awesome KR Audio Kronzilla DM monoblocks.
Once again, it's valves that restore emotion to music reproduction.

CONSONANCE Signature 1005

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
MAI
5"Morel, I"Seas treble
810a 191 x261 £226.1:0 £930
S.311
6.5"1PL PP, I"Seas treble
903 x230 x350 £200.00
f10.00
S3tIm
6.FIPL meta1,1"Seas treble 903 x230 x350 £248.00 £10.00
S3thnRili 6.5"IPL metal,Ribbon treb 903 x230 x350 £403.00 £10.00
Sill
8"Vda, I"Seas treble
960 x276 x400 £258.21 £11.00
S5tI
10-1PIJDome mid. I* ireb 1080 x320 x400 £378.00 £12.013

7

Flabbergasting performance for abudget price! This remote control ;
3008 push-pull integrated amplfifier brings deliciously natural sound
Thereproduction
Consonance within
Signature
the reach
100S of
employs
many more
highlydeserving
regarded music
3008 lovers.
valves
to generate more thon enough power for most orthodox loudspeakers.

REFERENCE 3a

•

Many small speakers 'interpret' music in much the some way
we mod text books. So if you'd prefer to experience the full story;
characters, drama, pace, rhythm, lust take olisten to
Reference 3a loudspeakers. Small speakers that create the big picture.
Dulcet, MM de Capo i
and Veena models in stock.

MUSIC FIRST AUDIO

•

Apre-amp that destroys all preconceptions. We've been converted!
Despite having no volves, despite being passive, despite ' manual' contiol,
we just love it! What's more, whenever we use the Music First
os our reference pre-amplifier, it's very often preferred
to equipment costing many times the pnce.

The ideal gift this Christmas

LAVARDIN
Never underestimate the lavardin IT integrated amplifier!
Where some solid state amps are phenomenally detailed but ultimately
fatiguing, and others ore 'gently rounded' but lack dynamic conviction,
the lavardin delivers everything you'd expect and, best of all,
you con listen with it tirelessly, disc after disc after disc!

EX-DEM
PREVIOUSLY
OWNED

Send cheque or postal order) rook p.o ;Mk to Mr I
PLeslie al IPI. Acoustics, Chelsea
Torrs Park, Ilfracombe. Des on. EX34 SAY, tel 01271 867439. Alternativly visit
our website at unn.iplaeoustics.cauk or send a47p S.A.E. for catalogue detailing
Transmission lines, HiFi and 1A kits. including Active Subwoofers,, drive units.
Silver PITT raldm and Qualiu Acemories.

AUDIOSTATIC DCI Wing Loudspeakers (£5,000)
Mint, boxed £3495
BAT VK-51SE Pre-amp (£7,995)
Mint, boxed £3995
BAT VK-150SEeanob,locks(£15,500) ' • Mint flight coses £8995
CARY 3008 SE Monoblocks (£2750)
Mint, boxed £1995
CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 141. Pre (New £2250)
Mint, boxed £1395
CROFT Charisma ' XSpec' Pre Upgraded.
Mint, boxed £1795
CUT LOOSE AUDIO Battery power amp. Lovely
Mint £795
DENSEN BEAT 400XS CD Ployer with Gizmo. Very little use, boxed £ 1795
GRAAF GM508 Integrated Amplifier
As new £2895

SAVE

UP TO

40%

ON GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

HORNING Agothon in ook
Abargain at £2795
HORNING Zeus in cherry (£2,000) [x
dom, few hours only £ 1395
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Trampolin) Fully serviced and offered complete
with abrand new Origin Live Ultra DC motor drii.e, abrand new Conqueror orm
ando brand new Transfiguration Esprit cartridge.
Mint £3,495
LUMLEY Reference Stereo 70 Power amp
b12. nay £795
PAP WORTH M200 Monoblocks 2004 (f4995)
Mint, boned £2995
PROAC Response 1SC
Amazing £ 745
1:1
boxed £895
UNISON S2K Integroted volve amp
•uiful, boxed £745
UNISON Unico Integrated Hybrid (With Phono)
XX Mill CD Transport Remote conhol.
As new, boxed £495

www.audiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( Al) LINCS
PART- EXCHANGE
HIGH- END REPAIRS

www.hifinews.co.uk

COMMISSION SALES
VALVE SPECIALISTS

PHONE
078 2192 5851
01476 591090

AND SAVE EVEN MORE ONLINE
Enjoy extra savings when you buy 2or more
magazine subscriptions online. Over 7o

titles to choose from!

www.giftmags.co.uk/music
+44 M845 676 7778
Lines open 7days aweeken-9pm (
UK time). Quote tele Cal
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

superb phono sec:ion in like new condition, full

in excellent condition. Tel: Julian 01455 212362 or

packaging, includes new set of CAT tub, used for

07795 671932 ( Warks) [ LA17]

Chord CPM2600 integrated amp ( silver) stunning

only 300 hrs (typical life of 4000hrs)highly rated

Magnum Dynalab MD208 Receiver Al condition,

sound and build with remote, genuine bargain

worldwide for £ 2800 ( new price £ 6500). Call + 353

boxed, less than 12 months old, StereophileC,ass A.

£1950, Isotek Cleanline mains filter, can be

87 903 5751 or + 353 91637745 (evenings). Eire

Cost (£3000) accept £ 14-95ono, Tel: Dubl.n ( 00353)

upgraded to Gil or Substation spec £ 145, Tel: Dave

numbers. [ KM171

872310778 [ LA17]

on 020 8641 3911 (evenings) [ KM17]

Krell KPS 25sc and FPB 700cx both in aosolutely

Krell KSA80 class Apower amp, excellent condition

Snell Type E3 speakers, vgc, light oak, 93dB/W

mint condition, very latest specification and

and recently refurbished by AbsolLte Sounds to

£450ovno, Naim CDX CD player, boxed with manuals

cosmetics ( not upgraded units) £ 14,850 for the pair

original specification, all invoices available, one

£1150ovno, Goldring 1042 mm cadridge, very little

(£40,000), may split, Tel: Akis 07971 795214

owner, original boxes and manual, can be

use £ 105ono. Tel: 01492 516875 [ KM17]

(Norwich) [ KM17]

demonstrated £ 1000 Tel: 020 8372 8609

Audio Innovations series 500 Class Aintegrated valve

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amplifier, two

(evenings) [ MA14]

amp, boxed, spare valves £300, Nytech CTA 252

chassis, separate PSU, mm:, boxed £ 2199ono. Tel:

Krell Showcase processor, as new, £ 2900, beats

XDII receiver, boxec £80, can demonstrate both

Jeremy Willcockson 01481 232439/711556

anything below 10K, Osborn Reference Titan

items Tel: 01829 720073 (Chester area) EMB171

[KM17]

speakers(&Centre) custom piano black, awesome

McIntosh MR71 tuner, rare European version, £875,

PS Audio p300 power plant £ 700 (£ 1850), Meridian

sound £ 2800 - no offers, black granite stands £450,

Welborne Labs LaurellIX 30013 monoblocks,

500 Mk 2with Audiocom Clock3/power supply

Meridian 800 0A03 Ana ogue card £ 100, IA40

beau: ful, £850, Audio Innovations passive pre, £80,

((2400mod) £650 (£ 1750). PS Audio Lambda

Analogue Input £ 100. VS20 Video card £ 150. Tel:

Conrad Johnson PVIO Line pre, boxed, manual,

transport £400 (£ 2500), TacT 2.2xAAA £ 2000, Tel:

07789 543751 or email: audioaero@hotniail.com

£475, QUAD I
I/22/FM2, manual, spare valves, a

01314 663330 / 07900694404, ema I:

ILM19]

good set. £650, QUAD 44, boxed, manual, £ 175,

S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk [ KM17]

Audio Innovations series 500 Class Aintegrated valve

Garrard 301/SM E3009/Shure V15111, manuals,

Marsh P2000 Class A, high- resolution line pre-amp

amp, boxed, spare valves £300, Nytech CTA 252

£495, Klipsch Heresy, 1967 vintage, awesome,

(7 inputs), R/C, boxed, manual, vgc £ 500 (£ 1040),

XDIlreceiver, boxed £80, can demonstrate botn

£525. Ring for details, prefer buyer to collect in Kent.

Hovland Music G•nove phono cable, 1.5m, RCA, little

items Tel: 01829 720073 ( Chester area) [ LA] 7]

Tel: 01303 264 879 (evenings) [ M1332]

used £ 525 (£ 725) Tel: 01737 248473 EJA7]

Perigee FK1 floorstanders, wide bandwidth speaker

Perigee FK1 floorstanders, wide bandwidth speaker

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1 + ironwood stands

with superb dynamic speed, transparency and best

with superb dynamic speed, transparency and best

£1300, T+A V10 integrated amplifier £ 1800,

crossover in ahybrid design, HiFi+ issue 34, piano

crossover in ahybrid design, HiFi+ issue 34, piano

Advantage integrated amplifier £ 1000, REL

black finish ((
25000 new) £2895 Tel: 07905

black finish ((
25000 new) £ 2895 Tel: 07905

Stampede subwoofer £325. NHT speakers M6

338232 [ LA171

338232 [ MB17]

Monitors new £ 500, NHT Al amplifiers 250W

Audio Note DAC 4black £3995, Audio Note M3 pre-

Hi Fi System Musical Fidelity A3 amp/tuner/CD Gyro

monoblocks £400, Nordost Blue Heaven 3m biwire

amp silver £ 1995, Magnum Dynalab 1019 and

SE TiTable Tecnoarm Ortofon MC30 Super cartridge

Rev- I1 £300, Tali 020 8531 5979 [ KM17]

signal sleuth £825, Consonance Cyber 845 £2250,

Goldring 1042 m- m cartridge T/T wall bracket, KEF

Micro Utopia Be, mint pair of Micro Utopia Be

Aerial 6speakers £ 1799, Si Iverline Sonitina £ 1699,

Reference 1.2 Rosenut Speakers, all

speakers that are 6months old, I
am relocating so

Audiophile APS 1050 mains regenerator £ 1450, Tel:

mint/boxed/manuals, Trichord Research Dino and

moving to asmaller place therefore selling some of my

01923 826830 [ LA17]

Dino+ Phono, buyer collects, sensible offers please

kit, please email: zijafferji@yahoo.co.uk or call

Musical Fidelity Trivia 300 Limited Edition, two- box

Tel:01159 754070 ( Nottingham) [ M13]

07921 044254 with offers EKC34]

integrated amplifier No 85, recently overhauled,

Audio Research LS8 tube pre-amp, satin black

Naim NAC92 pre-amp, Naim NAP power amp with

mint, boxed, guaranteed. £ 2400, Bowers & Wi.kins

finish, brand new valve just fitted, mint condition,

Chord interconnects £ 750, Arcam Alpha 8SE CD

703 floorstanding loudspeakers, cherry f
inish, five

boxed £924 including secure postage. Tel: 01752

player £360, all boxed, as new, great SOLInd. Tel:

months old, boxed £ 1400 Tel: 07859 388167

291625/mobile 07969 773164 [ MBFOC]

07771 775563 ( Reading) [
LA17]

[LA17]

dCS Elgar Plus, 6months old, Purcell 1month old,

LP12, Grace 707 £ 500, TD160 SME 3009, £200,

EAR 864 pre-amplifier, boxed, as new £900,

new Verdi unopened, all as new with 5year dCS

Denon DL304 unused, £200, Shure V15 new stylus,

Cartridge Man Music Maker ( Mk 1) approx 100 hrs,
£250ovno, Indigo Mode 1compact, 2way speakers,

warranty, flight cases, manuals, latest Fi reWire

£85, Mission 774, nens teeth, £ 140, Croft pre-amp

versions, £ 11000ono may sell separately, can install

unused, £275, Quad 22 and I
Is, £350, Stirling

boxed, as new £ 150 Tel:01604644250 [ LA17]

if required, Tel: 0035386 8196711 / 00353506

Broadcast LS35A, rosewood, hardly used, £ 550, IMF

Kimber Select 1130, 0.5m XLR £ 290 ( 797), PS

45951 [ M8]

Reference Monitor IV, astonishing, £ 1000, all

Audio XStream 5.0m XLR £250 ( 600), Transparent

10ft Pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable and 4.5m

excellent, ono Tel: 0161 2848651 ( evenings)

Super 2.4m speaker cable £390 ( 1100)2-3 years

pair of Nordost Quattrofil interconnect with RCAs in

07752 989461 ( mobile) [ LA27]

old, excellent, original packaging, Tel: 07973

mint condition, together for £ 1500 ( new price

Acoustic Energy AEI speakers Series I, rosewood

220663 ( Leics) [
LA17]

£5500) Call + 353 87 903 5751 or + 353 91

finish with dedicated stands £495, Alphason

Rotel RCD991 CD player, complete with remote and

637745 (evenings). Eire numbers. [ MK17]

VR5555 support, five thick mahogany effect shelves

manual £300, excellent condition. Tel: 01793

Audio Research VTM200 monoblocks ( silver) 13

£160,

490968 or mobile: 079114 19196 ELMFOC I

months old, perfect, boxed, manuals £8750

0117 9629725 [ KM14]

Unison Research Smart 845 monoblocks £ 1750,

((216000), can demonstrate in your own system if

Hi Fi Clearout Nordost Solar Wind cable 5m bi-wire

Graaf WFB1 pre-amp £ 750, Nottingham Analogue

genuinely interested. Tel: 01925 656990 (eves)

£250, Tnchord Dino £ 140. AVI Pro Nine Plus £325,

Mentor,' ET2 air bearingtonearm / Lyra Hel ikon

email: nemall@aol.com [ DFOC]

Meridian 500 Transport, recent service£425, Rega

£1500, PMC FB1 loudspeakers £ 750 Tel: Jon on

CAT Signature Mk Ill full function pre-amp with

RB250 with MC10 Supreme cartridge £95, all items

01923 219711 (evenings) 07736 480263
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Works 6-way mains block £ 115, "el:

www.hifinews.co.uk

(daytime) [ LM14]

new, supplied with dedicated remote, cables and

Quad ELS-63 speakers, factory overhaul, June 2004,

manuals, no timewasters please only genuine

549652272 [ MA14]

black with walnut, Quadropods, stands, mint

enquiries Tel: 01383 413695/07971 632162

Chord CPA2200 pre-amplifier with 4legs, £ 2359

picture, email: wetstring@wanadook Tel: 0033

£1100ono Tel: Mike on 01246 209578 ( day) 01246

[LA17)

(rrp £3487), silver with gold knobs/badges,

570556 (eves) [ LM14]

Wilson Audio System 7, Mercedessilver, mint

secondary system, unused, original box/documents

Sonus Faber Electra Amator Mk Il speakers with

condition, complete with manualsancicrates,

and still under warranty. Further information / details

wood/metal stands £ 1100, Meadowlark Shearwater

£12995ono, Please phone John on 07944 669448

/picture, email: wetstring@wanadoo.fr/Tel: 0033

(Hot rod) cherry wood speakers £ 750, Krell KRC3

anytime. ELM14]

549652272 [ MA14]

pre-amp £ 1500, Krell KAV 250 amp £ 1200, Theta

Krell KRC HR pre amp, former top of the range Krell

Aerial Acoustics Model 58 loudspeakers finished in

Data Basic II CD Transport and Pro Prime Il processor

pre, with separate PSU, sounds fantastic, £ 2100 ono

maple plus purpose built stands, £ 1895 ( rrp

£1400 Tel: 01634 724081 [ LM16]

(£6500 new), Krell KAV250/a3, 250W 3-channel

£2800), purchased for asecondary system, but

Canary CA339 300B monoblocks, new, boxed, only

power amp £ 2000 (£4250 new), both amps in

unused, originat box/documents, further

60 hours ( new £9000) £4700 with Ti 300B £4200

excellent condition, discount if both bought together.

information/details/picture, email:

wirhout. Hyperion 938 speakers, boxed, as new, only

Tel: 0208 948 0040 or 07734 850600, email:

wetstring@wanadoo.fr/Tel: 0033 549652272

60 hours, best speaker in the world? ( new £3700)

pcaveller@yah000.com [ LA17]

[MA14]

£2350, Tel: 07973 128355 or 01707 875112 ( eve)

Dynaudio Contour 55.4 rosewood speakers, 18

Nairn NAC 72 + 140 pre/power bow for 72, vgc +

Enfield, London [ LM14]

months old and mint condition with boxes, house

Snaic cable for Hi-cap £650, call Jameson 01293
821884 near Gatwick Airport [ LA17]

Musical FidelityA308 CD player, pre- amp and power

move forces sale, bargain for someone at £2900

amp £ 2600 the lot, £900 each, mint, boxed, also

(£5000 new), contact Daryl on 07900 248604

SME 30, SME V, £6500, Audio Research VS 55

Monitor Audio Gold Ref GR60 speakers, unused,

[LA171

£1275, Croft Absolute 1pre-amp, updated

boxed £ 1750ono Tel: Steve on 07921 572823

Chord SPM2000B 6channel amplifier with 4legs,

internally and externally £695, Vintage Fisher 500

(South London) ILM14]

£4399 ( rrp £6502), silver with gold knobs/badges,

valve receiver, walnut case £ 175 Tel: 020 8688

Meridian DSP5000 Mk 1loudspeakers finished in

secondary system, unused, original box/documents

6397 ELA171

black ash, pristine condition, originally owned since

and still under warranty. Further information / details/

BAT VK30 valve pre-amp, US spec, boxed, as new,

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. Foryour security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399.
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The Market
remote £ 1295 (£3450), BAT VK200 power amp,

Wilson Watt Puppy 5.1 grey spotless with cases + all

monoblocks, boxed, superb condition, spare valves,
cost £2500, sell £875 Tel: 01432 275203 [ M8]

boxed, as new, £ 1200(f3250). Nam CO3.5 £325,

accessories, Mark Levinson pair 434 monoblocks

Arcam DV88 DVD £250 Tel: 07767 766060/01932

latest amps ] 8months old awesome with the

Naim CDS3, top of the range CD player, 2years old,

872164 [ LA17]

Wilsons, Levinson 390s CD player, Lexicon MC12

just been serviced by Naim, m.nt condition, boxed,

Tom Evans Newdesign Linear A, 25W/ch pure Class A

balanced processor, great preamp, Genelec Active

remote, manual £4600 Tel: 07881 524645

triode amp, £2799 (£3995) amazing & very musical,

centre and surround speaker system, Pioneer 50in

(Midlands) IM81

Audio Valve Bwclur 70W/ch back monoolocksmint,

rear projection TV, REL Q200E sub, the AV

B&W 704, walnut, 12 monthsold, mind condition,

has SS bass with the triode midrange & excellent

components were built round my 2channel system

approx 50 hrs used, boxed, original manuals, bungs

detail £ 1899 (£3195), Walker Audio Velocitor S+

and all work well but will sell separate as required,

grills spikes etc, retails £ 1400, accept £8500n0 Tel:

with Maple stand, £ 1499 (£ 2400), eme I:

based in Surrey best offers ( if you know what they are

07739 302719 ENIA141

musik@btconnect.com Tel: 07919 211 332 [ LA17]

you know what they're worth) emigrating to New

Linn Kumax Twin, Ex Dem, unmarked and sounding

Sony SCD1, very good condition, box and manuals,

Zealand, calf Nic Rixon on 07779 227 173 or email:

superb, banana plugs and bincing post speaker

Isotek Titan, new, unused in box, Music Fidelity kW

nrixoreshirlaws.biz [ MA40]

connections, boxed £2250ono, Tel: Martin on 0115

750 pre/power. new unused in transport boxes, Tel:

Musical Fidelity kW 750 pre/power amp, new unused

9109617 (evenings) Nottingham, email:

01793 776515 (W) / Tel 01633 895059(H) [ FOCI

in original sealed box £ 6500ono, Sony SCD-1 CD

precisionaudio@ntlworld.com1M81

Krell KRC HR preamp - former top of the range Krell

player, aiso unused in original sealed box, Isotek Titan

Linn lsobariks Active, walnut, boxed stands inc, Linn

Pre, with separate psu -sounds fantastic - £2100 ono

mainsfilter£1100ono, Tel: 01793 776515(W)

Aktiv Crossover and Dirak PSLI+ cables £450,

(£6500 new),

/01633 895059(H) [ MB17]

LK100 ( x4) amps inc. Activ crossover modules £850.

power amp - £2000 (£4250 new), Both nips in

Nordost interconnects: SPM, 0.5m, £ 160, Quattro

Wanted B&W 800 Matrix, Tel: 00 353 12954076

excellent condition, discount if both bougnt together.

Fil, 0.5m £ 240, Valhalla 0.5m £420, Transparent

[MA141

Tel: 0208 948 0040 or 07734 850600, Email:

Reference Digital Cable RCA-BNC lm £370, Cardas

Michell Bronze Gyrodec with RB300 arm and QC

pcav& ler@yah000.com [ LA17]

Golden Reference Power Cable 1.2m £ 150, Tel: 020

PSU £ 900, Black Cube phono box £ 100, Musical

PMC IB2 Studio Monitors, light oak, 12 months old,

8661 5329 or email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com

Fidelity A3 dual mono amplifier £ 100, A3 24- bit CD

very light, domestic use only, mint, stancs, boxed, will

[MB17I

player £ 100, Tel: 01628 623592 EMA141

deliver reasonable distance or collect £ 5250

Auciophile APS pure power regenerator with battery

Wilson 3.2 black, immaculate £3400 (£ 14,000),
Wilson Witts Mk 1black £ 1450 (£ 12000), Genesis

Krell

KAV250/a3 - 250w 3-channel

(£7000) Tel: 01843 604696 [ M81

backup £ 1595 mint (£ 2100), Accuphase P- 55V

Quad pair ESL-63 speakers, black with stands.

£1750 mint (£2950), Accuphase E-307 integrated

IV speakers with bass amplifier, walnut, immaculate

excellent condition £950, Tel: Andrew ( mobile)

100 WPC with DAC10 board & AD- 9board £ 2400

£2450 (£ 16000), Chord CPA 3200 pre £ 1800
(£3900), Chord DSC 1100 DAC £ 750 (£3900), Tel:

07779 146688 (I( ingston) [ M8]

mint (£4000), Accuphase PS- 1200V regenerator

Oracle Delphi 3turntable, SME Series V:onearm +

£3500 mint (£ 5950), Audio Note CDT One CD

Bill 01993 851508 EMA141

Lyra Lydian £ 1500, Tel: 01792 425220 IM8I

transport, silver £ 550 mint (£ 1000), Monarchy

Michell Orca pre-amp and Alecto power amps in
excellent condition £ 1200, also 2x3m pair of Nordost

REL Stadium I
il subwoofer. walnut finish, adjustable

Model 22B DAC with Dip £ 525 (£ 1300), Finite

for frequency roll off, line level and speaker terminal

Elemente HD12 £2750 mint (£4050) email:

Blue Heaven Ref 1speaker cable £ 150, Tel: Martin on

connections (£ 1500) £ 500. Tel: 01704821146

baraka@eurape.com [ M B321

01702 373514 ( day), 01268 764542 (evenings)

(Southport) ( M8]

HiFi News from October'56 to October'69

Essex ( M8]

Naim Hi- cap, mint condition £395, Epos ES14

complete, plus 45 others from ' 69 to ' 80, altogether

Sony XA 9000ES SACD player 1week old, List 2400,

speakers plus stands total yunblemished £225, all

20] magazines £200, Tel: 01225 315401 ( Bath)

absolutely mint, black, not going 5.1, Stereophile A

with boxes Tel: 01527 835769 (Worcs)[M8)

(M8I

plus rated, £ 1550 Tel: 020 8951 3178 EMA161

Spendor S3e speakers, cherry, under one year old,

Sonus Faber Grand Piano original bi-wire version,

light use only, immaculate £485 Tel: 020 8658

piano black, boxed with manuals, mint. £ 950 Tel:

7403 ( Bromley) [ M8]

07791 361620 ( London) EM81

ProAc Response 3.5 speakers, mahogany finish, floor

Cyrus 8VS integrated amplifier, boxed £ 550, vintage

standing, good condition £ 2000 (£ 4250), mobile:

Denon DP- 2000 Quartz D/D turntable with SME 309

Quadropod stands for the ESL-63, these are the

07720 843753 / 020 8416 0011 ( day) buyer

arm, £ 540, or might split, Ruark Prologue One

stands that Quad produced themselves for the 63s,

collects, London [M8]

speakers, rosewood, mint £325, Meridian 506/16,

will pay way over the market rate for mint condition

Conrad-Johnson MV55 valve power amplifier

£295. Wanted: Pink Triangle vertical speakers Tel:

ones, email: zijafferji@yahoo.co.uk or call on 07921

45W/20W pentode/triode configured, mint, offers,

0166] 871010 [ M1150]

044254 [ KD34]

Tel: 01590 672451/02392 336312 IM81

Monitor Audio Studio 50, rosewood, perfect

Tenoral T2001 cartridge with or without stylus.

Monarchy SM-70 class Aamplifier, mint, manual,

Wanted

condition, original boxes, £ 1200, Tel: 01243

Please write quoting price and postage to Mr JR Parr,

boxed £ 295 Tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex) IMA141

582411 ( evenings) ( West Sussex) EMB171

94A Imperial Avenue, Shirley, Southampton,

Naim NAP 500 power amp, only 9months old,

Thorens turntable TD160 Super with SME IT IS pick

Hampshire S015 8PX EKL14]

perfect condition, fully boxed, with cables etc.

up arm with fluid damper, little used £210ono Tel:

Pink Triangle integrated amplifier, one box CD player

absolutely fantastic sound and build £7950 ( new

01372 728951 [ M8]

and/or DAC. Contact R. Collings on 01873 858969

cost £ 12350), Tel: Chris on 01285 862539

Naim CDX £ 1250, NAC82 £ 1250, NAP250 £ 900,

[MB17]

(Cotswold area) [ MA14]

171-CAP £350, all 4yrs old, unmarked with boxes,

Manual audio cassette re-winder. Contact J.Forshaw,

Aurex System SY-C15 pre-amp, SC- M15

Naim Hydra power cord ( new £ 180) £ 100, Chord

325 Liverpool Road,Haydock, St Helens, Merseyside

monoblocks, ST- Fl 5tuner, PC- D15 cassette deck,

Anthem interconnect for Naim ( new £ 240) £ 125.

WA1 1OUN, Tel: 07706 676344 [ M81

AD- 15 adres unit, AR- MI rack unit, ai items very

Tel: 07795 552220 [ MB20]

Tweeter or pair for B&W 802 standard model, Tel:

good cond. £450ovno Tel: 01252 659058 [ FOC]

Audio Innovations 1000S silver edition valve

020 8657 4882 ( London) [ M81
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Choice
hi-fi
Choice HiFi & The HiFi Exchange - The only place to Buy, Sell
and exchange used high end HiFi from leading manufacturers
Krell, Linn, Nairn, Mark levinson, Audio Research,
Wilson Audio and may more.
Unique when we first started it in 1994, copied but never
bettered until now. Choice HiFi data base driven system will
automatic match customers HiFi sales and wants.
VVether hying or selling, used high end HiFi, list the items with
us on the HiFi Exchange for afast efficient and safe service.
The key to online trading is security, as abuyer or seller one is
always relyant on the integrity and honesty of the other party.
Choice HiFi has been brockering deals between fellow
audiophiles for over adecade.
Our ability and willingness to take part exchange when selling
your item means that we attract many more buyers.
The key benefits to you are:
1. Complete peace of mind in the knowledge that athird party
(Choice HiFi) has voted both the equipment and the
buyer/seller.
2. Prodt.cts tried tested and sold with guarantee
3. No ledd times on adverts
4. One stop shop, from long standing and trusted dealer.
5. No more home devis, no more strangers through your door,
no more staying in for people who do not show, no nusance
calls, no low balling.
6. Active. HiFi sales and wants matching service
7. Worldwide exposure to your HiFi requirement
B. HiFi equipment available to view / audition at our premises
9. Unique verifiable scale ( 1-10)- allows HiFi equipment
condition to be graded, so you know what you are getting.
10. Mail Crder/ Online purchasing
You can post as many HiFi items as you wish; The items do not
get added automatically to our site, they are sent to us where
they are veted for accuracy. This allows us to contact the seller
and to make adjustments where necessary.
Our knowledge of the market and products means we can help
you achim the best and fairest price possible. Dont forget we
will take hems in part exchange to facilitate the sale.
We are open for demonstrations and consultations
Monday tc Saturday between 10:00 am and 6:00 pm,
by appointment please.
We accept all major credit cards,
mail order and export enquiries welcome.

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959

fe)/ Processors

leema SPLX12 sub-woofer

£650

Linn acted system

£4500

Name Views Price Date added

Mirage FRX 9

£600

Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks

£4995

Metas 402 Gold Monoblocks

£2495

Integra Research ROC 7

£1800

Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker

£2995

Krell FfTS

£3995

REL Q200E

£350

meracus Inflare 6

£850

Lexicon MC12 Rev 4

£9500

REL Stadium Ill

£995

Menden Audio 559

£1600

Lexicon MC128

£3995

Revel bl5a subwoofer

Lexicon MC8

£4150

Revel M20 Performa

£1800

Velodine FSR 10

£6975

Nairn Audio SOL System

£895

Naim Audio DBL Active System

£495

£19750

Meriden Audio 565

£695

Nairn Aude NAP 180

£650

Parasound Halo Cl

£4500

Wilson Audio ItilAg 2

£29990

PS Aude HCA-2

£750

Parasound Halo C2

£2995

Wilson Audio System 7

£11995

Roksan rocksan kandy hat

Proceed PAV/PDSD

£1995

Wilson Audio System 7

£12995

Tag Avantgarde 100x4

£1295

Wilson Audio System 7

£12995

XTC power one

£1300

Cables
Ec,osse Reference MS 215
Einse Reference Quartet MS2

£ 150

Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1

£6495

Wilson Audio Witt

£3495

£ 160
Multi Channel Amps

van den hul revelation

Arcani P7

£1995

Krell KAV 250 a/3

£2495

Krell Showcase 5

£3395

Krell Showcase 5

£3000

Para.sound A51

£2895

£350
£150

CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 67

£2495

Acoustic Arts Dyne 1

£2250

kcam 5

£200

Podia Flight CO1

£3795

Audio Research CD3 Mklt

£3550

Audiomeca/ Peine Lume Damnation
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192)
dCS Elgar Plus/Verona/PurcelWerdi
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill

£565
£3300

Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR £3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £ 195
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1

£450

SubEon £2650

Vienna Apausbcs 3WeberrY28m

Power Amplifiers
AL:cup use M2000 mono

Exposure 2010

£375

Gamut CD 1

£1995

Accuphase P700

£4000

£12995

£90

kayac 8008 mk2

£1500

Krell KFIS 20 IL

£4250

Aude Flight Flight 100

£4495

Mark Levinson ML 390s

£3495

Audia Flight Flight One Integrated

£3495

Mark Levinson ML39

£2750

Audio Research M300 Monoblocks

kenwood DPF-J5010

£5000

Menden Audio 508

£725

Audio Research Ref 600 Mkl

MICROMEGA DUO CD 31

£660

Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2

£2300

Pioneer PD-F1009

£120

Bel Canto Evo 2entegrated

£1900

Tnchord GENESIS

£250

Bel Canto EVO 4

£2995

Boulder 1060

£9995

Hl ROther
tin arfoLÉen ECODale933:16Mercd £3750

Boulder 500 AE Monos

Musical Fidelity NuVista M3 super integrated

Carver TfM-42

amplifier

Cary SLA 70

£ 1795

Saws Faber Musca integrated £995
Loudspealcers
Non Vmid

£1195

Arcam One

£300

ATC ATC 20SL passive

£12995

Boulder 500 AE

£895

£2250
£4650

£995
£4995

Chord Electronics SPM 4000

£5495

Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP60

£1250

Dared -Vacuum Tube amp W-20

SL 2000 Al
£1850

EXPOSURE 21 PRE' 18 POWER

Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer

£2500

EZO Kl(face nord)

Definitive Technology 13P3000

£2500

Gamut 0200 mkin

£ 1350

£550
£3395

Elac Jet CL310 Jet

£550

Hales concept 5

£2203

Mobile: 07768 720456

JMLab Diva Utopia

£5900

JMLab Electra 920

£975

email: info@choice-hifi.com

JMLab Micro Utopia BE

£2850

Krell KAV 3001

JMLab Micro Utopia BE

£2850

Krell KAV 400xi

£2250

JMLab Mini Utopia Black + Stands

£2200

Krell KSA 150

£ 1295

We accept all major credit cards.

JMLab Utope

£5490

Krell KSA 150

Finance available subject to status

KEF Coda 80

£60

£2000

Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded) £7995
Krell FP8 750 mcx
Krell FPB-700CX

Krell KSA 80 Ballanced

Pre Amplifiers
Adyton Modus

£1295

Aloe PST 11.01i

£1450

Aragon aurum

£1150

Audia Flight Flight Pre

£3495

Audio Note M3

£1795
£395

Audio Research LS 2

£1095

Audio Research LS 5mk I

£1595

Audio Research LS9

£1195

Boulder 1012

£8495

Boulder 2010 Pre

£9995

CAT Ultimate Reference

£5995

CARVER C-1

£260

Chord Electronics cpa3200e

£2100

Denser DM- 20

£595
£550

EZO Nanda (face nord)
Plinius M16 Phono

£1200

Tact RCS 2.0DD

£1995

YBA 2Alpha

£995

Stands
Mana Acoustics reference sound table

£250

Mana Acoustics Reference Table

£250

Soundabons Uttmo HF

£450

£360

Cello Duet 350

KEF KSA 100S

£1195

Audio Refinement Pre 5

£14995
£1795

Power Conditioners
Power Plant 300

Tlartinart Audio Rel Mrvl Speaker CabÉ £ 12990

van den hul the 2nd / 3metres Bal

£450

£22250

£9995

lintaidesfAmotartridges & Phonostages
Audio Research PH 3Phono

£ 1350

Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £395
Clear Audio Accurate

£2395

EAR 834P

£425

HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat.
Kuzma Stabl S

£3250

£825

Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artentz/Jubilee £3500
SME 20/2A Tumtable and A
ITI1
SME 30/2A Turntable & Puni
Systemdek 11XE900
VPI TNT 4+ Rokport km

£
4250
£1(1495
£350
£6500

£1295

£ 1350
£1295

TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3

£1995

NEC 50 XMA/XRS

£3500

Panasonic 42 HDPWD8

£1995

Below is just a small selection of

Heatherdale
eaudio limited

some of the exàtino loudspeakers we offer

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN 14 OE./

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi

by

enthusiasts

Audio Note produce a superb range of
speakers which start with the incredibly high
value AX-One at lust £250 and AX- Two at
£350.
Above these models the clastac rango
covers three basic models. the K. J & E
which are each available in several different
versions with different grades of
components and wiring used. The J's pictured here start from £ 1.850 without stands
and are sublimely musical

in

The '._tving Voice range start will the
£.2.1eo Ariororium and extends to the
outrageous £ 7.500 KSLV.
These speaiœrs share the same basic
concept throughour but the quairty of parts
and cabines used evolves as you go through
the range of four models
They are ato efficient at 94413 and quite, easy
to drive so will respond to almost any high
quality ampifier with adynamic and musical
performance.
The ProAc Studio 100 are aglorious
design. Combining light paper bass/mid
drivers (incidentally as do almost all of the
speakers shown hero) and asuperb tweeter
this speaker has incredible
transparency without iciosine touch with the
MUSK. They're also incredibly easy to drive.
They cost £ 800/pair and we recommend
partnering rhern wilt: Inc excellent
Something Solid XF24 stands at £ 135/pair
The Tannoy Sensys DC1 aie a superb
stand mounted design which uses a
version of their famous dual coucentric
arum unir combined with a super tweeter
For £450 per pair ( plus £90 for our
ornmEnded Something Solid SL24
stands) these speakers offer a superbly
derailed and fast presentation whk-ti is incredibly involving to listen to
The £2.6110 Rethm '4th Rethm' is
much smaller than the massive 2nd
Rethm's that we alsc stocs and is a
relatively zompact born speaker with
a claimed response of 65 Hz and
upwards (although it sound; like they
extend down atouch furthe to us)
The version we have uses a
Supravox dnve unit which has avery
good tonal balance whilst still
retaining asense of great speed and
lack of inertia. Sensitivity t predictably very high. so tow Dower amplihers
are perfectly suited.
The ProAc Response D38 is at' exceptional
speaker as it manages to excel in sa many
areas. They get the sense •ff seule and presence cf the recording across beautifully yet Jill
have good speed arid timing. Thev also extend
superbly e the bass yet are still very easy to
drive.
For such asubstantial speaker they are surprisingly easy to locate in most rooms due to a
novel bass port wnich exits onto the plinth
which means they can be used boy uose to
walls without any dl effects.
Price stall fr.trn £4.495 per pair.
Vitavox CN191 Awesome is aword ,
often used to describe aspeakers
performance but atrnost eeerything else
pales intc insignificance when compared to the CN191. This two (or three
with the optional HF driver' way loaded
comer horn is hand built to order and
made to last a lifetime. Planes vary depending on optioirs and finish but are in
the region of £25.000 per pad
3D Sonics ' Transparence' is an open
baffle speaker which uses amodified
Supravbx full range drive unit.
These speakers produce an incredibly
resmve sound that is fast. open and
(as the name suggests!. transparent.
Their high 96r1B sensitivity makes them
very easy for any amplifier to dui*
üncluding the Silver Note mentioned
above) and despite the lack of abox their
bw frequencies are decently eytended:
52 400 per pair

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street Aylesbury, B.icks, HP20 2LH
Open 9.:i0 to 530 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
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DRIVERS:

> ATC
> AUDAX

Pre-owned equipment available

> ETON

with guarantee

> FOSTEX

Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifl-stereo.com

s. LPG

Main dealer for

> MAX FIDELITY

s. MOREL

Tannoy Prestige Speakers

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK
PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM
C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93
CD Player/ CT-91a Cassette deck
Only £ 2495

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

> VISATON

> VOLT

SPEA ¡( ERS

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

ATC Active 20/2 speakers
£2250
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£3,995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Tannoy 15 HPD drivers with cross overs
£395
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails £35,000)
£18,995
B & W DS6 Dipole surround speakers
£175
B 8 W DM602 Series III
£195
Boston THX centre speaker
£150

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.
Contact us

Pilt-AMPS

fee'

Mark Levinson 28 with phonostage
£1195
ATC SCA2 pre Amp Mint
£2250
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono
£8500
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£595
loft LBPA-5 Line level Pre Amp
£495
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £ 19,500)
£12,500
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£1,495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£1,395

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.050.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: soleresolen.ce
Web: unovw.solen.ca

AMPLIFIERS
Sirius (
Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
£1,795
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£1,395
Krell 250a/3 3-channel Amp
£1,495
Mackintosh MC2000 limited edition
Amp Boxed/Mint/Rare
£6,995
Parasound HCA 1206 6 Channel Amp
£1,595
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£5,495
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£345
Mark Levinson ref.33 mono blocks
£11995
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
£15,000
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
£2,950
Advantage Integrated Amp
£1,295
CD PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Gamut CD / 1R CD player
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
Meridian 002 CD player mint/boxed

£1,295
£3,995
£895
£1295

MISCELLANEOUS
PS Audio Powerplant mains conditioner
£1695
Krell Home Theatre Standard Processor
£2,495
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo) ... £450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo) ... £695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Tables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..
Phone for
details
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARNIS
Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V £9995
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,5001
£995
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Dyna vector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge
£1,995
(as new, retails £2,900)
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

Premier Audio
'Kral r

'Rams 2

Move slornonstralmq
Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport. Phnius CD Lad &
250 Power, Venty tutelo & Sonso Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables. Ism& Sub Station, BOA Equipment Stands

Audio Amo, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD'Amp, Martin Logan ' Audio Physic-, Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand back Sub Station P/S
istio Siiihisrs - Audio Ph) sirs • Audio Amo - Absolute Sounds
I)CS - Kara • Plinius • Siltech - Arm, - BIM - Pink Triangle
.‘s
- Project - ()norm - Van den Hull - Mirage
swlcerrie

Nonte tinnonstration

Goodsdection ofs/rfand

We are 10minsJ 39 - MI
tOmins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

KLW Cook
Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.
British, Japanese
& American hi-fi
catered for.
Phase Linear & SAE
specialists.

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
•On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

Custom equipment designed

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

& built in house.

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Tel:

Email:

Sale of pre- owned
equipment.

lasA

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Tel: 01264 323573
www.hifinews.co.uk
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GROUP TEST - DAB tuner shootout
EAR 912 phono stage
Dali Euphonia MS4 speakers
Ortofon cartridges

Reader Systems

Atlas cables
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MyTop10

FAVOURITE THINGS

Favourite
ever albums
Top hi-fi PR man Dave Denyer has amassive vinyl collection
but he has slavishly shaved it down to his top 10 albums of all time
Jethro Tull:
THIS WAS:
1968: Island Records ILPS 9805

Gillian Welch:

Jeff Buckley:

TIME ( THE REVELATOR):

GRACE:
1994: Columbia

2001: WEA: 5050466-6875

Ifirst heard This Was well after Jethro

Welch by chance on the TV

475928
You may have read it

coverage of the BBC folk

amillion times but.

awards 2004 and was utterly

Jeff Buckley's debut

transfixed. With guitar sparring partner David

atbum Grace really is
awork of creative genus. The set takes

Ionly discovered Gillian

TulUs later albums because apparently,
*it wasn't aproper Tull album'. This
was probably
because it
featured founder

Rawlings, Gillian produces some of the most

member Mick

you on an exquisitely produced roller -

inspirational folk music I've heard. If you liked the

Abrahams'

coaster ride through all shades of rock

film Oh Brother Where Art Thou, you'll love this

bluesy guitar. It's

and fDtk leaving the Listener wondering
what on earth could possibly follow such

all the better for
it and, for me, is

Yes:

Tufts best LP.

THE YES ALBUM:
1971: Atlantic 2400 101
The ultimate ' Progressive'

Crosby,
Stills, Nash
& Young:

dinosaurs were surprisingly
groovy and refreshing in the

DÉJÀ VU:
1970: Atlantic
7200
The addition of

; fee
•

:

•

-.);"

Neil Young to
the wonderful
hippy super group CSN brought some

afinely honed ,
masterp ,eCe.

Neil Young:
AFTER THE GOLD RUSH:
1970: Reprise RSLP 6383
Neil Young's third solo

pre- Rick Wakeman period,
and this, their third LP, is the rocking pick of

offering beats the

the crop. Keyboard player Tony Kaye left around

'ubiquitous fo.low up

this time ensuring that the follow-up album

r
Harvest

Fragile, only just misses the mark due to Yes's

'by beirg stightly less

new ' aren't we clever* element.

into my top 10

w tover-played

and by

including the timeless

Led Zeppelin:

classics *After The Geld Rush', * Don't Let

welcome grittiness. All four writers
were near the peak of their creativity,

LED ZEPPELIN:

It Bring You Down* Eno the immensely

and couldn't put afoot wrong: with the

1969: Atlantic: 588 171

groovy rock anthem ' Southern Man'.

exception of Graham Nash whose two
compositions on the album are rather,

album has much going for

erm... English!

Led Zeppelin's debut
it: Not only does it have a
title, but ' Babe, I'm Gonna

Van Morrison:
MOONDANCE:
1970: Warner Bros
Records: WS 1835
Any of Van ' the

Leave You', ' You Shook Me*, ' ICan't Quit You
Baby' not to mention ' Your Time is Gonna
Come' all prove that the blues is all about
being unhappy in love.

IF ICOULD ONLY REMEMBER MY
NAME:
1971: Atlantic SD 7203
Psychedelic Folk
may be tile best
rway

Man Morrison's

Stephen Stills:

first four albums

STEPHEN STILLS:

on Warner Bros

1970: Atlantic 7202

Records could have made this list but

Stills* first soto album was

Moondance gets the place. Iparticularly

partly recorded in England

like albums that end sides on ahigh

hence both Jimi Hendrix and

note, and * Into The Mystic* is about as
high as one can legally get.

Eric Clapton stand in on guitar. There are toc
many great songs to list but ' Old Times Good
Times* with Hendrix is absolutely unmissable.
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David Crosby:

to describe

this exquisite
multi- layered
masterpiec:e. If you
4were amusician ! n
late ' es California
David Crosby wilj
have usec your talEnts in this wonderful
mix. Unless of course, you didn't get invited
to those sort of parties.
•••••-••.

asolid foundation
A transparent musical source is the foundation of afine audio. system. Recent advances

in analog and digital technology are allowing music lovers to get so much more from
their favourite records, compact discs cnd high resolution dgital formats.
At Symmetry we are proud to announce the availability of these fine new components.

Allowing you to experience the music you love and experience it as never before.

C-5xe Universal Player
Introducing ci giant leap forward in digital
playback technology-the Ayre C-5xe universal
stereo ( 1.121 player. The first of it's kind, this nc
video, no-compromise design plays all existing
optical disc formats. The C-5xe is for those of us
who value the enjoyment of music above all else.

X-01 SACD/CD Player
The Esoteric X-01 establishes a new benchmark for
digital repay, from it's propriety and exclusive
VRDS-NEO mechanism to it's high precision 24 bit,
dual monaural digital decoding system. The X-01 is
the ultimate source for the finest high end systems.

Titan iMoving Coil Cartridge
The Lyra Titan iis an improved version of the widely
acclaimed Lyra Titan. More than just a refitment the new
Titan iis equipped with a different suspension and damping
system. Tracking ability has been substantially improved,
bass performance is lifted to new leve:s of refinement and
speed, low level resolution and dynamics has gained a
marked improvement. Finally the — tan ihas been voiced by
rraster craftsman Yoshinori Mishirrna, who builds and
painstakingly adjusts each ana every cartridge by hand.
For the finest playbaclk of your favourite records.

(—Ô

LYRA )

symmetry
Ayne Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 E65488

Gnand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, SLmiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmery-systems co.uk

"THIS MACHINE IS PURE AUDIO RESEARCH:

HIGH- END, THOROUGHBRED AND UTTERLY MUSICAL."

ARC ANGELS

"SOUNDS ARE PRODUCED FROM
AN UNSHAKABLE FOUNDATION...
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU COULD TRIP
OVER THE MUSICIAN"

"A SUPERB
ALL-ROUNDER AND
AN OBVIOUS BEST BUY"

"THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT THEIR
SIMPLE 1950'S STYLING; THEIR USE OF VALVES
AND THEIR UNDOUBTED ABILITY TO PRODUCE
MUSICAL SOUNDS THAT MAKES THE PRODUCT
EXTREMELY DESIRABLE."

"OUSTANDING SOUND
QUALITY AND EXCEPTIONAL
EASE OF USE"

,P -G

STAN CURTIS

AUDIO RESEARCH REF 3

Audio Research has studiously applied the technology
gained from their Reference series amplifiers to every
model in their range, right down to the entry-level designs.
The SP16 preamplifier. VS55, VS110 and VM220 power
amplifiers, the state-of-the-art CD3 Mk II CD player, the
multi- channel amplifier and the VSi55 integrated amplifier
are not only packed with knowledge gained from the
company's legendary flagship models, but they herald a
change in the way reasonably- priced high- end equipment
is perceived. The astonishing PH5 brings Reference
Phono performance to a remarkably affordable price
point. The LS25 Mk Il Pre- amp clearly shares parentage
with the Reference pre- amplifiers. And the VT100 Mk Ill
boasts DNA derived from the Reference 300 and 600
power amps.
Now, there is new inspiration. Joining these classics is the
most radical product yet to wear the AudioResearch logo:
the Reference 3 preamplifier. An absence of conventional
controls, refined circuitry, better sound.

„AIIIMIIIMMIII.Ma

"

The bloodline strengthens.
For details of the full range and your nearest dealer,
contact Absolute Sounds.
AUDIO RESEARCH VM220

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION

Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a
considered one.

WNW
AUDIO RESEAR(..,,

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SVV20 OTW
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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